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INTRODUCTION
TO THE SECOND CANADIAN EDITION.

Wc have reason to congratulate ourselves, that in most depart-

ments of study, Canadian Schools are now supplied with excellent

ten books, many of them prepared in tha country by Canadian

Teachers. In the department of English Grammar, however, it

is scarcely necessary to say, that among all classes of teachers

the utmost dissatisfaction is felt. It is the peculiarity of almost

every English Grammar in use that, while they may be very good,

or even excellent, in some department of the subject, they either

entirely omit others of, at least, equal importance, or are so

inaccurate, or me-'.gre, or behind the times, in the manner of

treating them, that, in many cases, it would be be better had they

been altogether passed over. The consequence is, that a teacher

who would make his course of instruction comprehend what is

necessary to render it practically useful and give it a degree of

completeness, is compelled, either to depend on oral instruction

to supplement the deficiencies of the text book, or to submit to the

inconvenience and needless expense of introducing several dffer-

ent books. To this, more than any other cause, is, doubtless, to

ha attributed the fact, that the study of English Grammar does

not occupy that position in our schools to which its importance

entitles it. Whatever opinion, therefore, may be entertained of

the pretensions of the text book now presented, of this, at all

events, the editor is fully assured, that both teachers and

pupils will appreciate the attempt to render their labour in this

department somewhat more pleasant and remunerative, and

will cheerfully recognise whatever merit it may possess.

In undertaking the revision of Bullions' Analytical and Prac-

tical Grammar, the intention, in the first place, was merely to

correct some of the numerous inaccuracies, and supply a few of

its worst defects ; but the more closely it was examined with a

view to this, in the light of the latest improvements in the mode
of treating and presenting the subject, the more obvious it

became, that such superficial changes, so far from satisfying the
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reasonable demands of intelligent teachers, could scarcely be eir^

pected to allay the existing dissatisfaction to an extent sa&icient

to procure for it even a temporary recognition. Such being the

aspect of the matter, the Editor found that he had no alternative

but to abandon the project altogether, or face the enquiry,—what,

alterations and additions must be made to supply a text book,

such as is required ?—what must such a book contain ?—and how
should the matter be presented, to bring it fully up to the stand-*

«rd of philosophical accuracy, which late writers, especially

Morell, in his scientific treatment of the subject, has so conclu-

sively shown it to be capable of? In prosecuting this enquiry,

one Elimination^ Alteration, and Addition, aft^r another, was
found necessary, till the original has undergone such an entire

transformation, that, like the miser's stockings, it may now fairly

quest'on its own personal identity.

The opportunity of collecting facts and observing results, wlibh

an extensive acquaintance with teachers and many years experi-

ence in teaching English Grammar, have afforded the Editor, has

convinced him that our best grammars are not sufRciently prac-

tical,—tha. with a text book adapted to the purpose, the grammar

clap'' might be made to contribute much more directly to the

grand end in view, viz : readiness, accuracy^ and elegance, in the

use of language.

In order to remedy this defect, and render all the assistance

possible to teachers who would be practical, Examination Ques-

tions followed by thorough practical exercises, are placed at proper

intervals throughout the book, and a general exposition of the

Principles of English Composition followed by a complete course

of Exercises designed to be taken up in connection with Analysis

and Syntax, is appended. A glance at these examination Tests,

(for they are rather tests than questions,) will convince any one,

that, so far from leading to " Mechanical teaching," they are de-

signed and fitted to call forth the highest intellectual efforts of

the pupils.

The subject of analysis has been completely re-written, and

"will, it is confidently believed, be found fully up to the most ap-

proved standard. Diagrams to be used in conjugating the verb>
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and in oral and written exercises in parsing and in the analysis of

simple and compound sentences, have been prepared, and are

presented in such a manner, that they cannot fail to prore

valuable aids to both teacher and pupil. The Section on the

Structure of Words, followed by Examination Questions and

practical Exercises on each part of speech, will supply a great

want in this durection, and, taken in connection with the Yo*

cabulary of Saxon, Latin and Greek roots, at the close, may
be riewed as forming a complete and distinct text-book of

itself on this important branch of the subject. The Selections

in Prose and Poetry, embracing a great variety of construction,

will furnhh ample exercises in analysis, and will be found suited

to the wants of every class of pupils. Most teachers will consider

it a decided improvement, that correct and incorrect examples are

mixed together in the exercises unde the rules of Syntax, re-

quiring the pupil constantly to draw upon his knowledge of the

subject and to apply it as he proceeds.

In conclusion, the Editor would express how much it has been

a matter of constant regret to him, that he has been absolutely

limited as to time. Although this circumstance has not been

allowed to interfere with the general features of the book, it has

prevented that careful consideration, that might, in* some instances,

have resulted in greater accuracy or better selections, and com-

pelled him to avail himself of the labors of others, more especially

of Mohell & Anderson, (to whom he takes this opportunity of

acknowledg'ing his great indebtedness) more freely than he would

\inder other circumstances, have felt at liberty to do.

Toronto, Canada West, July, 1866.



PllEPACE
TO THE TTlfRD CANADIAN EDITION.

The very general favour with which tlie Second revised edi-

tion of this gr»immar'ha3 betn received, as indicated by its rapid

sale and the iiumerous expressions of approval from teachers

and others, in every part of tho country, has encouraged the

publisher to spare no expense to render the present edition still

more serviceable to teachers, and worthy of public confidence.

The quality of the paper and binding, it will be observed, is

Tery much superior to that in the last edition, and some impor-

tant alterations and additions have been made ; these are not,

however, of such a nature that any serious inconvenience will

result from introducing this edition into classes in which the last

is already in use.

The section on English Composition has been rendered much
more practical and complete, by simplifying the rules and exer-

cises on Punctuation, and by adding examination questions on

the general principles of Compositi6n and an article on the

Elements of (Style, and by giving it such a position as will indi-

cate the order in which this branch of the subject should be

taken up. The want of time, in preparing the last edition, ren-

dered it necessary to omit the preparation of examination ques-

tions on the Syntax ; this omission has been supplied in the

present edition. Thrfse questions and exercise will eflFect a great

saying of time to teachers, and afford valuable assistance in

conducting the examination of classes. And lastly, a series of

exercises, composed of sentences of common occurrence, ex-

hibiting the most usual faults in the use of language, are pre-

sented under one general rule, to be examined and corrected

before entewng on the study and application of the more special

principles of Syntax.

ToBONTO, April, 1867.
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GRAMMAR.
1. Grammar is both a science and an

ART.
2. As a SCIENCE, it investigates the prin-

ciples of language in general: as an art,
it teaches the right method of applying
these principles to a particular language,
so as thereby to express our thoughts in a

correct and proper manner, according to

established usage.

3. English Grammar is the art of speak-

ing and writing the English language, ac*

cording to established usage.
4. Language is either spoken or written.

5. The elements of spoken language, are vocal and articulate

sounds.

6. The elements of written language, are characters or letters

which represent these sounds,

7. Letters are formed into syllables and words ; words into sen-

tences ; and by these, properly uttered or written, men commuai-
cate their thoughts to each other.

8. Grammar is divided into four.patts;

namely. Orthography, Etymology, Syntax,

and Hrosody.

9. Orthography treats of letters and syl-

lables;* Etymology^ of words; Syntax, of

sentences; and Prosody, of elocution and^

versification.

* As the vthole subject of Orthoj^raphy is treated more fUlly in the spel-
ling-book and dictionary, a brief synopsis of its principles only is here
giTen, rather as a matter ofform, than with a view to its beinR partioidarly
studied at this stage. The teacher may therefore, i^he thiukii proper
pass over Fabt I. fur the present.
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PART I.

ORTHOGRAPHY.
10. Orthography treats of letters, and

of the mode of combining them into sylla-

bles and words.
11. A letter is a mark, or charaoteri nied to ropreieni an tie*

meHtarj toond of the human yoioe.

12. There are Twtntjf'tim letters in the English Alphabet.

15. Letters are either Towels or Oonsonants.

14* A Vmoil is a letter whieh represents a simple inarti€ulat9

ioand ; and, in a word or syllable, may be sounded alone. The

Ttwels are a, <^ ^ o, u; and w and y not before a yowel sounded in

the same syUable, as in law, hay,

16. A Ccmtonant is a letter which represents an articulate

oond ; and, in a word or syllable, is never sounded alone, but al-

ways in oonnection with a Towel. The consonants are 6, e, d, /, ffr

^» J* ^« h *n> **) Pj 9* ^i 'i i* V, X, z ; and to and y before a vowel

sounded in the same syllable, as in war, youth.

16. A Diphthong is the union of two vowels in one sound.

Diphthongs are of two hinds, proper and improper.

17. A Proper Diphthong is one in which both the vowels are

sonnded, as ou, in <mt; oi, in oil; ow, in eow.

18. An Improper Diphthong^ or digraph, is one in which only

one of the t owels is sounded, as ou in court ; oa in boat,

19. A Triphthong is the union of three vowels in one sound, as

eau in beauty,

THE POWXaS OF LBTTERS.

20. Iq analyzing words into their elementary sounds, it is ne-

eessary to distinguish between the name of a letter and its power.

21. The name of a letter is that by which it is usually called ; as

A, be, se, ddj drc.

22. The power of a letter is the efifect which it has, either by it-

self or combined with other letters, in forming a word or syllable.

23. Each of the vowels has several powers. Several letters

have the same power; and certain powers ov elements of word^
are represented by a combination of two letters.
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24. The eltmenUry powers or soundf in the Bngliih Itognm
«r6 about /or<y, and are dirided into Toceft, repreaented bjTowew
and diphthongs; and Suhvoeals and AtpirtUn, represented ftj

consonants, single or combined.

26. YooALS are inartietUate sounds prodaeed hj the orgaai of
Toice, with the mouth more or less open, and with no change^ or
but slight ehange, of position in the organs of speech.

26. SuBvooALs are sounds produced b^ the organs of roice, mr"
ticulated or modified by certain changes ip the position of the or
gans of speech.

27. Aspirates are mere whispering sounds without Tocality, bu^
which, still, have an audible effect in the enunciation of words*
They are all articulate except h.

28. The elementary powers of letters can not be exhibited to

the eye, but must be learned from the living voice.

29. The NAME of a vowel is always one of its powers (except w
and y), and if, from the name of a consonaut, we take away the

vowel sound, what remains is generally the power of that conso-

nant, except t0 and y.

80. A full view of the elementary powers of letters in the for*

mation of words, is exhibited in the following table. In the words
annexed as examples, the letter, whose power is indicated, is print*

•ed in Italic. By pronouncing the word distinctly, and then leaving
out all but the power of the Italic letter, and uttering that alone,

we have the power of that letter.

31. Table of Elementary Sounds in the English Language.

VOCALS.
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82. Certain letters in the English alphabet have the same power

as others In the preceding table, and may therefore be called

JSquivaltnts. EquivalentB of tow els and diphthongs are numerous.

83. Of the Subvocals and Aspirates, eight pairs are Correlatives.

In sounding the first of any of these pairs, the organs of voice* and

speech are in the same position as in sounding its fellow, but the

first, or subvocal, has vocality ; the second, or aspirate, has not.

34. Table of Equivalents and Correlatives.

XQUIVALENTS.
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DIVISION OF WORDS INTO SYLLABLES.

42. The division of words into syllables is

called SvlMication,

GENERAL EULE.

43. Place together in diBtinct syllables, those letters which make

up the separate parts or divisions of a word, as heard in its cor-

rect pronunciation.

44. The only definite rules of much value on this eubject are

the following:

—

45. Rule 1. Two or more consonants forming but one elemen-

tary sound, are never separated ; such as, c/<, Ich, th, ah, v^,ph, w/i,

gh, silent, or sounding/, Ik, sounding k, &c. ; as, church-es, watch-ea,

v]or-thy,fish'es, aing-ing, philoaO'phy, aigh-ing, cough-ing, loalking,

46. Rule 2. The terminations, eean, cian, ceoua, cioua, cial, tion^

tioua, iial, geon, gian, geoua, aion, are seldom divided; as, o*

cean, gra-cioua^ nation, coura-geoxia^ ^c.

47. Rule 8. Conapound words are divided into their simple ones;

as, rail-road, bee-hive, hope-leaa, thank-ful, &c.

48. Rule 4. The terminations of words, when they form a sylla-

ble, are usually separated from their roots ; as, writ-er, teach-ea^

think-ing, cold-er, old-eat.

49. Two separMe words combined as one name, are usually

separated by a hyphen; as, rail-road, glaas-houae, bee-hive.

50. In writing, every line must conclude with the last letter of a

word or syllable.

SPELLING.

51. Spelling is the art of expressing a

word by its proper letters.

52. The Orthography of the English language is so anomalous,

and in many cases arbitrary, that proficiency in it can be acquired

only by practice, and the use of the spelling-book or dictionary.

The following rules are of a general character, though even to these,

there may be a few eKceptions :—
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GENERAL RULES FOR SPELLING WORDS..
RULE I.

68. MonoByllables eDdiug with /, /, or 3, preceded by a siDgle

Towel, double the fiDal consonant ; as, itaff, mill, pass.

b4. Exeeption*.—0[, if, &e, is, boa, was, his, gas, yes, this, us,

thus, pus.

RULE II.

65. Words ending with any consonant except/, /, or s, do not

double the final letter ; as, «t7, not, up, put, that, in.

56. Exceptions.—Add, bunn, butt, buzz, ebb, egg, err, inn, odd,

purr.

RULE III.

57. Words ending in y preceded by a consonant, change y into t

before an additional letter or syllable ; as, «/^, spies ; happy, hap*

pier, happiest; carry^ carrier^ carried ;fancy ^
fanciful.

58. Exception L—But y is not changed before ing ; as, deny,

denying.

59. Exception 2.—Words ending in y preceded by a vowel, re-

tain the y unchanged ; as, boy, boys, boyish, boyhood.

Exception 3.—But lay, pay, say, make laid, paid, said ; and day

makes daily.

RULE IV.

60. Monosyllables and words accented on the last syllable, end-

ing with a single consonant preceded by a single vowel, double the

final consonant before an additional syllable beginning with a vowel

;

as, rob, robber ; admit, admittance, admitted.

Exception.—But x and h are never doubled.

61. But when a dipthong or double vowel precedes, or the ae«

cent is not on the last syllable, the consonant is not doubled ; as,

boil, boilingf boiler; wool, woollen ; fool, foolish ; visit, visited.

62. Exceptions.—In about fifty words ending in I with a vowel

before it, and not accented on the last syllabe, naa% writers, con*

trary to analogy and without necessity, double the / improperly
before an additional syllable. These are such words as, travel,

traveller, travelling, travelled.*

•The words referred to are the following : Apparel, bflveJ, bowel, cancel,
carol, cavil, channel, chisel, counsel, cudgel, dishevel, drivel, duel, embowel,
enamel, empanel, equal, fcambol, gravel, grovel, handpcl, hatchel, imperil,
jewel, kennel, label, level, libel, marshal, marvel, model, panel, parcel, pen>
cil{ peril, pistol, pommel, quarrel, ravel, revel, rival, rowel, shovel, shnvel»
snivel, tassel, trammel, travel, tunnel, unravel.

MMn
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68. So also t and p are geuerally doubled io kiaf^ toorthip and

kidnap ; as biataing, worshipper, kidnapping. Webster, and many

writers following biro, in these words coufurm to tbe general rule.

UULK V

64. Words ending with tl drop one / before the terminations

le»$ and /y, to prevent trebling ; as, skill, skillesa ; full, fully ; and

eome writers before nw» and full ; M,fulne»$, ikilful.

65. But words ending in any other double letter, preserve the

letter double before Uhs, li/, ne$8, and/?*//; ay, harmlensfj/, itiffiy

gruffne»», t&c.

RULE /r.

66. Silent e is preserved before, the terminations ment^ /«», Iff,

and/u/ ; as, paleneat, peaceful^ abatement^ &o.

67. Exceptions.—Duly, truly, awful, and generally, judgment,

acknowledgment, lodgment, abridgment, am excepted. Argument
from the Latin argumentum, is not an exception.

RULE VII.

68. Silent e is omitted before terminations beginning with a

vowell; afl, slave, slavish; cure, curable ; sense, sensible, lodge,

lodging ; love, lovest.

69. Blaiiie, move, reprove, sale, and their compounds, sometimes,

though improperly, retain e before able; as, blameable, &c.

70. But words ending in ge and ee retain e before able, in order

to preserve the soft sound of g and c; as, changeable, peaceable,

Ac. For the same reason we have singeing, and swingeing ; dye
has dyeing, to distinguish it from dying. So also words ending
with e hard insert k before a syllable beginning with « or t to pre*

serve the hard sound ; m^ frolic, frolicked, frolicking.

71. The letters ie at the end of a word, are changed into y
before ing ; as, die, dying : lie, lying,

RULK VIII.

72. Simple words, ending in //, when joined to other words gen-

erally drop one I when they lose the accent; as, awful, hopeful,

handful, careful, already.

73. But when they are under the accent, the double / should be

retained ; as, fulfill, willful, recall, foretell. But, until, welcome

always, also, withal, therewithal, wherewithal, have single /.

74. In words under this rule, however, usage is far from uniform,

fulfil And fulfill; willful and wilful; recal and recall; foretel and
foretell ; and similar varieties are common.

75. Other compounded words are generally spelled in the same
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manner m the wimple words of which they are formed ; as glats-

houae, mill-wright^ thereby.

^0. Mnny words In English admit of two or more different modes
of spelling; as, connection, connexion; enuuire, inquire; chemi»-
try, ehyiniitry, &c. lu such cases, prevailing usage and analogy
must be our guides.

CAPITALS.
77. Formerly every noun began with a capitnl letter, both id

writing and in printing; but at present only the following words
begin with capital letters:—

1. The first word of every book, chapter, letter, note, or of any
other piece of writing.

2. The first word after a period ; also after a note of interro-

gation, or exc!nmation, when the sentence before, and the one after

it, are independent of each otlier.

But if several interrogatory or exclamatory Rentences are so

connected, that the latter sentences depend on the former, all of

them, except the first, may begin with a small letter ; as " How
doth the city sit solitary, that was full of people 1 how are her hab*
itations become as desolate ! how is she become as a widow I

S. Proper names, titles of ofHce or honor, names of months and
days ; as, George Washington, General Lee, Judge Story^ Sir
Walter Scott, America, the Ohio, Pratt, Woodford^ <k Co.y Pearl
Street, New York, May.

4. The prounoun /, and the interjection 0, are written in cap-

itals.

5. The first word of every line in poetry.

6. Names and appellations of the Deity, and pronouns that refer

to Him; as, God, Most High, the Almighty, the Supreme Being ;

as, He who created and redeemed mankind.

7. Adjunctives derived from the proper names of places; as,

Grecian, Roman, English, &q.

8. The first word of a direct quotation, when the quotation would
form a complete sentence by itself; as, "Always remember this

ancient maxim :
' Know thyself.'

"

"When a quotation is not introduced in the direct form, but fol-

lows a comma, the first word must not begin with a capital ; as,

" Solomon observes, that 'pride goes before destruction.'

"

9. Common nouns when personified ; as, " Come, gentle Spring.'^

10. Every Substantive and principal word in the titles of books
;

as, " Euclid's Elements of Geometry ; " Goldsmith's Deserted Vtl'

lage"
78. Other words, besides the preceding, may begin with capi-

tals, when they are remarkably empbatioal, or the priocipal subject

of the composition.
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PART II.

ETYMOLOGY.
79. Etymology treats of the dilTereut

sorts of words, their various inflections,

and their (ierivation.

WORDS.
80, A "Word is an articulate s<^und, used

by common consent, as the sign of an idea.

81. A few words consist of vociil or vowel soumls only, without

articulation ; as, /, uA, au-e, oh, oioe, eye, ttc.

82.—1. Words, in respect to their For-

mation, are cither Primitive or Derivative^

Simple or Compound,
83. A Primitive word is one that is not derived from any other

word in the language; as, boy, just, fathtr,

81. A Derivative word is one that is derived from some other

word ; as, boyish, jtutice, fatfterly.

86. A Simple word is one that is not combined with any other

word ; as, man^ house, city.

86. A Compound word la one that is made up of two or more

simple words ; as, manhood, horseman.

87.—2. Words, in respect to Injlectiou,

are either Declinable or Indeclinable.
88. A Declinable word ia one which undergoes certain changed

of form or termination, to express the different relations of gen-

der, number, case, degree, voice, mood, tense, person ; as, man,

men; love, loves, loved, &c.
*

89. In the changes which thej undergo, IS'ouns and Pronouns

are said to be declined, Verbs, to be conjugated.

90. An Indeclinable word is one which undergoes no change of

form ; as, good, some, perhaps.
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91.—3. In respect to Signifioatum and
Uie^ words are divided into eight different

classes, called Parts of Speech,
98. The principle acoordiog to wbioh words ar« olMsified ii

their uh, or the part they perform in the ezpreeaion of thought.

Words which are names of objeots are classed as ncwa* ; those

which qualify nouns are adjtetivsa ; those which attribute an action

or state to some subject are v«r6<, <bo. Hence, when the same
word in used for dlRorent purpoges—at sne time as a name, at

another to qualify/ a noun, and at another to express an action or

Mtate—it should, in parsing, be asHlgned to that class of words,

the office of which it performs for the time : thus, "Before honor
[noun] is humility." " Honor [verb] thy father and thy mother."

PARTS OF SPEECH.

93. The parts of speech are :

—

1. The words used to name persona or things; m, table, booh
kindneat.—Nouns.

2. The words used to express the qualities of persons or things;

as, goodhook, sweet apples, <&c.

—

Adjbotiveb.

3. The words used instead of the namea of persons or things
;

as, he, jfou, whOf they, kc,—Paonounb.

4. The words used to declare, affirm or assert what persons or

things do ; as, John reads. He stands, &e.—Vibbb.

5. Words used to express the manner, time, place, dec., of ah act,

or the degree, &o., of a quality ; as, He acts justly. He will go
soon. He lives there. He is a very good boy.—•Aovirbs.

6. Words used to express the relation which names of persons
or things bear to other words, or to one another ; as, They live in

Toronto. He went to Montreal.

—

Pbepositions.

7. Words used merely as connectives, when words and clauses

require to be connected together ; as, James and William left

home this morning ; but they will return vshen they have com-
pleted their engagement.

—

Conjuxctions.

8. Words used merely to expres emotion, without any connec-

tion with other words ; ns Adieu! my friend. Hurrah! for the

volunteers of Canada.

—

Intkejections.

94<. Definitions of the parts of speech.
1. A NOUN is the name of anything; ae, Quebec, city, love.

2. An ADJECTIVE is a Vord used to qualify or l>mit the meaning
of a noun ; as, an honest man ; ten days ; this book.

nieai
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5. A PRONOUN ii « word iiied to tupply the piace of a noun ; a«,

when our frienda bad Tisited Niagara th*y returned to Hamilton.

4. A VKBB ia A word uied to make an as»trtion ; or, a word
which affirmi the act, bting, or »tat§ of ito lubjeet ; an, I mitt,
lie i« /omJ.

6. Au AOviRB ia a word uaed to modify the aenae of a verb, an
adjeetive. or aoother adverb; aa, "She reada vwy eorrectijf.*^ A
rrmwkmhly diligent boy.

d. A PBiPoaiTioN ia a word uaed to expret^a the grainmatieml r«-

lation of a noun or pronoun depending upon it, to aome other
word in the aentcnoe ; aa, He went frcm Montreal to Halifax.

We aioved up the river in a amall boat.

7. A ooMJUNcrioM ia a word uaed to oonncot words, phraaea, or
aeotenoek ; aa, He and I muat go ; but you may atay. Of him, anJ
t« him, and through him, are all things.

8. An iMTEBJEcnoN ia a word uaed merely to expre»» emotion,

without any connection with other wordn ; as, " Oh I what a fall

waa there 1
" Ala$ ! my friend ia no more.

METHOD or INTBODITOINO THE SIJIMECT.

Instead of following the order of the book, at first, the teachor

would find it an excellent plan, when Ralisfied that the cloas rcallv

uDilerBtands the definition of each part of Hpeuch, to introduce the

subject, by calling upon the pupils to point out the nonnn and pro-

Tioun% in any piece that may be selected ; then the adjectiven, con-

necting each with the noun to which it beloug.-* ; then the verb<,

connecting each with its subject; then the aduerb^, noting their

modifying effect upon their verbs, adjectives, Ac ; then the prepo-

sitiont, marking the words related by each, in accordance with the

definition ; then the oonjanctions, noting particularlv the words or

clauses connected by each. Then, after giving aufilcieDt explana-

tions and illustrations of the nominative case, go over the piec.-

again, pointing out the nominative$ ; then, explaining tlie dif-

ference between a tran$itive and intrantitive verb, return in search

of objectivet to verbs; then, having illustrated the fact that every
prepotition requirea to be completed by its objective noun or pro-

noun, the objectives to prepositions should be pointed out; then,

having made it understood that each preposition nnd ita objeet ii

a mere completing adjunct to some other word, let the antecedent

term of relationship be pointed out in the cnne of each preposition ;

then the possecsive cases; then nouns and pronouns which are

neither nominative, possessive, nor objective ; ihut i?, nouns inde-

pendent by address, by pleonasm^ by exclamattoit, and before a
participle. Before leaving, the piece which has been gone over in

this monner, (he cla^s should be exercised on It till they can give,

wirhnut hpsitation, the construction of the wordf*. in the ord^r ir.

which they occur.
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Then, having made the class uoderstand what is metDt bj a

propontioti or sentence, the propositions in the piece should be
separated from each other, and counted off. Then, having got the

class to understand, by the use of simple and familiar illustra-

tions, the distinction between a principal and subordinate proposi-

tion, proceed to classify the propositions in the piece accordingly.

When, by oral instruetion alone, the class has been made fami-

liar with every thing of this kind contained in the piece, a new
piece should be selected, but not before. The class should re-

ceive sufficient oral instruction to enable them to understand and
do every thing required within this limit before taking up the

subject in the regular order in which it is presented in the text-

book. This *nuch would constitute a complete initiatory course

on the elatsiji cation and relation of wordt and clauses ; and this is

really the only introduction which beginners require to master, be-

fore entering on the regular study of the " Analytical and Prac-
tical Grammar ;

" and this they require before entering with ad-

vantage on the study of any text-book, however elemenicry.

The selections for these initiatory exercises should, at first, be
as simple in construction as possible, becoming gradually more
complex and difficult as the class advances.

graSOTION?' FOR INTRODUOTOBT COURSE OF EXERCISES, IN' AOOORD-
ANOS WITH THE ABOVE SUGGESTIONS.

Sentences in Exercises 2nd, 6th, 'Zlh, 8th, 14th, 16th, 16th, 17th,

I9th.

NOUNS.

96. A Noun is the name of anything;
as, tree^ Toronto^ kindness,

96. Nouns may be divided into three

classes, Froper, Common and Abstract,

97. A Proper Notm is the name applied

to an individual only; as, John, London,
America, the Ohio,

98. When a proper noun is used to denote a whole class, it be-

comes common, and generally has an article before it; as, "Tke
twelve CcBsare," " He is the Cicero of his age," ** A Daniel come

to judgment." A Camphell, i.e., one of the Campbells.

99. Common nouns become proper whed personified and also

when used as proper names ; as, Hail, Liberty I The Park.

100. A Common Noun is a name applied
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in common to everything of the same kind

;

as, man, chair, (able, book,

Oommon Nouns may be subdivided into,^

1

.

Class Names.—Names applicable to any one of a class ; as,

book,

2. Collective nouns—the name of a number of individuals united

together ; as people.

8. Material nouns—names of subfitanccs not made up of indivi-

dual parts; as, honey, butter.

4. Names of numbers, weights, measures, &c. ; as, an ounce, a

peck.

101. An Abstract Noun is the name of

anything which we only conceive of as

having a real existence ; as goodnpss, rest

singing, to sing.

Abstract nouns may be divided intcy,

—

1. Names of qualities ; as, simplicity, size, courage. ^

8. JVame« of actions, ineluding verbal nouni> ; %9, flight, walking,

to toalk.

8. Names of states or conditions ; as, poverty, sickness.

18T EXERCISE.*
1. In the following list, distinguish between |)roper, oommon,

and abstract nouos ; and give a reason for the distinction :~-

Albany, city, tree, nation, France, Philip, dog, horse,

house, garden, Dublin, Edinburgh, London, river, Hud-
son, Ohio, Thames, countries, America, England, Ire-

land, Spain, sun, moon, stars, planets, Jupiter, Venus,
Mars, man, woman, boy, girl, John, James, Mary,
Susan, mountain, stream, valley.

2. In the following sentences, point out the nouns. Say why
they are nouns ; tell whether they are proper, common, or ab-

stract, and why ; and to which class of the common, proper, or

* Thelezercise furnished here, and thoruehout this work, are intended
merely as a specimen of the way in which the leading truths and facts in
Qrammar may be wrought into the minds of pupils, by means of exercises
properly devised. It is not, however, expected or desired that the teacher
should limit himself to these. Every active and ingenious teacber^isrlH
devise such new and various methods of exercising his pupils as thelti-age,

capacity, and circumstances, and his own )udgment and experience niay
suggest, as best calculated to drato out their powers, and cultivate in

them a habit of thinking and reasoning for themselves.
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abstract they belong, and why. Thus, ** Army^ a noun, because
the name of a thing ; common, because applied to all things of the

»ame kind ; and collectiye, because it is a name of a number
united together.

The table and chairs in this room belone to John

;

the book case, writing-desk, and books, to his brother.

They landed at Quebec on Monday. The peace of the

country is disturbed. They are the people of his

choice. His forbearance was remarkable. The iron

of Marmora is excellent. I bought a dozen pencils for

a shilling. It is pleasant to travel by moonlight. His
decision was commendable. Contentment is the best

fortune. Coral is produced by marine animals. I am
impatient to depart. The coachman has harnessed the

horses. Ottawa is the capital of Canada. Canada is

one of the brightest gems in the British crown. The
roofs of bouses are sometimes coTered with slate.

There is a great deal of wood in Canada, but no coal.

He has \)een chairman of the board for ten years.

3. Go over this exercise again, and point out the verb and mh-
eect in each Bentence, and give the construction of the words that

modify the subject, then the words that modify the verb.

Obs.—This direction is given assuming that the subject has.

been introduced in the manner recommended.

INFLECTIONS OF THE NOUN.

Nouns and Pronouns are inflected, that is>

changed in form by the addition of termi-

nations to express Gender, Person, Number
and Case.

GENDER.

103. Gender is the distinction of nouns
with regard to sex.

104. There are three genders, 7dasculiney

Feminine, and Neuter,

1 05. Nouns denoting maies^are llascvlhie

as, man, hoy.
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106. Nouns denoting females are Femi'

nine; as, wonKm^ girl.

107. Nouns denoting neither males nor

females, i. e., things without sex, are Neuter ;

as; house^ booky tree.

108. Nouns which denote either males ar females, such as pat'

«n<, neighbour^ friindf <bo., are sometimes, for the sake of conveo-

ience, said to be of the Common gender, i. e., either masculine or

feminine.

109. When the/emtntntf is not distinguished from the masculine

by using a different igrord ; as hoy, girl,'-\i is distinguished by the

termination •' ew "; as, lion, lioness

;

—and sometimes by " ine "

;

as, hero, heroine.

110. Nouns which have different words

for the Masculine and Feminine are,^

MoMctdine, Feminine,Masculine,

Bachelor
Boar
Beau
Boy
Brother
Bridegi'oom
Buck
Bull
Cock
Drake
Bog
Earl
Father
Friar
Gander
Gentleman
Hart
Horse

Feminine.

maid
sow
belle

girl

sister

bride

doe
cow
hen
duck
bitch

countess

mother
nun
goose
lady
roe

mare

Husband wife

King queen
Lord (a title) lady
Lad
Man
Master
Monk
Nephew
Papa
Ham, buck
Son
Sir

Stag
Sloven
Swain
Uncle
Wizard

lass

woman
mistress or miss
liUli

niece

mamma
ewe
daughter
madam
hind
slut

nymph
aunt
witch

111. Nouns which form the feminine by
the termination " ess.
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Muteuline.

Abbott

Actor

Adulterer

Ambassador

Arbiter

Author

Baron

Benefactor

Count

Conductor

Deacon

Duke
Elector

Emperor

Enchanter

Giant

Governor

Heir

Hunter

Host

Jew
Patron

FemintM.

abbess

actress

adulteress

ambassadress

arbitress

authoress

baroness

benefactress

countess

conductress

deaconess

duchess

electoress

empress

enchantress

giantess
.

governess

heiress

huntress

hostess

Jewess

MaseuHiie,
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as, baker, brewer, dandy, c&c *. and some feminiDe nouns have no

corresponding maeculine : as, laundress, seamstress, &c.

116. Some nouns naturally neuter, are often, by a figure of

speech, converted into the masculine or feminine ; as, when we say

of the sun, " Hei» setting;" of the moon, " She is eclipsed ;" or of

a ship, " She sails."

117. Remarks.—This inferior species of personification, peculiar

to the English language, is often used with great beauty to impart
animation and liveliness to the style, without rendering it inflated

or passionate. No certain rule, however, can be given as to the

gender assumed, except that nouns denoting objects distinguished

for strength or boldness, are usually regarded as masculine, while

on the other hand, these denoting objects noted for softness, beauty

and gracefulness, are considered feminine.

118. In speaking of animals whose sex is not known to us, or

not regarded, we assign the masculine gender to those distinguish*

ed for boldness, fidelity, generosity, size, strength, &c., as the dog
the horse, the elephant. Thus we say, *' The dog is remarkably
various in his species." On the other hand, we assign the feminine

gender to animals characterized to weakness and timidity ; as the

hare, the cat, &c., thus, " The cat, as she beholds the light, draws
the ball of her eye small and long."

119. In speaking of animals, particularly those of inferior size,

we frequently consider them without sex, or of the neuter gender.

Thus, of an infant, we say, ** It is a lovely creature ; " of a cat, " It

is cruel to its enemy."

120. The masculine term has, sometimes, also a general meaning,
expressing both male and female, and is always to be used when
the office, occupation, profession, t&c, and not the sex of the indi-

vidual, is chiefly to be expressed. The feminine term is used only
when the discrimination of sex is necessary. Thus, when it is said
" the Poets of this country are distinguished for correctness of

taste," the term ** Poets " clearly includes both male and female
writers of poetry. But, " the best Poetess of the age," would be
said when speaking only of females.

121. Collective nouns, when the reference is to the aggregate

as one whole, or when they arc in the plural number, are consider-

ed as neuter ; as, '* The army destroyed everything in its course."

but when the reference is to the objects composing the collection

as individuals, they take the gender of the individuals referred to.

2nd exercise.

1. WTiat is the feminine q^—Father, prince, king,

master, actor, emperor, bridegroom, stag, buck, hart.
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nephew, friar, priest, heir, hero, Jew, host, hunter,

Buftan, executor, horse, lord, husband, brother, son,

bull, he-goat, &c.

2. What 18 the masculine of—Lady, woman, girl,

niece, nun, aunt, belle, duchess, abbess, empress, hero-

ine, wife, sister, mother, hind, roe, mare, hen-sparrow,

shepherdess, daughter, ewe, goose, queen, songstress,

widow, &c.

3. Tell of what gender the following nouns are, and why.

Man, horse, tree, field, father, house, mother, queen,

count, lady, king, prince, castle, tower, river, stone,

hen, goose, seamstress, mountain, cloud, air, sky, hand,

foot, head, body, limb, lion, tiger, mayor, countess ;

—

friend, neighbor, parent, teacher, assistant, guide ;—sun
moon, earth, ship ;—cat, mouse, fly, bird, elephant, hare.

4. Take any of the above words, I'.nd say something respecting

the person or thing which it denotes, bo as to make a eeuience

;

thus, " Mj father is at home."

PERSON.

112. Person, in Grammar, is the distinc-

tion between the speaker, the person o?

thing spoken to, and the person or thing

spoken of.

A noun is in the first person, when it denotes the speaker ; as

" /, Paul, have written it"

A noun is in the second person, when it denotes the person

or thing spoken to; as, "Thou, God, seest me."—" Hail, Liberty Y*

A noun is in the third person, when it denotes the person or

thing spoken of ; as, '* Truth is mighty."

128. Rkmabk.—The third person is used sometimes for the

first ; as, " thy servant became surety for the lad to my father."

—

Gen. xliv. 82. Sometimes, particularly in the language of suppli-

cation, it is used for the second ; as,, " O let not tiie Lord be angry
.'^

Gen. xviii. 30. " Will the Lord bless us I"

OBSERVATIONS ON PERSON.

124. The first and the second person can belong only to nouns

denoting persons, or things pert'ouified ; because persons only can
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Kpeak or be spoken to. The third person may Ix'Iuiig lo all nouDd

because every object, whether persou or thiu<;, inuy be spoken of.

125. A noun can be the nuhject of a verb only in the third per-

t-ou. A noun in the Jir»t or second pevs^ou is never used as the

subject of a veib, but only in apposition >. itli the first or second

personal pronoun, for the sake of explanation or emphasis ; and

(sometimes in the second person, witliout .1 pronoun, as the object

addressed.

126. A noun in the predicate is generally, though not always,

'a the third person, even when the subject is in the first or second

;

as, "I mn Alpha," ttc, '* who »»." So with the pronouns /and
thoti ; as, " I am //e." " Thou art the man.*'

NUMBER.

127. NuMBEK is the distinction of one
from more than one.

128. Nouns have two numbers, the SiU"

gular and the Plural. The singular de-

notes but one object: as, hooh^ tree; the
plural, more than one ; as, hooka^ trees,

129. The plural is commonly formed by adding « to the singular

;

as, hook^ books.

1st. Words ending in a sound that will not unite with the sound

of 8, form their plural by adding a.

ISO. Nouns in », «/^, x, and ch soft; that is, ending in a sound

that will not unite with the sound of $, form their plural in es ; as,

fox, foxes ; match^ matches.

181. 2Dd.—Most nouns ending in 0, preceded by a consonant

form their plural in es; as, cargo, cargoes.

Exceptions.—Canto, momento, octavo, two, zero ; with respect to

grotto, junto, portico, quarto, solo, tyro, halo, and a few others,

usage is not uniform,

132. Srd.—Nouns in y after a consonant, form their plural ia

es; as, (changing y into i, according to Rule III., for spelling) lady,

ladies.

Nouns in y after a vowel, and all proper nouns in y, follow the

general rule ; as, day, days ; the Porrtpeys, the Tullyn, &c.
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133. 4tli.—Nouns in forfe, form the plural in m, clianging /
into V ; ap, loaf, loaves ; life, livet.

Exceptions.—Dwarf, scarf, reef; brief, chief, grief, kerchief,

handkerchief, mischief; gulf, turf, surf; safe, fife, strife; proof,

hoof, reproof,—also nouns io^^'; as, mnff^ muffs; except staff, plu-

ral staves ; but its compounds are regular; m, flagstaff, flagstaffs ;

wharf 1ms either wharfs or wharves.

8rd exercise.
1. Give the plural of the following nouns, and the rules for

forming each; thus, Fox, plural foxes. Rule—Nouns in s, sh, x,

ch, soft, form the plural by adding es. Or, more briefly ; Nouns
in X form the plural by adding es.

Fox, book, leaf, candle, hat, loaf, wish, fish, sex, box,

coach, inch, sky, bounty, army, duty, knife, echo, loss,

cargoe, wife, story, church, table, glass, study, calf,

branch, street, potato, peach, sheaf, booby, rock, stone,

house, glory, hope, flower, city, difficulty, distress, wolf.

Day, bay, relay, chimney, journey, valley, needle, en-

emy, army, vale, ant, hill, sea, key, toy, monarch, tyro,

frotto, nuncio, punctilio, embyro, gulf, handkerchief,

oof, staff, muff, cliff, whiff, cuff, ruff, reef, safe, wharf,

fief.

2. Of what number is each of the following nouns ; viz

:

—
Book, trees, plant, shrub, globes, planets, toys, home,

fancy, mosses, glass, state, foxes, houses, prints, spoon,

bears, lilies, roses, churches, glove, silk, skies, hill,

river, scenes, stars, berries, peach, porch, glass, pitcher,

alleys, mountain, cameos ?

NOUNS IRREQULAB IN THE FLURAL.

134. Some nouns are irregular in the formation of their plural;

such as

—

Singular.

Man
Woman
Child

Foot

Ox

Plural.
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185. Some Qouni have both a regular and an irregular form of

the plural, but with differeot signifioAtioos ; as

—

Singular Plural,

Brother (one of the same family) brothers

(one of the same society) brethren

(a stamp for coining) dies

(a small cube for gaming) dice

(a man of genius) geniuses

(a kind of spirit) genii

(a table of reference) indexes

(a sign in algebra) indices

(as a distinct seed) peas

(as a species of grain) peaso

(an individual animal) sows

(the species) swino

(a coin )
ponnios

pence

Brother

Die

Die

Genius

Genius

Index

Index

Pea

Pea

Sow
Sow or Bwine

Penny

Penny

136. NoTE.-

(a sum or value)

Though pence is plural, yet such expressions as

fourpence, sixpence, <fec-, as the name of a sum, or of a coin repre-

senting that sum, is often regarded as singular, and so capable of

being pluralized ; as, " Three fourpences, or two sixpences, make
a shilling." " A new sixpence is heavier than an old one."

137.—Compounda ending in ful or full, are generally those

which have the important word last, form the plural regularly

;

as, spoonful, cupful, coachful, handful, moute-trap, ox-cart, court-

yard, camera-obscura, <fec.
;
plural, spoonfuls, cupfulf, coachfuU,

138. Compoun-is in which the principal word stands first,

pluralize the first word ; as

—

Singular.

Commander-in-chief
Aide-de-camp
Knight-errant
Court-martial

Consin-german
Father-ii-law, <fcc.

Plural.

commanders-in-chief
aides-de-camp
knights-errant

courts-martial

cousins-german
fathers-in law, <fec.

Man-servant changes both ; a?, men-servants. So also, woman-^

servants, knights-templars.
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1S9. Tb« compouuds of man form the plural at tb« linpU

word ; as, Jiiherman, JUhermen. But nouns aocidentallj «Ddiog

in man^ and not compounds of man^ form tht plural bj th«

general rule; as, Tureomanf Jiuttuhnan, taluman; plural) Tur-

MmoMt, Ifuitutmant, &c.

140. Proper names, when pluralized, and other parts of speech

used as nouns, or mere names, form the plural like nouns of

similar endings ; as, the AritMlei, the Soloua^ the Marinut^ th«

Pompeya, the Cietros ; the ayea and noet^ the int and the outi ;

by 8ix€» and seven*, by fifties ; three fourthM, two halv»$ ; " His

andt and his or8 ; " " One of the butt is superfluous."

Exception.—Such words ending in y after a consonant, follow

the general rule, and not the special rule ; as, the Livys, and Tul-

lys, the Henry»—** The xohyn and the hys"

141. Letters, marks, and numericial figures, are made plural by

addiug '«; as, " Dot yours i's and cross your Ts."—** Your s*« are

not well made."—"The +'« and —*« are not in lino."—" Four 6'»

-» eight 3'«."—" 9's give place to O's."

142. Note.—Some good writers form the plural of proper iiames

Ac, in this way ; as, the Mariu»'»^ the Pompey'a^—the whys and

the wherefores. But this it unnecessary, and should be avoided.

143. Words adopted without change from foreign languages,

generally retain their original plural. As a general rule, nouns

in um or on, have a in the plural. Latin nouns in is, in the plural

change is into es ; Greek nouns in ««, change is into ides ; Latin

nouns in a change a into ce ; but Greek nouns change a into ata in

the plural. Latin nouns in ns change us into i. The following

are the most common, some of which, however, from common use,

have become so much a part of the English language as to take

also the English form of the plural. In the following table, these

are indicated by the letter B.

ii
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Singular. Plural.

Alumnus aulnmni
Alumna alumiKB
Amanueniin amanuenses
Analysis analyses

Singular.

Genus
Gymnasium
Hypothesis
Ignis fatuus

Plural.

genera
gymnasia
hypothesM
ignes fatni

Animaloulum animalculu, R. Index (a pointer)indexeB

Antithesis antitheses Indez(tna^e&ra)indioes

Apex apices, R. Lamina
Appendix appendices, R. Larva
Aroannm arcana Magui
Automaton automata, R. Medium
Axis
Bandit
Basis

Beau
Oalx
Cherub
Chrysalis

Crisis

Criterion

Datum

axes
banditti

bases

beaux, R.
calces, R.

Memorandum

laminie

larv89

magi
meSia, R.
memoranda, R

Metamorphosis metamorphoses
Miasma miasmata
Momentum momenta, R.
Monsieur messieurs

cherubim, R. Mr. (master) measn. {mastera}
chrysalides

crises

criteria

data

Desideratum desiderata

Diteresis dijereses

Jfittiuviuni effluvia

Ellipsis ellipses

Emphasis emphases
Enconium encomia, R.
Kphemeris ephemeridea
Erratum errata

Focus foci

Formula formulae

Fundus fungi, fungusesVirtuoso
Genius genii (176) Vortex

Nebula
Oasis

Parenthesis

Phenomenon
Radius
Scholium
Seraph
Speculum
Stamen
Stimulus
Stratum
Thesis

Vertebra
Vertex

nebulas

oases

parentheses
phenomena
radii

scholia, R.
seraphim, R.
specula

stamina, R.
stimuli

strata

theses

vertebree

vertices, R.
virtuosi

vorticeS; R,

4th EXERCISI,

ON NOUNS IRRKGULAB IN THE PLURAL.

Give the Flur&l q/*—Man, foot, penny, mouse, oi,

child, woman, brother, goose, tooth ;—sow, die, court-

martial, father-in-law, son-in-law ;—cupful, coachfu^,

{>poonful ; erratum, medium, radius, genius, lamino,

automaton, phenomenon, stratum, axis, ellipsis, stamer^
iruli^x, cherub, si'raph, &c.

Of what number is—Dice, arcana, fishermen, geese.
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dormice, alms, riches, thanks, snuffers, tongs, teeth,

woman, child, courtmartial, apparatus, miasma, genii,

Seniuies, indices, indexes, mathematics, Matthew,
ames, John ?

OnSKIlVATrONS ON NUMBER.

144. Some nouns are uaed in the tingular only. Such are the

names of metalt, virtuet, vie«$, artt, icieneea, abstract qualitiei,

and things weighed or measured ; as, gold, meekneta, piety^ idleness,

intemperance^ sculpture, geometry, wisdom, jlour, milk, Ac. Except

xvhen different sorts of things are cxprossed ; as, wines, teas, sugars,

liquors, Ac.

146. Some nouns are used in the plural only ; as, annals, anti'

podes, archives, assets, ashes, billiards, bitters, breeches, clothes,

calends, colors (military banners), dregs, goods, hysterics, ides,

intestines, literati, lees, letters (literature), minutia:, manners,

morals, nones, orgies, pleiads, or pleiades, shambles, tidings, thanks,

vespers, vitals, victuals; Also, things consisting of two parts ; as,

bellows, drawers, hose, nippers, pincers, pliers, snuffers, scissors,

9hsan, tongs, Ac.

146. A few words usually plural, viz., bowfls, embers, entrails,

^ungif have sometimes a singular, denoting a part or portion of

that expressed by the plural ; as, 60100/, lung, do.

147. Some nouns are alike in both uumbei-s; as, deer, sheep,

twine, vermin ; grouse, saimon, tench, trout ; apparatus, hiatus,

terics, congeries, species, superficies; head (in the sense of indiyid-

ual), cattle; certain building materials; as, brick, stone, plank,

joist, in mass; also fish, and sometimes fowl, denoting the class.

But seyeral of these, iu a plural sense, denoting individuals have

the regular plural alsi; ;. as, salmons, trouts, fishes, fowls, <bo.

148. The words brace, couple, pair, yoke, dosen, score, gross,

hundred, thousand, and some others, after adjectives of number,

are either singular or plural ; as, a brace, a dozen, a hundred; two

braee, three doxen, six hundied, <&c. But without an adjective of

number, or in other constructions, and particularly after in, by, dec,

in a diitribative sense, most of these word?, in the plural, assume

a plural form ; as, '* In braces and dozens^ " By scores and hund-

reds?* " Worth <Ao»c«an<fo."

149. l.—The following words, plural in form, arc sometimes
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•iogulftr, but most commonly plural in lignifioation, viz. : amtndt,

meant^ richet, paint, (meauing laborious effort), oddt, alm», wagtn ;

and the names of eertaia soieucea ; as, mathematiet, «thiet, optict

aeouttiet, m*taphyiie», politiet, pneumatics, hydroitatiet, &o.

160. Meant and amends, referring to one object, are singular ; to

more than one, plural. Mean in the singular form, is now used

to signify the middle between two extremes. Almt {celmeate, An-

glo-Saxon) and riches {riehesse, Freuch), are really singular, though

now used commonly in a plural sense. News, formerly singular or

plural, is now mostly singular. Molasses and measles, though end*

iog like a plural, are singular, and so used. Oats is generally

plural
;
gallows is both singular and plural, though a distinct plural

form, gallowses, is also In use. ^

151. The following are singular in form, but in construction

various; thus,/oo< and horset meaning bodies of troops, and peo-

pie, meaning persons, are always construed as plural ; eannoUf shot,

sail, cavalry, infantry, ab singular or plural. People {b\»o folk),

when it signifies a community or body of persons, is a collective

noun in the singular, and sometimes, though rarely, takes a plural

form ; as, " Many people and nations."

THE PLURAL Or PR01*EB NAMES.

162. Proper names for the most part want the plural ; but—-

168. Proper names without a title are used in the plural, when
they refer to a race or family; as, "The Campbells," "the

Stuarts ; " or to several persons of the same name ; as, '* The

twelve Ccesars; " or when they are used to denote character; as,

•' The Cieeros of the age."

164. Proper names with the title of Mrs. prefixed, or with any

title preceded by the numerals two, three, &c., pluralize the name,

and not the title ; as, " The Mrs. Howards ;
" " the two Miss Mor-

tons ;
*' the two Mr. HenrysJ^

165. But when several persons of the same name are spoken of

individually, and distinguished by a particular appellation, or

when persons of different names are spoken of together, the title

only, and not the name is made plural ; as, " Missei Julia and

Mary Robinson ;
" ** Messrs. George and Andrew Thomson ;

**

••Messrs. Pratt, Woodford, A Co."

Thus far, usage and the rule are settled and uniform ; but

—
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li

160. In other casep, usage is still unsettled. Some writers, per-

haps the majority, pluralise the titU and not the name ; as, '* The

Miises Brown ;
" *' the Meurt, Harper." Others, of equal author*

ity, regarding the title as a sort of adjective, or the whole as a

compound name, pluralize the nnm* and not the title *, at, " The

Miss Bvownt ; *' " the Idr. Harptn.^* This form is more common
ID conversation, and, being less stiff and formal, is more likely to

prevail, A few, improperly, plnralixe both name and Utle; as,

'' The Mum Brown* ;
** " the M«Mr«. Harptrt.'*

157. Names with other titles prefixed, follow the same analogy

;

as, "Lords Wellington and Lynedoch;" **the lords biahope of

Durham and St. David*s;" <' the generals Scott and Taylor."

6th exercise.

PBOPEa NAlfKS PLUaALIZBD.

Give examples of nouns used in the lingular only. Of nouns
used in the plural only. Of words usually plural that are some-
times used in the singular to denote a part or portion of that

expressed by the plural. Give examples of nouns that are alike

in both numbers. What is peculiar io the manner in which the

words brace^ couple^ pair, yoke, dozen, score, gross, &e., are used ?

Repeat the words plural in form, which though commonly plural

are sometimes singular in signification. What is said about the

words means and amends; news, molasses, and measles; oats;

gallons ? What is said of the words foot, horse, (meaning troops)

and people? Of the words cannon, shot, sail, cavalry and in-

fantry? When are proper nouns used in the plural? Under
what circumstances do proper nouns pluralize the name and not

the title f Give examples. Under what circumstances do proper
nouns pluralize the title and not the name ! Give examples, cor-

rect and incorrect. When any other title than Mrs. is' prefixed

to a name common to two or more persons spoken of together,

without using numerals, how is the plural formed? Give ex-
amples, correct and incorrect. Give examples of correct and in-

correct methods under this rule.

CASE.

158. Case is the relation which nouns
and pronouns bear to the other words with
which they are connected in sense.

159. Nouns in English have four cases^
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the Nominative, Possessive, Objective, and

Independent,*
160. Tbe Nominative case ie the noun or pronoun when OMd u

the subject of the yerb ; that is— the noun or pronoun about whioh

the assertion is made ; as **Lif€ is short" The same verb may
h&ve several nomiDatives ; as, **James and William and Mary lefl

home this morning."

161. When the noun coming after the verb /« &«, to become, An.,

stands for the same thing as the subject, it is also in the nomina*

tive ; as, " James is a good boy.'* " Mr. Miller was elected chair-
»»man.

162. The Possessive case is the noun or pronoun, when tised to

clt'note the possessor of something ; as, John's book, my slai^J'

163. The Objective case is tbe noun or pronoun when used aa

tbe object of a transitive verb, or of a preposition ; as, " James

studies Greek." " The Queen of England." " He is in the City."

The same verb or preposition may be followed by several objec-

tives ; as, " He sent Henry and James and William." " He sent

to Henry and James and William.''

164. The Independent case is the noun when used absolutely :

having no dependence on any other word ; as, • Your fathers,

where are they?" "The ears being late, we did not overtake

bim." "There ia no terror, Cassiv-s, in your threats." "0, the

miseries of war." " Miller's Grammar."

GENERAL RULES.

165. The mominative and the objective of

nouns are alike in form.

166. The possessive singular is formed by
adding an apostrophe and s to the nomina-
tive; as, John's.

' — -.--I...— - — . I. -- - ...I m ii.i.. ..!
* The nominative case is defined by the best grammarians, to be, " A noun

nsedas the subject of a verb," and since a noun used independently; as,

John, coma here.—The day being co.d we did not start.—The prapheti,
where are they, Jko., cannot at the same time be the subject of a verb, it i»

certainly incorrect to class it with the nominative. Is there not as much
difference between the Nominative and Independent, as there is between
the Nominative and Objective? Ncuns have Vbwr ca«w,—Kennion Buckp,
P. Smith, Felton, Fowie, Flint, Goodenow, Ilagen, GoldsbuJy, Chapin, S.
Alexander, Clark, Pinnes, 4c., &(;.
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Plural.
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178. Remark.—In written language, the omiesioD of the s occa*

31008 but little inconvenience ; for the apostrophe sufficiently indi*

catee the case, and the construction will generally indicate the num-
ber. But in spoken language, for instance, ** Davy's Surveying," and
" Davies' Surveying," sound precisely alike, though the names are

different. Hence, to indicate the last r .:ne correctly in speaking,

it will be more accurate, though less euphonic, to say, " Davies's

Surveying." Thus, also, " Perkins' Arithmetic," " Sparks' Analy-

sis," iu spoken language, may be mistaken for " Perkin's Arith-

metic," " Spark's Analysis.'* In such cases, precision will be

secured at the expense of euphony, by retaining the s, while

euphony will be attained, frequently at the expense of precision,

by dropping it.

174. The meaning of the possessive may, in general, be expressed

by the word o/" with the objective; thus, for *^ rnaji's wisdom,"
" virtue's reward," we may say, " the wisdom of man" •' the reward

of virtue" This mode will generally be preferred, when the use

of the possessive would appear stiff or awkward ; thus, " the length

of the day," is better than " the day's length." In some few words
which want the possessive plural, such as father-in-law, court-

martial, &e.y this is the only substitute. These two modes of ex*

pression, however, are not always equivalent ; thus, " the king's

picture," means any picture belonging to the king ; " a picture of

the king," means a portrait of him, without saying to whom it

belongs. So, also, of with the objective, can not always be repre-

sented by the possessive ; as, " a piece of gold" "a cord of wood"
' the bouse of representatives,'" &c.

EULES FOR THE SYNTAX OF THE NOUN.

NOMINATIVE.

I. The subject of a finite verb is put in

fhe nominative ; as, ** James is taller than
ou (are)."

II. A noun or pronoun introduced merely
to identify or explain another noun or pro-

noun, is put by apposition in the same case

;

as, "Milton, the ^0^^, was blind."

III. Intransitive verbs, and verbs in the

passive voice, take the same case after them
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as before them, when both words refer to

the same person or thing; as, "These people

are they who were driven from their homes."

[Note.—These rules for the cases of nouns, apply also to pro-

nouns.]

POSSESSIVE.

IV. A noun or pronoun used to limit

another noun or pronoun, by denoting pos-

session, is put in the possessive case; as,

" I lost my brother'8 book."

OBJECTIVE.

V. A transitive verb, in the active voice,

governs the objective case; as, "They in-

vited your brother and meJ^

VI. Prepositions govern the objective case.

INDEPENDENT.

VII. A noun or pronoun used absolutely

(that is, having no dependence on any other

word), is put in the Independent case ; as,

"The day being stormy, I remained at

home." " The prophets I where are they ?"

'^ JPlatOi thou reasonest well!" "Oh, the

miseries of war !"

THE INFINITIVE.

Rule VIII.—The infinitive mood is a
verbal noun ; and, when not the subject of

a verb, or governed, as any other noun, by
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a verb, noun, or preposition, is governed by

the sign to ; as,

" I desire to learn."—" A desire to learo."—" Anxious to learn."

—•'To do good and to communicate, forget not."—"To perform

is better than to promise."—" Fools who came to scoff, remained

to pray."—'* Let us go."—' You need not go."—" I am in haste to

depart."

Prop, "i

Com. >

ORDER OF PARSING THE NOUNS.

Sing.

Noun. > Number.
Abstr. )

Plur. )

Nom. )

Poss. f Case according

Objec. I to Rule.
Indep.

;

Example.—" Romulus founded the City of Rome."

Romulus is a noun, proper, third singular, nominative to the

\erh founded. Rule I. (Repeat it.)

City.—Noun, common, third, singular, objective to founded'

Rule V. (Repeat it.)

Borne.—Noun, proper, third singular, objective to preposition

of. Rule VI. (Repeat it.)

5th exercise.

NOUN.

Give sentences -with nouns in the nominative, possessive, objec'

tive to verbs, objective to prepositions, and independent case*

Give sentences each containing nouns or pronouns in every case.

Point out the nouns in the following sentences, and give the ease

of each, with the reason. Ga over them a second time, and parse
each according to the form and example given above.

Eomulus founded the City of Borne. It was I who
^rote tlie letter, and he who carried it to the post-office.

The king's heart is in the hand of the Lord. The pro-

phets ! do they live for ever ? They represented him
to be a good man. A wise man's anger is of short

duration. Genius lies buried on our mountains, and
in our valleys. Ye are they who justify yourselves.

Columns, arches, pyramids; what are they but heaps
of sand ? Bless the Lord, O, my soul ! Honour thy
father and thy mother. O, the depth of the riches

/
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of the wisdom of God ! I have always preferred cheer-

fulness to mirth. Jesus I know, and Paul I know, but
who art thou ? The sun having risen, we departed on
our journey. Boys Jove to play. Ease, fortune, life,

all were squandered ! Them that honour me I will

honour. He left the country ten years ago. We love

him. The world's prosperity often brings pain.

Go over this exercise again, and point out the Subject and Verb
in each seuteuco, and give tlie coiistrztction of each word.

GENERAL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Into how many claeses may words be divided, in respect to theit

formation ?—Define each, and give an example of each. How are

they divided, in respect to inflection ?—Define each, and give an
example of each. How are words divided in respect to significa-

tion and use ?—Define each, and give an example of each.

Into what classes are nouns divided ?—Define each, and give an
example.—Into what classes are common nouna subdivided i Give
an example of each.—Into what classes are abstract nouns divided I

Describe each, and give an example of each. What are the acci-

dents or properties of nouns.

What is gender ?—Why so called ? —Name the genders ?

—

Define each, and give a reason for its name.—What are the differ-

ent methods of denoting the masculine and feminine ?—What is

the feminine corresponding to brother ?—King ?— Author ?—Heir ?

—Hero ?—Gentleman ?—Landlord ?—Mention two words which
are masculine only.—Two which are feminine only.

What is person ?—How many and what persons do nouns have?
—What does the Ist person denote ?—The 2nd ?—The 8rd ?

«

What is number ?—How many numbers are there ?—What
does each denote ?—Give the general rule for forming the plural.

—

Give the Ist special rule.—Give examples of words that form
their plural by it.—Repeat the 2nd special rule,—Give examples
of words that form their plural by it.—Repeat ihe 3rd special rule.

—Give examples of words that form their plural according to it.

—Repeat the 4th special rule.—Give examples of words forming

their plural by it.—Repeat the exceptions under each rule.

—

Mention some nouns that are irregular in the formation of the

plural.—Mention some that have different significations, and a

diflferent plural for each.—How do compounds generally form the

plural ?—Give examples.—How are letters, numerical figures, Ac.,

made plural ?—How do words adopted from other languages form
their plural ?—Latin words in um, is, a, ua ?—Give examples.

—
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Greek words in a, it, ou ?—Oive examples ?—Give some nouns

that are ueed in the plural only?—Some that are used io the

singular only 1—Some that are alike in both numbers ?—Some that

are either singular or plural ?—Some plural in form, but singular

in meaning ?—How do proper names with Mrs. prefixed, or with

any title preceded by two numerals, form the plural t—Give an
example ?—When several persons of the same name are spoken of

individually, and distinguished by a particular appellation, how is

the plural formed?—Give an example.

When persons of different names are spoken of to&;ether, and
distinguished by & particular appellation, how is the plural form-

ed?—In what case is usage unsettled ?—Give examples of cases in

which usage is unsettled, and state the different ways of forming
the plural in such cases ?

What is case?—Why so called?—Name the cases?—Which
case denotes the subject?—Which the object?—Which denotes

possession ?—What does ihe objective follow ?—Give a sentence

containing an example of each. Spell the possessive singular and
plural of friend—of dove—of eagle. May there be more than one
nominative to a verb?—May there be more than one objective after

a verb or preposition ?—Give an example. For what is the inde-

pendent case used ?—Form a sentence with a nominative, a pos-

sessive, an objective, and an independent in it.

Give the order of parsing the noun.—Repeat the rules of Syntax
for the nominative case and give sentences containing examples to

illustrate each.—Repeat the rules for the possessive and give sen-

tences containing examples to illustrate each.—Repeat the rules

for the objective and give sentences containing examples to illus-

trate each.—Repeat the rule for the independent case, and give
sentences containing examples of the independent case, by address
by pleonasm, before a participle, by exclamation.

THE ADJECTIVE.

175. An adjective is a word used to

qualify or limit the meaning of a noun ; as,

* A good boy ;" " that box ;" *' ten dollars )^

we found him ^oor." /

176. A noun is qualified or limited by an adjective, when the

object named is thereby described, limited^ or distinguished (voxn.

o^er things of the same name. This is done in two ways :-<

1. Certain adjectives connect with their nouns som^ quality

by which the objects named are described'or distin-

guished from others of the same kind; ts, ''A red

a
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I

flag
;
" " AD amuting ttory.'* Such are qualifying adjec-

tivet.

2. Others merely limit, without expreaeing anj quality; as,

"Ad American book;" "ten doUara;'* "laet week,"
"thie year;" ** every day/' &c. Such are limiting or

e2r/{fi<ii^ acljectivea.

17*7. Adjeetiyes, as predicates, may qualify an infinitive, a pro-

noun, a clauae of a sentence used as a Substantive, &c, ; as " To

play is pleaeant."—" ffe is unhappy.'"—" That the rich are happy

is not always true.^*

1*78. Several p.djectives sometimes qualify tlie same noun ;
a^,

*' A smooth round stone."

179. Ad adjective is sometimes used to qualify the meaning of

another adjective, the two forming a sort of compound adjective

)

as, '• A bright red color ;" " a dark-blue coat ;" a cast-iron ball."

180. When other parts of speech are used to qualify or limit a

noun or pronoun, they perform the part of an adjective, and should

be parsed as such ; thus

Noun ; as, A gold ring ; silver cup, sea water, a stone bridge.

Pronouns ; as, A he bear : a she wolf.

Adverbs ; as, Is the child well? for very age ; the then king.

Prepositions ; as. The above remark ; the under side.

181. On the contrary, adjectives without a substantive are some-

times used as nouns ; as, " God rewards the good, and punishes

the bad"—•* The virtuous are the most happyP Adjectives used

in this way are usually preceded by the, and when applied to

persons, are for the most part considered plural.

CLASSIFICATION OP ADJECTIVES.

182. Adjectives are divided into various

Classes corresponding to the various ways in

^Jiicli they affect the meaning of the nouns
to which they belong, and the manner in

which they are used.

Th«\ni08t useful general classification i?, perhap?, into the two

following :

—

1. Qua}^yiiig or Descriptive, including all adjectives used to

express a q\ality or property of the noun.

/
,\
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2. Limiting or i>«/(ntfi^ adjectives, including nil words Joined to

uouut to difini, or in anj way iimtt, their meaning.

Under the frenenri head of Qualifying or Dttetiptive adjeotiveR,

may be claated :—

1. Prvptr Adj«etive9,—Those derived from proper uouni ; as,

Canadiamt Britith,

2. Vtrbal or Participial^—Those derived from verba ; as, utingf
wriittn^ having ntn.

S. ^<ft>«f6to/,—Tboae ezprening a quality resuUing from the

aotioD of the verb and afiecting the meaning of both the

noun and the verb, with which it is connected ; as, '* H«
painted the door gretn,^ ** Be rnbbed the tilver brighO

Undar the general head of limiting or dtfining adjectives, may
be classed :

—

1. Ordinal Nvmeral.—Tboae used in numbering ; fir»t^ »ee9nd,

third.

2. Cardinal Numeral.—Those used in counting ; as, ontf two,

three.

3. Indefinite Numeral.—Those which do not denote any exact

number ; such as, a//, any, eome, few, othert tevertU, eer*

tain, divers.

4. Multiplicative Numerale.—Those wltich indicate the repe*

tition of the noun ; as, twofold, &e.

5. Dietributive,—Those which point out separately and singlv

the objects that make up a number; They are, each,

every, eithevy neither.

6. Demonstrative.—Those that point out their nouns precisely

to the exclusion of all others; They are, this, these, that,

those, the words /or»w«r aud latter

^

—the indefinite article

''a" or "an "usually limiting the noun to a class of
things to the exclusion of all other classes,—the definite

article " the " usually limiting the noun to a particular

individual of the class to the exclusion of others,—the
word yon, as, " rbn tall cliff;" which, what, before a
noun ; as, " which things are an allegory,*' '* take what
book you plesse.

7. Interrogative.—The words tohich and what joined to nouns
in asking questions ; a«, " what book is that ?" " lohich horse
will you take?"

8. Exclamatory.—The word what, <fec., joined to a noun in

making an exclamation; as, **what misery they must
endure \"

183. When any of the words here classed as adjectives, are not
loined to nonns, but stand instead of nouns, they will, of coHrsp^
ue parsed not as adjectives but as prono^ws.
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184i. The Limiting Adjectives An and
The.

Two of the limiting adjectives an and
the are so frequently used that, under the

name Article, they have often been re-

garded as a separate Part of Speech.

186. A is used before a coiiBonaut ; as, a book; also before ii

vowel, or dipbthoog, which combines with itB sound the power ot

initial //, or w ; as, a unit, a uae, a eulogy, a ewe, maoy a one.

186. An is used before a vowel or sileut A; as, an age, an

hour; also before words beginning with h sounded, when tlit^

accent is on the second syllable ; as, an heroic action an hintorical

account ; because h in such words is but slightly sounded.

187. Note.—The primary form of this article is An (ane.) The

n has been dropped before a consonant, from regard to euphony.

188. A or an is sometimes used in the sense of one, each, every
,

as, " Six cents a pound ;" '* two shillings a yard ;
" " one dollar a

day ;
" four hundred a year."

189. Rbmark.—In the expressions a hunting, a fishing, a going,

a running, a building, and the like ; also, in the expressions, now
nearly obsolete, " a Wednesdays!' " a nights," '' a pieces," <&c., a is

equivalent to at, to, in, on^ and is to be regarded, not as an article,

but as a preposition. In the same sense, it is used as a prefix in

such words as afloat, ashore, asleep, abed, (be.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

190. Adjectives which express qualities,

that admit of degress, have three degress qf\

comparison ; the Positive^ the Comparative,

and the Superlative.

191. The Positive expresses a quality sim-

ply without reference to other degrees of the

same quality ; as, " Gold is heavy

^

192. The Comparative ez-Y^Qm^^ a quality

in a higher degree in one object than in
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another or in several taken together; as,

" Gold is heavier than silver.** ** He is

wiser than his teachers/'

193. The Superlative expresses a quality

in one object, in the highest degree, com-
pared with several others ; as, " Gold is the

most precious of the metals."
194. KKMAUK.—The superlative degree, when made by prefix-

ing the adverb most^ is often used to express a very high degree of

a quality in an object, without directly comparing it with others;

as, " He is a moit distinguished man." Thus used, it is called the

superlative of eminence, and commonly has a or an before it, if tlie

noun is singular; and is without an article, if the noun is plural.

The same thing may be expressed by prefixing the adverb very, exceed-

ingly, &,c.', as, "a very distinguished man;" ^^ very distinguished

men.*' The superlative of comparison commonly has the before it.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

195. Adjectives of one syllable form the
comparative by adding er to the positive,

and the superlative by adding est; as,

sweety sweeter^ sweetest.

Words ending in e mute, drop e before er and est ; ar large,

larger, largest. (68).

196. Adjectives of more than one syl-

lable, are commonly compared by pre-

fixing more and most to the positive; as,

numerous^ more numerous, most numerous.
197. Rbmabe.—Though these rules indicate the prevailing

usage, yet adjectives of two syllables are not unfrequently com-
pared by er and est ; as, " Our tenderest cares ;

" " The commonest
materials," and some adjectives of one syllable, as, xoise^ apt, fit,

<fec., from regard to euphony or taste, are sometimes compared by
er and est ; as, able, abler, ablest. All adjectives in y after a con-

sonant, change y into t before er and est ; as, dry, drier, driest

;

happy, happier, happiest ; but y after a vowel is not changed ; as,

gay, gayer, gayest,

198. A lower degree of a quality in one object compared with
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«Doth«r, and the lowest compared with several others, it expressed

by prefixing /e«« and least to the postiiTe; as, «im0(, la$ itMtt,

Uati tweet. This, by way of distinctioD, is sometimes called the

comparieon of diminution, or comparison descending.

191). The meaning of the positive is sometimes diminished with-

out employing comparison, by annexing the syllable iih; as, white,

whitiih ; black, hlackith. I'hese may be called diminutive adjec-

tives. So also various shades, degrees, or modifications of quanty
are frequently exprcsFed by connecting with the adjective, such

words as rather^ somewhat, tlightly, a little, too, very, greatly, &c.,

and, in the comparative and superlative, by such words as much,

faff altogether, oyfar, Ac.

200. Such adjectives as superioTj inferior, exterior, interior, &c.,

though derived from Latin comparatives, and involving the idea of

comparison, are not considered the comparative degree in English,

any more than such words as preferable, previous, <&c. They have

neither the form uor the construction of the comparative.

IRREGULAR COMPARISON.

201. The following adjectives are com-
pared irregularly, viz.

:

Positive.
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ADd denote priority of birth ; m, " An tltUr brother.** Lattr and

latMt have respect to time ; fattit and latt to poaition or ordar.

208. Some superlative! are formed by annexing mott, some-
times to the oomparative, and sometimes to the word from which
the comparative is formed ; as, upper, uppermott or upmo»t from
up ; Mthtr, Mthtrtnott ; inner, innermoil, or inmoet, from in ;

hinder, hindennott, or hindmott, (ronx hind ; outer, outermoit, or

utvioet, from out.

ADJIOTIVRS NOT COMPARED.

20ii, Adjectives whose signification does

not admit of increase or diminution, can
not properly be compared. These are

—

1

.

Numerals ; as, one, two, third, fourth, &c.

2. Proper adjectives ; as, English, American^ Roman.

3. Adjectives that denote figure, ihape^ or material ; as, circu'

lar, eguare, toooden, dec.

4. Such adjectives as denote /)o«<t«r« or position; m, perpendi-

cular, horizontal.

6. Definitives ; as, each, every, cUl, ^ome, dec.

6. Adjectives of an absolute or superlative signification ; as, true,

perfect, univers&lf chief, extreme, infinite, complete.

206. Remark.—Of these last, however, comparative and super-

lative forms are sometimes used, either to give greater force to

the ezpresston, or when the words are used in a sense not strictly

absolute or superlative. The following are examples

:

Extreme.—" The extremest of evils."

—

Bacon. " The extremest

verge.'*

—

Shake. " His extremest state."

—

Bpencer. [So in Greek
i<rxaT<l^aTOi.Ji

Chief.—" Ghiefest of the herdsmen."

—

Bible. " Chiefest cour-
tierr—Shaks. " First and Chiefest."—Milton.

Perfect.—" Having more perfect knowledge of that way," i.e.,

knowledge nearer to perfection.

—

Bible. So, '• The most perfect

society."

—

E. Everett. " Less perfect imitations.'*

—

Maeatuay,

More complete, most complete, less complete, are common.

SYNTAX OF THE ADJECTIVE.

VIII. Every adjective and adjective word
qualifies or limits some noun expressed or
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(( that

it

understood; as, "A good boy;*'

house ;" ** A man loved by all."

IX.—Participles, when not joined with
the auxiliaries have or to be, and taken
as verbs, have the construction of verbal

nouns, or verbal adjectives , as,

" Saying is not doing"—" In the keeping of bis commandments."—" A forsaking of the truth."—" Avoid doihgeviV*—" The sword
hangs rutting on the wall."—" A hound book."—" The lott sheep."
" Having loved his own, he loved them to the end."—" The men
Btood speechless, hearing a voice, but steing no man."

X. Adjectives denoting one, limit nouns
in the singular; adjectives denoting more
than one^ limit nouns in the plural; as,

''This man;'' ''sixfeetr

ORDER OF PARSING THE ADJECTIVE.
Descriptive. ) Positive. 1 f Belonging *-. or agree-

> Adj. Compar. > Degree. < ing with the noun, <fcc.

Limiting. ) Super. ) (

—

Rule.

Example.— *' Some men are taller than others
"

Some is a limiting adjective, indefinite numeral, and belongs to

the noun men^ according to rule VIII. (Repeat it.)

Taller is a qualifying adjective ; compared tall, taller, tallest,

comparative degree, and qualifies the noun men, according to rule

VIII. (Repeat it.)

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE ADJECTIVE.
Define the Adjective. Into what two general classes are

Adjectives divided t What classes are given under the general

head of Qaalifying Adjectives ? Give sentences containing an ex-

ample of each kind. What classes are giving under the general

head of Limiting Adjectives I Give sentences containing an
example of each. What is the general rule for com-
paring adjectives of one syllable? The rule for com-
paring adjectives of more than one syllable! What de-

parture from these rules does usage allow us to make ? How
is a lower degree than the positive usually expressed < Is there

any other method of varying the degree of quality expressed

by the adjective! Compare good, bad, little, much, late, nea?
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forth, fore, old. What distinction ia made in the use of the fol-

lowing adjectives, viz.: much, many, more, most; farther, far-

thest ; further, furthest ; older, oldest ; elder, eldest ; later, latest

;

latter, last ? What classes of adjectives do not admit of compari-

son ? What departures from this are authorized ? Repeat the

rules of Syntax for the Adjective. Jlepeat the order of parsing

the Adjective. In the sentence, "Some men are taller than

others," parse '^some" and " taller.^'

Ith exercise.
adjuotive.

In the following sentences parse the Adjectives according to the

form and example given above.

Milton and Cowper are poets of the highest rank.

The greatest men are not always the best A benevo-

lent man helps the indigent. Each individual fills a

space in creation. There are seven days in a week.

The long grass of tho American prairies sometimes
catches fire. The distant mountain, seen through the

blue mist, alone remained. Toiling, rejoicing, sorrow-

ing, onward through life we go. Heaven opened wide
her ever-duriug gates. Children just let loose from
school. The first fleet contained three hundred men.
Numbers are expressed by ten Arabic characters. Few
young people like seclusion. I have some fine trees in

the garden. He has a threefold duty to perform. He
performed each part with the most consummate skill.

Bead this lecture four times. That book belongs to

you, this belongs to me. The former lecture was the
best. What time the year puts on her bloom thou fli-

est the vocal vale. Unto which promise our twelve
tribes hope to come. Which road did he take. What
man do you mean. What havoc thou hast made, foul

monster, sin! He is never overbearing. This house
ia colder than yours. I saw her several times. The
best ffuits grow in warm countries. England expects
every man to do his duty. Which of these large oran-

ges will you have.

Go over this exercise again and point out the Verb and Subject
in each sentence, and give the construction of all the other words,
parsing the nouns infull, according to the form.
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PRONOUNS.

206. A Pronoun is a word used to supply
the place of p noun ; as, '* John is a good
boy ; he is diuigent in his studies."

207. The nouu, for which a pronoun is used, is called its ante-

cedent, because the pronoun refers to it ae previoudy mentioned,

or in some way understood.

208. Pronouns of the third person are used in writing, and
speaking, to prevent the frequent and awkAvard repetition of the

noun. Thus, without the pronoun, the above example would read,
" John is a good boy ; John ig diligent in John's studies." A pro-

noun is sometives used instead of another pronoun ; as, You and
/ must attend to oMf duty.

209. Pronouns may be divided into Per-
sonal, Melativey Interrogative, and Possess-

ive.

r£USONAL FUONOUNS.

210. Personal Pronouns are simple sub-

stitutes for the names of persons and things,

having a distinct form for each person.

They are either simple or compound.
SIMFLB PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

211. The simple personal pronouns are

J, you or thouy he, she, it ; with their plurals,

we, you or ye, they.

212. Of these, /is of the first person, and denotes the speaker ;

you is of the second, and denotes the person spoken to ; he, she, it,

are of the third, and denote the person or thing spoken of.

218. The pronoun /denotes the speaker, and ^outhe person ad-
dressed, without previous mention, or even knowledge of their

names, the persons intended, being sufiBciently indicated by their

presence, or some other circumstance. The pronouns of the third

person refer to some person or thing previously mentioned, or

easily understood from the context, or from the nature of the sen-

tence.

214. He, the, it, and they, are frequently used as general terms
in the beginning of a sentence, equivalent to " the person," Ao,,

without reference to a noun going before; as, "He [the personj

%
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that loveth pleasure shall be a poor man." •• How far is it [the

distance] to Ine city ?

"

216. They is also used in a vague sense for "people," in such

expreesions as "They say," [like the French ©n, or the German

man.'\

Personal pronouns are thus declined :

—

SINGULAR.
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but, in its practical application, it is scarcely satiefactory so far as

the long forms, mine, thine, &c., are concerned, because these words,

as used in construction, always represent a noun in the nominative
or objective case, so that, if they do include the fO»»ettor\ they
certainly, also stand for, or include the thing possessed. If we
must choose which of the things represented by them, shall deter-

mine their character, their office as representing the thing possessed

would appear to be of more importance in the construction of th,e

sentence, than their office as representing the possessor, which is,

grammatically, but a mere appendage to the thing possessed.

We, therefore, prefer the third view, as being more eimple, and,

upon the whole, according better than either of the others, with
the true construction of the words,

218. The pronoun it is used in a variety of ways :

—

1. Properly it is used instead of a neuter noun, or any thing used

as a neuter noun; as, '^ Life is short; it should be well im-

proved." " James is a good scholar, and he knows t7."

2. It is used as an indefinite subject of the verb to be^ followed by

a predicate in any person or number; as, " It is I ;^' **It is

you

;

" ** It is <A«y," &c.

3. It is used in the same manner after the verb to he in interroga-

tive sentences ; as, " Who is it ? " " What is it ? " ({?c.

4. It is prefixed as an introductory subject to such verbs as to be,

to happen, to become, and the like, referring to an infinitive

mood, or substantive phrase, or clause which follows the verb,

and is its true subject ; as, " It is an honor for a man to ceatefrom

strife; " i.e., To cease from strife is an honor for a man. ^*Il

has been proved, that the earth revolves on its axis;^* Le., It,

namely, that the earth revolves on its axis, has been proved.

5. It is used indefinitely before certain verbs, to denote some

cause unknown,—or general,—or well known, whose action is

expressed by the verb ; as, " It rains ;
" " It snows ;

" •' It thun-

ders ;
" « It is cold ; " •' It is hot," &c. Verbs before which it

is thus used, are said to be impersonal.

6. It is sometimes used as a mere expletive ; as, " Come and trip

it as you go."

219. The possessiros, hers, its, ours, yours, theirs, ehould never
be written her^s, iVs, our*s, your's, their's.

220. His and its, before a noun, are the possessive case; without

a noun following, they are the possessive pronouns. Her before a

noun, is the possessive case ; without a noun, it is the objective

case.
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COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

221. Myself {onrself), yourself (thyself ), himself, herself, itself,

with their plurnls, ourselves, yourselves, themselves, are called

Compound Personal Pronouns. They are used only in the nomi-

native and the objective. In the nominative they are emphatic,

and nre added to their respective personal pronouns, or are used

instead of them ; ae, *' 1 mi/nelf did it." " Himself shall come."

In the objective they are rejtexive, showing that the agent is also

the object of his own act; " Jtidua went and banged himself."

222. The simple pronouns, also, are sometimes used in a reflex*

ive sense; as, '*Thou hast hewed ihec out a sepulchre, as he that

heweth him out a sepulchre on high."

—

Bible.

223. Ourself and yourself are used as compounds, correspond-

ing to 106 and you, applied to an individual ; as, " We ourself will

fallow."

—

Sha'ks. " You must do it yourselfP

224. The possessive is rendered emphatic and reflexive, by add-

ing the word own to the possessive cases my, thy, his, her, ice. ; as,

' God created man in his own image."

225. One is also used in combination with any, every, some, no,

t^c. as an Indefinite Personal Pronoun ; as, any one, some one, no
one, ko.

226. The demonstrative adjectives, this, that, &o., the indefinite

adjectives, some, any ; and the distributive adjectives, either,

neither, and others are frequtntly used as pronouns ; as, " This is

the best" •• Some were left." " I did not take anyP •' AH
must die," <fec. When so used they should be parsed as demon-
strative, indefinite, or distributive pronouns.

SYNTAX OF THE PRONOUN.

The Pronoun has Double Syntax—for case ; and for gender, per-
son, and number.

The Syntax for case is the same as the noun ; for gender, per-
son, and number, the rule is :—

XI. Pronouns must agree with the nouns
for which they stand, in gender, person, and
number ; as, '' All that a man hath will he

give for his life/' " A tree is known by its

fruit."
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ORDER OF PARSING THE PRONOUN.

^^It ^\i ^dlsi ^'"la ^°^

j-j^ iz\^ ^'.\^ Piu.il sii
(To agree with its anteoedent, aocordiog to Rule X.)

ExAMPLis.—" Four knife is sharper than mine; lend it to m«
till /mend my pen."

Your—a personal pronoun, second, sing., to agree with the person

speaking, according to Rule X., and possessive case, ac-

cording to Rdle IV.

Mine—is a Possessive Pronoun, first, sing., to agree with the per-

son speaking, according to Rule X., and nominative to the

verb i«, (understood) according to Rule Ist.

It —a personal pronoun, neut., third, sing., to agree with its an*

teoedent, knife according to Rule X., and objective case to the

verb lend, according to Rule Y.

QUESTIONS ON THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

What is a pronoun ?—What is the antecedent of a pronoun ?

—

Into what classes are pronouns dvided ?—How do you define a

personal pronoun ?—Into what two classes are personal pronouns

divided t—Repeat the simple personal pronouns ?—For what pur-

pose is I, thou, you, used ?—Decline I, you, she ?—Besides stand-

ing for a neuter noun, what may the pronoun it represent t—What
are the compound personal pronouns?—How are they used!

—

Give examples showing how they are used ?—How is a possessive

rendered emphatic?—What double Syntax has the Pronoun?

—

Give the rules of Syntax for the Pronoun ?—Repeat the form given

for parsing the Pronoun ?—In the sentence, " When you learn the

lesson, come to me, and I will hear you say it
; " parse all the

pronouns, according to the Form*

8th EXERCISE.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Give, without hesitation, the objective singular of I, he, she.

Objective plural of thoit it, he. Possessive singular of /, we, yeu.

Give without hesitation, the person, number, and case of thou, I
tut, me, she, they, her, you, them, its, duo.

Parse the pronouns in the following sentence according to the

form and example given.
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John lost bis own books and injured mine. Tbe
mountains themselves decay with years. "We must not

forget to improve ourselves. I hope you will come to

see us soon. It is your own fault. He found the

children, and brought them to their home. James
says he is older than I ; but I am taller than he.—That
book is mine ; take it and read it.—Let them do it

themselves.—When you learn the lesson, come to me,
and I will hear you say it.—They will go when we
return.—Thou art the man.—Your knife is sharper than

mine ; lend it me, if you please, till I mend my pen.

Write sentences, each of which shall contain a pronoun in the

nominative case—in the possessive case—in the objective case.

Go over this exercise again and parse^ as already directed, the

I^outis, Adjectives and Pronouns; and give the construction of all

the other words.
*

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

227. A Relative Pronoun^ or, more pro-

perly, a Conjunctive Pronoun^ is one which,

in addition to being a substitute for the

name of a person or thing, connects its clause

with the antecedent, which it is introduced

to describe or modify ; as, ** The master who
taught us is dead."—" This is the person
lohom we met."

228. The antecedent of a relative may be a noun—a pronoun—

an infinitive mood—a clause of a sentence—or any fact or thing

implied in it ; as, " A king, who is just, makes his people happy ;

"

'^ He that is wise, is wise for himself;" " He who reads all will not

be able to think, without which it is impertinent to read ; nor to

act, without which it is impertinent to think ; " " We are bound to

obey the Divine law, which we cannot do, without Divine aid ;
''

" The man was said to be innocent, which he was not."

229. The Relative Pronouns are who,

which, that, and what.
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TPlio is masculine or feminine, which^ what,

and that are either masculine, feminine, or

neuter. What and that are not declined.

JFho and which are declined thus :

—

Nominative
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gle relative clause ; as, ** The cattle and the

sailors, that were on board, were lost.

237. Wliat is applied to things only, and
is used when the antecedent, from its indefi-

niteness, is necessarily omitted ; as, " Take
what you want/'

238. Whftt, M URed in tbis example, is by many grammarians

called a Compound Relative, equivalent to thing which, that 18,

including both the antecedent and the relative. There is, how-
ever, DO necessity for resorting to such an cxjjedient to explain

the use of "what." It appears to be used wheu the thing

referred to is too indefinite to be named, and can only be in-

troduced by using a clause describing it. The whole clause in

that case represents a noun in its relation to the sentence with
which it is connected, and should be treated as any other substan-

tive clause, or noun sentence, as sjch clauses may properly be

called. It might be asked, what is gained by calling " what " a

compound relative standing for ** thing which ? " In the example
" I hear what you say," the clause ' lohat you may " is u;ied as the

direct objective of the verb hear; and in the sentence, ''Who
steals my purse steals trash," the whole sentence " who steals my
purse" is nominative to the verb "steals.'' Is any ^* thing

more required by either grammar, sense, or perspicuity ? Does
not the sanoe principle apply to such sentences as the following?

Let us consider (how ranch depends upon it) ; do you know (by

whom that house was built) ; I discovered (who was neglecting

his duty). In each of these sentences, the whole clause in brackets

stands asthe objective to the verb in the principal clause. To sup-

ply the word thing or any other word, would serve no other purpose,

than to impose upon the dependent clause, the servile duty of de-

scribing the usurper of its own rightful position, instead of occupy-
ing the position itself. Why not, on the same principle of analysis,

before parsing it, turn the sentence, " I do not know who it can
be," into " I do not know the perton who it can be," The real

question, with respect to '^what," as thus used, is whether it

should not be classed as an Indefinite Relative. It connects clauses

as a relative, but has no reference to anything in the previous

clause as its antecedent.

289. The relative, Who, is sometimes used in the same manne

'

as What, in the above example ; as, " I do not know who stole

your watch." Which, also, is sometimes used in a manner nea- ly

similar ; but, in such cases, may always be treated as an adjec-

tive ; as, Take which you please, that is, which book, <&c.

!!
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240. ** Ever " is sometimeB added to who, vhioh, and what,
used in this manoer to give them a more dittributive and inde-

finite signification ; as, " Think uihatever you please." " Whotvtr
thinks so does him great injustice." "Soever" is sometimes
(though now rarely) used to render the meaning still more em-
phatically distributive; as, " VTAoaotfver will, let him come," d(c.

Whoto, formerly used in the sense of whoever, or whosoever, is

DOW obsolete.

241. In old writings, the antecedent word is sometimes ex-

pressed, either before < r after the compound relative, for the snku

of greater emphasis or precision ; as, " Blessed is h(t, whosoever

shall not be offended in me."

—

Bng. Bible. " Whosoever will, let

him take the water of life." This usage, however, is now nearly

obsolete, except with the word whatever ; as, " Whatever you do,

let it be done well."

242. What, ^whatever, whatsoever, and which, whichever, and

whichsoever, are often used before substuntiveB, ns a sort of inde-

finite adjective ; ns, " What money we had, wns taken away."
" Whatever course you take, act uprightly." When thus used,

the noun is sometimes placed between wha/, which, or whose and

soever ; as, •' What course soever
"—'* Into whose house soever yo

enter."

243. The ofFice of the relative is twofold:
1. It is sometimes merely additive or descriptive, being used to

connect its clause with the antecedent, for the purpose of further

describing, witliout modifying it ; tima used, it is a mere connect-
ive, nearly equivalent to and with a personal pronoun he, she, it,

Ac; as, "Light is a body which moves with great celerity "«=

"Light is a body, and it moves with great celerity."

2. It is more commonly restrictive, and connects its clause with

the antecedent, in order to modify or restrict its meaning; as,

" Every thing \z'kich has life is an animal "—'' Every living thing

is an animal." When used in this way, the relative can not be

resolved into and with a personal pronoun, for we can not say,

" Eyery thing is an animal, and it has life."

244. The relative who and which are used in both senses. **That"

is used in restrictive, more commonly than in addition clauses.

245. In English, the relative must always be in the same sentence
with its antecedent, and, if restrictive, in close connection with it.

In Latin, the relative has often its antecedent, in a preceding sen-

tence, and connected with it by a ceniuiiotive term. When this is

the case, it should be rendered into English by a demonstrative or
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personal pronoun. Tliis difference of idiom should be carefully

marked by classieal students. ^

246. In such sentences as the following—" Shun sueh at are ri-
^

oious'* Send such as you have"—some grammarians oonsider

the word at a relative ; id the first example, as the nominative to

are ; and in the second, as the objective, governed by hav«. Others

regard it, in all such sentences, as a conj unction, and the expres-

sions as eliptical—to be supplied thus :
" Shun such aa [those who]

are vicious."—Send such a» [thone which] you have." It is of

little importance which view is taken. If, taken as a relative, the

ellipsis is lost sight of, as in many other elliptical forms of expres-

sion, and ^^e language taken just as it stands.

The S).itax of the relative pronoun is the same as of the per-

sonal ; nnd the order of parsing is also the same.

9TII EXERCISE.
Write sentences containing examples of all the relatives used

correctly, especially the relative that.

In the following sentences, parse the relatives according to the

form and example, given for the personal pronouns.

A man who is generous will be honoured.—God, by
whose kindness we live, whom we worship, who created

all things, is eternal.—That is the book which I lost.

—

He who steals my purse, steals trash.—This is the boy
whom we met. This is the man, that did it.—These are

the books, that you bought.—The person who does no
good, does harm.—The woman, wlio was hurt ia well.

—

This is the cat that h illed the rat, that ate the malt,

that lay in the house, that Jack built.

Whoever steals my purse, steals trash.
—

"Whoever
does no good, does harm.—Whatever purifies the heart,

fortifies it. Whatsoev r ye would, that men should do
to you, do ye to them also.—Whoever sins, will suffer.

—I love whoever loves me.—Now whatsoever, God hath
said to thee, do.

3. In the following sentences, wherever it can be done, change
the relative and antecedent, for the indefinite relative:

—

Bring with you every thing which you see.—Any one,

who told such a story, has been misinformed.—Any
thing that is worth doing at all, is worth doing well.

—

Any thing that gives pain to others, deserves not the
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narn^ of pleasure.—Every one who loves pleasure, will

be a poor mau.

Go over thid exerciHe again and didtint^nish between the prin-

cipal and subordinnte claiiRcs, and point out the relation between
them.

INTIRROUATIVB PRONOUNS.

24)7. WhOi which and what^ when used
with verbs in asking questions, are called

Interrogative Pronouns ; as, " Who is there?**—" Which will you take ?
"—" What did he

say ? ''

Who is declined like the relative.

248. In questions, who is equivalent to whatperaon ; when which

and what Lave a noun following, they are not pronouns '
'it ad-

jectives ; as, " Which book will you tuke?"

249. Who applies to persons only ; wfiich and what, to persons

or things.

260. When applied to persons, who inquires for the name ; which,

for the individual ; what, iir the character or occupation ; us,

" Who wrote that book f "~ 'Mr. Webster."— ITAicA of them ?"—
" I^oah Webster."—" What is he ? "—" A lexicographer."

251. The same pronouns used responsively, in the beginning of

a dependent clause, or in what is called the indirect question (i.e.,

m a way which, in an independent clause, would be a direct quea-

lion), are properly neither interrogattvea nov relatives, in the usual

(•reuse, but a sort of itukfinite relative pronoun, and this is the

view we would prefer to take, as we have already said of the

words, " whatever" tfec, usuuliy called compound relatives. This

will be best illustrated by an example :

—

/ Interrogative.— " ir/io wrote that letter?"

Relativi.—" I know the person, who wrote that letter;" that is, I

am acquainted with him.

Indefinite Relative.— '•! know who wrote that letter;'' that

is, I know by whom that letter was written.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Rirj^TIVB AND INTEaaOOATIVB I'aONOUNS.

^Vlmt is a relatite pronoun?—What words are used m relative

pronouns f— l>ccllne ** who."—To what are wAoand which applied ?

—To what nro that and what applied t—JJnder what circuniHiances

is that as a relative to be preferred to who or which!— In the sen-

tcnoe " Take what you want," state what is the ohjectivo to the

verb take.—*What is the nominative to the verb injurea, in the sen-

tence, *• Whoevor deceives a friend, injures himself."—What is the

object of the verb conceal in the «entcnoe " What he knows he will

conceal t"—Why is it not necessary to make what, whatever, kc,
represent both the antecedent and the relative t—What is suggested

as the best name for what, whatever, &o., when not used as simple

relatives?—Is t(>Ao ever ined as an indefinite relative? Give an

example.—What is the effeot of ever attached to these pronouns ?

What is the force of »o prefixed to the everf Illustrate this by an

example.—Are what, whatever, Ac, ever used at adjectives? Give
examples.—Give an example ofa relative, used in an additive clause.

—Givean exan.ple of the relative, used in a restrictive clause.

—

How do you distinguish the one from the other!—Givean example
of a», so used, that it may be considered a relative.—Are whic!,, and
what, uBed in asking questions, always interrogative pronouns?

—

Give examples illustrating their use as interrogative pronount:,

and as interrogative adjectivea—In asking questions, to what is

who, which, anauhat applied ?—When applied to persons, what does

who, which, and what enquire for!--In the sentence " I know who
wrote that letter," how would you parse who, and what would you
say is the objective of the verb know?—In the sentence " Your
pleasures are past, mine are come," how would you parse your
and mine ? Repeat the rules of Syntax that apply in parsing the

relative pronouns. Repeat the ordor of parsing the relative pro-

nouns.

10th exercise.
1. In the following classify who, which, and what according to

the manner in which they are used, and parse them according to

form.

Who steals my purse, steals trash.—To whom did
you give that book ?—What I do, thou knowest not
now.—Who you are, what you are, or to whom you
belong, no one knows.—What shall I do ?—Who built

that house ?—Do you know by whom that house was
built ?—Is that the man, who built that house ? Which
book is yours ?—Do you know which book is yours ?

I saw a book, which was said to be yours ?—1 know
which book is yours.—What in me is dark, illumine.

—
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m
j:!li

What ia crooked, can nut be made straij ht.—What is

wanting, can not be numbered.—What is wanted?—

I

know what is wanted.

2. Write sentences, which shall contain exiunples of the various

uses of thcBe pronouns. Classify these sentences into principal

and subordiaate; and give the construction of tlie words in

each.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

252. The PossEssivE Pronouns are mine,

thine, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs, when they

inciude the possessor and the thing possess-

ed; as, your pleasures are past, mine are to

come. (See 217.)

Tb'^ exercise on the pcreonal pronouns, already given, includes

the Possessive Pronouns.

THE V^ERB.

253. A Verb is a word used to make an
assertion : or, a verb is a word used to affirm

the act, being, or state, of its subject ; as,

*' John runs'^ "* The boy sleeps,^^ *' He k
lovedJ'^

254. The eisential and distinguishing characteristic of the verb

is, that it IB the word used to make an astertion ; or, in other words,
to affirm the act, being, or state of the subject. It is not the dis-

t'lnguishing characteristic of the verb, that it expresses action or

being. A word may express action or beingy and not be a verb ;

i 0, for instance, " I wish to work." " The bov's manner of reading
is bad." " That horse running through the field is a fine animal."
" Call that boy sitting by the window," &g. In these examples,
'*to work !^ " reading" and '* running," express the action of "I,"
" boy," and " horse ;

" and ** sitting" expresses the state of " boy;^'

but, they are not verbs; they are, it is true, words derived from
yerbs, but are merely used, the first two as verbal nouns, and the

last two M verbal adjectives. A verb, always, either directly or in-

directly, makes an assertion, and must have a word standing related

to it as the name of the thing, about which the assertion ia mode

;

a verbal, on the contrary, though expressing the action or state of

something, and though it may govern an objective, or be modified by
an adverb, yet, it never makes an assertion. It merely aisutnetthe
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act or state, wluch. if used as a verb, it would assert, aud always

standij rplated to tlio other •w«)rds as a noun, or u3 an ndjectiTe*

The words thus used as verbals are the Ii'finitive ami ParticipUi

;

between these verbals, aud the verb, the pujiil inuet carefully

distinguish.

255. The words " assert" and " affirm" as used irj the definition,

must be understood as applying to all kinds of sentences, whether

affirmative—I teach; negative—I do not teach; interrogative—do I

teach ? imperative—teach me ; or exclamatory—how you teach !

256. Verbs, in respect to the sense they

express, are divided into two kinds

—

Transi-

tive and Tntrasitive.

257. A Transitive verb is one which ex-

presses an action that passes from the agent

or doer, to some person or thing which
stands as the object of the verb in the Active
Voice, and the »ubject of the verb in the

Passive Voice ; as, "James struck 'Wi]lia>m.**—" William was struck by James."
258. It will be observed by examining the above examples, that

there are two ways of expressing the sanae idea ; in the first, the
doer of the act—" James"—stands as the subject of the Verb, and
the person to when* the act is done—" William "—stands as the
object of the Verb. When this form ia used, the Verb ia in the

Active Voiee. In the second, the persoa to whom the act is done,—'• William "—stands as the subject of the Verb, and the person
who does the act,

—" James"—stands connected with the Verb, as

the object of the preposition <* by." When this form is used the

Verb is in the Passive Voice.

259. Voice, then, can only apply to tran-

sitive verbs, as it is merely a term used to

distinguish between these two methods of

expressing the same idea. In the Active

VoicCy the subject is represented as acting

upon the object, and is, therefore, the agent

;

in the Passive Voice, the subject is represen-

ted as being acted upon by the agents

:ii

!$i
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260. Obs.—The Passive VoicCy it will be observed, is always

exprepscd by usinp^ the perfect participle with the verb ^* to be,'

nod hence, may alwaye be distinguished from the Active by its

form, as well as by the sense expressed.

261. The following advantages arise from these two forms of

expression;

1. We can, by the form alone, direct attention chiefly, either to

the actor, or to that which is acted upon—to the former, by using

the active voice—*' God created the world,"—to the latter, by
using the passive—" The world was created by God."

2. By means of the passive voice, we are able to state a fact,

when we either do not Know, or, for some reason, may not wish to

state, by whom the act was done. Thus, we can say, "The glass

is broken," though we do not know who broke it; or, if we know,
do not wish to tell.

3. By this means, also, we have a variety, and of course, a choice

of expression, and may, at pleasure, use that which to us appears

the most perspicuous, convenient, or elegant.

262. Some transitive verbs, are sometimes used to express an
action, as a quality inherent in the thing which stands to it, in

the relation of the subject; but, which is properly neither the

agent nor the object ; as, •' This sentence does not read well."

—

"The horse drives badly in harness." The meaning, in such sen-

tences, is neither active nor passive, but more properly, ^hat might
be called middle voice. Sometimes, also, the active form of the

verb is used to oonvey a passive meaning ; as, for instance, " The
house is building."—" The church opens at eleven o'clock."— '* A
house to lety Sometimes, also, the passiveform is used to convey
an active meaning; as, " Tear after year it steals till all are fled."

263. An Intransitive Verb is one which
makes an assertion, without expressing ac-

tion as done to anything; as, **The horse

lay down."—" The boy ran across the field.''

QUESTIONS ON THE VERB.
What is a verb ?—Why is it not sufficiently accurate to say, a

verb is a word which siguifies to he, to do, or to suffer ?—Give ex-

amples of words in sentences, expressing being, doing, and suffering,

which are not verbs ?—State what these words are ?—How do you
understand the words assert and affirm, as used in the definition of

the verb?—How will you distinguish between a verb and a verbal ?—
In respect to the nature of the action, into what classes do you di-

vide verbs ?—How do you define a transitive verb ?—How many
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ways are there of presenting the agent or tloer of an aof, exf ressed,

by a transitive verb ?—Illustrate this by an example.—How many
ways are there of presenting the thing to which the action express-

ed by a transitive verb is done?—Illustrato this bynn example.

—

How are the agent and object presented in the Active Voice, and
how in the Fa$sive Voice ?—Why cannot an intransitive verb be

used in the Passive Voice?—What is always used with the verb

^o 6ff, to form the Passive Voice?—Give an example.—Give an

example of a verb, used in a sense, wh ch is properly neither Ac-
tive nor Passive.—Give an example of a verb in the active form,

i\Bedin&passive sense.—Of the/7aff8it)«/or7nused in an active sense.

llTH EXERCISE.
1. In the words expressing action, distinguish between verbs and

verbals.

2. Distinguish between transitive and intransitive verbs.

8. State which of the transitive veibs are in the Active Voice,

which in the Passive, and which have an active form, and passive

meaning, and which have, properly, neither.

He struck me. We ought not to complain of our

lot. They were seen by us. He sat by the wayside.

I teach my sister music. The wine tastes sour. He
wishes to do right. I have been offered a situation.

Let our friends know. Eomulus built Kome. Who
read last ? The sun is rising calm and bright. The
serpent having devoured his prey, slept. He undertook
to thwart me. I am happy to answer yes. Home is a

place, which must be loved by all.

Write a sentei e containing transitive and intransitive verbs

—

verbs in the passive voice—verbs with an active form aud passive

meaning—verbs used in a st ise neither active nor passive. Give,
orally, other .' imilar sentences.

MOOD.

264. Moo I is a term used to denote the
manner in which the verb is employed.

265. Verbs have five* moods ; the Indi-

•The Infinitive and Participle are pJaced among the moods of the verb
merely out of deference to custom. It must be understood, however, that
they are moods of tlie verb in a different sense from the Indicative,
Subjunctive, and Imperative : that is, only in the sense, that being derived
from verbs, they possess many of the characteristics of the verb. But,
what distinguishes them clearly (rom the verb is, that they are never useA
to make an assertion.

*•'
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cative, the Subjmiciive, the Imperatives^ the

Injinitive, and the Participial,

266. The indicative mood is that which
makes a declaration or asks a question ; as,

He learns ; Does he learn ? He can learn.

267. The Indicative Mood has iwo forms ; the com-

mon form and the potential form.f

268. The common form of Ike indicative mood is that which
>ne7f/y expresses a declaration or an interrogation; as, "He im-

proves ;
"—" Will you go? '^

269. Th& potential form of the indicative is that which makes
a declaration or asks a question, and also implies possibility,

liberty, power, determination, obligation, necessity, etc. ; as, " He
can walk ;

"—" We must return

;

"—" What would they have ?
"

[In speaking of the common form of the indicative, it will ge*

nerallj be found convenient to employ merely the term indicative

mood; and in speaking of tbe potential form, to designate it a»

the potential indicative.'\

270. Were is sometimes used for would btt,Qv should be; aS;
** Ah 1 what were man, should Heaven refuse to hear?

"

271. Had is also occasioually employed for would have or should
have : as, " Had thought been all, sweet speech had [would have]

been denied."— Young,

272. The subjunctive mood is that which
implies condition, supposition or uncertainty/ ;

as, " If he had the opportunity, he would

tThe recognition of the potential as a distinctive mood in so many popu-
lar grammars, affords a striking example of the power of custom. The ex>
pressions, " It may rain," " He may go," " I can ride," Ac, are manifestly
declarative. " I can walk," expresses quite as distinct a declaration as, " I
walk." " I can walk," declares that I nave the power to walk; while, " 1
walk," declares the act of walking.

" As to the potential mood, it may, I think, in all cases, be resolved into
either the indicative or the subjunctive."

—

Beattie^s Theory of Language.
" The forms of expression, / can go. we may ride, he must obey, are really

declaratory and properly belong to the indicative."— Webster.
The potential mode is also rejected by Jamieson, H. Ward, Martin, Coote,

Oobbett, Lewis, Hazlitt, Hodgson, St. Quentin, JBell, Barrie, Buchannan,
Coar, Tinder, Adam, Arnold, Higginson, Giles, Beall, Pearce, Boss, Nutt<
ing, J. P. Wilson, Willard, Hallock, Dearborn, J. Flint, D. Adams, Judson,
Pue, Cardell, Cutler, Balch, French, Spencer, and many others.
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improve rapidly;"—"Take heed, lest any

man deceive you."

273. Every verb in the subjunctive implies two propositions
;

the one principal, and the other subordinate. The subordinate

clause is usually preceded by the conjunction if,—subjoining it to

the antecedent, or principal clause, on which it depends. Thus, in

the sentence, " I will remain if you desire it," the dependent

clause, "you desire it," is preceded by the conjunction t/, which

subjoins it to the principal clause, I will remain."

274. The condition of a verb in the subjunctive is sometimes

expressed by transposition, without the aid of a conjunction ; as,

" Had he taken the counsel of friends, he would have been saved

from ruin."

275. The subjunctive mood, like the indicative, admits of the

potential form ; aa, "He might improve, if he would make the ne-

cessary effort."

276. The subjunctive mood does not differ, in form, from the in-

dicative except, occasionally, under peculiar circumstances, in the

present tense ; and in the present and past of the verb '* to he!*

277. In parsing, that only should be called the subjunctive mood,
which has the subjunctive form. When the indicative or potential

is used subjunctively, it should be so stated.

278. The Imperative mood is that which
is used to command, exhort, entreat or per-

mit; as, " Go thou." ^^ Study diligently,"
^^ Forgive us our^trespasses." ^^ Depart in

peace."

279. The Infinitive mode is a verbal noun,
usually distinguished bv the sign ^Uo'^ and
expressing action or state, as a thing ab-

stractly considered; as, "I love to skate,'*

" To attempt it would be vain." " A desire

to learn is praiseworthy.
280. The infinitive active, by an anomaly not uncommon in other

languages, is sometimes used in a passive sense ; as, " You are to

blame " (to be blamed)—" A house to let "—" A road to make'*—
*• Goods made to sell

"

—*' Knives to grind,^' <fec.

\:i
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281. The Farticipial mood embraces those

forms of the verb called Participlesy when
used as verbal nouns or verbal adjectives:

as, "There is a boy amusing himself.'' ^^De-

voted to study he soon excelled.'* **0n
seeing me he fled." " There is glory in c?f/-

«w^ for one's country."

TENSE.

282. Tenses are certain forms of the verb

which serve to point out the distinctions of

time ; or, more correctly, Tense is the change
in the form of the verb, to show time and
4itate.

283. Time ia naturally divided into the /)asf, the present, and
i\\Q future. The past includes all that goes before the present;
the future includes all that comes after the present ; and the

preaentf strictly speaking, is the point in \7hich the past and future

meet, and which has, itself, no space or continuance. In grammar,
however, the present is not regarded in this strict sense, but, as

extending to a greater or less period, of which the passing instant

forms a part : as, this moment, hour^ day, week, ifc. In each of

these, an act, kc, may be expressed, either as going on and im-

perfect, or as completed and perfect, and, hence, there are six

Tenses, three to express time simply, and three to express both
ttme and state. The simple tenses—that is, the present, past,

and future, are^ used for the first, and express merely the time

of the act ; the dt-her three,—the present-perfect, past-perfect, and
future-perfect, express both the time and state.

i 284. The time is shown by the auxiliary verb have. Thus, in the

present-perfect the present of " have " is used—in the past-perfect the

past of have—" had " is used, and in the future perfect, the

future of have—" shall have ''
is used. The state is shown by the

perfect participle. This arises from the fact that the two partici-

ples used in conjugating the verb have only one element of tense,

viz., state ; they are always imperfect or perfect, and hence these

participles may be used in a sentence which denotes any time.

Thus we see how admirably the auxiliary and the perfect parti-

ciple, when combined, ars adapted to form the perfect tenses.
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285. The six tenses are, therefore :

—

Pbesent.—" I loalk "—time only.

PeesentPerfeot .
—

" I have walked"— time and state.

Past.—'* I tcalked "—time only.

Past Perfect.—"I bad walked"—time and state.

FuTUEE Tenbe.—" / shall walk "—time only.

Future-Perfect.—•* I shall have walked "—both time and state.

286. Besides these six grammatical tenses, there are numerous

other distinctions of time, which are expressed by various modi-

fying words and phrases; as, ''I will go immediately ;

"

—" I will

go soon;"—" J will go in an hour ;
"—" I will go to-morrow ;

"

—

" I will go in the course of the week"

TENSES OF the IiNDICATIVE MOOD.

287. The Present tense expresses what
is going on at the present time ; as, " I

love "—" I am loved,''

288. This tense is used also :—

1st. To express what is habitual, or always true ; as, " He goes

to church " — " Virtue is its own reward " — " Vice produces

misery."

289. 2nd.—To express past events with force and interest, as if

they were present ; as, " Caesar leaves Gaul, crosses the Rubicon,

and enters Italy."

290. 3rd.—Sometimes, instead of the present-perfect tense, in

speaking of authors long since dead, when reference is made to

their works which still exist ; as, '* Moses tells us who were the

descendants of Abraham "—" Virgil imitates Homer ; " instead of

**has told,"
*' has imitated"

291. 4th.—In dependent clauses after such words as when, be-

fore, if, as soon as, after, till, and also after relative pronouns, to

express the relative time of a future action, that is, of an action

future at the time of speaking, but which will be present at the

time referred to; as, "When he comes, he will be welcome"

—

" We shall get our letters as soon as the post arrives
"—"He will

kill every one [whom] he meets"—**No longer mourn for me
when I am dead."

—

Shaks.

292. The Present-perfect tense repre-

sents an action or event as completed at

the present time, or in a period of whfch
the present forms a pai't ; ae, "I have sold

I

Ji

"^
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my horse "—" I have walked six miles to-

day"—"John ha8 been busy this week**

—

**Many good books have been published this

century."
293. The sign of the present perfect is iiavk—inflected in the

common style, have^ have, has, and in the solemn style, have, hast,

hath,

294. In the use of this tense, it matters not how long ago, the

act referred to, may have been performed, if it was in a period

reaching to, and embracing the present, part of which still re-

mains ; as, •' Many discoveries in the arts have been made since the

days of Bacon," that is, in the period reaching from that time to

the present. On the other hand, if the time of an act mentioned
is past, and does not include the present, this tense can not be

used however near, the time may be. Thus, we can not properly

say, " I have seen your friend a moment ago ; " but, ** I saw your
friend," &o.

296. This tense is also used :

—

1st. To express an act or state continued through a period of

time reaching to the present; as, " He has studied grammar six

months "—" He has been absent [now] six years."

2nd. To express acts long since completed, when the reference

is not to the act of finishing, but to the thing finished and still

existing ; as, " Cicero has xoritten orations "—" Moses has told us

many important facta in his writings"—"Of old thou hast laid the

foundation of the earth, and the heavens are the work of thy
hand" But if the thing completed does not now exist, or if the

reference is to the act of finishing, and not to the present con-

tinuance of the thing finished, this tense can not be used; thus,

we can not say, " Cicero has written poems," because no such pro-

duotions now remain. Nor, '* In the beginning God has created

the heavens," because reference is only to the act of God at a cer-

tain past time, indicated by the words, " In the beginning."

3. In the same manner as the present instead of the future-per-

fect, to represent an action, <&c., as perfect at a future time ; as,

" The cock shall not crow till thou hast denied me thrice."

4. Sometimes in effect to deny the present existence of that, of

which the verb expresses the completion ; as, " 1 have been jo\xng"
meaning, this is now finished—" I am young no more."

296. The Past tense expresses what took

place in past time ; as, " In the beginning

God created the heavens."—" God said. Let
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there be light."—" The ship «ai7^c? when the

mail arrivedy
297. The time expressed by this tense is regarded as entirely

past, and, however, near to the present, it does not embraoe it; as,

"I saw your friend a moment ago,"—" I wrote yesterday."

298. In such expressions as, "I wrote this morning"—"Mt't

week"'~"this year, &o., the reference is to a point of time nOAv

entirely past, in these yet unfinished periods.

299. This tense is used to express what was customary in past

time ; as, " She attended church regularly all her life."

300. The Past-perfect tense represents

an action or event as completed, at, or before

a certain time past; as, I had walked six

miles that day "—" John had been busy that

week"—"The ship had sailed when the

mail arrived "—that is, the ship sailed be*

fore the mail arrived.

801. The sign of the past-perfect is had; inflected, had, had,

hud in the common style.

302, The Puture tense expresses what
will take place in future time ; as, " I will

see you again, and your hearts shall rejoice.''^

308. The signs of the future are shall, will.

304. The Euture-perfect tense inti-

mates that an action or event will* be com-
pleted, at, or before a certain time yet future;

as, "I shall have got ray lesson by ten

o'clock"— "He toill have finished before

you are ready."

305. The signs of the future perfect arc shall have, will have

TENSES OF THE t'OTENTIAL-INDICATITE MOOD.

306. The Potential-indicative mood has,

properly, six tenses—the Present, the Pre-

!l 1

1

'''j
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seni'pcrfecif the Past, the Past-perfect, the
Future, and the Future-perfect,

307. The Present potential exiMesses present liberty^ power, oi-

obligation.

808. The signs of the Present are may, can, must,

309. The Present-perfect, in this mood, does not corrcBpond in

meaning, to the same tense in the indicative, but more properly

exprePBes present possibility, liberty, necessity, &c., with respect to

an act or state supposed to be past; thus, " He may have written,"

means, It is possible that he wrote, or has written; " He must have

written," means, '' It must be that he wrote, or has written."

310. The signs of the Present-perfect potential are, may have,-~-

can have,—must have.

311. The Past potential is very indefinite with respect t<> time,

being used to express liberty, ability, purpose, or duty, Bometiraes

with regard to what is past, eometimeB with regard to what is pre-

sent, and sometimes witli reg; to what is future; thus

—

Past—" He could not do it then, for he was otherwise engaged."

Present—" I would do it with pleasure now, if I could."

Future-—*^ If he would delay his journey a few days, i might

[could, would, or should,] accompany him."

312. The Eigns of the Past potential are, might, could, would,

should.

313. The Past-perfect potential, also, never corresponds in time

to the past-perfect indicative ; that is, it never represents an act'

«fec., as completed at a certain past time, but expresses the liberty,

ability, purpose, or duty, with respect to the act or state expressed

by the verb, as now past and completed, thus, " He could have

written," means, " He was able to write.^'

314. The signs of the Past-perfect potential are, viight have,

could have, would have, should have.

316. The Future and Future-perfect conjugated affirmatively

vfith '^ will" in the first person, and "sAa//" in the second and

third, express a promise, determination, or authority; they are

therefore properly Potential, and are here placed as tenses of the

Potential Mood.

#

'^m ^^^
I
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TENSES OF TnB 8UL. OKCTIVK MOOD.

316. Tho Subjunctive mood, in its proper form, has only the

Present tense. The verb 'Uu be" has the present and the pjigt.

The indicative mood uHpd subjunotively furnishes what may b«

called a second form of the present uubjunctivc, and the cinly form

of tho other subjunctive tenses.

317. The Present c^ubjunctive, In its pr<»per form, according to

present approved usage, has always a future roforeuce; that is, it

denotes a present uncertainty or contingency respecting a suppofl*

ed future action or event ; thus, " if he write,' is equivalent to,

" If he should write," or, '* If he shall write."*

318. Uncertainty oi contingency respecting a supposed present

action or state, is expressed by the present indicative, used subjunc-

tively ; as, " If he writes, as well as he reads, he will succeed."

819. The r&ESENT-FEBFEGT subjuuctive is only the same tense of

the indicative, used subjunctively. Such expressions as " If she

have brought up children," &c. (1 Tim. v. 10,) are now obsolete.

820. The Past subjunctive is used in two senses

—

1

.

It is used to express a past action or state as conditional or

contingent ; as, " If he wrote that letter, he deserves credit, and

should be rewarded." "If he was at home, I did not know it.

2. It expresses a Bupposition with respect to something j^resen^,

and implies a denial of the thing supposed; as, "If I had the

money now, I would pay it," implying, I have it not. Used in

this way, the verb"fo be" (and, of course, the passive voice of

transitive verbs) has a separate form in the singular, but not in

the plural, viz., I were, thou wert, he ivere ; for I was, thou v^ast

he was; thus, " If my kingdom were of this world, th( a would my
servants fight," implying, it is not of this world ;

" tjiat thou

wert as my brother," implying, " thou art not."

321. In this way, the Past subjunctive eeems to be alw.'^ys used,

when the conjunctive term is omitted, and the verb or auxiliary is

placed before its nominative; as, "Hadst thou been htre, my
hrother had not (would not have) died."

322. When a supposition, &c., respecting something past, is ex-
pressed in this way, the Past-perfect must be used ; as, " If I had
find the money yesterday, 1 would have paid it," implying, I had
it not ,

" t'jat thou hadst been as my 'brother," implying, " thou
^vast not."

rf.

...'!•

If.
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.323. Though the pant tense, used in this way, rofera to n pntent

act or Btutc, y(?t, m it hiw the piiut foi;m, it Bhould, in purging, he

called the puat teiiee.

TKNpS OK THK IMPKBATIVK MOOD.

324. The Imperative rnood has only tho present tense, and that,

haa respeot to the time of the command, rxhortation, «tc. The*

doing of the thing commanded, niunt, of course, he posterior to the

command requiring it.

TENSES OF THE INFINITIVE MOOD.

325. The Infinitive mood has two tenses,

the Present and the Perfect ; as, " To
write,"—" To have written."

826. In tho other moods, the time expreosed by the tenses, ip

estimated from the time of speaking, which is always regarded as

present; as, *< I wrote" (that is, in a time now past). '*! write"
(that is, in time now present), " I shall write " (that is, in time noio

future). But the innnitivo represents the action or state expressed
as present, not, however, always at the time of speaking, but at the
time indicated by tne preceding verb, or some other word in the
sentence ; as, " He wishes to write "

—

now—to-morrow—next week,

&c.; " Ho wished to write " then {y'iz, at the time of wishing, now
past)~~next day—this day—to-morrow^ ffc; "He will wish to

write "

—

then (viz , at the time of wishing, now future)

—

next day,

&<i, Henoe the following definitions :

—

827. 1st. The Present infinitive expresses an act or state not

completed,—indefinitely, or at any time referred to, expressed or

implied ; as, •' I wish to write "—" I wished to go "—'' Apt to teach."

828. The sign of the present infinitive is to.

829. 2d. After the verb to 6e, the present infinitive is soraetimce

used to express a future action or event ; as, " He is to go ; " ** If he

were to go.'*

880. The Perfect infinitive expresses an act or state as per-

fect or completed, at any time referred to, expressed or implied ; aB

" He is said to have written "

—

already—yesterday—a year ago, &c.

The sign of tho perfect infinitive is, to have.

881. In the use of the infinitive, it is necessary to observe, that

the Present must never be used in circumstances which imply a

completed act ; nor the Perfect, in circumstances which imply an act

not com-pleted. Thus, it is improper to pay, " He is said to wriie

yesterday," because the language leads to regard the act at fiiiah-
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ed, Binoe It took pluce in pott time. It should be, " To have written

yei^erday." Nor cnn wo sny, •' I hoped—I deslreil— I intonded,

&o, to have written yesterday ," beoauso an act rcgttided as per-

fect or /iniBbed, the doiu^ of which, of course, is past, cat) not be

the object of //f»;)«, desire, intention, ttc. We thould eay, " I hoped

to write yesterday."

332. Obseuvation.—The facts brought out in the above remarks

respecting the Infinatlve, lead to the conclusion that the lufinative

like the participl»!s has but one element of tense—that the two

different foniis do not express so much a difTerenco of tivie as a

difference ui «/a<«—the form called preMnt being always used to

exprv«8 an act not completed, and the form called perfect being

always used to express an act completed. It would be more con-

sistent and accurate to call the one the Infinitive Imperfect and

the other the Infinitive Perfect— using these names in the sense

in which they are applied to the participles, not as referring at

all to the time of the act but to the state of the act expressed by

the verb.

333. The Participial Mood has two
forms ; one expresses an action or state as

uncompleted or imperfect ; as, loving. The
other, expresses it as completed or perfect

;

as, loved,

334. The perfect participle, when not used
Avith an auxiliary^ and taken as part of

the verb, has the construction of a verbal

adjective ; as, vieioed in that light, I assent-

ed to the proposal,

335. The imperfect participle when not
used with an auxiliary and taken as part of
the verb, has the construction of either a
verbal ndjective, or a verbal noun ; as, " He,
loving his work, performed it." ^^After de-

feating the army, he entered the city."

H
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336. The perfect participle of a transitive

verb, used with the auxiliary verb ^^tohe^
in all its moods and tenses, forms the passive

voice; and the perfect participle of any verb,

uced with the simple tenses of the auxiliary'
" have,^ forms the perfect tenses of the active

voice.

337. The imperfect participle used with
the auxiliary verb ^^ to he^^ forms the pro-

gressive of the active.

338. "Having,"—used with the perfect

participle ; as, having written^ expresses both
time and state^ and is, properly, a perfect

tense of the participle.

389. The form of the infinitive is some-
times used as a future participle ; as, " In
the time to comey

NUMBER AND PERSON.

340. Verbs have two numbers and three

persons.

341. The person and number of a verb are

alkvays the same as the person and number
of its subject or nominative.

842. The subject of the verb, iu the first person sinjjular, is

always /, in the plural we ; in the second person singular, ^ou in

the common style and ihou in the soUmn style ; in the plural, '</o«

in the common 8t}le, and ye in the solemn style; in the third per-

son Ihe subject is the name of any person or thing spoken of, or a

pronoun of the third person in its stead ; or, it may be an infini-

tive mood, a clause of a sentence, or any thing of which a person

can think or speak.

343. In the simple form of the present and past indicative, the

second person singular of the solemn style ends regularly in st or

est, as Thou seest, Thou hearest^ Thou saivest, Thou heardest ; and

h
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the third person singular of the present, in th or eth, as He saith,

He loveth.

344. In the simple form of the present indicative, the third

person singular of the common or familiar style, ends in s or es ;

as, He sleeps, He rise*.

346. The first person singular of the Eolemn style, and the first

and second persons singular of the common style, have the same
form as the three persons plural.

346. In forming the auxiliary tenses of the verb, the auxiliaries

only are varied.

34V. Be and ought, and the auxiliaries shall, will, may, can,

jhuit, are irregular in their modifications to denote person.

348. The verb need is often used in the third person singular of

the indicative present, without the ^^ersonal termination.

349, In ordinary discourse, the imiaerative mood has only the

second person, because a command, exhortation, <tc., can be ad-

dregseu only to the person or persons spoken to.

850. In such expressions as '* Let us love"—" Let him love,'^—
" Let them love"—phrases by which the first and the third person

of the imperative in some languages are rendered

—

let is the pro-

per imperative, in the second person, with its subject understood,

and love the infinitive without the sign. Thus, "Let [you] us

[to] love, &c.

361. This mode of expression is sometimes used, even when no
definite individual is addressed ; as, " Let there be light."

352. Among the poets, however, we sometimes find a fir:, and
a third person in the imperative ; as, " Confide we in ouiaelves

alone "—
" With virtue be we armed."

—

Hunt's Tasso. " And rest

ice here, Matilda said."

—

Scott.

" Fall he that must beneath his rival's arm,
And live the rest secure from future harm."

—

Pope.

" Laugh those that can, weep those that may."

—

Scott.

253. Such expressions as " Hallowed be thy name "— '' Thy
Kingdom come "— '* Be it enacted "—" So be it," &c., may be re-

garded either as examples of the third person in the imperative,
or as elliptical for "May" or, " iet thy name be hallowed"

—

" Let it be enacted "—" Let it be so," &c.

i)'j

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES ON MOOD
TENSE, NUMBER, AND PERSON.

What is mood ? How many moods have vei-bs ? Define the
indicative. How many forms has the indicative? Define each,
and give a sentence with a verb in each. Detine the subjuncKve.
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Oire aD example illustrating how the subjunctive is employed.
Give an example of a verb in the Rubjuoctive without using the

conjunction if. State in what respects the subjunctive agrees

witn the indicative, and in what it differs from it. Define the

imperative mood. Qive an example of a verb in the imperative

meod. Define the infinitive mood. Give examples of tbe infini-

tive as a verbal noun. Give an example of the infinitive active

used in a passive sense. How is the participial niood defined?.

What is tense I Explain how it is that, while there are onlv

three natural divisions of time, there are six tenses. Explain how
it is that the perfect tenses express both time and state. Use the

verb lorite in the three tenses that express time only. Use the

verb know in the three tenses that express time and state. What
part of the verb have is used an auxiliary to form the present

perfect tense—the past perfect—the future perfect? Are there

any other methods of expressing distinctions of time than by the

use of the tenses? Define the present tense. Give examples
showing four different uses of the present tense not strictly in ac-

cordance with the definition . Define the present perfect. Take
the verb " go " through the present perfect tense m tbe common
and solemn styles. Give examples showing four different uses of

this tense not strictly in accordance with the definition. Define

the past tense. Take the verbs see, lie, study, through the past

tense. What would you say of such expressions as " I wrote tbia

morning." " She attended church regul ^^-'y all her life? " Define

the past perfect. Take the veib walk, lie, and see through the

vast perfect, first in the common and then in the solemn style.

Define the future tense What verbs are used n? tbe auxiliaries

in forming the future ? Give an example. Define the future per-

fect and give an exampl". Sig^s of the future perfect. What
are the signs of the present r»otential ? How does the present

perfect potential differ in meaning from the same tense of tbe in-

dicative ? Signs of tbe pres'^nt perfect potential. Take the verbs

walk/ forgive &nd have through tbe present and present perfect

potential. Give examples showing how indefinite tbe past poten-

tial is with respect to time. Give tbe signs of tbe past potential.

Point out the difference Jn the time expressed by the past perfect,

indicative and the past perfect potential. Signs of the past per-

fect potential. In the future and future perfect potential, how is

shall and will used ; and what is the meaning expressed ? Give

examples to show that the subjunctive has a potential form as

well as the indicative. Does any tens$ of the subjunctive ever

differ in form from the correspondipg ten?e of the indicative

'

Under what circumstances does the present subjunctive differ m
form from the present indicative ? Give an example. In what
two senses is the past subjunctive used ? In which of these senses

is it used wheu the conjunctive term is omitted ? Give an ex-
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ample. How is it that the imperative moo<l has ooly one tense?

In -elaticn to what does the present infinitive express present

time ? Give examples to show the relation of time expressed by

the perfect infinitive. In the use of the infinitive, what is it ne-

cessary to observe? Give examples of the present and perfect in-

finitive used correctly and incorrectly. Would it be more correct

to say the participle has two tenses or two forms ? Why ? When
not taken with an auxiliary, as part of the verb, how is each par-

ticiple used in construction ? Illustrate by examples. Where
does the perfect participle occur, and for what purpose is it used

in the active voice ? Give examples. How is the perfect par-

ticiple used in forming the passive voice ? Give a synopsis of

the verb see in the passive voice. How is the progressive of the

active voice formed ? Give a synopsis of the verb write in the

progressive form. Give an example of the use of the perfect

tense of the participle. Give an example of what is sometimos
called the future participle. What determines the person and
number of the verb ? What is the subject of the verb in the first

and second person singular and plural ? Give examples. Take
the verb arise through the present and past in the solemn style.

In the tenses formed by auxiliaries, is the verb or the auxiliary

varied ?

Note.—These questions are, purposely, close to the text, they

touch, however, upon nothing but what an advanced class should

know. Questions that may be thought too minute may, at first,

be passed over to be taken up at a subsequent revisal.

CONJUGATION.

354. The conjugation of a verb is the
regular combination and arrangement of its

several voices, moods, tenses, numbers, and
persons,

355. Most verbs have two forms—the

Common and the Progressive,
1. The Common form expresses the simple exiptence of the fact

;

as, " He speaks "—" She writes "—'• They /a/A;."

2. The Progressive form represents an action a«» begun, and in

progress, but not completed. Jt is formed by annexing the

imperfert principle to the veib *' to be,' through all its

moods and tenses; as, "I am writing,^'—"I was writing" (fee.

356. The Progressive Form of the passive voice is used, when
uBed at all, only in the present and past of the Indicative antV

vm

^ m

^i
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Subjunctive; thus, '' Jt is being clone." *' It was being done."

** If it it being done.'" " If it was being done."

367. The Common and Potential forms of the Indicative in both

the active and passive voice, may be conjugated in four different

ways, namely,

—

jlffirmatively, Negatively, Interrogatively, and In-

terrogatively and Negatively ; thus :

—

Affirmatively. Negatively.

I love or I do* love. I do not love.

I am loved. I am not loved.

Interrogatively.

Do I love.

Am I loved.

Interogat. ^ Ncgat.

Do I not love.

Am I not loved, &c.

In the other modes it can only bo Conjugated, Affirmatively and

Negatively.

858. The solemn style will constitute another form of conjuga-

ting the verbs, that is, using thou for the second person singular,

with the terrainative " st," and " th " or " eth " instead of the

common termination "*" in the third singular of the present in-

dicative; thus,

I love—thou lovest—he loveth. We love—ye love—they love

—

I have loved—thou hast loved.—He hath loved.—We have loved.

Ye have loved.—They have loved, &c.

359. The tenses of the verb, inflicted without the auxiliary have,

are called Simple ten:ies ; those inflected with the auxiliary have,

placed before the perfect participle, are called Compound tenses.

360. In the present and the past tense, when st will easily coa-

lesce with the final consonant, it is added in the same syllable ; as,

saidst, lovedst. But when it will not easily coalesce, or the verb

ends in a vowel sound, est is commonly added, and forms another

syllable ; as wishest, teachest, lovest, goest, drawest, sayest, vexest^

blessest, &c.

361. In the present indicfitive, the endings of the third person

singular, s and es, r^re subject to the rules for the plural number of

nouns, as, sits, reoAi", wishes, teaches, loves, goes, draws, carries,

ays, &c.

* Do is used as an auxiliary in the present, and did ih "^ho past indica-
tive of the affirmative form to render the verb emphatic : as, I do lovifc-l

did love. The other tenses, and a'so the progressive l>rm and pawlv
voice are rendered emphatic, by placins? emphasis on tlie avf.xiliary; as, " I

have written." " 1 am writing." *' The letter is written."

nil
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In annexinjjf the tensft and pergonal endinga to the verb, the

Hides III., IV., aud VII, fur spelliug worda, must bo carefully

cbseived.

AUXILIARY VERBS.

362. Auxiliary (or helping) verbs are

those, by the help of which, other verbs are

Inflected. They are, do^ he, have;—shall,

will;—nKty, can, must. Except have and
he, tliey are all used in the present and
the past tenses, thus :

—

Present. Do, shall, will, may, can, must.
Past. Did, should, wuuld, might, could, .

363. Do, aud hav«'^ are also principil verbs. Be is used as

an auxiliary in all its puts ; have, in the pre.^ent, past, and future.

.364. In affirmative sentence?, shall, in the iift person, eiraply

foretelli? ; as, " I sAa^ wiile." In the second and third persons,

shall is used potentiidly. denoting a promise, command, or determi-

nation; as, " You shall be rewarded ; "—"Thou shall not kill ;
"

—

"He shall be puni.-heii." Will, in the first person, is useiJ poten-

tially, denoting a promise or determination ; as, '• I will go, at all

hnziirds." In the second and third persons, will simply foretells;

4" You will soon be thet e ; "—" He will expect you."

65. In interrogative eenteuces, sh(ill, in the first person, may
either be used pottniially to inquire the wdl of the party ad-

dressed, as " Shall 1 bring you another book f
" or it may simply

ask whether a certain event will occur, as ** Shall I arrive in tim

for the cars?" When shall is used interroi'ativelv in the second

person, it simply denotes, futurity ; a-^, " Shall you be in New
York next week ?

" Shall, emp!«»yed interrogatively in the third

person, has a potential signification, and is used to inquire the will

of the party addressed ; a?",
'* Shall John order the carriage?"

Will, used interrogatively in the second person, is potenti.il in its

signification ;aik * Will you go?" Will may be used interroga-

tive v in the third person, to denote n:ere futurity, as " Will the

boarleave to-day ? " or it may have a poteutial signification, in-
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quiring the will of the party spoken of, as " Wi he hazard bia

life for the safety of his friend ?

"

866. In the subjunctive mood, shall, in all the persons, denotes

mere futurity ; as, " If thy brother shall trespass against thee, go

and tell him his fault." Will, on the contrary, is potential in itu

signification, having respect to the will of the agent or subject';

as, " If he will strive to improve, he shall be duly rewarded."

867. The following conjugation of shall and will is inserted to

give the pupil a more distinct idea of the proper use of these

auxiliaries :

—

SHALL AND WILL.
Deolabativk.

simple ixdicative.

(Eipressiug simple futurity.)

Singular. Plural.

1st Person, I ^hall 1. We shall

2d Person, You will 2. Tou will

3d Person, He will 3. They will

POTENTIAL INDICATIVE.

^(Expressing a promise, command, authority, Ac.)

Singular.

1. 1 will

•2, You shall

3. He shall

1.

2.

8.

Plural.

We will

You shall

They shall

ImERBOGATIVK.

SIMPLE INOIOATIVK.

(Expressing Simple futurity.

Singular. Plural.

1. Shall II
'

1. Shall wet
2. Shall you ? 2. Shall you I

3. Will he I 8. Will they?

FOTKNTIAL INDICATIVE.

(Enquiring the will of the person addressed.)

Singular. .

' Plural.

1. Shall I ? 1. Shall we ?

2. Will you ? 2. Will you ?

?. Shall or will he! 8. Shall or will they t
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Sl'BJrNCTITE.

SIMPLE SCBJUNCTIVK.

1. If I Bh..Mld

2. If V<'ii 8l»'>«:M

3. If be bIiouIiI

Plural.

1. If we Kliould

2. If you Bhou1(l

8. If Ihcy should

POTENTIAL SUHJUNOTIVE.

Singular. Plural.

1. If 1 would 1. If we Wf'uld

2. If you would 2. If you would
3. If iie would 3. If they would

o69. In the solemn style, t/iou, with the (prniinntiou at, would
be used fustcnd of yni, in the i^eeoud peivon singalur. Will, used

as a principal verb, is conjugated leguiarly.

Examples of Correct use of Sliall, Will, kc.

•'Yes, my son, I will point out the way, nnd my eoui f>hall pnide

yours in tli*^ ascent; for we will take oir flii,dit togelh<r."

—

Gold-

smith. "The I'.fe of a Folitary man will certainly be miseriible,

but not certainly devout."

—

Johnson. *"lhe man who fcel.^ him-
self ignoiant, should at least be modest."

—

Ibid. " He that would
be superior to external influences, must first become superior to

his own p ispions."

—

Ibid. *' Rome shall perish—write that word,"

die.— Cowpcr,

" By oppressions woes and pains !

By your sons In servile chnns!
We will drain fur de:irest vein*'

:

But, they shall be free !
"

—

JBurnH.

l^hamiilcs vf Incorrect use of Shall, Will, doc.

" Wliat is conceived clearly, and felt stronfrly, a person shall

naturally express with chai rie-a and Rtrentith." " A limb ehall

swing upon its hinge, or play in its socket, many hundred times in

an hour, fur i-ixty years toijjether, without diniimuion of its ag.lity."

—Palvy. " We have mueli to pay on tlie siiljcet of tlii« life, and
will often find ourselves ubh'ged to d ps( nt from the oniuions of the

biographer." MacauUiy. '• Ifere, tluMi, tlie prescnr introductory

course of lectures shall close." " Ye .shall know them by their

fruit."

—

E Bible. Now, in an enquiry into the credibility of

history, the first question which we will consider is, &c,

—

Arnold.

12th EXERCISE.

1. In the following Benlcnces, which simply foretell, and which
oxpresj dettrm'nation, co7rma.nd, etc. ?

You shall hear me.—You will hear me.—I ehall go to church
9oon. I will defy hira. He will understand me. Thomas will
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obey me.—They t-liall bear from ii8 ni^'ain.— Our fritMuls will soon

hear from ih again.

2. CDirect llie crroru in tin* following ^eiiterjce.J, aiid give u rea-

son fur iho eor reel ion :
—

I will be a lostn* by that barf^ain.— I will be drowned

and nobody shall help me.— I will bo punished if I do

wrony;.—You u-hall bo punished if you do not reform.

—

It will probably rain to-morrow.— If you shall come I

shall come also.— 1 will be compelled to go home.—

I

am resolved that 1 shall do my duty.—I promised that

if you would come home, I should pay you a visit.—

1

hope that I will see him.—You promised that you
should wri e me soon.— lie shall come of his own ac-

cord, if encouragement will bo given.

u. In the following, tell which expressions are righr, and which
aro wrong, and why :«—

It is thought he shall come.—Ifc will be impossible

to get ready in time.—Ye will not come to me.—Ye
shall have your reward.—They should not do as they

ought.—We are resolved that we will do our duty.

—

They are resolved that they should do their duty.—

I

um determined that you will do your duty.—I am sure

you will do your duty.

MAY, CAf^, MU3T, MIGHT, COULD, TO BE.

370. J/a^ denotes present liberty or permission; can, present
ability; and must, present obligation or necessity. They are

used as auxiliaries in the present potential, to express these ideas.

371. J/ay sometimes denotes mere possibility; as, "He mai/
write, perhaps "— '• It mat/ rain to-morrow."

372. i/ay, before the subject of the verb, is used to express a
wish or prayer ; aa, " Mai^ you be happy I

"

373. Can, in poetry, is sometimes used by euphony for canst

;

ae, '' Thou trees and stones can teach."

—

Davies.

374. Might and could express, in past time, the same ideas
generally tiiat are expressed by may and can iu the present.
They are used as auxiliaries in the past potential.

375. Might, before the subject, is also used to express a wish

;

as, " Might it but turn out to be no worse than this !

"

376. Sometimes, in the English Bible, might is used for may

;

af, '*Thi?se things I say, that ye might be saved."—JbA» v. 34.

f "Kfii

;. 1 m

1^
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877. Combinetl with have^ thenc form n new boi ic« of compound
auxilinrien; thus, shall have, nnd mill have nrc auxilinrica of the

futuro-perftct ituhcative ; may have, can have, nnd niuH have, o\

tho prodc'tit perfect putcnliul ; nud viight have, (to.| of the putt-

perfect potential.

.'i78. IJut thoiigl; may donotos prosent liberty, m«v have does
uot den(»lo paH liberty, but only the prosent poHsibility ; thus,

"He may have written," means, It ia possible that h" has written.

So also, munt hav^ does not denote past necessity, but present

certainty; thup, "He inust harf written," meanf, There is no
doubt he has written ; it can not be otherwise.

379. Tho verb '' lo A« " in all its moods and tenses, is used as

an auxiliary in forming the passive voice; as, "I am loved;"
" Ho was loved," (fee. Also, in thi' prop;re8sive form of the active

voice ; as, 'I am writing; " *' He was writing, &c.

380. All those auxiliaries are sometimes used without their

verb, to express, by ellipsis, the same thing as the full form of the

verb, together with its adjuncts, when that is used immediately
before, either in tho same or in a ditFerent tense; thus, "He
writes poetry as well as I do ;

" " I can write as well as he can ;
"

** If you can not write, I will

;

'' " He will do that aa well as I

can ;
" " James can get his lesson as well as ever I could; " *' He

envies me as much as I do him."

881. The verb do (not auxiliary) is sometimes used as the sub-
stitute of another verb or phrase previously used ; as, " We have
not yet /o?^n(Z thetn all, nor eyer aUalI do.'^—Milton. "Lucretius
wrote on the nature of things in Latin, as Empetloclea had already

done io Greek."

—

Acton.

ANOMALOUS USAGE.

382. Several of these auxiliaries are sometimes used in a way
which it is difficult to explain in a satisfactory manner, and which
may justly bo regarded as anomalous. The following are a few
of these:

—

383. Had is sometimes used in poetry for would ; as, ** I had
rather," "I had as lief," for, •' I wotdd rather," " I would
as lief." Sometimes it is used for would have ; as, ** My
fortune had [would have] been his."

—

Dryderh. Some-
times for might ; as, " Some men had [might] as well
be schoolboys, as schoolmasters."

384. Will is sometimes used to express what is customary at

the present time ; as, '' He will sometimes sit whole
hours in the sliade ; " " He will read from morning till

night."

385. Wouldf in like manner, is sometimes usod to express what
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was customary In pit time; as, "Tho old man would
shake Ilia yeara away ;" " He'(/ sit hitn down.'

J86. Wffufii ifl sonietluKM nsed um a principal voil), equivalent

to tho preBent of teis/i or denire ; as, " When I make a

foasf, 1 would my gueatH should praise it— lot the cooks.'—" When I would [when I wish to] do good, evil is pre-

sent with me." Thus used, th«^ sunjoct in the first per-

son is sometimes omitted; a?, " \Vonld T.od it wore
fevi'.i,"—*'I pray God;" " Would *(> (Jod,'— '* I pray to

.God."

;{87. Would, witlj a ne{]fative, used in this way, is not merely
negative of u wish or desire, but 'niplies strong opposi-

tion or refusal ; as, "How often would I have gathered
thy children—but ye loould not/' 'Ye loould nono of

my reproof."

388. Shoxdd is used in all persons to denote present duty, uod
should have^ to denote past duty; as, "You thf^'i^U

write;" " I should have written ;" " The lich should re-

member the poor." It often denotes merely a 8Ui)po9ed

future event; us, "If he should promise, he will per-

fornt.^' It is sometimes used in an indefinite sengc after

that ; as, *' It is surprising that you should say so.

389. Should and tvould are sometimes used to express an asser-

tion in a softened manner ; thus, instead of saying, *• I

think him insane"

—

"It seems to be improper," it is

milder to say, ^'\ should think him insane"

—

*' It would
seem to be improper."

PRINCIPAL PARTS.

390. The |?rm6?^p«Z parts of a verb are

the present tense, the pa^st tense, and the

perfect participle. They are called the

principal or radical parts, because all the

other parts are formed from them. Thus :

Present, Past. Perfect participle,

Megular Love, loved, loved.

Irregular IVvita, wrote, written.

INFLEOTIOM OK TUB IRaEGULAR VERB

" To Be."

391. The irregular and intransitive verb

H (I
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^^tohe^' is used as a principal verb; and
also, as an auxiliary in tlie passive voice,

and in the progressive form of the active

voice. It is tt

moods and tenses

:

It is thus inflected throug-h all its

rRIXCiriAL PARTS.

JPreseni,

Am.
Past,

Was.
Perf. participle,

Been.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESEiNT TENSE.

\st Pert.

Singular.

I am
Plnralf

1. We are

f, j You are (com. style)
"'

( Ye are (so]m. style)

Sd Per8. He is

'

3. They are

392. The solemn style, is given id connection with the common
style all through the verb " to be." This will be sufficient to show
its form in every verb.

2d Pers.
I

J-O" ^'^ (<^ora. style)

Thou art (solm. style)

He is

PAat TENSE.

1.

2.

8.

Singular,

I was
j You were (com. style)

( Thou wast (solm. style)

He was

Plural.

1. We were

o j You were (com. style)
•

( Ye were (solm. style)

3. They were

FUTURE TENSE.

Singular.

1 . I shall be

., j You will be (com. style)
"•

( Thou wilt be (solm. style)

3. He will be

Flural.

1. We shall be

p t You will be (com. style)
^*

"l
Ye will be (solm. style)

8. They will b«

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE.

1.

3.

Singular.

I have been
You have been

Thou hast been
He has been

1.

2

Plural.

We have been

J You have been

( Ye have been
8. They have been

:?*",

/::'
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i.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Singular.

I had been

5 You hid been

( Thou hadft been

He Lad been

FUTURE

singular.

I shall have been

j You will have been

( Thou wilt have been
He will have been

PAST PERFECT TEW8E.

Plural.

1. We had been

(y 5 ^^" ^'^^ been
"*

l Ye had been
3, They had been

PERFECT TENSE.

J'lural.

1. We phall have been

p ( You will have been
*"

( Ye will have been
3. Thejr will have been

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

PECULIAQ FORM.*

Singular.

1. If 1 be

„ \ If you be

\ If thou be
If he be

1.

Plural

If we be

3.

„ j If you be

-•J If

1.

•

I If

3. If

ye be
8. If they be

HYPOTHETICAL FORlIr.f

If I were ; ov, were I 1. If we were ; or, were we
you were ; or, were you „ (If you were ; or, were you
thou wert ; or, wert thou '

( If ye were ; or, were ye
he were ; or, were he 3. If they were ; or, were they

393. The past subjunctive of other verba is often employed in a

similar mauuer ; as, *• I would walk out, if it did not rain ;"—" If

I had the power, I would assist you cheerfully."

391. The subjunctive mood in its ordinary
form is the same, (except in the use of shall

and will,) as the Indicative ; as follows :

•This form is used only when both contingency and futurity

are implied ; aw, *' If he study, he will improve."

f Thii form of the verb to be is commonly used, in Ihe subjunc-
tive mood, to express a supposition or hypothesis. When em-
ployed in a negative sentence, it implies an affirmation ; as, " If it

toere not so, I would have told you." When used in an affirmative

seotenee, it implies a negation; as, "If it wre possible, they
would deceive the very elect." The time denoted by this use of
the verb, is sometimes present, and sometimes indefinite.
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and will in all the persona in the potential subjunctive. See the

conjugiition of shall and loill.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present, To bo Perfect, To have beon

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

PttESKNT TEX8K.

Singular, Be, or
|
g®

you
thou

i'W.Be.orj^ey™

PARTICIPLES.

Imperfect, Being Perfect, Been

Perfect tense. Having been

SYNOPSIS OF THE VERB
To Bb.

INOIOITITB.

Pi estnt, I am
Pastf I was
Future^ I shall be

Present perfect, I have been
Past perfect, I had been
Future perfect, I shall have been

8UBJUM0TIVK.

Peculiarform. If I be
Hypotheticalform, If I were

Ordinary Form,

Present tense,

Past tefite,

Future tense^

Present perfect,

Past perfect,

Future perfect,

If I am
If I was
If I shall be
If I have been
If I had been
If I shall have been

INFINITIVK.

Present, To be Preunt perfect. To have been

IMPIBATITE.

Preunt, Be or Be you or thou

PABTIOIPin.

Impnftct, Being Perfect, Been

HaTiDg beeo.
'
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I

Present, Love

1.

2.

8.

C(»NJUOATIOX OF TlIK RKOULAa VERB

TO LOVE,

PUINCIPAL rARTS.

Fast, Loved Perf, part., Loved-

activp: voice.

Singu!ar.

1. I love

2. You love

8. Ue loves

Singular,

I loved

You loved

He loved

INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE,

1.

2.

8.

PAST TENSE.

1.

2.

Plural.

We love

You love

They love

Plural.

We loved

You loved

Singular.

1. I phall love

2. You will love

8. Ue viiii love

3. They loved

FUTURE TENSE.

Plural.

1. We f^liall hve
2. You will love

8. They will love

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE.

Singular.

1. I have loved

2. You have lovod

3. He has loved

Plural.

1. We have loved

2. You have loved

8. They have loved

1.

2.

8.

1.

2.

8.

PAST PERFECT TENSK.

Singular. Plural.

I had loved 1. We had loved
You had loved 2. You hud loved

He had loved 8. They had loved

Singular.

I shall have loved

You will have loved

He wdl have loved

FUTURK PFRFEOT TBNSS.

Plural.

1. We shall have loved

2. You will have loved

8. They will have loved
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896. The ordinary form of the Subjunctive is tho siime as the

Indicative. Wh«u both contingency jiml luturity iire iniplied, the

peculiar form is used tlius

—

i>KGULIAa FORM.

Sinyidar.

1. If I love

2. If you love

8. If he love

Plural.

1. If we love

2. If you love

8. If they love

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Present^ To love Present perfect, To have loved

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
PRESENT TEN8B.

Singular, Love, or Love you Plural, Love, or Love you

PARTICIPLES.
.Imperfect, Loving Perfect, Loved.

Perfect tenser Having loved

SYNOPSIS OF THE VERB.

"To Love."

Present, Hove
Pant, I loved

Future^ I shall love

Present, To love

INDICATIVE

Present perfect, I have loved

Past perfect, I had lovt>d

Future perfect I shall have loved

INFINITIVE.

Perfect, To have loved

IMPERATIVE.

Present, Love, or love you

PAETICIPLKF.

Impfrfeef, Loving Perfect^ Loved

Perfect tense, Having loved

397. In the solemn style, the Verb would take thou instead

of you in the second person singular with the tennination "«<*'

for the verb, and *'«/A'* for the third singular termination of the

verb; and ye instead of you for the second plural ; thus:—I love
;

Thou lovest; He loveth ; We love; Ye love; They love, <fec.

398. The passive voice is formed by con-

'11
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I

jugating the verb to he througli all its

moods and tenses, numbers and persons,

with the perfect participle of a transitive

verb ; thus :

—

SYNOPSIS OF THE VERB
" To LovK."

PASSIVE VOICE.

INDIOATIVK MOOD.

PraerU Tm»e, I am loved

Poit, I was loTed, Ac.

Futuref 1 shall be lored, (be.

Present Perfect, I have been
loved, Ac.

Past Perfect, I had been loved,

<bc.

Future Perfect, I shall have been
loved, &c.

Pretent, To be loved

INriNITIVE MOOD.

Present Perfect, To have been
loved

IMPICSATIVB MOOD.

Present Tense.

%nffnlar, Be loved ; or, Be you loved

Plural, Be loved ; or, Be you loved

PAatlOIPLKS.

Perfect, Loved. Perfect Tense, Having been loved.

PROGRESSIVE FORM OF THE VERB.

399. Conjugating the verb to he through
all its moods, tenses, numbers and persons,

with the Imperfect Participle^ constitutes

the Progressive Form of the verb ; thus :

—

Present, I am *writiog, Ac.

Pott, I was writing, kc.

Future^ I shall be writing

Present Perfect, I have been

writing, Ac.

Past Perfect, I had been writ*

ing, Ac.

Futur§ Perfect, I shall have
been wnting.

Imperfni PartieipU, Being loved.
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400. Synopiin of the Irregular Verb
«' TO SEE."

Present,

See.

PRINCIPAL PARTS.

Past, Perfect Participle,

Saw. Seen.

Pretent, I see

Past, I saw
Future, I shall see

Pretent, To see

INDICATIVE.

Present Perfect, I have seen

Paat Perfect, I had seen

Future Perfect, I shall have seea

INFINITIVK.

Present Perfect^ To have seen

IMPERATIVE.

Present, See ; or, See thou or you

PARTICIPLES.

Imperfect^ Seeing. Perfect, Seen.

«

406. Synopsis of the Irregular Verb
" TO HEAR."
EMPHATIC FORM.

INDICATIVE.

Present, I do hear Past, I did hear

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Presemty If I do hear Past, If I did hear

IMPERATIVE.

Present, Do hear ; or, Do thou or you hear

None—i>o, as a principal verb, is conjugated like other irregu-

lar verbs.

INTERROGATIVE FORM.
402. In interrogative sentences, "when the verb has no auziliar;^,

the nominative is placed after the verb ; when one auxiliary is

used, the nominative is placed between the auxiliary and the prin-

cipal verb; and when more auxiliaries than one are employed,
the nominative is usually placed after the first.

TO HA VE
INTERROGATIVELY.

INDICATIVE. •

Pres. Have I ; or, Do I have ? Pres. perf. Have I had ?

Past, Had I ; or, Did I have I Past perf. Had I had f

Fut. Sballlhave? Fat. perf. Shall I hare had t
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H
NRQATIVE FORM.

404. A verb is conjugated tiegutively by introducing the negative

fjirliclt'no^in coiincciion with ih« niixiliiry do* ns, I kn(»wno<, or,

do not know ; I did 7i()t know ; I shall not know ; I have not

known ; I hud not known ; I shall not have known, tkc.

405. Care must be taken not to confound the partq

of one verb with the parts of another. There is danger

of this especially with some verbs which are similar in

sound and sense. The intransitive verb //>, to recline,

is sometimes confounded with the transitive verb la^ ;

and the intransitive verb sit with the transitive verb set.

The parts are correctly used, thus :

—

THR INTRANSITIVE, LIE. THE TRANSITIVE, LAV.

Principal parts, Lie, lay, lain. Principul purts, Lay, laid, laid.

Present, I He I lay
Past, I lay I laid

Future, I shall He I shall lay

Prea. per/. I have lain I liave laid

Pant pelf. I had lam I had laid

Fat. perf. I shall have lain I shall have laid

THE INTRANSITIVE, SIT.

Pi'ncipal parts, Sit, sat, sat.

Present, I sit

Past, I sat

Future, I shall sit

Pres. perf. I have sat

Pa»t perf. I had sat

Fat. perf. I shall have sat

THB TRANSITIVE, SET.

Principal parts, Set, set, f>et.

Present, I Mt
Past, I set

Future, I chill .set

Pres. perf. I have set

Past perf. I had set

Fut. perf. I shall have set

406. It is quite unnecessary to occupy more space in

conjugating verbs. If the conjugation of one verb is

understood, the conjugation of every verb is understood.

The only verb really irregular in its conjugation is the

verb to he. The other verbs called irregular are only

irregular in nol forming their 'past tense and perfect par-

ticiple regularly by adding ed to the present. What
requires to be specially observed in conjugating and
using irregular verbs, is, that thefo7'j7i for the past tense

must he used only in the past tense of the Indicative and
Subjunctive of the Active Voice ; and tha form for the

p;brf£OT participle must be used with the verb to bet

in forming every part of the Passive Voice, and with
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tho proper auxiliaries in fc^minpj all Peiifect Tenses
in every mood of tho Active f'uicc, and nov. hero cldc.

DEFECTIVE VERBS.

407. A Defective Verb is ono in wliicli

some of the parts are wanting. Tho follow-

ing list comprises the mostim[)ortant. . They
arc irregular, and chieily auxiliary :

—

Fresenl.

Can
May
Must
On^'ht

Quoth

PdHt.

oould.

might.

rreaent.
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Am I not known ?—I am being known, 1 am not bt'inpf known,
Am I bi-ing known? Am I not being known ? 'lake verba
thioujjh all the ptM^ons and numbers of tlie IntJicative (utme,—of

tbe Potential Future,— ( ftl.e Suljnnctive Future.— < f ibe Potential

Subjunctive Future. Give a sjimpsiH of a Veib tliroiigli tlie Af-

firmative, ordinary form, active V( ico,— pripsive voice.—Through
the interrogative, and prcgresi^ive forms, active voice,— passive

voice. Give promptly any person, nnmber, mood or tense of any'

voice or form that may b-j called for. Prepare u Diagram eimilar

to this, filling up such parts as may be directed.

1'his exere.se oi' the Diagram is given merely to indicate how it

is intended to be used.

IMPERSONAL VERBS.

413. Impersonal verbs are those which
assert the existence of some action or state,

but refer it to no particular subject. They
are always in the third person singular, and
in English are preceded by ^he pronoun it

;

as, " It rains "—" It hails "- -" It hehooves^'

&e.
,

414. To this clafls of words belong the expreeeions, methinks,

methovghtj meseemt, meseemed ; sometimes used for, '// tsemsto

me*'—" It appears to me," &c.

415. The prououD it precedinsr the impersonal verb as its sub-

ject, is the substitute for some unknown and general, or well known

oause, the action of which is expressed by the verb, but which can

Dot, or need not, itself be named.

SYNTAX K)F THE VERB.

Rule XII. A verb must agree with its

nominative in person and number; as, I

am; they are.

Observe the following special applications of this rule:

1st. A singular noun used in a plural sense has a verb in the
plural ; as, '* Ten sail are in sight."

Sod. Two or more nouns in the singular, taken together, require
tbe verb in the plural ; as, " James and John are here."
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8rd. Two or more nouns in the singulnr taken separately require

the verb in the singular ; as, " Jnraes or John attends.^'

4th. When two or more nominatives taken separately, are of

different person?, the persons sliould be arranged in the order of

second, third, first, and the verb should agree with the one next it

;

as, "fiitheryou, or he, or I am in the wrong.

NoTF.—It is often better, instead of follo.ving this rule, to put
the verb with the first nutninative, and repeat it with the second,

or to change the form of the sentence aUogether; as, " Juinea t«

in the wrong ; or, one of us is in the wrong."

5. A collective noun expressing many, as one whole, has a verb in

the singular ; as, " The company was large." But when the collec-

tive noun expresses many, ns individuals, the verb must be plural

;

as, " My people do not consider."

ORDER OF PARSING THE VERB.
Reg. or Irreg. ^ Paris, if Irreg.) Trans, or Intrans.

1st.

2ad.

3rd.

a
o

r u,

a.

Sing.

Plu.

Present.

Past.

Future.

Pres-perf.

Past-peif.

Fut-perf.

ludic.

i-i Sub.
' Of

1
Voice, if

passive

Impcr.

I'd

(-§

I

^ Rule XII.

J or

Special Rule.

Example.—t* Peter went out and wept bitterly.

Went—is an irregular verb, from go, went, gone, third, singular,

past, indicative, agreeing with its nominative Peter. Rule XII.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS, AND EXERCISES.
ON THE CONJUGATIO.V OF THS VERB.

How is a verb conjugated in the progressive form? In what
tenses only, is the progressive form of the passive voice used)
Conjugate the verb teach through the progressive form active aad
passive voice. Give the first person singular, present and past,

ordinary and progressive forms of the indicative—affirmatively em-
phatically—negatively—interrogatively—and, interrogative aad
negatively of the verb hear. Take it through all the persons
numbers and forms of the future, simple and potential in the
same way. Do the same in the passive with the verb fov'
gH\ Take the verb arise through all the persons and number*
of the present, past, and future indicative, solemn style. Tak6 it

through the Same tenses, &e., solemn style, interrogatively. Men-
tioQ the auxiliary verbs. For what purposes is Do used as an
auxiliary verb? Qive examples. For what purpose is Be used as
an auxiliary ? Give examples. Iq what person is thall used aa an

I
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auxiliary in simple iodioative, and what does it express ? Gire
an example. In what person is shall used in the potential ? Qire
an example. To express what, is »hall used interrogatively

in the simple, and in the potential indicative t What differ-

ence of meaning is there between the future of the uim-

ple indicative, and the potential indicative ? Conjugate shall and
mil, BO as to express this difference of meaning in each. What
does the future of the simple subjunctive and potential BuhiuD(>

tire each respectively expressJr Conjugate ahall and will in

each, so as to express this difference. How are shall and vill used
in the simple indicative interrogative and in the potential

indieative interrogative ? Conjugate shall and will inter-

rogatively so as to express this difference of meaning.
Select or write sentences to illustrate the correct and incorrect use

of shall and m'//, to be presented at the next lesson. What ideas

and what time does may express ? Give an example. What ideas

and what time does might express? Give an example. What
auxiliaries ars used to form the present perfect and the past per-

fect of the potential ? Give examples. Give examples illus-

trating an anomalous use of had^ will, would and should. What
are the principal parts of a verb ? '<^ive the principal parts of the

verbs hear to carry, and hear to bring forth

—

lie—lay—break—dare

to venture, and dare to challenge, drinh^gei—lade—shine—sow to

scatter

—

sing—swell—swim—thrive—loet—work—and wring. Con-
jugate the verb to he, in the common style, through all its forms in

full. Conjugate it through the present, present perfect, and
future, solemn style. Give the subjunctive aAd nypothetlcal

forms of the verb to hei For what purpose is each of them
used! Give sentences illustrating the proper and improper
use of these forms. With the Diagram before you, conjugate

in any of the different ways indicated, such verbs as may be
called for. Kepeat the rule of syntax for the verb. Repeat the

five special applications of this rule. Give an example of the

application of each. Repeat the order of parsing the verb.

14th exercise.
THX VERB.

1. Parse the verbs in the following sentences according to the

form and example given abo7e:

—

Peter went out and wept bitterly. They are not

here now. She is coming to-morrow. Do you not

know that "^ could have had you punished ? Are you
taking Ja' les with you ? The goods were sold this

morning. I will buy some if he can guarantee their

quality. The matter is being investigated. Tear after

year it steals till all are fled. That might have occurred
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when knowledge was falsely called wisdom. If he

make the effort he will succeed. I felt so fatigued that

I lay down on the grass. I do remember the circum-

stance. Britannia rules the waves. Were I in your

position the matter should be enquired into. The
school closes at three o'clock. One came, methought,

and whispered in my ear. We we're delayed by the

storm. I may have been stunned by the fall. This

medicine tastes very bitter. Give me a pound of al-

monds. The last sentence reads rather awkwardly.

You should wait till you hear whether he has been
offered the situation. My parents never cost me a
blush and I hope I shall never cost them a tear. Are
not the clouds moving towords the west ? If I may be

80 bold, how came you to know that ?

2. When the seDse vill allow it, turn the verbs, in the active

Toice into the passive and into the progressive, and turn those

in the passive and progressive into the active.

8. Turn the affirmative forms into negative and interrogative.

4. Form sentences using the participles and infinitives of the

first twelve verbs as verbal nouns and verbal adjectives.

6. Which of the verbs are used in a sense which is properly
neither active nor passive.

6. Form sentences in which the hypothetical form of the verb
to be shall be used correctly, and the subjunctive peculiar form of
the verb go.

7. Oive a synopsi?, in any form, according to the diagram, of

the verbs go, know and see, and such others as may be called for.

8. Oive sentences with verbs having an active form and passive
meaning.

9. Give sentences with verbs having a passive form and active

meaning.

10. Parse each word in full, according to the form given, apply-
iog the proper Rule of Syntax to each.

IRREGULAR VERBS.

406. An Irbegtjlab verb is one that does
not form its past tense in the indicative

active, and its perfect participle^ by adding
ed to the present.

H'.M
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]7oTB.—Wordb ending in e of course drop the final e, according

to YIl rule of spelling.

%* The following list comprises nearly nil the iirfgular verbs

in the language. Those ooujugated reguhirly, aa well an irregular-

ly, are marked with an B. Those in italics are obaolele, or ob-
soleecent:

—

J^renent,
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Prttent.
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Pretent.
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w« use on adverb to qualify any word expresiing an attribute ;

BDcl as adverbs are, themsclvea, attributes #f adjectives aud yerba,

they may be qualified by other adverbSf

410. The subject of the verb is the principal noun in every sen-

tence, and the principal attribute is contuiued in the predicate.

The principal use ot the adverb U to modify the whole sentence

through the principal attribute, and its secondary or subordinate

use is to qualify oilier attributes in the sentence.

411. On the same principle that an adverb modifies another ad-

Terb, it eornetimos also niudiBes an adjunct, a plirase, or a sen-

tenee ; as, •* I met your brother far from home "—" He will be
here boon after m,id day^'—"We shall go immediately a//tfr the

mail arrives."

412. A few adverbs arc sometimes used as adjuncts of nouns

and pronouns ; as, I only [that is, /, and no one else] am escaped

alone to tell thee.—•' The women also were present," that is, the

women as well as the others—in addition to the others.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS.
418. Adverbs, according to the nature of the modifications which

they denote, may be divided into various classes ; viz., Adverbs of
Time, Place, Quality, Quantity, Mode.

414. Adverbs of Time are such as answer
to the question TFken ?
They naay be subdivided into Point of Time ; as, Now, then.

Duration of time ; as, ever, until. Repetition of time; as, Often,
seldom, frequently, &c.

415. Adverbs of place are those which
answer to the questions Where, whither or
whence ? .'

Where? or, rest in a place ; as, there, here, within. Whither i

or, motion towards a place ; as. unto, hence, hither, dbe. Whence /

or motionfrom a place ; as, thence, thither,forth, <kc.

416. Adverbs of Quality, are those which
answer to the question How ? As, so, very,

greatly, &c.

417. Adverbs of Quantity are those which
answer the questions Kow much ? and, Hofio
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ojten ? &c. ; As, nmch^ little^ scarcely ^ once,

&c.

418. Adverbs of Mode arc those wliich

from the nature of the idea they express,

can only bo used in connection with verbs

;

Such as, A.clverb-, of Affirmation; aa, yes, ayfl, indeed. Of
Negation ; as, way, not, nowise. Of J)onbt ; as, perhaps, postihly,

perchance, &o.

419. Adverbs used in askinpf qucstious may be called adverbs of

Interrogation ; as, How, why, dee.

420. There, commonly used as an adverb of place, is often used

as an introductory expletive to the verbs to he, to come, to appear,

and some others, when the subjoct, in declaratory sentences, fol-

lows the verb; as, "There is no doubt of the fact"—"There
came to the beach a poor exile of Erin "—'' There appears to be
a mistake somewhere." Sometimes, when the subject goes before

it is placed between the subject and the verb ; as, "A mistake

there is." In all such cases, there is a mere expletive. It adds
nothing to the sense, but still, it serves to vary the form of ex*

pression, and to soften the abruptness which would otherwise

exist. This will appear by omitting it in any of the preceding

examples.

421. Then—does not always refer to time, but it is used to indi-

cate a certain circumstance, or a case supposed ; as, ** If you will

go, then [that is, in that case] say so.

422. "Now" is sometimes used without reference to time,

merely to indicate the transition from one sentence to another
;

as, •' Not this man, but Barabbas. Now Barabbas was a robber."

CONJUNCTIVE ADVERBS.
428. A conjunctive adverb is one used to connect two clauses

while it modifies a woid, usually the verb, in eacli ; a^, " When
Crusoe saw the savasies, he became greatly alarmed." " Show
me the place whne he lives." The words most commonly used as

conjunctive advirba, are

—

when, while, where, till, as, whether,

before, since, dte.

424. '1 he only Inflection which the adverb undergoes, and that

in comparatively few cases, is to di8tinguish degrees of com-
parison; as, I xxxnfast; he tmxxa fatter ; she r\xn» fastest.

426. In most instances, adverbs are compared by more and
mott ; as, more beautifully ; mo»t beautifully.
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Adverbs

express

1. Timo,

2. Pliice,

.'5. (2iJiility

4. (iuai)tity,
-J

5. Muuil,

420. Table of Ad'>er/)K.

point of tiitit', . .

Duration of Timt', .

Uc'ptlitloii, . . .

lii'Mt ill

Motion to or fioni, .

iM.inn«er, . • . . ,

Degree
MuiiHure, ....
Niimbi'r and Order
Aftirnmtion, . .

Nt'gation,

Pntbubility or Doubt,

Then. .

Evt-r.

Often.

Here.

Away,
So.

Very.
Half.

Once.
Yea.
No.

I'erlinps.

SYNTAX OF THE ADVERiJ.

lluLE XIII.—Adverbs moclity 6-6'r^^, ad-

jectives, or adverbs ; as, He speaks distinctly

;

he is remarkably diligent, and reads very

correctly.

ORDER OF PARSING THE ADVERB.
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tiitjoB modify plirnpci nn;l pontoncp^. Givo rxamploa of nn nnoma*
IdUH u«e of n<lv(Mlm. Hive oxamplos to show h(»w advcths may
he oxpaiuled into lidvorbial phrnoen, mid into ndverhial f>entrnc(>s.

Into whiU ^erioi'til cIiie>B('H mo ndvorbs divided t Into \i'hat cluMca

nro tlio^e of time 8uhdivid«'d ? Kepoul tliote of each olims. Into

whnt cInHpeB are tlio«>e ot pliice Hiib iivided ? UepeRt those of cncb

cla88. Into \\'hut clusHeH are those of ntnnber sub(hvidt'<| ? Ko-
peat th«'Bo of «'aclj clang. Thojje of quantity ? I{('pent thera.

Thopo of mr.niier ? Repeat them. IJepeat tlio^e of nioilc. Re-
peat those of interrogation. Illnstrate, by exnmples, the two uses

of the ndvcrb there. Give rxamplcs f»f then and »/ow, not used

with reference to time. What are conjunctive adverbs/ Give
fxampIcR to illuftiate how they are used. ll(»w are advcjbs com
piircd t Repeat the rnio of syntax for the adverb. Repeat the

order of partiiug the adverb.

16TU EXRRCISE.
TIIK ADVBRH.

1. Parse the adverbs in the following sentences, according to

the form and example given :—

I have not seen liim lately. I have not called upon
him yet. They Iiave almost all their wants supplied

without labor, lie looked quite ill. The weather was
exceedingly stormy below. They often call to see me.
The news arrived early in the morning. Why, my
friend ! are you here ? AVe shall probably return to-

morrow. Perhaps you will return early. We are far

from tlie city. You will first lot mo know. T hear

much of your, success. Twice two is four. You may
possibly be mistaken. I will return when you send for

me. He discovered the mistake whilst on his way home.
He was preparin^f to leave as I entered. I have .been

here since morning. 1 believe I have seen you as

often as was necessary. I went wherever you wished.

Whither t go, ye cannot come. Return from whence
you came. He talks as if he meant it. The more you
talk the worse you make it.

2. Go over this exercise again, and parse the Ifouus, Adjectives,

ProDouus, and Verbs, in full, according to the prescribed form.

•"i

PREPOSITIONS.

427. A Pbeposition is a word which
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shows the relation of a noun or pronoun
depending upon it, to some other word in

the sentence; as, "The love oie moneys—
" Come TO me'^

427. The preposition most frequentlj shows the relation of a

noun to an action ; as, " I travelled on the car»!^ It is used some-
times to indicate the relation of its noun to some quality ; as,

*'The climate is disagreeable in utinterV A few prepositions are

oocasionalJy used to indicate the relation of one noun to anothtr;

as, " The habits of the people,^*

428. Instead of a noun, a preposition may be followed by any
word or combination of words supplying the place of a noun ; as,

" Honored for having done his duty."—" The crime of being a
young man**

429. The same word not unfrequeotly has seyeral adjuncts; a?*

" He VTEinfrotn Boston, by railroad^ to New York, in eight hours.''

Also, the noun or pronoun in the adjunct, may be limited by one
or more adjuncts—the whole forming a compound adjunct; as,
'• It is 00N8I8TINT With the character of a man of honor.** Here,
*' of honor** is the adjunct of man ; *' of a man of honor** is a
compound adjunct of character ; and the whols, **wth the cha-

racier of a man of honor** is a compound adjunct of consistent.

480. In the natural order of a sentence, the adjimct follows its

principal ; as, " He withdrew after supper.'* It is often conve-
nient, however, to arrange the aq^unct nrst; as, **After supper, he
withdrew with his friend who had called for him." Here, the

same sense cannot so well be given by placing the adjunct, " after

supper," anywheie else in the sentence.

481. Concerning^ excepting^ regarding, respecting^ and touchingt

were originally present participles active, of transitive verbs, and
as such, required an objective case after them. They may fre-

quently be so construed still. During may be regarded as origi-

nally the present participle active, of an intransitive verb, having
the noun or pronoun in the nominative case absolute; thus,
'* During life," means life during, or w/.i/e life remains. Notwiih-

tiandinn^, a compound of not, and the imperfect participle with-

standing, may be explained in the same way. When used, how-
ever, as prepositions, the word fallowing must be regarded as in

the objective casb.

482. Except and save were originally imperatives. Out of m&y
be regarded either as two words—an adverb and preposition—or

as one word, forming a sort of compound preposition. Of this

character are the following: From between, from beyond, from
within, from without, over against, and the like. Off is, for the
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most part, an adverb, and means at a distance ; ab '" Far off."

With a noun or pronoun folIowiDg it, off \» a, preposition, and
means not on, from, Aa ; as, " Of the table."

433. The word a in the sense of at, in, on, to, of, ko., has (he

force of a preposition in such expressions as a reading, a running,
« going, a hunting, Ac, and may be pnvBed ns euch. The same
word is used as a prefix in such i^'ords as aboard, ashore, atlcep,

sbedj ajloat, <bc.

484. When a preposition has not an object, it becomes an ad-

verb ; as, " He rides about.^' But in such phrases as ca^t up, hold

out, fail on, &c., up, out, on, should be considered as parts of the

Terbe to which they are joined, rather than as prepositions or ad-

Terbn.

t

!i

• CLASSIFICATION OF PREPOSITIONS.

485. Prepositions may be classed according to the various rela-

tions expressed by them as follows :

—

486. Place—Rest in a place ; as, in, on, at. Dirbotion—Motion
to or from ; as, to, from^ towards, ke. Timl—Time only ; as, till,

Hnce.—^Time as well as plaoA ; as, at, before, Aqent and InstrU'

MBNT—as, 6^, with, by mean»-of. Cause or Motive—as, for, on'

aeeount-of. Yarigus Relations—such as, Separation; as, with-

out. Inclination ; aa, for. Aversion ; at, againtt. Substitution;

as, instead of. Possession ; as, of. Reference ; as, touching.

Opposition ; as, againsl. Exclusion ; as, except, but, <bc.

437. Intellectual relations are conceived of as phyeical, and are

expressed by prepositions denoting physical relations. They are

exhibited to others as they strike our own minds ; as, for instance,

to do itfrom pity. ** To rule over a country."—" To rely on a pro-

mis*.** In some such oases, the preposition seems to be used to

render more emphatic the meaning of a verb which expresses the

same relation as the preposition expresses physically ; as, '* To
eomsult with a person."—'* To abstain from a thing."

— *' To have
antipathy against a person," Ac.

488. Prepositions exhibit the wonderful economy of language-

The namber of relations is almost infinite, yet they are all ex-

preaaed by a comparatively small number of prepositions, and this

without any confusion or danger of mistake. We are guiiled in

the meaning by the nature of the ideas between which the relation

exists ; but if one local relation were used for another, confusion

would immediately arise.

489. Ab the use of prepositions is designed to serve the eame
pcrpose as infections, we find that a language with comparatively
little infleotioo, like the English, has a proportionabiy greater

number of prepoeitiona.
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440. The following list of prepositions

embraces those in common use :

—

under
underneath
to

touching

towards
utitH ,

unto

op
upon
with
within

without

Several words in this li<t are frequently used as other parts of

speech, especially till, unto, after, before. &c.

441. A preposition may always be distinguished from other

pai ts of 8pet'ch by obpei-vini;, that it has always a noun, or some-
th u>t supp!yiu||( the place of u noun depending un it, and it cannoti

be lem.tved from one part of the senleace to another, except in

couoectiou with this object.

About
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the sentence ; as, " Let us walk through the

garden ;
*' I am uneasy about him.*'

XV.—Certain words and phrases should

be followed by appropriate prepositions ; as>

confide iuy adapted to^ &c.

442. ORDER OF PARSING THE PREPOSITION.

PrepoeitioD of

1

I Eiprcssing the rela-

• tioD belweeu, Ac.

Rule.

Place

Time
Agent
InstrumeDt
Cause

(^
' Separation, dtc.

Example,—" 1 was standiDg on the deck at the time."

On.—A prepoBition of plase, expressing the relation between
standing and deck.

M.—A preposition of time and place, expressing the relation

between standing and time.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES ON THE:
PREPOSITION.

Define the preposition. Between what kind of words does a
preposition most frequently show relation ? Give examples to-

show that the same preposition may have more than one object,

Give examples to show that one adjunct may depend upon another^

and that again upon another, &c. Give examples to show that

instead of placing the adjunct after the word on which it depends
it is sometimes better to place it first. What is said about con-

cerning^ excepting, regarding ? What is said about during and
notwithstanding} What is said of out of^ from between, from
beyond^ &.C. ? Into how many classes do you divide prepositions ?

Give those of each class. Are there as many diflferent prepositions

as there are different relations existing among things and ideas?
How is it that confusion does not arise from this cause ? Why has
the English language a greater number of prepositions than lan>

guages more inflected ? About what number of prepositions are
there in the English language ? Repeat the tiible of prepositions.

Classify the list of prepositions, accoi ding to the table. Repeat
the rules of syntax for the preposition. Repeat the order of pars-
ing the preposition.

6

11
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16th exercise.
THS PREPOaiTION.

1. Parse the prepositions in the following sentences, according
to the order and example given :—

We visited the grave of my mother. I was standing
on the deck at the time. We started just as the cath-

edral clock struck six. Such an effort is beyond all

praise. I returned from Montreal last week. The horse

was running through the pasture yesterday. I have
resigned on account of my health. He went on instead

of returning home. We are liable to such things. He
has a heart of iron. Do you still adhere to that opinion.

I must laugh at your comical attempts. I heard the

story of the child. On Friday last we went from Tor-

onto to Hamilton by the lake in two hours. It is, on
that a-ccount, not consistent with the profession of sin-

cerity of purpose. I am uneasy about him. The letter

was written by his brother. Let us walk around the

enclosure. We were overtaken by a storm. We toiled

on from that time until we were out of danger. I sup-

pose you are accustomed to such things. Heaven, from
ail creatures, hides the book of fate.

2. Go over this exercise again and parse according to the pres-

'Cribed form, the. nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and
preposition?.

CONJU^fCTIONS.

443. A Conjunction is a word which
connects words, phrases, or sentences ; as,

"He and I must go, but you may stay."
" Of him, and through him, and to him, are

all things."

444. The distinguishing office of the conjunction is really to con-

nect the different clauses of an extended sentence; but fetv of the

numerous family of conjunctions are ever uaed to connect wordu or

phrase*, and, in many instancos, when they appear to connect only

words or phrases, they really connect clauses. A classification

of conjunctions must, therefore, be based on the various relations
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which the different kinds of clauses bear to each other, for, it is the

meaning of the word used to connect them, that determines this

relation. The full explanation of the use of conjunctions can
therefore be given only in connection with the analysis of complex
and compound sentences.

446. The following ohissificution w'.ll be found sufficient to dis-

tinguish between the various relations that exist between eo ordi-

nate clauses, and between principal and sttdordinate clauses.

446. They are divirled into Copulative and
Disjunctive.

447. A Copulative Conjunction is one
which not only joins sentences together, but
also unites their meaning.

448. They are divided into two kinds, AdJitivg an I Continu'
ative. The Additive are those that unite cluuses as the sign (+)
plus unites quantities. They are

—

and, also, likewise, moreover,

further, <fec.

449. The Contincative are those which connect subordinate
clausesof the adverbial kind to ser)tences, the raenninir of which
they are introduced to continue or complete. They are di*. ided into

classes correspondint; nearly with the classification ot adverbs ; they

are

—

before, vjhere^ that, €re,u}hither, except, after, whence, however,

when, because, as if, whilst, if, so that, until, ujiless, whenever,

though, aSf although, than, till.

450. A Disjunctive Conjunction is one
which, while it joins two clauses together,

disconnects their meaning.

451. They are also divided into two classes, Distributive or Al-
ternative, and Adversative,

452. The DisTRiBunvE are those that connect clauses that are

to be taken separately, or one of which is to be taken, to the ex-

clusion of the others. They are

—

or, nor, either, neither.

453. The Adversative are those that connect clauses that are

contrasted with, or opposed to each other. They are

—

but, never-

theless, however, still, notwithstanding, yet, &c.

454. Many of the wordn included in the above list of the Con-
tinuative, perform the office of both adverb and conjanction at the

same time, and may very properly be called Conjunotive Adtsebs.

455. There are also many compound conjunctions ; such as, a»
well a«, as soon as, in as far as, in as much as, asfar as, dtc

Ih-M
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456. Many arc also correlative with some adverb or conjunction

which has piecedcil them ; for instance :

At U used correlatively with so, aa, tuch, the *am«, Ac.

9
S
m
a
o

a
9

oQ

Yet *
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Example—" I will accompany you if you call fur ine."

j7—iM a oop. conjuDctioD, contin., connecting the adverbial claoae

*' If you, &c , with the principal bentence.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES ON THE
CONJUNCTION.

Define the CoDJunoiion. What ie the dietinguishing oflSce of the

Conjunction t On what must a classification of Conjunctions be
based I In connection with what subject will the Conjunction be
best explained ? Into what two general classes are Conjunotions

dividea I Define the Copulative. Into what classes are the Cop-
ulative Bubdividedl Define the Additive. Repeat them and give

examples to show their use. Define the Continuative. Repeat
the Continuative and give examples to show their use. Define the

Disjunctive. Into what classes are the Disjunctive divided ? De-

fine the distributive and repeat them. Qive examples to show
their use. Define the \dversative and repeat them. Give exam-
ples to show their use. Which of those in the list of the Continu-

ative are Conjunctive Advtrhti Repeat the Compound Conjunc-

tions. Repeat the Correlative Conjunctions. Give examples to

show how they are used. Repeat the table of Conjunctions. Re-
peat the order of parsing the conjunction.

Hth EXERCISE.
THE CONJUKOTION,

1. Parse the Coojunctioos and Conjunctive Adverbs in the fol**

lowing sentences, according to the form given.

It was not the teacher but the pupil who was in fault.

I will accompany you if you call for me. We had no
sooner started than he became ill. The fact is so evi-

dent that it cannot be disputed. I know that you are

quite in earnest. You cannot tellf because you were
not present. Either James or William is to blame.

Precept is not so forcible as example. Time flies rap-

idly, yet it appears to move slowly. He believes you
because you never deceived him. Love not sleep lest

you comi to poverty. And when the day was far spent

^

we went into Jerusalem. You have great reason to be
thankful and contented with your lot. He was indus-

trious but irritable. Nevertheless, you must make all

the haste in your power. He lives but eight miles from
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the city. Think before you speak. Neither labor nor
expense shall deter me. She is not aa diligent as her
sister.

2. Go over tlna exercise again atid parse the Nouns, Adjectives^

Prononnn, Verbn^ Adverbn, and Prepositions, according to the

order given for each.

8. Write sentences connected by the various classes of Conjunc-
tions.

INTERJECTIONS.

457. An Interjection is a word used in

exclamations, to express an emotion of the

mind , as, ** Oh ! what a fall was there !

*'

468. The Interjection is so called, because it is, aa it were,
thrown in among the words of a sentence, without any grammati-
cal connection with them. Sometimeii it stands at the beginning
of a sentence, sometimes in the middle, and sometimes it stands

alone, as if the eiuotion were too strong to admit of other words
being spoken.

A LIST OP INTERJECTIONS.
469. The following is a list of the interjections most commonly

used. Tliey express various kinds of emotions, but in so vague

and indefinite a way, as not to admit of accurate classification :

—

Ah ! alas ! O ! oh ! ha ! fudge ! tush ! pshaw ! poh !

pugh ! fie ! avaunt 1 ho ! holla ! aha ! hurrah ! huzza

!

bravo ! hist ! hush 1 heigho ! heyday ! hail ! lo ! welcome !

halloo! adieu! &c.

460. Words belonging to other parts of speech, when uttered in

an unconnected and forcible manner, to express emotion, ar« also

called interjections ; as, nontence 1 strange 1 wonderful I shocking

!

what! behold! off! away! hark! come! well done! welcmne!

dec.

461. is used to express a wish by an exclamation, and should

be prefixed only to a noun or pronoun, in a direct address ; ae,

" Virtue 1 how amiable thou art I
" Oh is ysed detached from

the word, with a point of exclamation after it, or after the next

word. It implies an emotion of pain, sorrow, or surprise; as,

"Oh! what a sight is here 1

"

SYNTAX OF THE INTERJECTION.

XVII. Interjections have no grammatical
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^The
minute»t . .

.

plant

.

or

animal.

if

it.

connection with the other words of a sen-

tence.

I. FORM FOR WRITTEN EXERCISES IN PARSING. •

* "The minutest plant or animal, if it ia examined attentively,

affords a thousand wondern, and obliges us to admire and adore

that Omnipotent Hand by which it was created."

A limiting adjective, belonging to plant or iinimal.

Descriptive adjective, superlative degree, belongs to

plant or atiimal, according to Rule.

Common noun, singular, nomiuative to affords and
obli^ei.

Disjunctive conjunction, connects plant and animal.

Common noun, singular, nomiuative to affords and
obliges.

Copulative conjunction, contiouative. connects adver.

biai clause, expressing a condition, &c., to prin-

cipal.

PersoBal pronoun, neuter, third, singular, (to agree

with its antecedent, plant or animal^ according

to RuLB, *' Prpnouns must agree, <Jbc.) " and aomi>
native to it examined^ according to Rule.

Verb, regular, transitive, third, singular, present, in-

dioative, passive ; agreeing with its nominative
it. According to RuLK, "A verb, 4rc."

Adverb of manner, modifying the verb is examined.

Verb, regular, transitive, third, singular, present, in*

dioativ«, agreeing with its nominative plant or

animal^ according to Rule, " A verb," (Sec.

A limiting ndiective, belonging to thousand toonders,

as one whole.

Limiting adjective, cardinal, numeral, belonging to

wonders^ (Recording to Rule, " Adjectives belong,"

<bc.

A Doun, common, plural, objective to affords. Rule,
" Transitive verbs," <fec.

Copulative conjunction, additive, connecting the co-

ordinate propositions, " the minutest," dec., and
" obliges us," Ac.

A verb, regular, transitive, third, singular, present,

indicative, agreeing with its nomiuative, plant or

animal.

Personal pronoun, first, plural, to agree with its ante*

cedent, the speakers, and objective to obliges.

Rule, " Transitive verbs/' &c.

is examined.

attentively,,

affords . . . •

thousand . .

.

wonders . . .

.

and

obliges

Its

H

V,
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to admire .

and ......

adore
that.

Verbal oouD, indirect, objeetive to obHgei. Rulk,
" The iDfiDitiTe." kc.

A oopalatiTe oonjunetioD, additire, connectiog oo-

ordioately " to admire " and " to adore."

Verbal noun, same oonitruotion as " to admire.'*

Limiting adjeotiye, demonetratiye, belongs to noun
hand.

Descripttve adjective, poeitivo degree, compared by
more and most, belongs to the noun " hand."

Common noun, singular, objeotive to " adore." Rulk,
'- Transitive verbs," <bc.

A preposition expressing the agent, shows the rela-

tiou between ^ was created," and " which."

A relative pronoun, neuter, third, singular, to agrpe
with its antecedent '* hand," according to Rule.
" Pronouns must agree,*' ifo. ; and objective of

preposition *' by." Rulk, " Prepositions govern,"

it A personal prououn,neuter, third, singular, to agree
with its antecedent, " plant " or ** animal." Rule
" Pronouns must agree," <bc., find nominative to
was created.

A verb, regular, transitive, third, singular, past, in*

dioative, passive agreeing with its nominative it,

according to Rule, " A verb must agree," &c.

Omnipotent,

hand

h
tchich

teaa created

II. FORM FOR "WRITTEN EXERCISES WHEN THE CON-
STRUCTION ONLY IS REQUIRED.

* " He was very poor, snd begged earnestly for food."

^He

WOM.

very.,

poor
and.

hegged

eameetly . .

,

for

food

Personal pronoun, standing fur, <(:o., and nominative

to '' was and begged."
A verb, third, singular, to agree with its nominative

" He."
Adverb, modifying adjective *' poor."

Adjective, qualifying •• He."
Oenjunction connecting oo*ordinately predicates " wa&

poor and begged."
^A verb, third, singular, to agree with its nominative

-He."
Adverb, modifying •* begged."
A preposition, showing the relation between ''begged"

and " food."

A noun, objective to '* begged."

to

'

!
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GCNKRAL KXEROISR IN PARRINO.

Write 011^ tliu parHiD'j; of the fuUowing seutoncea, accordiujj^

to the form I. given above :—

On youreelf depend for aid. It was T wlio wrote the

letter. He had the honor of being a director for life.

Tour being from liome occasioned the delay. He did

his utmost to please his friends. Calm was the day,

and the scene delightful. They are much greater

gainers than I by this unexpected event. Ho was in

Paris last month. Will you lend me your knife. The
house is thirty-six feet deep, and twenty-five wide. I
like to see you behave so well. Whose gray top shall

tremble, he descending. The prophets ! Where are

they? William, call at the doctor's as you return. I

am come, in compliance, with your* desire. The old

house is fallen down. Proceeding ot: his journey, he
was seized with a dangerous malady. By what means
shall we obtain wisdom. Whatever is worth doing at

all, is worth doing well. Foolish persons are more,
apt to consider what they have lost, than what they
possess. What cannot be prevented must be endurea.
He who is a stranger to industry, may possess, but ha
cannot enjoy. He is a friend whom I greatly respect.

I saw who understood my remarks. They taught him
and me to write. It was not I, but I know who it was.

Write out the parsing of the remainder, according to form II.

given above.

They whom luxury has corrupted cannot relish the

pleasures of life. The inqui&.tive are much to be
pitied. I dispatched the letter myself. He injures

himself by his anxiety. They gathered the flowers

themselves. Hope, the balm of life, is our greatest

friend. Temperance, the preserver of health, should be
the study of all men. His meat was locusts and wild

honey. He was the life of the company. We have
been attentive to ouf business to-day. These streams
are deep and wide. They waited ibr a fit time and

m

•41

i^ti
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place. A stendvt sweet and cheerful temper affords

great delight to its possessor.

Before enterinia^ on the next subject, there should be r eeoeral

revisal from the beginning. This oiin be very thoroughly done by
the aid uf the examiontioD questionH and exercites at the clode of
each part. In going over the exerciseti, it may bo only necessary

to requite the construction uf the words and the QppUcation of tbo

Kule.4 of Syntax.



PART III.

SYNTAX.

|t
:

DEFIXITIONS.

462. Syntax treats of the arrangement
:and combination of words in -sentences.

PROPOSITION.

463. A Proposition is a predicate con-

nected with its subject to express a thought

;

as, ** man is mortal.*'
,

464. PropoBitioDB may be Declaratory ; as, Oodit love; or InUr-

rogatory ; as, Will you go f or Exclamatory ; as, What trouble you

have I or Imperative ; as Prepare to march.

466. Propositions may be divided, accord-

ing to the relation they bear to each other,

when united in an extended sentence, into

Principal and Subordinate.

466. A Principal Proposition is one 'which does not depend on,

or form a subordinate part of any other sentence,

467. A Subordinate Proposition is one which is employed

merely to complete or modify another, and which performs the

part of a noun, adjective, or adverb to the word or sentence with

which it is subordioately connected ; as, I see that you are in a

hurry (a noun sentence). This is the book which I lent (an adjec-

tive sentence). I will visit you when I return (an adverbial

sentence). The term co-ordinate is opposed to eubordintUe.

\M
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SENTENCE.

468. A Sentence is a proposition ; or, a
number of propositions connected together

in the expression of an extended thought.

469. A Sentence is either Simple^ Com^
pleXy or Compound,

470. A Simple Sentence consists of but
one proposition ; as, ** Columbus discovered

America."

471. A Complex Sentence consists of one
principal proposition, with one or more sub-

ordinate clauses connected with it ; as, " He
will be rewarded ic^^^i he returnsJ*

472. A Compound Sentence consists of

two or more principal propositions co-ordi-

nate with each other ; as. It ivafi night and
the moon shone brightly,'"

CLAUSE.

478. The propositioDs of Compound and Complex Sentences are

called " Clauses,"

PHRASE.

474. A Phrase is any combination of words sanctioned by usafife

which is not a proposition ; as, " in faet.'^ " Having done ao.'^

" To be compelled to wait,"* &c.

476. Phrases are divided, like subordinate clauses, according to

the office they perform into noun, adjective^ and adverbial.

476. Phrases, like sentences, are either Simple, Complex or Com-

pound.

477. A phrase is Simple, when it has no other phrase either

co-crdinately or subordinately connected with it; a.«, " On the

ground'^
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478. A phrase is Complex, when it consists of two or more

phrases subordinately oonnected ; as, *' At the close of the day."

479. A phrase is CompouDd, when it consists of t\eu or more

phrases co-ordinately connected ; as, *' At night and iu the inoru'^

ing.

480. Phrases may he classed, according to the principal word in

each, into Infinitive, Participial, and Prepositional ; ap, " To have

risen no higher." " Having already done so." '* Through the

woods."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE DEFINITIONS.

What is a proposition ? Give an example. In what different

ways may a proposition be expressed ? Give an example of each.

How may propositions be divided, according to the relation they
bear to each other ? Give examples of each. What ia a sen-

tence f Into what three classes are sentences divided ? What i»

a simple sentence ? What is a compound sentence ? Give an ex-

ample. What is a complex sentence ? Give an example. What
is meant by a clause? Give an example. What is meant by a
phrase? Give examples of phrases. Phrases supply the place

of what three parts of speech ? What is the distinction between
a simple, compound, and complex phraee ? Give examples of

each. Give examples of Infinitive, participial, and prepositional

phrases.

'J

Ifi
4%

m

19th exercise.

DEFINITIONS.

1. In the following exercise, point out the simple, compound,,

and complex Benteno<^B.

2. Classify each subordinate clause as noun, adjective, or adver>
bial.

8. Point out the phrases and classify them : 1st., us preposi-

tional, infinitive, and participial. 2nd., as noun adjective, and

adverbial. 8rd., as simple, compound, and complex.

Like the leaves of the forest, they all pass away.
The poor fellow, baffled so often, became, at last, dis-

heartened. The money being secured, he completed
the purchase. When JEneas landed in Italy is not
known. It is obvious why he did not go. Life is

short and art is long. What in me is dark, illumine ;
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what is low, raise and support. Talent is power, tact

is skill ; talent is wealth, tact is ready money.
Shall I study the lesson which you gave out

yesterday, or shall I write my composition ? He is a

sensible man, though he is not a genius. Land was
very low, so I concluded not to sell mine. Enter when
I ring the belL Send your harness to be repaired.

" Triumphal arch ! that fillest the sky when storms prepare to part,

I ask not proud philosophy to teach me what thou art."

THE ELEMENTS OF A SENTENCE.

481. Every thought supposes 1st., Some-
thing that we think about ; and, 2nd.5 The
notion we form about it. The bringir^

these two notions together, so as to cy-

press the connection, forms a Proposition.

The thing we think about is called.the Sub-
ject ; the word that expresses what we think

about it, is called the Predicate. These
two constitute the Primary and Essential

elements of a proposition ; as,

*' Trees are growing.^*

482. The word that connects the two notions is called the eopula^

4ind the notion tliat is connected by the copula to the subject, is

called the attribute. The copula and attribute taken together,

constitute the predicate. Thus, in the above example,

—

Predicate.

Subject. Copula
Treks arr

Attribute.

GROWING.

483. In the parts of the verb formed by auxiliaries, the copula

is contained in the auxiliary ; as, He will have wi itten.

484. The Copula and Attribute are not always separated as in

the above example, but are more frequently expressed by one

vrordf which must be a verb, called in that case an attributive verb.

485. A PropoBition which consists only of a simple subject and

'Si/
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predicate, and nothing more, is in its barest and most elementary

form.

486. The subject, in this I ;e unmodified form, is called tho
Grammatical Subject; and the predicate, the Grammatical Predi-
cate.

487. If the verb is transitive, and in the
active voice, it must be completed by its

object; as, "The miller left the city^
488. These primary elements may have

subordinate elements attached to each of
them, for the purpose of modifying or ex-

tending their meaning, thus :

—

My father*a miller left the city»

My father's unfortunate miller left the city.

My father's unfortunate miller, Wihon, left the city.

My father's unfortunate milleb, Wilson, from Perth, left the city.

My father's unfortunate miller, Wilson, from Perth,

who was convicted of itealing, left the city.

489. Here we see how the subject may be enlarged by attach-

ing to it attributes of various kinds.

490. So also, the predicate may be extended by attaching to it

modifications of various kinds. Take, for instance, the predicate

of the same sentence, " Left the city

:

"

—

Left the city, unexpectedly.

Left the city, unexpectedly, this morning.

Left the city, unexpectedly, this morning, hy the cars.

Left the city, unexpectedly, this morning, by the cars,/or the peni-

tentiary.

Left the city, unexpectedly, this morning, by the cars, for the peni-

tentiary, when his wife was away.

491. These modifying words may th'^m-

selves be modified ; as, " father's

—

my
father's ;

" unfortunate, "

—

very unfortu-

nate, &c. " Left the city,"—city of Mmi-
treat-; "morning,"

—

stormy morning; "by
the cars,"—by the western cars : "when his

wife was away,"—yw«^ when his poor wife

was away, &c.

iiii

I
4

m

^
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492. Words introduced in this way to modify the Primary
Elements, aud to modify. other modifying words, may be called

Sdbordinatk elements.

498. The words used simply to connect the different olausea or

other parts of the sentence together, may be called Oonnectinq
eUmentt.

494. Then, there are other words used occasion alii/, in a manner
which distin^^uishea them from any of the three preceding. For
instance : Nouns in the Inoefbndent Case ; as, George, come here

;

The prophets ! where are they? iNTKajEOTioNS ; as, Alas! is he
dead f Expletive Adverbs; as, There was a time. Words used
in this way, having no grammatical connection with any other
words, may be called iNDErENDENT elements.

495. Every word used in any sentence,

must belong to one or other of these ele-

ments. Hence, the elements employed in

forming sentences, are

:

1st. PRIMA.TIY Elements—Subject and Pre-

dicate.

2nd. Subordinate Elements— Comple-
ments attached to one or other of

the primary or other subordinate

elements.

3rd. Connecting Elements—Conjunctions,

Conjunctive Adverbs, Relative Pro-
nouns, Prepositions, &c.

4th. Independent Elements—Nouns and
Pronouns used independently :—by
Address, by Pleonasm, before a Par-

ticiple, by Exclamation, &c.

PBIMARY ELEMENTS OF A SENTENCE.

SUBJECT. •

496. The Subject, being that about which
the assertion is made, must be a noun or

some word or combination of words supply-

as,
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ing the place of a noun; and, as a noun may
be expanded into a phrase^ or into a sen-

tence; hence, The Subject of a yerb may be
a wordy a phrase, or a sentence ; for instance.

{

Phrase

A Noun

—

Jain«» reads the book.

Word \ A Pronoun— You read ihe book.

An Adjective

—

TKm good alone are great.

An Infinitive

—

To tpeak plainly, is my iotentioii.

A Participial—- Walking into the country is pleasant.

f Fact, T(>.:*t yea were mistaken is now manifest.

I
Time, — When he will return is quite uncertain.

Clause. -{ Place, — Where I saw you before has escaped my
I

Memory.
(^Quotation

—

Icannot do t7 never accomplished anything.

8IUPLB, COMrOUND, AND COMPLEX SUBJECT.

497. The Subject may be either simple,

compound, or complex.

498. A Simple Subject consists of only one subject of thought
as, Lights were shining.

499. A compound subject consists of two or more Simple Sub*

jects of the same kind (either words, phrases, or propositions)

to which belongs but one predicate; as, William and Thomas will

be here to-morrow." " My having succeeded in my mission, and'

relieved myself of all responsibility, affords nie great relief."

'^^Tbat he should make such a statement, and that they should

credit it, surprise me much.

500. A Complex Subject consists of two or more Simple Subjects

of diflferent kinds (words, phrases and clauses) or differently aon-

nected, to which belongs but one predicate; as, ''The occurrence

itself, and its having been concealed from you, look very suspi«>

cious." " The difficulty of the undertaking, but especially that it

should have been so cleverly executed, does him great credit."

601. Note.—^The classification of subjects and predicates into

simple, compound, and complex may not be practically of much'

importance, it will, howevefi sometimes, be found useful, and for

the sake of uniformity, it is thought better to insert it.

7-

d

: i| urn

I
i!

!
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Tas Pbedioate.

502. The Predicate is that which is af-

firmed of the subject.

508. The Predicate nffirtns either what the subject in, or what it

does, or what f« done to it; as, " James reads tha book." '^ Jame'it

18 a sttident." ''James is praised by hisfriends"

50-i. The simple or grammatical predi-

cate, like the subject, may be expanded into

a phrasey and even into a sentence, by sepa-

rating the copula and attribute ; thus

—

«7- J 3 Attributive Intransitive Verb—The snow melts.
®^^

( Attributive Transitive Verb—They built a ship.

Copula and Noun, —James

" Pronoun, —

Adjective, —
Adjunct, —

Adverb, —
Participle^ —
Infinitive, —

Clause [Noun sentence],—The order is, that toe must return.

SIMPLE, COMPOUND AND COMPLEX PBEDIOATE.

505. The Predicate, like the Subject, is

either Simple, Compound, or Complex.
506. A Simple Predicate ascribes to its subject but one attribute

;

as, « Life is short:' " Tirae/w«."

BOY. A Compound Predicate consists of two or more simple

predicates of the same kind affirmed of one subject ; as,

" He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,.

Allured to brighter worlds and led the way."

508. A Predicate may be called complex that consists of two or

more simple predicates of different kinds, differently connected, or

80 different in themselves, as to require special words to be at-

tached to each to make them harmonize with what follows ; as,
** I consented, and was about to start, but bad not yet taken my

Phrase •

u

a

<t

(t

COPDLA ATTRIBUTES.
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ticket." " That sentence is too long nnd reads badly, but is not

-v\Mthout raerit" " A name can only describe, stand for, and be a
name of things of which it can be predicated."

COMPLETIOM OP THE PREDIOATB.

"Word

Clause

509. When the Predicate is a transitive

verb in the Active Voice, it must be com-
pleted by a noun or by some word or words
representing the thing to which the action

is done, called its objective^ The objectivCy

therefore, like the subject, may take the
form of a word, phrase, or clause ; as,

C Noun, —The man digs the garcUn.

< Pronoun, —We see Mm.
( Adjective,—We instruct the ignorant.

p» < Infinitive, —James loves to travel.

I Participial,— If he escapes being banishedfrom the school

f Quotation, —He said, " Knowledge is power.**

J

Result, —I fear tliat you will lose it.

Fact, —I doubt not but that you werejuatifiad.

Indirect question,—I understand who is to blame.
" " —I have heard what you wantt
" " —I know where you were.
" " —I enquired how he did it.

510 The objective, like the subject, may
be either Simple^ Compound^ or Complex,
The objective is Simple, when it is a single word, phrase, or

proposition.

611. The Objective is Compound when two or more words
phrases, or propositions co-ordinately connected, stand as the ob^

jective of the verb ; as, *'I met James, William and John." "He
invited my brother and me to examine his library."

612. The Objective is Complex when two words are required to

express it completely ; for instance.

DIRECT AND REMOTE OBJECT.

He taught them logic.

The ring cost me five dollars.

He offered us his carriage.

Ask him his opinion,

cl told him what I wanted.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT OBJECT.

We call him a doctor.

This reduced it to an absurdity.

They accused him of treachery.

He commaDded the army to

I heard him call. [march.

liii

HI

' M
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BOTH DIBEGT AMD RKICOTK.

" Did I request thet, Maker, from my clay

To mould me man i "

—

Milton.

ENLARGED Oft LOOIOAL SUBJECT.

513. We have seen that the primary ele-

ments of a sentence are the Subject and
Predicate, and that the Predicate, when a
transitive verb, in the active voice, must be
completed by its objective. We propose,.

now, to show more fully, how the meaning
of these primary elements may be enlarged
and extended, by attaching subordinate ele-

ments to each.

G14. As we find that the primary elements can be expressed
either by a word, phraM, or claute, so the subordinate elements
attached to each, may take the form either of toords, phraaea, or

elautes.

615. As we found that the primary elements may be either tim-

pie, complex, or eompound, so the modifying elements attached to

«aoh may be either simple, compUx, or compound.

616. As the subject and Object will be either a noun, or noun
phrase, or noun sentence, we must enquire :

1st. What complements a noun can take.

2nd. What complements or enlargements, participial and in>

Jlnitive phratee can take.

3rd. When the Subject, Object, dc, is a subordinate clause,

the sentence according to the definition would be complex. These
therefore, will be examined most properly under the head of Com^
plex Bentencee.

617. BNLA&GEIDENTS OF THE NOUN.

'1. By an Adjective or Adjective word.

A limiting, —The house.

Word -j

A qualifying,

A verbal,

A Poss. case.

—The new house.
3—The new house built.

—The governor** new house built*

An Appos. noun,—The governor's new house, Oak
LodgCf built.
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f 1. Prepo«Hiooal, —The piece ofplat^.

p. ) 2. Infinive, —The piece of plate toot pnaeni.^d.

j
8. Participial, —The piece of plate to be preseoted,

I,
having b«en injurtd^ is sent to you to be repaired.

518. The aboye are the rarious enlargemeDta bj meaosof words

aDd phrases, which a nouQ in any position may take. The simple

grammatical subject, together with its varioua enlargements is

called the enlarged or logical subject.

COMPOUND EKLAUOEMENT.

519. Two or more extensions of any word
co-ordinately connected, may be called a
Compound enlargement ; as,

PoBSESsivs,—" ^?/^n,.i/aion and Dixon'i store."

Apposition,—"Thou more than hero, and^'u<< Um than sage,**

Adjective,—*• A mo»t useful and interesting book."

Prepositional Phrase,—" The hour of desperate struggle, and of

decisive victory.**

Infinitive " —" A day never to de forgotten^ and (tlvtayt to

be revertd.'*

Pabticipial " —" The furniture having 5een taken away and

destroyed,**

COMPLEX enlargement.

520. When a qualifying term is itself fur-

ther qualified, and especially when this en-

largement is again qualified, and so on, to a
number of degrees from the principal word,
it is called Complex ; for example,

\ i S 4 S .«
Wolsoy, the son of a butcher residing at Ipswich, a town in the

7

Mulh of England.

A man skilled in the learned subtilties of the school-men vh^

generally managed to bewildWt not only their disciples^ But

themselves.

l
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1 '^

He cboee a question mth many point* of praetiealinternt in it;

" Some ani^el guide my peucil while I draw
What noUuDg else than angol can exceed,

A man on earthf devoted to the fkies,

Lih^t thipt at aea, while in, above the world.**

621. These complex eztenHions should receive, special attention.

The subordinate modifying clauses, like any other propositions

may, of course, be either Simple Complex or Compound; for

example,

Complex—But we must consider, that the tender melancholy of

sympathy, Is accompanied with a sensation, which they who feel

it would not exchange for the gratification of the selfish.

522. Compound—If there is any passion which intrudes itself

unseasonably into our miudB, which darkens our judgmeut, which

discomposes our temper; whioh unfits us for discharging the

duties, or disqualifies us for cheerfully enjoying the comforts of

life, we may certainly conclude it to have gained a dangerous

ascendant.

EXTENDED OR LOGICAL FREDICATE.

523. The predicate, in addition to being
completed by the objective, may be extended
by wordSf phrases, or clauses, to express

timey place, manner, &c., and these exten-

sions, as in the case of the subject, may
be either simple, complex or compotmd ; for

example,

—

WoPDs. Fhbasbs.

Time.—I shall see presently

Place,—You will find it therQ.

Manner,—You act witely.

Result,—The milk turned sour.

Negation,—I did not see it.

Number,—I spoke twice.

Interrogatiye,

—

How are you.

I will go on Wednenday.
He lives in London.
He spoke toith caution.

The wind rose to a hurricane.

I do in no tciie agree with you.

I see him now and again.

For what reaton do you say so?

of
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OOMPOUND EXTBNSIOW.

TiiiB,—I will (fo on Wtdnnday
or Thunday.

Placi,—You will find it there

Of in the drawer,

MANNin,—You speak truly and
to the point.

.Result,—He pnlnted the house

white and brown and oak color.

CoMPLK ErriNsiON.

I will go on the first Wednesday
of Mny.

You will find it in the dravser of
the table in the back room up
fttaire.

Thev act in a manner fitted to

alarm the people in the neigh-

bourhood of Yorkville.

The wind blew a hurricane moet
destructive in ite effects on
the crops of the peasantry of
the valley.

MODIFICATION OF MODIFYINO WOBDS.

524. TVe have seen, in the examples given

of complex extensions of the subject and
predicate, how the subordinate elements may
themselves be modified,

626. A noun or pronoun, for instance, as a subordinate element,

may be qualified in any way in which a noun or pronoun as a
principal element, can be qualified.

626. An infinitive, or participial phrase, however employed,
being verbal in its character, may be completed and modified in all

respects, as the verb from which it is derived.

627. An Adjeotivk may be modified :

By an adverb; as, "He is remarkably diligent."

By an infinitive ; as, " Ba «wift to hear" *' Slow to speak."

By a prepositional phrase ; as, " Be not weary in well doing.'*

628. Am Adverb may be modified :

By an adverb; as, "Yours very sincerely."

By an adjunct ; as, " Agreeably to nature.**

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

ON THE FBIICARY ELEMENTS, AND ON THE MODIFICATIONg OF TBI
y— FBIMABT ELEMENTS BT WORDS AND PHRASES.

What does every thought suppose ? When these two things are
'brought together, what is the results What then is essential to

"the expression of a thought ? Of what three parts does a propo-
^sitioo consist? Give an example. How are the copula and attri-
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bate usually ezpreised t; What if meant by the grammatical sub*
j«ct and grammatical predioata f What then are tha primarT ele-

meota of a lentenco t What are the subordioate element! f Il-

lustrate, bv an example, the use of the subordinate elements. Point

«at and ofaasify the aubordinate elements in the sentence intro-

duced to illustrate this. Oire examples to show that these modifjing

worda may tbemselTes be modified. What other elements may
a aentcnce contain. Illustrate the use of conneotivea. / Qive ex-

amples of sentences containing independent elements. What
must the subject of a proposition be f What %eord§ may be used
aa tha subject instead of a noun f Qiye examples. What phrases

may be used as the subject ?/ Oire examples of each. Give an
«xampla of a proposition expressing time uiied, as the subject.

Qiw one expressing action—one expressing place. What is the

distinetioQ between simple, compound, and cutjplex subjects f Give
«n example of each. What is the predicate? How may the

predicate be expanded Into a phrase, and into a clause f When
the copula and attribute are expressed by separate words, by
what different words may the attributen be expressed I Give exam-
ples. By what phrases may the attribute be expressed ? Give an
example of each. Give an example of a clause used as the attribute.

Give examples to show the distinction between a compound and
complex predicate. What completiondoes a transitive >rb in

the active voice require ? Give uo example. When the 'tive

is expressed by a single word, what worda may be BUuBuiuted
for a noun ? Give an example of each. When the object is ex-

pressed by a phrane, what phrases may be used ? Give an exam-
ple of each. When Uie object is expressed by a clause, what
clauses may be used as examples? When may the object be
called compound and when complex ? Give examples to illustrate

the direct and remote objects of a verb, and the direct and indirect

objects. How may the primary elements of a sentence be modi-
fied? In ^liat particulars do the subordinate elements resem-

ble the priruary ? Under what heed does the enlargement of the

noua by .vjbordinute propositions properly fall ? Why ? When a
oonn is modified by smgle words, what different parts of speech
may be used. Give an example uf each. When a noun is modi-
fied by phrases, what phrases may be used ? Give an exam-
ple of each. What is meant by the logical subject ? Give sen-

tences containing examples of complex enlargemeots. What mo-
difications does the predicate take ? Give examples of the predi-

cate modified by words and phrases to express time, place, man-
ner, result, <fcc. Give a sentence containing a compound modifica-

tion. Give an example containing a complex modification. What
modifications may an infinitive or participial plirose take ? Give
an example. What modifications does an adjective admit oft

Give an example. What modifications does an adverb admit of t

Give an example.
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20TB EXERCISE.

1. Write six limple Bentencef , each baviuj; a Buhject of a different

kind, (wordi, phrases, cIruscb) and each lubject enlarged by

variovs oomplemtnU to the fullost extent, consistent with the

requiromeDts of a good sentence, without using complex enlarge*

tnents.

2. Write six Minple seotenoes, each having a preJicate of a differ*

ent kind, (transitive, intrauaitive, copula and attrible, (be.) and each

predicate extended by various modifications to the fullest extent

consistent with the requirements ol a good sentence, without using

complex modifications.

8. Write six simple sentences, enlarging the subject and extend*

log the predicate (by u«ing complex complements) to the ful lost

extent, consistent with the requirements of u good sentence.

4. Analyze each of the above eighteen sentences orally : thus,

1

.

Name the logical subject and logical predicate.

2. Name the grammatical subject.

8. Show the modifications of the grammatical subject.

4. Show by what modifying words, if any, eacli modifyin^j

word is modified.

6 Name the grammatical pr'>dicatc.

6. Show by what words or phruscs the grauiiuatical pre-

dicate is modified.

7. Show by what words or phrases each modifying word is

modified.

Select six such simple sentences from standard prose writers,

and six from the standard poets, and analyze them in the same
manner.

;<

1

FOBM FOR WRITTEN EXERCISES IN ANALYZING SIMPLE SENTENCES.

" On the very day of onr arrival, my kind-hearted cousin Henry,
anxious to hasten us forward to our distreesed friends with the

least possible delay, despatched a telegram to the next village,

directing the stage proprietor to be in readinens to start immedi-
ately on our reaching that place."
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GENERAL ANALYSIS.

LOaiCAL SUBJECT.

(l)My

(2) kind-hearted

COUSIN

<3) Henry

(4) anxious to hastoii

lis forward to our dis-

tressed friends with
the least possible de-
lay

orammat'l
predicate.

DESFATCnED

LOGICAL OBJ.
EXTENSIONS 09
THE PREDICATE.

a telegram (I) On the voryflay
of our arrival

directinKthestapre (2) to the next vil-

proprietor to bo in
readiness to start
immediately on
our reaching that
place.

lago

FORM FOR MORE DETAILED ALALYSIS.

a. On the very day extension of the Pred. (time) (l).f

b. of our arrival. . ., adjunct of day in a, (2).

«. my littrib. to Sub. (1).

d. kind-hearted attrib. to Sub. (1).

«. Cousin Subject of Sentence.
f. Henry attrib. (apposition) to Sub. (1).

g. anxioun attrib. to Sub. ( I ).

fa. to hasten objective completion to g, (2).

i. u« . . r objective completion to A, (3).

J. forviard modification ofA with i (3) (direction)

k. to our distressedfriendi . .adjunct of A, (3).

1. with the least possible £?0/ay.adjunct of h, (8).

m. dispatched Predicate of Sentence.
n. a telegram object, to m.
o. to the next village exten. of Pred. (1) (place to which).

p. directing attrib. to n, (2).

q. the stage proprietor object, to p. (3).

r. to be in readiness indirect Obj, to p, (3). [stood).

s. to start indirect Obj. to r, (4), {for under-

t. immediately modification of s, (5), (time).

u. on our reaching that p/actf.adjunct of «, (5.)

• The figures (1), (2), (3), &c., are here intended to separate from the
others, and keep distinct, each attribute ofthe subject and object, and each
extension of the predicate.

t The fi>?ur<'S (1), (2), (3), &., mean one, two, three, &c., removes from the
principal parts of the sentence.
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SIMPLE SENTENCES.
FOR PRACTICE IN ANALYSIS.

Aoaljze the following seutences according to the above forms:—

1.

"Of pure barbarlBms, I do not mean to give examples, not hav-

ing met with any in a reputable writer."

—

Connoiis Grammar,

"Such terms have a pleasant facility of throwing away the mat-
ter in question to scorn, without any trouble of making a definite,

intelligible charge of «>xtravagance or delusion, and attempting to

prove it."

—

I'otter'a Essays.

3.

" Thi« irrationality of the romancers, and the age, provoked the

powerful mind of Cervantes to expose it by means of a parallel,

and still more extravagant representation of the prevalence of

imagination over reason, drawn in a ludicrous form, to render the

folly palpabio even to the sense of that age."

—

Foster's Esssys

4.

" The limitation of the duration of parliament, the independence
of the Judges, the suppression of the illegal taxes, and courts of ar-

bitrary arrests and imprisonment, the accountability of the treas-

ury, and the responsibility of ministers, were all acts conducive to

the public welfare.''— Whitens History.

5.

" A huge and slovenly figure, clad in a greasy brown coat and
(joarse black worsted stockings, weariug a grey wig with scorched
fotetop, rolls in his arm ch iir long past midnight, holding in \

diity hand his nineteeuth cup of tea."

—

Collier.

6.

" At that hour, just standing on the threshold of eternity, how
vain was every sublunary happiness! wealth, honor, empire,
wisdom, all mete useless sounds, as empty as the bubbles of the-

deep." —Father Kercher.

9.

" Wisdom, in sable garb array'd,

Immersed in rapt'rous thought profound,

And melancholy, silent maid.
Still on thy silent steps attend,

"With justice to herself severe.

And pity, dropping soft the sadly pleasing tear."— GKray.

{•..
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8.

" Oh, gently, i thy suppliant's head,

Dread power, lay thy chast'uing hand !

Not in thy gorgon terrors clad,

Nor circled with thy vengeful band,
With thundering voice and threat'ning mien.
With screaming horror's funeral cry,

Despair, and fell disease, and ghastly poverty."— (?roy.

9.

'
'* He wanders on

Frono hill to dale still more and more astray,

Impntient flouncing through the drifted heaps
;

Stuog with the thoughts of home."

—

Thompson.

10.

*' These are not wanting ; nor the milky drove.

Luxuriant, spread o'er all the lowing vale

;

Nor bleating mountains, nor the chide of streams.

And hum of bees, inviting sleep sincere

Into the guiltless breast, beneath the shade,

Or thrown at large amid the fragrant hay."

—

Thompgon,

11.

" How often from the steeps

Of echoing hill or thicket, have we heard

Celestial voices to the midnight air,

Sole, or responsive each to other^s note.

Singing their great Creator."

—

Milton.

Iilaoh me:nber of the closs select extended simple sentences in

prose, and in poetry, to be read and examined in tne class.

THE COMPLEX SENTENCE.

NOUN SENTENCE.

529. We have already seen that a noun,

in any position Avhich it can occupy in a

sentence, may be expanded into a proposi-

tion, thereby changing the sentence from
simple to complex. Such subordinate clauses

are called Noun Sentences, and should be

construed in the analysis of the sentence in
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which they occur, as nouns in a similar

relation.

The following examples will illustrate the uee of the nouu
gentence.

Subject-—" Tliat the »oul is immortal is believed by all oatioDt,

or, " It is universally believed that the »oul it

immortaiy
DiBECT Objective—" All nations believe that the soul ii immor-

tal.** Pursue xohativer course ymt think be$tJ'

Indirect Objective—"They told noe that you wish to see me.'*

PaEDicATE NoMiNATiTE—*' The Universal belief is, t?iat the soul i»

immortal." The fact is, what you have stated.

Appobition—" We cherish ,the belief that the soul is immortal.''

The hope that w« will yet succeed encourages
U8."

Ob-iect of Adjective—"I was anxious </iaf you sAouW be present."

21sT EXERCISE.

In the following exercise, point out the const) uction of the noun
sentences

:

Why we did not go Is obvious. It is doubtful

whether he can finish the work. You know, sir, why
be did not go. The cause of anxiety was why he did

not write. I believe that he is innocent. It is re-

ported that he has left the country. I am very desirous

that you should be present. I understand how the

error occurred. Can he hold his position, is the question.

How can I forget your kindness he said. "What can-

not be prevented must be endured. Take what you
want. What 30a have said gives me uneasiness.

Whatever he orders must be done.

CONNECTIVES OF NOUN SENTENCES.

530. The conjunction " that'^ is the special

connective of the Noun Sentence ;
—" but

that" is sometimes used; as, **I doubt not
but that you are sincere."

581. When the noun seDtence is an indirect question, who, when

Ht]
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and how are the connectives; as, " I know who you are." He an-

nounced when we should meet" " I explained hoio it is done."

632. The clauses connected by what^ whatever, whatsoever, which-

ever, whichsoever and whoever should be treated as noun sentences.

There would then be no necessity for making them equivalent

to *' thinjf which ; " for example, ** You may take whatever you

want,^' Whoever thinks so misunderstands me, &c." The first

clause is the objective to take. The second is the nominative to

misunderstand.

ADJECTIVE SENTENCE.

533. When the attribute of a noun takes

the form of a proposition, such a clause, of

course, performs the office of an adjective,

and may be called an Adjective Sentence.

534. A noun, in any position in which it

can be modified by an adjective, may be
modified by an adjective clause; for ex-

ample,

Subject.—'^ The ladies who were present^ approved of the pro-

posal."

Object.—"The Architect condemned the work which had been

done.*'

Attached to a modifying noun in the subject ; as, " The books in

the parcel, which came in yesterdai/p are to be pre-

sented to the children."

Attached to a modifying noun in the predicate; is, " I purchased

it at the store which is directly opposite."

connectives of the adjective sentence.

535. It will be observed that the words
used to connect these adjective clauses to

the nouns which they describe or qualify,

are theEELATivE Pjbonouns who, which and
ihat.
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636. Wheu such words us where, wherein, wJiithcr, why, wh:re-

fore, hoWf whetif <tc., are used instead of relauves, they may also

be used as conDectives of the adjective sentence; as,

"The village wherein fie wan horns etc.

" The reason, why he sard fo, is obvious,"

" The time, when that will take place, is far dif;tant.

" The place, where I met him, is farther east."

ADVERBIAL SENTENCE.

537. Any of the extensions of the predi-

cate, by means of adverbs and adverbial

phrases, may be expanded into adverbial
SENTENCES, thereby changing the sentence

from simple to complex.

538. The following examples will illus-

trate the use of the Adverbial Sentence.

Time,— When the sun rises we shall set out.

Place,—I \yill call wherever you say he is.

Resemblance,

—

As blossoms in Spring, so are hopes in youth.

Comparison,—Mary is older than Jane, [is].

Proportion,—The longer you delay the worse it becomes.

Equality,—He is as urgent as he can be.

Effect,—You read so that I cannot understand you.

Cause,—He is not liked because he is meddlesome. -

Condition,—I shall Complete the work i/1 can.

Concession,

—

Although he is acquitted, he is nevertheless guilty.

Purpose,—Labour that you may inherit true riches.

539. The classification of these adverbial sentences, it will be
observed, corresponds with the ctassificjition of the continuative and
adverbial conjunctions. It is as connectives of these various

adverbial sentences that these conjunctions are distinguished and
classified.

CONNECTIVES OF THE ADVERBIAL SENTEVCS.

640. The connectives of the adverbial sentence may be arranged
under the four general heads of Tii7ie, Place^ Manner and Cause.

X
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I

Those relating to time are :

—

^Vhen, whenever, as often as; whilst, till, until, an, as long at

;

after, before, ere, as soon as ; novo, that.

Those relating to place are ;

—

Where; whither; whence.

Those relating to manner are

:

As, as if, how, as thotigh ; as. . .as, than, so. . .as, according as;
that, so that.

Those relating to Cause or Beasou are :

—

Because, for, as, whereas, inasmuch as, forasmuch as, since, see-

ing that ; if, unless, except, in case as ; though, although, yet, not-

withstanding however; that, so that, in order that, lest.

541. The different olaeses under each of these four general
heads are separated by semicolons. The attention of the pupil
should be directed to the different ideas denoted by each ; as, for

instance :

—

Time Relative.— *• I will go when he •returns.'* Duration of
time.—" I will remain until the business is settled."—Place abso-

lute. •• I found it where you put it."— Place to which, " Whither
T go, you cannot come," &Q.

22nd exercise.
1. In (he following exercise, state which of the above ideas

each adverbial clause expresses, and what is ils construction :

As we approached the top of the hill we saw the

Indians. He will be respected wherever he may be.

We were so fatigued that we could not sleep. He has

more muscle than brains. The deeper the well the

cooler the water. I am sorry that you did not come.
If Virgil was the better artist. Homer was the greater

genius. He hesitated whether he should do so. They
live where you used to live. I have not been there

since I saw you last. I remained there until the meet-

ing adjourned. Whither I go you cannot come.

" These lofty trees wave not less proudly,

That our ancestors moulder beneath them."

2. Write sentences containing adverbial clauses, joined to the

prinoipal propositions by connectives taken from each claea of

those ezpressing-oTlimf, Place, Manner, and Cause.
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642. The9e adverbial Bontonces, though chieflly n^ed as ext<>n-

gions of the predicate, are not, of rout so, contined exclusively

to this poiition, but may lake the place of an adverb, in any
position.

ABRIDGMENT OF COMPLEX SENTENCES.

643. Complex Semekles way often be abridged into Sim|)le

Sentences.

544. The noon, adjsctivk, and adverbial Sentence, when
abridged, takes the form eithei' of a noun, cuijective, adverb, or

prepositional infinitive or participial phrase; for example,

COMPLEX SENTENCE. ABRIDGED TO SIMPLE
SENTENCE.

NOUN.

" I knew that he thought «o." " I knew hie opinion.''*

" I know that he is a good me- " I know him to be a good me'
chanic" chanic."

" That he is poor is no crime." " His being poor is no crime."

ADJECTIVE.

" Our house which is in the coun- '* Our country house."

tri/r

•'The book which contains the'* The hook containing the story."

story.^'

*' A book that may suit ymt." " A book to suit yotj."

ADVfiBBlAL.

"You will not succeed If //£?>•<! yon*' Yon will not buecccJ there.'"

are."
" You will suffer cold if you re- '* You will suffer cold by remain'
main here." ivg here."

" When I had succeeded I re- '' Having succeeded I returned."

turned."
" I have conoe that I may assist " I have come to assist you"

you.'*

" When youjiniih the work you '* Having finished the work you
may return." may return."

COMPOUND SENTENCE.

545. A compound sentence consists of two
or more principal propositions co-ordinate

with each other.

• ii«'

•it

'

in
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546. When two sentences are so related

to each other as to form one thought, each
however, being in a measure independent
of the other, they are said to be co-ordi-

nately connected.
647. The relation in which co-ordinate sentences stand to each

other are almost as various as the words used to connect them

;

they may all, however, be embtaced under the four general herds
of copulative, dujunctive, adoersative, and casual or illative co-

ordination.

COPULATIVE CO-ORDINATION.

548. When the words used to connect

prepositions unite their meaning, as the

sign (+) plus unites quantities the co-ordi-

nation is Copulative.
549. Co-ordinate sentences are connected copulativkly by the

additive conjunctions, or words used aa additive conjunctions.

550. The following are the usual copulative connectives :

—

and,

also, likewise, as well as, moreover, fui thermore, both.

.

. .and also,

not only.

.

. .but, and sometimes nor and neither ; as, "The way
was long and the wind was cold." *' Not only will I not go my-
self, but I will not consent to your going." " You cannot fully

understand it without seeing it, nor can you see it and not under-
stand it."

551. Sometimes the connective is omitted between sentences thus

related to each other; as, "The woods are hushed, the waters rest,

the lake is dark and still."

DISJUNCTIVE CO-ORDINATION.

552. When the words used to connect

the propositions indicate that each is to be

taken separately, or that one is to 1 3 taken

to the exclusion of the others, the co-ordi-

nation is Disjunctive.
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553. Co ordinate dciiteticeg are connected dirjuxciively by the

distributive or allernntive conjunctions.

The foUowinj^ are the uauul Di.-jjnnctive cnnnoctivos : — either, or,

neit/ier^ nor ; oi/ierwite, else ; as, *' We must press forward or we
will be lute." " Either the Pi-incipal or his nsisisiant will r»e there"
" Hasten to reform eUe you will he ruined." " l^e indu8lriou9,

otherwise you will come to want." *' Xeither the Principal nor hia

assiatunt wus there."

ADVERSATIVE CO-ORDINATION.

554. When the words used to connect
two propositions indicate that the one is

contrasted with, or opposed to the other, the

co-ordination is Adversative.
555. Co-ordinate sentences are connected adversatively by the

adversative conjunctions.

The following are the usual connectives of this class :

—

hut,

neverthelestf though, although, however, still, notwithstanding, yet,

only, and by the conjunctive phrases, on the one hard, and on the

other hand ; as, " Straws swim on the surface, but pearls lie at the

bottom." '• There is much wealth in the city, yet there are many
poor people." "He has acted un-wiaelyy nevertheless I will aseist

him." ' The unfortunate man died, notwithstanding the promise
of recovery." " This may not please you, still it is the best I

can get." "The material is not good, however, I will go on with
the work." " He is a sensible man though he is not a genius."

ILLATIVE CO-ORDINATION.

556. When the words used to connect

two propositions indicate that the second
stands in some logical relation to the first,

the co-ordination is Illative.

667. The following are the usual illative connectives: therefore,

for, hence^ then, and so, accordingly, consequently, wherefore,

thereupon ; as, " The three angles are equal ; therefore the three

sides are equd." " He is not at home ; hence, I have deferred

my visit." " I heard that the road was very bad ; and so I con-

cluded not to go." *' You see I am busy ; then why do you
trouble me ? " The connective in such sentences is often omitted

;

as, "He is disposed to be uncivil; let him alone." "He is poor
;
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deal liberally with him." " Li?e not in suipense; it is the lif« of

h spider."

ABRIDGMENT OF COMPOUND SENTENCES.

568. It often happens that the different clauses of a Compound
Sentenoe have either the same subject, or the same predicate, dr

the same object, or (he same extensions. In such cases the ele-

ment which is common tu each coordinate part is not necessarily

repeated. In this way Compound Sentences may be abridged ;

thus,

COMPOUND SENTENCE. ABRIDGED FORM.

" Wheat grows well in this land." Wheat and barley grow w^U
and baeley grows well in this in this land."

land."
" The hurricane tore down trees, '• The hurrionne tore down trees

and the hurricane overturned and overturned houses."

houses."
•' He is a wise man, he is a good " He is a wise, good, and patri-

mnn, he is a patriotic man." otic man."
" God sends rain on the evil, and " God sends I'ain on the evil and
God Eends rain on the good." on the good."

D59. A variety of contractions may be combined in one sentence.

GRAMMATICAL EQUIVALENTS.

660. The student of the English language, should give special

attention to grammatical equivalents, no aspect of the subject is of

more practical importance. What is called a command of lan-

guage IS little else than a practical acquaintance with grammatical
equivalents. We can scarcely write a single paragraph without
being required to choose between different forms of expression

that are nearly equivalent in meaning. The tasteful English

scholar is he who habitually uses the better expression of two
equivalents upon perceived grounds of preference. This power
can be acquired only by a careful study of equivalent words and
expressions, by a familiar acquaintance with the various styles of

the best speakers and writers, and by the frequent practice of the

art itself.

METHOD OF ANALYZING COMPLEX ANP OOMPOUND 8EN1EN0BS, ORALLY.

56 L State whethej the sentence is complex or compound, and of
how many dauses it consists.

Ip Complfx,

1. Name bbe principal sentence.
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2. Nome each subordinftte ci'ause nnd clnnsify it as noxm, adjeo-
:ive or adverbial, state what idea the connective expres-jcB, and
)how the cunnection \rith the principal sentence.

3. Aunlyxe each clause as a simple sentence.

If Compound.

1. Name each principal and subordinate clause.

2. Point out the oonnection of each co-ordinate sentence, and
the kind of co'ordination.

8. Classify each subordinate clauee, and show its connection.

4. Analyse each clause as a simple sentence,

EXAMPLE OF

COMl'LKX SENTENCE ANALYZED.

562. ** The Romant and Albans being on the eve of battle, an

agreement toa» made between them^ that three ehampiona should be

chosen on each side, by whom the victory should be determined,**

This is a complex sentence, consiating of one independent
phrase, the principal proposition, and two subordinate clauses.

The independent phrase is, " The Romans and Albans being on
the eve of battle." The principal proposition is, " An agreement
was made between them." The first subordinate clause is,—'* Thskt

three champions should be chosen on each tide,**—a noun sentence

connected by that, in iippositlou with the subject of the principal

sentence, " agreement." The second subordinate sentence is,
—

" By
whom the victory should be determined,"—an adjective sentence

connected with its noun " champions," by the relative " whom."

EXAMPLE OF

COMPOUND SENTENCE ANALYZED.

563. " Baliol was noio dead, and his son was a prisoner in the tower;

but the family was represented by his sister s son who had actively

exerted himself in the cause of his country's independence, and
'vas an object ofpeculiar jealousy to Edward"

This is a compound sentence consisting of three principal prop'
ositioos, and two suboriiiuate. The first principal is, " Baliol was
vow dead;" co-ordinate with the second and third. The second
is, "^nc/ his son was a prisoner in the tower;" copulative to

the first and co-ordinate with the third. The third principal is

'^ But the family was represented by his sister's son;" adver-
aalive to the firut and second. The first subordinate is, " W/to
had actively exerted himself in the cause of his country's indepeni-

6

'*f
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«fiM.' An adjective sentence co-ordin.ito with tlio aecond subor-

dinate, and conncotod with its noun ion by the relative " who."
Tli«> secotid subordinate is, ** And wananohject 0/ peculiarjealounu

to £dward.'* An adjective scutunce, uopulntive to Hrit H:it)urdi-

Date and conueuted with its uuun son, by the relative "who"
understood.

664. FORMS FOR WRITTEN EXERCISES IN ANALYZING
COMPLEX AND COMPOUND SENTENCES.

COMPLEX.

" could I worehI|) aught beneath the skies,

Tluit earth hath seen, or ffincy could devise,

Thine altar, sacred Liberty, should stand,

Built by no mercenary vulgar hand,

"With fragrant turf, and flowers as wild and fair.

As ever dressed a bank, or sceoted summer alr.'^
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

COMPLEX AXD COMPOUND SENTENCES.

"What is a Complex Sentence?—Give au example. What is a
noun sentence ?—Give an example of a noun sentenco used as the

subject—as the direct objective—as the indirect objective—as tho

predicative nominative—in apposition—as the indirect object of an
adjective. What is the usual connective of the noun sentence ?

When the noun sentence is an indirect question, what are the con-

nectives!—Illustrate by an exiimple of each. Show by examples
how the clauses connected by tuhat, whatever, tfec, may be treated

as noun sentences.

What is an adjective sentence? Give nn example of an adjec-

tive sentence qualifying the subject,—the object
;
qualifying a noun

attached to the subject,—attached to tho predicate. What are the

usual connectives of the adjective sentence ? What other words
may be used ? Give an example of an adjective sentence connect-

ed by who—hj lohat—by that—by wherein—why—where—whose.

What is an adverbial sentence ? Repeat the connectives of

adverbial sentences. Into what four classes are they divided ?

Repeat those relating to time when—those relating to duration of

time—those relating to repetition of time.—Give examples of each:

Repeat those relating to place. Repeat those relating to manner.
Separate them into those expressing likeness—relation—effect.—

Give an example of eaeh. Repeat those relating to cause. Sepa-
rate them into those expressing ground—condition—concession-^

purpose. Give examples ofeach. With what connectives do these

different adverbial sentences correspond in number and kind ? Give

an example to show how a noun, adjective or adverbial sentence

may be abridged into a word or into a phrase. Give examples to

show how a noun, adjective or adverb may be expanded int^ a
phrase or sentence.

What is a compound sentence ? Give an example of a compound
sentence. When are sentences co-ordinately connected ? Co-or
diuate connection is of how many kinds ! Repeat them. When
is the co-ordination copulative? By what words are co-ordinate

sentences connected copulatively ? Repeat them, and give an ex-

ample illustrating the use of each. When is the co-ordination

disjunctive ? By what words are co-ordinate sentences connected

disjunctively ! Repeat them and give an example illustrating the

use of each. When is the co-ordination adversative ? By what
words are co-ordinate sentences connected adversatively ? Repeat
them and give an example illustrating the use of each. When is

the co-ordination illative ? Repeat the words used to connect co-

ordinate sentences illatively. Give an example illustrating the
use of each.

How are compound sentences abridged ? Illustrate by example.

iH *
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"What is said of the importance of an acquaintance witli grammati-
cal equivalents. Give tlie order of analyzing complex sentenoes

orally. Give the order of analyzing compound sentences orally.

Sketch on the blackboard and explain the form for written exercises

in analyzing complex and compound sentences. Illustrate the

manner of using it, by writing out the detailed analysis of a com-
pound and complex sentence.

DIRECTIONS FOR MORE MWUTE AXD EXHAUSTIVE
ANALYSIS.

1. Read a paragraph, and be sure that you clearly and fully

comprehend it. If it is expresseil uot in the most ordinary man-
ner, show how it has been raised (by equivalent expressions, ar-

rangement, ellipsis, repitiiion, tkc, figures, versification,) from the

plain, logical sense and order, to the rhetorical. Next show how
the sense has been brought out to the best advantage by the aid

of punctuation and of capital letters.

2. Read the first sentence. Is it simple, complex, or compoundf
Is it declarative, interrogative, imperative, exclamatory, or a com-
posite'of these? consisting of what members, and how connected ? If

complex, find the principal clause, by considering carefully what it

was that was chiefly to be said; (in exclamatory, imperative, or inter-

rogative sentences, the principal clause is generally more easily

found by imagining them to be declarative ;) and dirpone of all the

rest of the sentence as mere noun, adverbial or adjective modifications.

Every clause that can not be treated as a modifying element, must
be considered as a coordinate clause ; and when two clauses so
modify each other that it can not be told which is the principal,

the two may be treated as mutually dependent, or as correlative.

Bjpgin with the distinct clauses or independent phrases ; take
not more than is sufficient for one analysis; invert parts, if neces-

sary, and supply whatever words are needed ; and then state what
kind of clause it is, connected by what—(word, simple succession,

incorporated into the sentence)—to what, as a coordinate or as a
subordinate element ; and, if subordinate, whether it performs
the office of a substantive, an adjective, or an adverb.

8. Analyze the sub-parts ; then take the next clause, and pro

.

ceed in a similar manner, and so on until the sentence is exhausted.
A series of finite verbs, however long or modified, should generally

be treated as one predicate, if not parted by a nominative ex-
pressed. By doing so, the process of analysis will be much sym-
plified. The same 'remark applies to a series of nominatives.
When the sentence is analyzed, parse the words according to the

Formulas heretofore given ; that is, mention the part of speech,

the kind, the properties, the relations to other words, the Rule.
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This is the analysis of wonls, viewed as eonstructive elements of
sentences. They may, after they are paraeil, bo further analyzed
and described as follows :

—

Tell whether primitive, derivative, or compound ; from what
derived, of what compounded ; the radical, the prefix, the suffix,

their meaning, euphonio changes; the primary meaning, and thenee

by what figure or figures you arrive at the m:;aning of the word
as used in the paragraph before you; mention the conjugates; the

synonyms, and Iiow it difFe"9 from them ; tell, if compound, why
it is hyphened or consolidated. Id the word the best the author
could have used ?

4 Tell whether a monosyllable, dissyllable, etc. ; which syllable

has the chief accent, and which the weaker ; whether the word is

of Saxon origin, of Latin, Greek, French, etc. ; whether it is harsh,

soft, imitative, familiar, uncommon, popular, technical, etc.

5. Verse, as such, may be analyzed and des^cribed thus :—
Say that is verse, and why ; tell whether it is blank verse or

rhyming verse, and why ; whether composed in couplets, triplets,

or stanzas ; how many lines to the stanra, how they rhyme together,

and—if it has a name—what is the stanza called ; of how many
and what feet does each line consist, and to what does it rhyme,
with what sort of rhyn^o; what licenses or deviations.

When any word or expression, of such a mongrel or peculiar

natnre occurs, that no priuciple of gnunmur applies directly to it,

it will be sufficient simply to show its use in the sentence ; that is,

its meaning, and its relation to the other parts.

COMPLEX AND COMPOUND SENTENCES.

fob practice in analysis,

23rd exercise.
,

565. Analyze the following sentences ac-

cording i !Form (pages 159 and 160.)

1.

" And yet, if i had no plea, but my undeserved misery—a once

powerful prince, the descendant of a race of illustrious monarchs,

now, without any fault of my own, destitute of every support, and
reduced to the necessity of begging foreign assistance, against an
enemy "who has seized my throne and my kingdom ; if my un-

equalled distresses were all I had to plead, it would become the

greatness of the Roman commonwealth, to protect the injured, and
to check the triumph of daring wickedness over helpless inno-

<Jence."—SaWus^

V'

I
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2.

" But rise, and stand upon thy feet; for I have appeared to thee

for this purpose, to make thee a minister, aud a witness, both of

these things which thou hast seen, and of those things in which I

will appear to tlice ; delivering thee from the people, and from the

Gentiles, to whom I now send thee, to ppen their eyes, and to turn,

them from darkness to light, ami from tlie power of Satan to God

;

that they may receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance amongst

them who are sanctified by faith that is in me."

—

Acta xxvi. 10.

3.

** Time will render him more open to the dictates of reason ; for

as a fresh wound shrinks back from tlie hand of the surgeon, but

by degrees submits to, and even requires the means of its cure; 'so

a mind, under the tirst impression of misfortune, shims and
rejects all arguments of consolation, but at length, if applied with

tenderness, calmly aud williUj^ly acquiesces in them."

—

Melmoth's
Pliny.

4.

"Though a man has all other perfictions, yet if he wants dis-

cretion, he will be of no great consequence in the world ; on the

contrary, if he has this single talent in perfection, and but a com-
mon share of others, he may do what he pleases in his particular

station of life."

—

Addison.

5.

" Let us be animated to cultivate those amiable virtues, which
are here recommended tons: this humility and meekness; this

penitent sense of sin; this ardent desire after righteousness; this

comparison and purity ; this peacefulness and fortitude of soul

;

and, in a word, this universal goodness which becomes us, as we
sustain the character of ' the salt of the earth,* and 'the light of
the world.' "

—

Doddridge.

6.

"Happy would the poor man think himself, if he could enter on
all the treasures of the rich ; and happy for a short time he might
be ; but before he had long contemplated and admired his state,

his possessions would seem to lessen, and his cares would grow."—Blair,

1.

*• From all this it follows, that in order to discern where man's
true honor lies, we must look, not to any adventitious qircum-

stances of fortune ; nor to any single sparkling quality ; but to the

whole of what forms a man ; what entitles him, as such, to rank
high among that class of beings to which he belongs ; in a word,

we must look to the mind and the soul,"

—

Blair. '
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8.

" sftcred politiule ; divine retreat!

Choice of tlie prudent ! envy of the great

!

By thy pure streftm, or in thy wavintj sl)ade,

We court Inir wisdom, that celestial maid :

The genuine ofTHprint,' of her lovM embrace,
(Strangers on earth,) are innocence and peace.

0.

" I have found out a gift for my fair

;

I have found where the woorj pigeons breed
;

But let me that plunder forbear!

She will sny, 'tis a barbarous deed :

For he ne'er can be true, she avert'd,

Who can rob a poor bird of its young :

And I lov'd her the more, when I heard

Such tenderness fail from her tongue."

10.

" Xhou also mad'st the night,

Maker Omnipotent, and thou the day,

Which we, in our appointed work employ'd,

Have finished, happy in our mutual help,

And mutual love, tne crown of all our bliss

" Ordained by thee ; and khis delicious place,

For us too large, where thy abundance wants
Partakers, and uncropt falls to the ground."

—

Milton.

n.

"KiTow then—who bow the early knee,

Who wisely, when Temptation waits,.

Elude her frauds, and spurn her baits
;

Who dare to own my injur'd canse.

Though fools deride my sacred laws

;

Or scorn to deviate to the wrong,
Though persecution lifts her thong

;

Though all the sons of hell conspire

To raise the stake and light the fire
;

Know, that for such superior souls.

There lies a bliss beyond the poles

:

Where spirits shine with purer ray,

And brighten to meridian day;
Where love, where boundlesg friendship rules;

(No friends that change, no love that cools ;)

Where rising floods of knowledge roll.

And pour, and pour upon the soul I"

—

Cotton.

§'
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12.

" Nor these alono, whose notes

Nice finger'd art must emulate in vain,

But cawing rooks, and kites that swim sublime,

In still repeated circles, screaming loud
;

The jay, the pye, and ev'n the boding owl,
That hails the rising moon, have charms for me."

—

Gowper.

13.

' 'Tis night, and the landscape is lovely no more:
I mourn ; but, ye woodlands, I mourn not for you

;

For morn is approaching, your charms to restore,

Perfum'd with fi-esh fragrance, and glitt'ring with dew

:

Nor yet for the ravage of winter I mourn

;

^
Kind nature the embroyo blossom will save :

But when shall spring visit th«^mouldering urn 1

when shall day dawn on the night of the grave ! "

—

Beatiie,

14.

" Lo, the poor Indian 1 whose untutoi**d mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind,

His soul proud science never taught to stray

Far as the Solar Walk or Milky Way,
Yet. simple nature to his hope has giv'n,

Behind the cloud-topt hill, a humbler heav'n,

Some safer world in depths of wood embraced.
Some happier island in the wat'ry waste

;

Where slaves once more their native land behold,

No fiends torment, no chrisians thirst for gold."

—

Pop».

Ill

m

LAWS OF SYNTAX.
566. Words are arranged in sentences,

according to certain rules founded on the

practice of the best writers of the language,

called EuLES of Syntax.

567. The Syntax of sentences is best pre-

sented under four heads, viz.; Construe-

tion, Concordy Government^ and Position,
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568. Construction is the dependent re-

lation of words, phrases, and clauses, ac-

cording to the sense.

569. Concord is the agreement which one
word has with another in gender, person,

number, case, &e.

570. Government is the power which one
word has in determining the mood, tense,

case, or form, of another word. The word
governed bjr another word is called its re-

gimen,

571. Position is the place which a word
occupies in relation to other words in a sen-

tence.

572. In the English langu:ige, wliich has but few inflections,

the position of words is often of the utmost importanee, in deter-

mining the construction.

^11

r. :

; t

..,

GENERAL RULE.

573. In ever?/ seyitencei the words em-
ployed, and the order in which they are
arranged, should be such as clearly and
properly to express the idea intended ; and,

at the same time, all the parts of the sentence

should correspond, and a regular and depen-

dent construction be preserved throughout,

574. This may be regarded as a general rule, directed against er-

rors of eveiy kind, and, therefore, comprehending not only aW that

may be embraced in the rules that follow, but also, all instances of

impropriety in the use, or arrangement, or connection ot words,
for the avoiding or correcting of which no very specific rule can
be given.

\ > n

%,\
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Among the evils to bo guarded against, under this general

rule, are the following :
—

I. Using too many words : that is, words
not necessary to express the sense intended.

II. Using toofew words : that is, omitting
' words really necessary to express the sense

intended.

III. A had choice of words : that is, using

words in a sense not sanctioned by good
writers, or which do not correctly or properly

convey the idea intended, or which may con-

vey another with equal propriety.

IV. Employing improper forms of the

words to be used.

V. The arrangement of words, phrases or

clauses in such a way, that their true cons-

truction is doubtful, or ambiguous.

YI. Using injudiciously, or too fre-

quently, the third person of pronouns, espe-

cially in indirect discourse.

FALSE SYNTAX UNDER THE GENERAL RULE.

EXHIBITING TUE ERRORS SPECIFIED.

24th EXERCISE.
NO NEEDLESS "WORD SHOULD BE USED,

In the following, correct what is wrong, and give the reason for

the correction :

—

She is a poor widow woman. He died in less than

two hours time. His two sisters were both of them
well educated. I bought it of the bookseller, him who
lives opposite. You will never have another such a

chance. There are but a few other similar places in

the city. It ^s equally as good as the other. Mine is

I
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equally as fjood as yourd. Who first discovered Ame-
rica ? When tlie world was first created, kc. Perse-

verance in laudable pursuits will reward all our toils,

and will produce effects beyond our calculation. This

18 taught by Plato ; but it is taught still better by !So-

lomou than by him. Most is annexed to the end of
these words. Our flowers are covered over. I was
not able /or to do it. My father presented me with a

new knife. It is to this last feature of the game laws,

to ivhich we intend to confine our notice.

—

Sidney
Smith. The performance was approved of by all who
saw it. Whenever he sees me, he always inquires after

my health. This barbarous custom, and which pre-

vailed everywhere, the missionaries have abolished.

25th exercise.

Id the followiDg, correct what is wrong, and give the reasoa for

jthe correction :—

If I mistake not, I think I have seen you before.

These lots, if they had been sold sooner, they would
have brought a better price. These wild horses having

been once captured, they were soon tamed. I don't

know nothing about your affairs ; and I don't want to

know. Neither you nor nobody else can walk ten

miles in one hour. The lesser quantity I remove to

the other side . Santa Anna now assumed the title of

a Dictator. What kind of a man is he ? What sort

of a thing is it? The whites of America are the des-

cendants of the Europeans. There is another and a

better world. My friend was married to a sensible and
an amiable woman. Fire is a better servant than a

master. I am a better arithmetician than a gram-
marian. The terror of the Spanish and the French
monarchies.

—

Bolingbroke. Pharaoh and his host pur-

sued after them. Many talented men have deserted

from the party. A catalogue of the children of the

public schools of this city has been published. One
can not imagine what a monotonous being one becomes
if one constantly remains turning one's self in the

circle of one's favorite notions.

rk-
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26TU EXEHCISE.

NO NE0E8SARV WORD SHOULD BE OMITTED.

In the following, correct what is wrong, aud give the reason for

the coi rectioii :

—

Wliite sheop are murli more comtnon tlmii black. lie

does not know you better than John.—(Ambiguous.)
A squirrel can climb a tree quicker than a boy.— Webster,

Ipjnorance is the mother oi" fear as well as admiration.

What prevents us goina; 1 What use is it to me 1 My
business prevented me attending the last meeting. The
court of France or England was to be the umpire. Let
us consider the works of nature and art, with proper

attention. An officer on European and on Indian service

are in very different situations.— -S'. Smith.—Supply ser-

vice and one.) The freight was added to, and very much
increased, my expenses. The money has not been used

for the purpose it was appropriated. I shall persuade
others to take the same mcas' os for their cure that I

have. No man can be more wj . Lched than I.—(Supply
am.) They either have or will write to us about the

matter. Money is scarce, and times hard.—(Supply
are.) The winter is departing, and the wild-geeso flying

northward. This must be my excuse for seeing u letter

which neither inclination nor time prompted me to.

—

IVashington. We ought not speak evil of others, \mless

it is necessary. Please excuse my son for absence yester-

day. How do you like up here ? We Hke right well up
her6. The Indians are descendants of the aborigines of

this country.

27Tn EXERCISE.

In the following, correct what is wrong, and give the reason for
the correction :

—

The white and black inhabitants amount to several

thousands. The sick and wounded were left at this

place. He thinks he knows more than anybody. Noah
and his family outlived all the people who lived before

the flood. In no case are writers so apt to err as in the

position of the word only.—Maunder. Neither my house
nor orchard was injured.—(Supply my.) Not the uge,
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but nbuso, of worldly things, i sinful. You must either

be quiet, or must leave the room. Such a relation as

ought to subsist between a principle and accessory. A
man may be rich by chance, but can not be good or wise

without effort. She possesses more sense, more accom-
plishments, and beauty than the other. He is a man of

sagacity, experiei je, and of hont.^t.. By udustry, by
economy, and good luck, he soon acquired a fortune.

There is no man knows better how to make money. It

was this induced me to send for you. She saw at once

what was best to do. This is a position I condemn, and
must be better established to gain the faith of any one.

Will mnrtial flames forever fire thy mind, and never,

never, be to heaven resigned ? By the exercising our

judgement it is improved. A wise man will avoid the

shewing any excellence in trifles. Great benefit may be

derived from reading of good books.

28th exercise.

Correct what is wrong, and give the reason for the correc-

tion :

—

We had laid on the ground all night. Are you going

to go ? I ain't going yet. I calculate to invest my
money in something else. The nursi sut him in

a chair. Can you learn me to write? The business

will suit any one who enjoys bad health. Who did

you rite at the concert ? I expect it rained here yes-

terday. The garment was neatly sown. We suspect

the trip will afford us great pleasure. The thief illuded

the police. He was much affected by the news. A verb

ought to agree with its subject in number and person.

Write for me no more, for I will certainly . He has

made one crop of wheat. He throwed the ball. He was
drownded. Wast thou chopping wood? A drive

into the country delighteth and invigorates us.

It was me that told him. She said our noise and
romping must be put a stop to. He was found
fault with, and taken hold of. Weights and measures
are now attempted to be established. She is getting the

%it-\
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better of her sickness. Since yon have made the tirst

yon may t/o the rest. No one ever snatained anch mor-
tification an I liave done to day. A poet can rise higher

than a pnhlic speaker can do.

—

Blair. Her stupidness

soon appeared. 1 thought she treated mc witli negli-

gence. Take cither of the five.

29th exercise.

Correct what ia wrong ; and give the reason for the cor-

rection '.—

Any one of the two roads will take you to town.

Mankind resembles each other most in the begin-

ning of society. That very point which we are now
discussing was lately decided in the supreme court. These
very men with whom you travelled yesterday, are now in

jail. It all tends to show that our whole plans have been
discovered. These evils were caused by Catiline, who, if

he had been punished, the republic would not have been
exposed to such great dangers. He is seldom or ever

here. He said nothing farther. Such cloaks were in

fashion five years since. I saw him about five weeks
since. Do like I did. A dipthong is when two vowels

are united. Fusion is when a solid is converted into a

liquid by heat. She is such a good woman.

—

He is such a great man there is no speaking to

him. Whether it can be proved or no, is not the thing.—Butler. Go, and see if lather has come. Tell me if

we are going to have but one session to-day. By person-

ification, things are treated as though they were hearers.

There is no doubt but what he is mistaken. I have no
doubt but you can help him.

—

Dr. Johnson. I am sur-

prised how you could do such a thing. There is no

question but the universe has certain bounds to it. He
is not so tired but what he can whistle. fairest flower,

no sooner blown but blasted !

—

Milton.

30th exercise.
Correct what is wrong ; and gi ve the reason for the cor-

rection :

—

The loafer seems to be created for no other purpose
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but to keep up tlic nncient order of idleness.

—

Irvbig.

Style ia uolhinj; else but tbut sort of expression wbicli

our thouj^lUs most nftturally assume.

—

JJlair. 'JMiere is

no other un\bcrelln here l)ut mine. Searcely bad be
uttered tbr word than tlie fairy disappeared. Tbe
donation was the more aceeptal)l(', that it was given

without solicitation. Do not let. the doij; conic in the

liouse. His case bus no resemblance with mine. The
soil is adapted for wheat and corn. He was accused

with having acted unfairly. Tiiey spent the summer at

the North, in a small village. Far preferable is a cotta^^e

with liberty, tluui splendor with debt. Such were the

difHculties with which the question was involved. I was
disappointed in the i)leasure of meeting; you. There is

constant hostility between the several tribes of Indians.

The greatest masters of critical learning diifer among one

another. I am looking for reinforcements, which tbe

enemy cannot expect. Each then to: '; hold of one end
of the pole, to carry tbe basket. There is a fresh basket

of eggs. I only recited one lesson. (Only what?)
Some virtues are only seen in adversity. I shall be
happy always to see my friends.

3 1st exercise.

Correct what is wroug, and give the reaaon for the cor-

rection :

—

He is considered generally honest. They became even

grinders of knives and razors. Please to sing the three

first stanzas. At that time I wished somebody would

hang me a thousand times. A lecture on the methods
of teaching geography at ten o'clock. There is a re-

markable union in his style of harmony and ease.

—

Blair.

They were not such as to fully answer my purpose. We
were to cautiously and quickly advance to the hill above.

Cedar is not so hard, but more durable, than oak. He
can and ough to give more attention to his business.

The reward has already or will hereafter be given to him.

We have the power of retaining, altering, and compound-
Ihose images which we have received, into all the varie-

»
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ties of posture and imasje.

—

Addison. Parents are of

all other people the worst judges of their children's

merits ; for what they reckon such, is seldom any else but

a repetition of their own faults.

—

Addison. Prepositions,

you recollect, connec> -words as well as conjunctions ;

how, then, can you tell the one from the other.

—

R. C.

Smith. The empire of Blefuscu is an island situated to

the north-east side of Lilli})ut, from whence it is parted

only by a channel of eight hundred yards wide.

—

Swift.

32nd exercise.

Correct what is wrong, and give the reason for the cof'

rectlon.

The son said to his father, I have sinned against

Heaven.—A farmer w^ent to a lawyer, and told him
that his bull had gc'-ed hia ox.—The Grreeka fearing to

be surrounded on all sidea wheeled about and halted

with the river on their backs.—Nor was Philip wanting
to corrupt Demosthenes, as he had most of the leading

men of Greece.—Parmenio had served, with great

fidelity, Philip the father of Alexander, as well as him-
self, for whom he first opened the way into Asia.—Be-
lisarius was general of all the forces under Justinian

the Eirst, a man of rare valor.—Lysias promised his

father never to abandon his friends.—Carthage was de-

molished to the ground so that we are unable to say

where it stood, at this day.—Thus ended the war with
Antiochus, twelve years after the second Punic war,

and two after it had begun.—Claudius was canonized

among the gods, who scarcely deserved the name of a
man.

33aD EXERCISE.

Correct what is /rong, and give the reason for the cor-

rection :

—

Every man cannot afFord to keep a coach. The two
young ladies came to the party nearly dressed alike. I

only recited one lesson during the whole day. I have
borrowed this horse only I intend to buy him. The
interest not only had been paid, but the greater part of
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the principal also. If you have only learned to spend

money extravagantly at college you may stay at home.
Corn should be generally planted in April. He is thought

to be generally honest. I am not as attentive to the

studies I even like, as I should be. There is still a

shorter method. The front part of the house was very

differently built from the back part. We have often op-

portunities to do good. lie wondered that none of the

members had never thought of it. There was no bench
nor no seat of any kind that was not crowded with peo-

ple. Neither he nor nobody else ever raised in one

year so many bushels on an acre. Neither that nor no
such thing was said in m^ tiearing. To refrain from
luxury is better than going into debt. This had served

to increase instead of alleviating the inflammation. Spel-

ling is easier than to parse or cipher. Does he not

behave well, and gets his lessons as well as any boy in

school ?

34Tn EXERCISE.
Correct what is wrong, and give the reason for the cor-

rection :

—

He was either misvmderstood, or represented in a false

light. My friend is returned. All the flowers {f^e per-

ished. You had better have left those wasps alone. If

the hand is removed, the air immediately fill the vessel.

Though he be poor and helpless now, you may rest as-

sured that he will not remain so. Our teacher told U3

that the air had weight. I have always thought that

little was ever gained by marrying for wealth. 'Tis so ;

myself has seen it. The molassus are excellent. Paying
visits will be losing time. The common saying of every

one's being the architect of his own fortune is Jiardly

true. You have behaved very bad. Previous to our

arrival the captain was taken ill. There we saw somo
fellows digging gold from China. He went to see his

friends on horseback. In every church it must be ad-

mitted there are some unworthy members. It was in

vain to remonstrate. "What use is it to me ? She could

not refrain shedding tears. Ignorance is the mother of

' <
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fear, as well as admiration. He is a man of sagacity,

experience, an J of honesty. I cannot conceive how my
horse got away without sotnebody untied him. He was
dismissed, not so much because he was too young, but

because ho was too unskillful.

35TU EXERCISE.
Correct what is wrong, and give the reason for the cor-

rection ;

—

Do you know if the mail has arrived ? At the time

that I saw her she w^as young and beautiful. He has no
love nor veneration for his superiors. He could not deny
but what he borrowed the money. She thinks of little else

but dressing and visiting. The farm will then either be

rented or sold. It happened one day he went out of

curiosity to see the great Duke's hons. The important

relations of masters and servants, and husbands and
wives, and brothers and sisters, and friei^ds and citizens.

A dipthong is when two vowels are united in one sound,

A deed of trust is a deed where the lender has power to

to sell to secure himself. He shoald not marry a

woman in high life that has no money. A man has no
right to judge another who is a party concerned. John
told James that his horse had ^'un away. The lord can-

not refuse to admit the heir of his tenant upon his death,

nor can he remove his present tenant so long as he lives.

The law is inoperative, which is not right. It is not to

the point what he said. There was no profit, though ever

so small, in anything, but what he took pains to obtain

it. He has never preached that I have heard of.

SPECIAL SYNTAX.
• NOMINATIVE.

576. EuLE I.

—

The subject of a finite

verb is put in the nominative ; as, ** I am,"—" Thou art,"—" jff^ is,"—" They are."

57*7. It is improper to use both a noun and its pronoun in the

same proposition, as the nominative to the same verb ; thus, " The
king he ie just," should be " The king is just." Except when the
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compound pronouns are added to the subject for the sake of em-
phasis; na " The Icing himself hhz come."

578. The nominative to a verb in the imperative, and in tho

answer to a question, and after than or a«, generally lias the verb
understood; as "Shut the door"—" Who said so?"—"He [said

so]"—" James is taller than /[am] ; but not so tall as you [are]."

POSITION OF THE SURJECT.
579. The subject is commonly placed before the verb. But in

imperative or interrogative sentences, and in other sentences for

the sake of emphasis or euphony, the subject is often placed after

the verb ; as, " Go thou "—" Did he go ?
"—" May i/oil be happy 1

"

—" Were /he "—"Neither did They''—'' Said /''—"There was a

man,''' <fec.

580. Under this rule tiiere is liability to error, only in the use of
pronouns.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
NOMINATIVE CASE.

1. Repeat the rule of Syntax to be applied In parsing the sub-

J«ciofaverb. 2. What principle is vit^lated in the sentence,

—

" The king he is Just." S. What exceptions are there to this prin-

ciple. 4. Give examples. 5. Under what circumstances is the

subject of the verb generally understood. 6. Give exAmples. 7.

Under what circumstances is the subject generally placed after

the verb ? 8. Give examples.

THE EXERCISES UNDER THE RULES.
EXPLANATION.

In the following Exercises, under the rules, some of the

sentences are correct and some incorrect. They are purposely

mixed that the judgment of the pupil may be exercised and his

knowledge tested. If, after going over the rules and principles to

which th.e exercise has reference, the pupil can so far apply his

knowledge as to distinguish between what is correct and what is

incorrect and produce the proper rule as authority for his con-

alusion, the result is satisfactory. If he cannot do this, it is obvi-

ous that he has not yet acquired sufficient knowledge of the sub-

ject to be of any practical use to him ; the only wise and proper

course, in such a case, will be to go over the ground again.

36tu EXERCISE.

NOMINATIVE CASE.

In the following, say which are correct, and which are incor-

rect. State distinctly the principle violated in the false syntax,

u

< <i
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i

and correct it. Give the construction of the words to which the

rule applies, and repeat the rule applicable to each word.

For a Avritten exei'cise on the rules, place the number of each

sentence in the margin of the exercise paper, and place opposite

each tbe number of the principle that ai)plie8 to it, and prepare to

repeat tlie principle indicated by the number without referring to

the book.

' 1, Ilim and me are of the same age.—2. John is older

than me.—3. Suppose you and I go.—4. You are as

tall as she.—5. Them are excellent.— G. Who has a

knife? Me.—7. Whom do you think has arrived?

—

8. Who came in ? She and 1.—9. Them that seek

wisdom shall find it.—10. You can write as well as

me.—11. You and we enjoy many privileges.—12. That
is the boy whom we think deserves the prize.

"Wriiten ExKftoisE.—Place the number attached to each prin-

ciple under this rule in the margin of your exercise paper, and
write, opposite each number, a sentence which shall contain an

example of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it

a correct example.

li f

APPOSITION.

581. EuLE II.—A noun or pronoun, in-

troduced merely to identify or explain an-

other noun or pronoun, is put, by apposi'

Hon, in the same case ; as,

•' Ckero the orator."—" / Paul have written it."—" We, the

people of the United States."—" Ye woods and wilds."—" This was
said to us men.^'—" The river Thames.*'—^^ Jane and Eliza, Mary'a
cousins."—" The chief of the princes, he who defied the enemy,"
<fec.
—

" That was related of Br. West, him who translated Pindar."

582. A plural term m sometimes used in apposition after two
or more substantives eiug'ular, to combine and give them empha-
sis; as, " Time, labor, iponey, all were lost." Sometimes the

same substantive is repeated for the sake of emphasis; as, " Gis-

terns, broken cistern%'*

683. Distributive wordsi are someti-aea put in apposition with a

plural substantive ; ap, " T'hey went each of them on his way."

—

'^ They all went, «ome oneway, and some another." In rac iT»>

struction of a sentence, the distributive word is sora jliia-'i orntt-
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ted; ?L9^''They [interrogative pronouns] do not relate [eacJt] to

a preceding noun."

584. Of this character are such expressions as the followine;

:

" They stood in each other^s way"—tliat is, they stood each in the

other's way.—" They love one another "—that is they love, one

(loves) another.

585, A substantive is sometirae'i connected with another in a
sort of apposition by the word as, meaning in the condition of, in

the capacity of, thus, " Cicero, as an orofor, was bold—as a soldier,

he was timid." But the substantive placed thus in apposition with
another in the possessive case, or with a possessive, U without the

sign, while in other instances it usually has it ; ns, " John's repn-

tation as an author was great

—

his fame as an artist still greater.**

686. In designating time and place, instead of a noun iu appo-
sition, the preposition o/' with its case is often used; as, "The
month of August."—"The State of Ohio."— ^^ Tho City of New
York."

' '1

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

APPOSITION.

1. What is the rule for the case of a noun or pronoun \n appo-
sition ? 2. In the sentence, '' 7/me, labor, money, nil were lost,"

what principle applies to "nil"? ,3. What pi-inciple applies to

"earh,^' in t.lio sentence,—"They wont each of thetn his own
way.^ '' 4, What is the construction of ^' each and another" in iLhe

sentences,— '' They stood in each other's way,"—" Tiioy love one an-

other?" 5. In the sentence,—"Cicero as an orator was bold;"
what principle npplies to the coistruction of the word " orator ?^^

6, When the noun following " as " is in apposition with a possessive

does it take the possessive form? 7. Give an example. 8. la-

stead of a noun in apposition, what is sometimes used in desig-

nating time and place ? 9. Give an example.

f

- yii

m

5

37Tn. EXERCISE.
APPOSITION.

In the following sentences, say which are correct and which are

incorrect. State distinctly the principle violated in the false Syn-
tax, and correct it. Give the construction of all the words to

which the rule or any note is applicable, and repeat the rule. Do
the written exercise, as directed under Rule 1st.

1. Please give that book to ray brother, "William, he
who stands by the window. 2. I speak of Virj.5il, he
who wrote the Jilneid, 3. I refer to the man of honor,

h^

i:i
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"he who resists wrong. 4. Keligion, tho su; >ort of

iidversit}', adorns prosperity. 5. Do you speii so to

me, I who have so often befriended you ? 6. iJyron,

the poet, the only son of Captain John Byron, was
born in 1788. 7. The gentleman has arrived, him
whom I mentioned before. 8. Coleridge, a remarkable

man, and rich imaginative poet, was the friend of

"Wordsworth. 9. My brother William's estate has

been sold. 10. *' And on the palace floor, a lifeless

corpse she lay."

Written ExsacisE.—Place the number attached to each prin-

ciple under this rule, in the margin of your exercise paper, and
write, opposite each number, a sentence which shall contain au
example of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it

a correct example. Do this at the close of each succeeding exer-

cise.

SAME CASE.

587. HuLE III.—Intransitive verbs, and
yerbs in the passive voice, take the same
case after them as before them, when both
words refer to the same person or thing;
as:

—

"Itis/"—'«He shall be called JbAu"—"She walks vl queen''—^ I took it to be him'*—"He eeems to be a scholar'' -"The
opinion is, that he will live."

POSITION.

588. The usual position of the predicate substantive is after

the verb, as that of the subject is before it, and this is always the

order of construction. But, in both the direct and the indirect

question, and in inverted sentences, the place of the predicate

substantive is often different ; thus, " Who is he ? "—" We know
not "WHO he is

"—" Is he a student \
"—" He is the same that he

was "—" The dog it was that died "—" A man he was to all tho

country dear "— " Fekt was / to the lame "—
' Far other scene is

Thraiymeni now."—" Are they friends \
''— '' Friends thev cannot

be."
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
SAMK CASK.

1. What is the rule for uouub aud proiiouna coming after verbs,

taking tho same case as the uoiins or pronouns before thcin ? 2.

Illustrate by an example. 3. Umler what circumstances does the

predicate substantive, sometimes come, not after the verb, but

before it ? 4. Give examples.

21sT EXERCISE.

SAME CASK.

In the following, say which are correct and which incorrect;

state distinctly the principle violated in the false syntax, and cor-

rect it; give the conetruotiou of all the words to which the rule

applies, and repeat the rule. Do the written exercise as directed

under Rule 1st.

1. It is I. 2. Whom do you think he is? 3. It

was me who wrote the letter, and him who carried it to

the post-ofRce. 4. Who do you think him to be ? 5.

I am sure it could not have been she. 6 Whom do

men aay that I am ? 7. It is them, you said, who de-

serve most blame. 8. She is the person whom I un-

derstood it to be. 9. You would probably do the same
thing if you were he. 10. He is the man whom you
said it^was. 11. I understood it to be he. 12. Let
him be who he may. 13. It may have been him, but

there is no proof of it. 14. Can you tell whom that

man is ? 15. If I were he, I would go abroad at once.

16. Is it not him who you thought it was ? 17. I

little thought it nad been him. 18. Thomas knew not

who it was that called, though quite certain it was not

she whom we saw yesterday. 19. It is not I you are

in love with. 20. Let the same be her whom thou hast

appointed for thy servant Isaac. 2L Art thou proud
yet ? 22. He was not the person whom he affected to

be. 23. Ay, and that I am not thee.

Written Exercise.—Place the number attached to '^ach prin-

ciple under thia rule iu the margin of your exercise paper, and
write, opposite each number, a sentence which shall bontaiu an
example of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it

a correct example.

f

i'- •
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THE POSSESSIVE.

580. Rule IV.—A noun or pronoun nsed

to limit another noun or pronoun^ by denot-

ing possession, is put in the possessive case ;

as, " Virtue^s reioard^^—" John^s books,'*

690. The possessive ciiee, mid tlio preposition of with the objec*

tive, are often equivalent; us, " My/a///t'r*s house"—" Tlie house

of mi/ father.

691. Sometimes the idea expressed by of with the objective

can not be expressed at all by the possessive; as, "A ring of
gold "—" A. cup of water "—" A piece of land "—" The hf)use of
refugCy^ (tc. Sometimes, again, the ideas expressed are different;

thus, "The Lords day" means the Sabbath. "The Any of the

Lord" means the day of judgment. *' My fathcfa picture," means
a picture belonging to my father. "A picture of my father"

means a poitruit of him." " God's love" means only the love

which Ciod feels. " Tho love of God" means either the love

which God feels to us, or that which we feel to him,

692. Of before a possessive case, followed by the substantive

which it limits, usually governs that substantive; as, "Tiie heat

of the sun's rai/s." But of before a possessive, not followed by
the substiintive which it limits, governs that subitantive under-

stood and the expression refers to a part of the things possessed;

OS, ''A discovery of [that is, from] Sir Isaac Newton's [discover-

ies] ;" meaning, " One of Sir Isaac Newton's discoveries."

593. Even when the possessive ca?e, and of with the objective,

are equivalent in meaning, the arrangement and euphony, as well

as the perspicuity of the sentence, will often render the one ex-

pression preferable to the other. When this is the case, care

should be taken to use that form which, irt the circumstances, is

best. Thus, " In the name of the army," is better than " In the

army's name;" "My mother's gold ring," is better than "TU9
gold ring of my mother," A succession of words in either form
is harfeh, and may be avoided by a proper mixture of the two

;

thus, "My brother's wife's sister"—better—"The sister of my
brother's wife."—" The sickness of the son of the king"—better—
"The sickness of the king's son."

694. When several nouns come together in the possessive case,

implying common possession, the sign of the possessive is annexed
to the last, and understood to the rest ; as, " Jaue and Lucy's
books," that is, books the common property of Jane and Lucy.
But if common possession is not implied, or if several words in-

tervene, the sign of the possessive should be annexed to each, as,
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*• Jane's nnd Lucy's books," that is, h^okfl, aomo of wliioh nro

Jane's and othera TiUcy's. '' This gained the king's, as well as the

people's, approbation."

696. "When a name is complex, consisthig of more terms than

one, the Rij»n of the possessive is annexed to the last only ; as,

"Julius Cfflsar's Commentaries"—"John the l}a|)ti8t'8 head"

—

" His brother Philip's wife"—"The Bishop of London's charc;e."

—Here Julius CfPsar's is a complex name, in the poesesfive; John
and brother are in the possessive, without the sign, that being an-

nexed to the words Baptist and Philip, in apposition. In the last

example, " London " is in the objective ease, governed by of, and
the 's annexed properly belongs to Bishop, which limlta the word
charge. lu parsing the words separately, the transfer must, of

course be so made. But the true reason for aimexing 's to London
is, that the whole phrase, " Bishop of* London," is regarded as one

term, in the possessive limiting the word charge, and may be so

parsed. Thus, " a complex oouu in the possessive case, In id ting

the word charge."

596. When a short explanatory term is joined to a name, the

sign of the possessive may be annexed to either ; as, *' I called at

Smith's the bookseller," or, " at Smith the bookaeller's." But if,

to such a phrase, the substantive which it limits is added, the siga

of the possessive must be annexed to the last; as, "I called at

Smith the bookseller's shop."

69*7. If the explanatory circumetance be complex, or consifltg

of more terms than one, the sign of tho possessive must be an-

nexed to the name or flust substautivo ; as, "This Psalm ia

David's, the king, priest, and prophet of the people."—" That
book is Smith's, the bookseller in Maiden Lane.

598. This mode of expression, however, is never elegant, and
though sometimes used when the governing substantive is imder-

stood, yet it would be better to avoid it, and sa^, " This ia a
ppalm of David, the king," &c., or, '* This is one of tho psalms of

David," (fee. But an expression like this can not, with any pro-

priety, be uped when the substantive limited by the possessive is

added. Thus, " Dnvld, the king, priest and prophet of the peo-

ple's psalm," would be intolerable.

59*7. When two nouns in the possessive are used to limit dififer-

eut words, the sign of the possessive must be annexed to each
;

&B, ** He took refuge at the g )vernor's, the king's representative,"

that is, " at the governor's house."

600. The s after the apostrophe is sometimes omitted, when the

first word ends, and the following word begins, with an «, or

when the use of it would occasion a disagreeable repetition of «

sounds; as, -'For righteousness' sake"—"For conscience' sake"—" For Jesus' sake "—" At Jesus' feet." In other cases, such

•
't

«

M
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omissions would g^enernlly be impioper; ns, "Jnnios' Look"'

—

"Miss' kIiocs," instead of " Jamcs'n liuok "—" Mi-»'3 shoes."

COl. A claurto of a sentCDce should never ccnne betvrccn the

possessive case and the word which it limits; thus, " She be^an
to extol the farmer's as she called him. excellent uiulerstandinij,''

should be, " the excolleut undiM'standing of the farmer, as she

called him."

602. A noun limited by the posaesfiivo plural, or by two or

more nouuM severally in the posBesslve Bin(j;ular, hhouUl not be
plural Hnless the peuse r(?quire it. Thus, " The niou'fl health [not

healthH] sutTered from the climate"—"John's and Williaiu's wife

[not wives] are of the same age."

608. A noun or pronoun before a participle used as a noun re-

quiroa the pansive form ; as much depends on the pupils composiD:j

frequently. Johi.'s havinij; done so i evident.

EXAMINATION (QUESTIONS.

POSSESSIVE CASE.

1. What is the rule for the case of a noun or pronoun placed

before another to indicate the owner or poesessor of it? 2. How
may the ownership be sometimes expressed without using the pob-

scssive case? 8. Give an example, 4. Give an example to show
that the idea expressed by oj with its objective is not always
equivalent to the possessive. 5. Does " My father's picture" and
" A picture of my father" fonvey the same meaning? 6. What
meaning may each convey? 7. Give other similar examples.

8. What does of before a possessive not followed by the noun
possessed i vern; and what does such an expression refer to?

9. Illustrate this by an eximple. 10. When tho possessive case

and oJ with the objective are equivalent in meimin;,', which
should be chosen? 11. Illustrate this by an example. 12,

When several nouns possessing the same thing in common come
together, which takes the sign of the pos?e8sive ? 13. Illustrate

by an example. 14. Under what circumstances should the sign

of the possessive be annexed to each? 15. Illustrate by an ex-

ample. 16. When a name in the possessive is complex, consisting

of more terms than one, either in appo?ition, or connected in any
other way, what is the rule for annexing the siga of the pos-

sessive ? 17. Illustrate this by an example, and explain it in the

case of such an expression as "The Bishop of Huron's charge."

18. When a short explanatory term is joined to a noun in the pos-

sessive, what is the rule for annexing the sign of the possessive ?

19. Illustrate this by an example. 20. What circumstance in con-

nection with this would require the possessive sign to be annexed

to the last? 21. Illustrate by an example, 22. If the explana-
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tory term annexed to a noun in the posBessivo is not short, but
complex, whnt i:^ tho rule for annexing the sign of tho possci^sivof

23. Illustrate this b> nn exiunple. I. What is Hirid or thin tuodo

of expression I 25. L'l.Jer whnt oircuni>«tarioo8 ciinnot an ex-

press* ioti of thifl kind he properly u.Hfd at all? 26. Givo m ex-

ample. 27. When two nouns irj the possessive follow each other,

limiting dilVerent word*?, what is tlio rule for ar)ncxing the sign of

the possessive H 2f^. Give an example. 2y. Under whiit circum-
stances, and for wh;i purpose, is the « after tho ape Iropho, some-
times omitted ? 80. illustrate this by an exainph . :^1. {Repeat

the principle violated in the followiug sentence, " She bcj^un to

extol the farnior'a, as she called him, cxcellont understamliug."

f;2. State the
i
linciplo violated in tho followinf^ sent, u'e-*,

—" The
men's healths Buffered from tho cli'uate."—'' James and W lliaru's

wives are of the same age.*' 3". When a ])articiido is used a :;

verbal nomi, in what case is a noun or pronoun cuminij before it ?

Give an example.

39TH. exp:rcise.

THE rossEsaivE.

In the following sentences, say which are correct, and which arc

incorrect. State distinctly the jjiiuciple violated in tho false syn-
tax, and correct it. Give the construction of all the words to

which the rule applies, and repeat the rule applicable to each

word. Do the writtei exercise as directed under Rule let.

1. Virtue's reward. 2. He was averse to the na-

tion's involving itself in war. 3. That knife .s yours,

but I thought it was mine. 1. That landscape is a

picture of m}^ fatlicr's. 5. The tree is known by the

fruit of it. 6. William and Mary's reign. 7. Messrs.

Pratt's, AVoodford's, Sc Co.'s bookstore is in New
York. 8. Call at Smith the bookseller and stationer's.

9. That house is Smith the poor man's friend. 10.

James father arrived yesterday. 11. The prisoner's, if

I may say so, conduct was shameful. 12. It is the

duty of Christians to submit to their lot. 13. Mans
chief end is to glorify God. 14. Much depends on
the pupil composing frequently. 15. My book is old,

but you'' book and Koberts book are new. IG. The
work yoii speak of is one of Irving. 17. The com-
mons* vote was against the measure, but the lords' vote

was in its favor. 18. David and Solomon's reign were
prosperous. 19. Jack the Giant-killer's wonderful ex-

* "i
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ploifcs. 20. The parcel was left at Jolingon'a a mer*
chant in Broadway. 21. We spent an agreeable hour
at Wilson, the governor's deputy. 22. King Jarae's

translators merely revised former translations. 23.

Peter the Hermit's as he was called, opinion. 24. We
protest against this course, in our own names and in

the names of our constituents. 25. My ancestor's

yirtue is not mine. 26. He being rich did not make
him happy. 27. Gravitation was a discovery of Sir

Isaac Newton. 28. The weekly return of the Lord's day
ia a blessing to man. 2^t John and William's wife are

cousins. 30. The bishop's of London's charge to his

clergy.

"Written Exercise.—Place the number attached to each principle

under this rule, in the margia of your exercise paper, and write,

opposite each number, a sentence which shall contain an example
of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it, a correct

example.

as.

OBJECTIVE OF VERBS.

60^. Rule V.—A transitive verb in the

active voice governs the objective case ; aSj

"We love hiniJ'—" He loves W5.''
—" Whom

did they send?"

SPECIAL RULES.

605.—1st.—Verbs used intransitively do not require,

and must not have an object to complete the meaning

;

thus :

—

"Repenting him of his design," should be, " Repenting of his

design." Still, a few anomalies of this kind are to be found ; as,

" They laughed him to scorn."—" The manliness to look the sub-

ject iu the face."—•' Talked the night away."

606. 2nd.—Intransitive verbs used in a transitive

sense require an c^iect to complete the meaning; as,

** He runs a race,**—" They live a holy life"

607. To this usage may be referred such expressions in poetry
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as the following: "The biooks ran nectar"— '^ The trees wept
gums and balms"—Her lips blush deeper sweets'* &.c,

608. To this rule also belongs the objective aftor cmtKutives

;

as, " He runs a stage."—" John walks his horse!'— '* Ho works Aim
hard," <fec. Such expressions, however, as *' Oroios corn," are

inelegant, and should be avoided.

GOO.—3rd.—Verba used intransitively do not, ex-

cept in a few instances, admit of a passive form.

" I am purposed "—" I am perished," should be, " I have pur-

posed "—" I am perishing." Such expressions as " I am resolved'*—" He is deceased"—" Ue is retired from business"—"We are

determined to go on," &c., though common, are incorrect. It ia

better to say, •' I have resolved"—** He has retired." The verbi
come and go and several others are, however, often used in the

passive form by good writers ; a?, He is gone. Year after year it

steals till all are fled.

610.—4th.—A transitive verb does not admit a

preposition after it ; thus, " I must premise loUh a few
observations."—" I will not allow of it." Omit with

and of.

611.— 5th.— Verbs signifying to name, cnoosB,
APPOINT, CONSTITUTE, and the like, generally govern
two objectives, viz., the direct, denoting the person or

thing acted upon, and the indirect, denoting the result

of the act expressed ; as, "They named him John."

—

" The people elected him president."— ** They made it

a book."

612. In using such verbs in the passive voice, the direct object

of the active form should be made the subject of the passive,

leaving the indirect as the predicate nominative after the verb.

Thus, " He was named John."—" He was elected president"—" It

was made a book."

613. Besides the direct or immediate object in the objective

case some verbs have a remote object between the immediate and
the verb, governed by a preposition understood ; as, "John gave
ME a book." But when the remote object comes last, the preposi-

tion must be expressed; as, "John gave a book to me." The
verbs thus used are such as sigaiiy, to ask, teach , offer, promise^
give, pay, cost, tell, allow, deny, and some others.

614. These verbs in the passive properly take the immediate
object of the active for the sabject.

r (.•,
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616. In loose composition, however, the remote object is some
times made the subject, and the immediate object remains in tiie

objective case after the passive voice ; as, " / was promised a

book." The verbs ask and teach frequently have this construction

in the passive, but in general the regular construction is better.

616. Similar to this are certain expressions sufficiently correct

in the active form, but which are anomalous, and cannot bo

analyzed in the form usually but incorrectly given to them in the

passive: Thus, Aetivc—"They took possession of the farm."

Passive (incorrectly) " The farm was taken possession of by them."

—(correctly) *' Possession of the farm was taken by them." This

anomaly arises from making the object of the preposition, instead

of the object of the verb, the subject of the verb in the passive.

Such anomalies are the following :
" The circumstance was made

use of." " The ship was lost sight of."— •' The occasion was taken

advantage of." Either the regular passive form of expression

should be used, or, if that be awkward, a different form of ex-

pression should be chosen.

POSITION.

617. As the nominative and the objective cases of nouns are

alike in form, the arrangement of the sentence should clearly show
which is intended to stand as nominative and which as objective.

The nominative generally precjdes the verb, and the objective /o/-

lows it. Thus, " Brutus killed Caesar." If one (or both) of these

should be a pronoun, the order may be varied without obscuring
the sense, and sometimes the objective is rendered more emphatic
by being placed first ; as, " Him he slew."

618. When the objective is a relative or an interrogative pro-

noun, it precedes both the verb and its nominative; as, "The
man whom we saw is dead."—" Whom did you send ?

"

619. The objective should not, if possible, 'be separated from
its verb by intervening clauses. Thus, " We could not discover^

for the want of proper tests, the quality of the metal." Better,

*' We could not, for want of proper tests, discover the quality of
the metal.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

OBJECTIVE OF VERBS.

1. What is the rule for the objective to a verb? 2. What rule

condemns such an expression ; as, repenting him of his design 2

8. Give an example to show that verbs usually intransitive may
be used transitively. 4. To what principle would you refer such
expressions as "A« walks his horse;" he works him hardf 5.

What verbs do not admit of being used io the passive voice t 6.

5.
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Why ? 7. Give examples to illustrate ihe violation of this principle.

8. Give examples of good usage contrary to this rule. 9. What
principle is violated in tlie following sentence, " I mu^t premise

with a few observations." 10. Give another example of the viola-

tion of the same rule. 11. What verba usually govern a direct

and an indirect objective. 12. Give an example. 13. When a verb

governing a direct and an indirect objective is used in the passive

voice, which should be made the subject of the verb? 14. Illus-

trate this by an example. 15. Give an example of a verb having

a direct and remote object. 16. When must the preposition be
introduced to govern the remote object? Vi. Repeat the verbs

that take a remote and direct objective. 18. T7hen these verbs

are used in the passive, what irregUiar construction is sometimes
met with in good writers. 19. Illustrate this, using the verbs

ask and teach. 20. What is snid of such constructions as, "The
farm was taken possession of." "The occasion was taken advan-

tage of" 21. What is the usual position of the nominative and
objective ? 22. Why may the position be varied more freely when
the nominative or objective is a pronoun. 23. Illustrate by an

example. 24. When the objective is a relative or interrogative

pronoun, what is its position ? 25. Illustrate this by an example.

26. What principle is violated iu the sentence,—" We could not

discover, for want of proper tests, the quality of the metal ? 2Y.

Illustrate this principle by further examples.

"i^-

'
'H

40th exercise.

OBJECTIVE OF VERBS.

In the following exercise say which sentences are correct and
which are incorrect. State distinctly the principle violated in the

false syntax, and correct it. Give the construction of the words
to which the rule or any remark under it applies, and repeat the

rule. Do the written exercise as directed under Rule Ist.

1. Him and them we know, but who art thou? 2.

He is retired to his room. 3. She that is idle and mis-

chievous, reprove sharply. 4. Is your father returned ?

5. Them that honor me I will honor. 6. He was
not returned an hour ago. 7. Who do you think I

saw yesterday ? 8. He is gone. 9. Whom did he
marry 1 10. No country will allow such a practice.

11. "Who, having not seen, we love. 12. False accu-

sation can not diminish from his real merit. 13.

Whom should I meet the other day but my old friend ?

'ii
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14. He ingratiates with some by traducing others.

15. Who (lost thou take to be such a coward? 16.

They shall not want encouragement. 17. You will

have reason enough to repent of your foolish conduct.

18. The house was taken possession of. 19. Go, flee thee

away into the land of Judea. 20. A pension was pro-

mised me. 21. Hasten thee home. 22. Several per-

sons had entered into a conspiracy. 23. She would not

accept the situation, though she was offered it. 24.

Fifty men are deserte(i.»from the Army. 25. A dollar

was paid to me for my services. 26. He is almost

perished with cold. 27. The commissioner ^i^as denied

access. 28. I have resolved to go. 29. Becket could

not better discover, than by attacking so powerful an

interest, his resolution to maintain his right. 30. The
troops pursued, without waiting to rest, the enemy to

the gates.

Weitten Exbrcise.—Place the number attached to each prin-

oiple under this rule in the margin of your exercise paper, and
write opposite each number a sentence which shall contain an

example of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it

a correct example.

OBJECTIVE OF PREPOSITION.

620. Rule VI.—A preposition governs

the objective case ; as, ** To whom much is

given, of him much shall be required.**

621. The object of a preposition may take any form that a noun

may assume ; therefore it may be an infinitive mood—a participle

used as a noun—part of a sentence—a phrase, or a clause ; as, " He
is ABOUT to depart."—" After ve came.''—On receiving his dip-

loma."—" Much depends on who are his'advisers."

622. As a general rule, it is considered inelegant to connect

a transitive verb and a preposition, or two prepositions with

the same object. Thus, " I wrote to and warned him." Better,

"I wrote to him and warned him.^' So, " 0/ him, and through

him, and to him, are all. things." Not q/*, and through, and to

him" Ac.

623. This general rule is so little regarded, even by the best

writers, that it is a matter of doubt whether it should any longer
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retain a place in our grammars. In many instances, at loaet, tlio

form ^f speech condeinued by the rule is clearly better in respect

of perspicuity, brevit}', and stretijCfth, than that which it recom-

mends, and in puch cases it shyuld be adopted. In some cases,

a^nin, as iu the above example, the full form is better than the

elliptical. In this mattw, every one must be tcuided by his taste

and judgment, avoiding equally obscurity and harshness.

f)24. When the prepositions to, at, in, stand before names of
places, the following usage should be carefully observed, viz- :

—

1. To—is used after a verb of motion ; as, " He went to Spain."

But it is omitted before home ; as, " Go home."

2. At is used before names oi houses, villages, toiDus,2iX\(\ foreign
cities; as, "He resides at the Mansion House."

—

^'At
Saratoga Springs."—" At Lisbon."

S* In—is used before names of countries and large cities ; as,

" He lives in England "— '* in London "—" in New York."
But after the verbs touch, arrive, land, and frequently

after the verb to be, at i.s used before the names of places

and large cities ; as, *' We touched at Liverpool, and,

after a short passage, landed at New Orleans*"—" I was
at New York."

4. In speaking of one's residence in a city, at is used before the

No.^ and in before the street ; &s, " He resides at No,
."—" He lives in State street." When both are

mentioned together, the preposition is commonly under-

stood befoie the last; as, " He lives a# No. , State

street," or " He lives in State street, No. "

625. Sometimes the antecedent term of a preposition, and
sometimes the subsequent, is oniitled. Thus, the antecedent

;

" \_I say'] ui a word."— '' All shall know me [reckoning'] from the

least to the greatest." The subsequent : " There is a man I am
acquainted with"— that is, with whom I am acquainted.

626. Though words denoting weight, measure, <tc., are evidently

governed by a preposition, yet, as it is for the most part under-
stood, it is better to dispose of such cases by the following—

627. Rule.—Nouns denotiog time, value, weioht,

or meastJue, are commonly put in the objective case,

without a governing word ; as,

"He was absent six months last year.*'— ** It cost a shilling.**—
" It is not worth a cent."—"It weighs & pound."—"The wall is

six feet high, and two feet thick."

628. This mav be called the objective of time, value, teeight, Ac,
OS the case may be.

i

4 "'u

V " '.
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629. Nouns douoting time hoio long are generally witlioul^ a
preposition ; ne, "He is ten years old." Also nouns denoting time
when/xw a general or indetinito way; as, " Ho came last wec/t."

But nouns denoting the time when, definitely or with precision,

generally have the preposition expressed ; as, •* He came last

week, OH Wadneaday, in the evening^

POSITION.

680. Prepositions should bo placed before the words which
they govern, and as near to them as possible ; but never before

that as a relative.

631. Whom and which are sometimes governed by a preposi-

tion at some distance after them; this, however, should be avoid-

ed as much as possible. Thus, "That is the man whom I f^avo the

letter to." Generally better thus—'* to whom I gave the letter."

632. The preposition with its objective should be placed as near
as possible to the word to which it is related.

Under thio rule, there is liability to error only in the use

oi pronouns and with regard to position.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

OBJECTIVE OF PREPOSITION.

I . What is the rule for the case of the noun or pronoun that

completes a preposition? 2. Besides being a noan or pronoun,
what may the object of a preposition be ? 3 . Give examples. 4.

What principle is violated in the sentence, ^' I wrote to and warned
himP* 6. What is the remark made as to the questionable au-
thority of this principle ? 6 . When the prepositions to, at, or tn,

govern the names of places, what usage should be carefully ob-

served ? 7 . Illustrate, by examples, the correct and incorrect

use of these prepositions. 8. What remark applies to the eon-

fitruction of the prepositions in the following expressions, " In a
word ;

" A person I am acquinted ioith\" " From the least to the
greatest? 9. What is the rule for the case of nouns denoting
time, value, weight, or measure ? 10. Illustrate each by an ex-

ample. 11. What may this construction be called? 12. What
distinction is made in the construction of nouns denoting time when,
indefinitely, and titne when precisely? 13. Illustrate by an exam-
ple. 14. In relation to the words they govern, what is the best
position for prepositions ? 15. Give examples. 16. What prin-

ciple condemns the sentence,—"That is the person whom t gave
the letter to ? " 17. What principle condemns the sentence,—" The
ignorance of the age rendered the progress very slow of the inven-

tion." 18. Show how the principle applies. 19. Under this 6th
rule, in respect to what is the chief liability to error ?
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4l8T EXERCISE.

OBJEOTIVK OF FBBrOSITION.
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In the following exercise, say which sentences are correct, and
^hlch inoorreot; stite distinotly the principle violated in the fahe

syntax and correct it. Give the construction of the words to

which the rule, or any remark applies, and repeat the rule. Do
the written exercise as directed under Rule Ist.

1. Will you do me a favor?—2. The nature of the

undertaking was such as to render the progress of the

work very slow.—3. I shall be pleased to do to him a

kindness.—1. Beyond this period the arts can not be

traced of civil society.—5. Ask me that question again.

— 6. Wanted, a young m&n to take care of horses, of

a religious turn of mind.—7. We remained in a village

in the vicinity of London.—8. The following verses

were written by a young man who has long lain in

the grave, for his own amusement.—9. We touched in

Liverpool on our way for New York.— 10. A public

dinner was given to the inhabitants, of roast beef and
plum pudding.—11. I have been in Boston.—12. I saw
that the kettle had been scoured, with half an eye.—
13. The book which I read that story in is lost.— 1.4. He
rode to town, and drove twelve cows, on horseback.

—

15. I know not who.—16. The man was digging a well,

with a Roman nose.—17. He gave the book to some one.

—18. That is a small matter between you and me.

Written Exercise —Place the number attached to each prin-

ciple under this rule, in the margin of your exercise paper, and
write opposite each number, a sentence which shall contain an
example of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it

a correct example.

INDEPENUENT CASE.

633. Rule VII.—A noun or pronoun
whose case depends on no other word, is put
in the independent case, and takes the form
of the nominative.

7
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NoTi.—The case under this rule is usually called the nominative
absolute or independent ; because, in English, though it hos no
grammatical (iepearJeDce on any vford in tli« sentence, it bus usu-

ally the form ot the nominative. A substantive may be usud in

the independent case in four different wuys, viz :

—

084. 1st.—A substantive with a participle, whose ease depends

Oft no other word, used to express a cause, reason^ or concomitant

;

as, " He being gone, only two remain," &o.

686. In this construction the substantive is sometimes under-

tood ; as, " His conduct, viewing it even favorably, can not be
oommended;" that is '"ws [a person] viewing it," &o.

686. Sometimes being and having been are omitted ; as, " Her
wheel [being] at rest "—" He destroyed or toon," Ac, that is, " He
having been destroyed or won** <&o

—*' This said," that is, " This

being said
."

687. In this construction, the substantive with the participle is

used to express an assumed fact in an abbreviated form, and is

cquivai ut to a dependent clause, connected bv whtn, while, if,

»ince, because, Ac, as, '* He having gone, his brother returned ; "

—

'* Since or because he went, his brother returned."

638. 2nd.—The name of a person or thing addressed, is in the

independent case ; as, "I remain, deai sir, yours truly,"

—

*' Plato,

thou leasouest well."

639 8rd.—A substantive, unconnected in mere exclamation is

in the independent case ; as, " O, tlie times! 0, the manners /"

640. 4tu.—A substantive, used by pleofxism before an excla-

mation ; as, •' The boy, oh 1 where is be ? " — " Your fathers,

"where are ihey 1— the prophets, do they live forever? "

Under this rule, a mistake can only be made by using the

wrong form of pronouns.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

INDEPENDENT CASB.

1. What is the rule that applies to the construction of nouns and
pronouns which, though properly used, tire neither in the Nomin*
ative. Possessive, nor Objeciive f 2. What form does a pionoua
in the Independent case usu.tlly take? 8. In what four w.iys are

noons used in the Independent ease? 4. Qive an example of

•aoii. 6. In the BHUieDbv, '' His conduct, viewing it even favorably
eanmtt be commended;" what is the construction of the words
** conduct* and *^ viewing/'^ 6. In the expression *^ This said*'

what id umitled ? 7. The construction of the independent before

a participle is an abreyiated form for what f
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42nd exercise.

independent cask.

In the following exercise, say wliich senteooea are oorreot and
which incorrect ; stale dislinctly the principlo violated in the faUe
syntax, and correct it, ^iva the oonatructiun of all the worda to

which the rule or any remark applies, andrepcat the principle. Do
the written exercise as directed under Rule 1st.

1. I being abaent, the business was neglected.—2.

He made as wise proverbs as anybody, him only ex-

cepted.—3. All enjoyed themselves very much, me ex-

cepted.—4. Whom being dead, we shall come. 6. O
Caledonia! stern and wild. 6. The stately homes of
England ! how beautiful they stand ! 7. The strangers

heart! O, wound it not. 8. Thou has't been to the

pearls dark shrine, O, wrestler with the sea

.

5. Whose gray top

Shall tremble, him descending.

The bleating? sheep with my complaints agree,

Them parched with heat, and me inflamed by thee.

She quick relapsing to her former state.

Then all thy gifts and graces we display,

Thee, only thee, directing all our way.

*• m

)<i^'*' 'ill

: .i

,, 'nil

THE INFINITIVE MOOD.

641. EuLE VIII.—The infinitive mood is

a verbal noun; and when not the subject of

a verb, or governed, as any other noun, by a
verb, noun, or preposition, it is governed by
the sign ** to; " as :

—

To speak in that manner is wrong—" to speak " subject of the

verb *'i«." I desire to learn—"to learn " objective to *• desire."

I have a desire to le.irn,
—" to learn "—in apposition with the

noun *' desire." I am in haste to depart— " to depart,"—governed
by the preposition for, understood, or without supplying anything
governed by the sign " to." I am ready to begin the work—** to

begin " governed by for, understood, or by the sign " to/' He is

about to return—" to return," governed by the prepositioa
" about." Ho lived so as [he would live] to refute Bcandal—" to
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refute " governed by " for " or by the sign " to." He aims higher

tb&o to reign [is high]— '* to reign," nominative to is. He com*
manded the men to march—" to march," indirect objective of com-
manded. You are to blame—" to blame," predicate, nominative

after the copula •* are." I am anxious to tee you—"Ito see " object

of the adjective anxious. The use of the infinitive is sufficiently

illustrated in these examples.

642. EXPLANATION.—The infinitive mood, in relation to

the word that governs it, that is, the word on which it depends,

has always the construction of a noun, as is shown in the above
examples ; but it is a verbal noun. Like the participle, it lacks the

essential characteristic of the verb; that is, it is never used to make
an assertion, and hence has no agreement in person and number
with any word as its nominative. In other rcHpeets, it possesses

the attributes, and takes the modificationaot the verb; as it ex*

presses action or being, there must, therefore, be an actor; but, tho

word which represents the actor has its own con<^< ruction, indepen*

dent of any connection with the infinitive ; the relation of such word
as the doer of the act expreased by the infinitive, is superadded and
incidental. Take, for example, the sentence,—"/am re- dy to begin

the work immediatelyJ* 'r' is the doer of the act, expressed by the

infinitive " to begin," but "I' has its construction independent of this

as nominative to the verb "am." ''To I gin," in its verbal charac-

ter, like any other transitive vcib, hna, as n matter of course, its

objective, " work ;" and also, in its verbal character, is modified by
the adverb "immediately." ''He commanded the men to lead their

horses up the hill. "To lead" is the object of "commanded ;" "men"
is the (foer of the act, expressed by the infinitive '* to lead," but

"men" has its construction independent of this as the direct object-

tive of "commanded ;" "horses" is objective of " to lead ;" "up the

hill" is an adjunct, modifying " to lead."

SPECIAL RULE.

643. When the infinitive is governed by the verbs

BID, DARE, NEED, MAKE, BEE, HEAR FEEL and LET, in

the active voice, or by let in the passive, ** to " is

omitted before it ; as, *' I saw him do it"—** You need
not go"—**He was let go."

644. To this rule there are some exceptions. As it relates only

to euphony, " to " may be inserted when harshness will not there-

b^ be produced ; thus, *' Conscious that his opinion needs to be

disguised."

646. !For the same reason, "to" Is sometimes omitted after the

inht perceive, behold, obterve, have and know.
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648. When Rcvcral innnilives come together in tha same con-

struction, the Hit^n /o expressed with the first, is sonietimes omitted
before those thnt follow , thua, "Ic i? better to be n king nnii efitf,

than to live uml be u prince." This shouiJ never be done whea
cither harshness o.* ubneurity would be the result.

617 ''To," the sign of the infinitive, should never bo used for

the infinitive itself. TIuh, *' I have not written, and I do not in-

tend to," U A coll()(]uial vulgarism for, " I have not written, nod i
(.\o not intend to turile"

648. The infinitivo i? pometimes put absolutely, without a
governing word ; as, " To ta>/ the trutli, I was in fault."

EXAMINATION" QUESTIONS.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

1. What is the rule for the construction of the Infinitive Mood?
2. Write sentences containin^j oxamplcft of all the various construc-

tions of the Infinitive, and point out the construction in each. JJ.

Explain bv using examples the verbal and the noun character of
the infinitive. 4. What is the special rule for the omission of "to"
before the infinitive? vf). Give examples. 6. Is the sign "<o" ever
used before the infinitive depending oif any of these verbs f 7.

Give examples. 8. The sigu "<o" K' sometimes omitf.ed before

the infinitive depending on what oth ' verbs ? 9. U.ider what
other circumstances is the sign " <o" sometimes omitted before the

infinitive? 10. What principle is violated in the sentence,—
" I have not written and I do not intend to." 11. What is the con«

struction of the infinitive in the following sentence.— •' 2'o »ay the

truth, J was in/anlt"

43bd EXERCISE

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Jo the following, say which are correct and which incorrect

;

state distinctly the principle violated in the incorrect syntax, and
correct it; give the construction of all the words to which the rule

or any note under it applies, and repeat the principle applicable

to each. Do the written exercise as directed under Rule Ist.

1. It is better to be a king and to die than to live

and be an exile.—2. He scorns either to temporize, or
deceive, or be guilty of evasion.—3. I have seen some
young persons conduct themselves very discreetly.—

4. He bid me to go home.—5. Let no man to think
too highly of himself.

—

6. He was heard to say it by

k
*

*4U»'

i::i;'

41
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everybody.—7 Bare to be wise.— 8. They were bid

come into the house.—9. I strive to live as God design-

ed me to.

Point out the conBtruction of the infinitive in the following cor-

rect Bcnteuc39.

10. It too often happens that to be above the reach

of want just places us within the reach of avarice.—11.

It does no good to preach generosity, or even justice, to

those who have neither sense nor soul.—12. He was
born to be great.—13. To accomplish these ends, sav-

ages resort to cunning.—14. They thought to make
themselves rich.—15. Some people are difficult to

please.— 16. To know ourselves, we must commence by
knowing our own weakness.—17. If we have not always

time to read, we have always time to reflect.—18. To
be or not to be ? that is the question.^ -19. I do well

to be angr\%—20. Whatsoever thy hand " »deth to do,

do it with thy might.—22. Having food w_ eat and rai-

ment to put on, be content.

Weitten Exercise.—Place the number attached to each princi-

pie under thie rule in the margin of your exercise paper, aDoT vrite

opposite each number a sentence which shall contain an example
of a violation of the principle, and immediately under it a correct

example.

ADJECTIVE.

649. EuLE IX.

—

Every adjective and ad-

jective word qualifies or limits some noun
expressed or understood; as, "A good book'*—"An amusing story"

—

^^ These pens"

—

*^ Every day."

650. Adjectives denoting one limit nouns

in the singular; adjectives denoting more
THAN ONE, limit nouns in the plural; as,

" This man "—" These men "—" 8ix feet."

^
659.

the las

posite

660.

one, thi

ously
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651. When ao adjective denoting one ia joined to a plural noun,

the whole is regarded as one aggregate; as, " The first two weeks"—" Every ten miles "—" Tl»e last four linen "— '* The lust days of
summer" <fer. But the verb after such subjects is usually plural.

652. In such expressions, the cardinal number, if small, may
precede the words first and last, but not the other cardinals; as,

'•The /wo^r^f weeks"

—

"The four last Hues," meaning the two
weeks at the beginning, or preceding all the rest—the four lines at

the end, or succeeding all the rest.

653. Two or more adjectives, expressing qualities that belong

to different objects of the same name, and that name expressed
only with the last, should have an article before each ; am, " The
r^c^ and the white rose"—that is two roses, the one red, and the

other white. So, " The first and the second page "—" The first

and the second verse "—" The old and the New World." It has

become common, however, even with good writers, to drop the'

second article, and change the singular into the plural, to express

the same idea ; thus, " The first and second pages "—" The first

and second verses," &c. This mode of expression, though in-

correct in itself, is less stiff and formal than the other. When
adjectives denoting one are connected by or, nor, &q., the noun
must be eingular.

654. Adjectives denoting more than one are the following, viz.

—all cardinal numbers above one ; as, two, three, &,c.—few, many,
wita its comparative more,—all denoting number, both, and
several.

665, Adjectives should not be used as adverbs; thus, ^* miser"

able poor," should be, " miserably poor "—" sings elegant!^ should

be, *' sings elegantly." So also, adverbs should not be used as

adjectives ; thus, " He arrived safely" should be, "He arrived

656. This here, that there, them books, are vulgarisms, for thit^

that, those books.

657. An adjective sometimes qualifies an adjective and noun
together as one compound term ; as, •' A venerable old man "

—

'• The best black tea."

658. Sometimes an adjective modifies the meaning of another

adjective ; as, " red-hot iron "—" a bright-red color."

This, that—the&e^ those.
'

659. When two or more objects are contrasted, this refers to

the last mentioned, that to the first ; as, Virtue and vice are op-

posite qualities ; that ennobles the mind, this debases it."

660. Former and latter are used in the same way. So also, the

one, the other, referring to words in the singular or plural, previ-

ously aentioned.
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CONSTRUCTION OF COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLA-
TIVE.

661. When one object is compared with one other of the same

clats, or with more than one of a diflfereut class, individually, or

in the aggregate, the comparative is used; as, "James is the

weaker of the two "—" He is taller than his father.—" He is taller

than any of his brothcis."

C62. Sometimes, however, when two objects of tbe same class

are compared, the superlative i<» used, being thought to be less

stiff and formal ; as, " James is the weakest of the two."

663. When one object is compared with more than one of the

sameclaxs, the superlative is u?ed, and commonly has //lepreBxed;

as, "John is the tallest amongst us"—"He is tlie best scholar in a

class of ten "—"lie is tlie most diligent of them all."

664. In the use of the comparative and siipeilatlve, when more
than two objects are compared, the following distinction should be

carefully observed, viz. ;

—

665. When the comparative is u.«ed, the latter term of com-
parison must always exclude the former ; thus, " Eve was fairer

than any of her daughters,"—" Russia is larger than any other

country in Europe,"—''China has a greater population than any
nation of Europe," or, " than any other nation on the globe."

Thus used, the comparative requires tha7i after it.

666. When the superlative is used, the latter term of compari-

son must always include the former ; as, " Russia is the largest

country in Europe."—"China has the greatest population of any
nation on the globe."

667. Double comparatives and superlatives are improper ; thus,

"James is more taller than John"—omit more—" He is the most

wisest of the three "—omit 7nost.

668. The double comparative lesser, however, is sanctioned by
good authority; as, "Lesser Asia"—''Every lesser thing."

—

Jy.

y. Review.—"Like Lesser streams."

—

Coleridge.

669. Adjectives not admitting comparison, should not be com-
pared, or connected with comparative words, such as, «o, as, and
the like, l^hus, more universal, so wiiversal, as universal, should

be 9nore general, so-general, as general ; and so of similar words.

POSITION OF ADJECTIVES.

670. An adjectiv is commonly placed before its substantive;

as, " A good man "—" A virtuous woman."

671. Adjectives should be placed as near as possible to their sub*

stantives, and so that it may be certain (o what nouns they belong

;

one, ar

oumbe
tive w
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thu», " A new pair of shoes "—" A fine field of corn "—" A good
glaes of wine," should be, " A pair ofnew shoes "—" A field of fine

corn"—A glass of good wine"—because the adjeotives qualify

thoea, corn, wine, and not pair, field, glass. When ambiguity can
not otherwise be avoided, the use of the hyphen may be resorted

to with advantage ; thus, " A good-man's coat "—" A good man's-

coat,

0^2. "When an adjectire qualifies two or more substantives, con-

nected by and, it is usually expressed before the first, and under-
stood to the rest ; as, " A man of great wisdom and moderation.**

673. It has been disputed whether the numerals two, three, four

^

&o., should be placed before the -words firft and last, or after them,
when uped to indicate the beginning and the end of a series. On
this point, with small numbers, usage is nearly equally divided ;

and, as the matter now stands, in some cases tne one form seema
to be preferable, and in some, the other. In this construction, as

in some others which involve no impropriety, euphony and tasto

seem to govern. This nnich is certain— neither form can be justly

condemned, on the ground of either authority or propriety.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
ADJEOTIVK.

1. What is the general rule for the construction of the adjective?

2. What is the rule for the construction of adjectives of number ?

0. What is the rule for the use of the article in each of the follow-

ing expressions? "The red and the white rose"—''The red and
white rose." 4. What is said of the following mode of expression ?—" The first and second pages." 5. When adjectives denoting
one, and connected by " or," " nor," ^c, belong to a noun, in what
number must the noun be ? 6. Give examples. 1. What adjec-

tive would you place in the class of those denoting more than one ?

8. What principles condemn the expression, "Miserable poor,"

"He arrived safely \" 9. What is said of such expressions as,

" this A«rc"—" that there"^" them books ?" 10. What is said of

such expressions as, ** A venerable old man"—'* The best black tea.''

11. What is said of such expressions as, " A red hot iron,"—*' A
bright redcolorV 12. What is the rule for the use of, this, that,

these, those\ 18. Give examples. 14. What other words are

used in the same manner ? 16. When is the comparative degree

used? 16. Is the superlative ever used instead of the compara-
tive? IT. Give an example. 18. When should the superlative

be used? 19. When more than two objects are compared, what
distinction should be carefully observed in using the comparative
and superlative ? 20. Illustrate this distinction by examples. 21.

What 18 said of double comparatives and superlatives ? 22. What

SA
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is raid of the double compnratiye "lester?" 28. What principle

ooiuifmnn Buch expression^* as, "more univernal" <feo. 24. What
is generally the position of adjectives? 26. What principle would
require the positioo of the adjective to be changed in the following

sentences,—" A fine field of corn"—" A good glana of wine"—" A
ntto pair of thoea" 26. In accordance with what pri.jciple is the

adjective omitted before the word moderation, in the sentence

—

" A man of great whdnm a»d moderation.'^ 27. What is said on
the question—should (he numerals two, three, Ac, be placed be-

fore the words first and last, or after them?

44th exercise,
the adjective.

In the following say which are correct and which incorrect.

State distinctly the principle violated in the incorrect syntax, and
correct it. Give the construction of all the words to which the

rule or any remaik applies, imd repeat the rule applicable to each

word. Do the written exercise as directed uuder rule 1st.

1. These kind of books can hardly be got. 2. He is

the best accountant who can cast up correctly the sum of

his own errors. 3. I have not been from home this ten

days. 4. I ordered six ton of coal, and these makes the

third that has been delivered. 5. In matters of con-

science, first thoughts are best ; in matters of prudence,

the best thoughts are last. 6. I measured it with a ten-

foot pole. 7. To calumniate is detestable, to be generous

is commendable. 8. Hard fighting continued four hours.

—9. A man -.vho is prudent and industrious, will, by that

means, increase his fortune. 10. No such original con-

vention of the people was ever held antecedent to the

existence of civil government. 11. I never met with a

closer grained wood. 12. The first and second verse

are better than the third and fourth. 13. He described

a beautiful young lady leading a blind old man. 14.

Time passes swift, though it appears to move slow. 15.

We got home safely before dark, and found our friends

sitting comfortably around the fire. 16. The boat

glides smooth over the lake. 17. That he should have

refused the appointment is extraordinary. 18. Draw
that line more perpendicular. 1 9. Homer is the greater

genius, Virgil the better artist. 20. Hand me that there
city
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pen, for this here one is the worst of all . 21 . The last

of the Roman tribunes. 22. The rumor has not spread

so universally. 23. William is the taller of the two.

24. Them books were sold for a lesser price than they

cost. 25. A more worthier man you can not find. 26.

Socrates was wiser than any other Athenian. 27. That
very subject which we are now discussing is still involved

in mystery. 28. Philadelphia is the most regular of

any city in Europe. 29. Of all the vices, covetousness

enters deepest into the soul. 30. China has a greater

population than any nation on earth . 31. Tran-
scribing was, of all occupations, that which Cowper
disliked the most. 32. Thit ship is larger than any of

its class. 33. Soft sighed the flute. 34. The birds of

Brazil are more beautilul than any in South America.

—

35. Heaven opened wide her ever during gates.—36.

To be wise and good is to be great and noble.*

87. *'For beast nn'i biul.

These to their grensy couch, those to ih- ir nests, repair.**

88. Night's shadows hence from hence the morning's suushioe,

That bright, this dark, this eaitlily, tliat divine."

Written Exebcisr—Place the number attiuihed to each note

or remark undt^r this rule in the mnrg n <f yi>ur paper, and write

opposite each number a sentence whuh (^hall contain an exiunple

of a violation of the pi iociple, and inimeuiuiely under it a correct

example.

LIMITING ADJECTIVES.
A, AN, THE.

674.—1. The article A or an is put before

common nouns in the singular number when
used indefinitely; as, ^^ A man'*

—

^' An
apple ;

" that is, ** any man "— ** any apple."

675. The ariicde the is put before common
nounSy either singular or plural^ when used

DEFINITELY ; as, " The sun rises "—** The
city of New York.'

>9

't ..I*
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676. A common noun, in the singular number, without an article

or limiting word, ia uBually taken in its widest sense; as, " Man
is mortal"

—

^^ Anger is short madness."

677. The is sometimes used before a singular noun, to particu-

larize a fipecies or class, without specifying any individual under

it; ap, the oak, the rose, the horse, the ravtn, meaning, not any par-

ticular oak, rose, horse, or raven, but the class so called in a general

sense. In such cases, whether the noun is used to denote a class

or an individual, can be determined only by the sense, as in the

following examples :
" The oak produces acorns "—" The oak was

struck by lightning."— *' The horse is a noble animal "—" The horse

ranaway."—" The lion shall eat straw like the ox"—*'7%e lion

tore the ox in pieces."
—

" The niqht is the time for repose'—" Tho

night was dark."

678 When several nouns are connected in the same construction,

the article is commonly expressed with the first, and understood to

the rest ; as, " The men, women, and children are expected." But
when emphasis, or a different form of the article is required, the

article is prefixed; as, "The men, the women, and the children,

are expected."— *' A horse or ari ase."

679. But when several nouns in the same construction are dis-

junctively connected, the article must be repeated ; as, " The men,
or the women, or the children are expected."

680. The is commonly put before an adjective used as a noun;
as, " The righteous is more excellent than his neighbour." Also
before adjectives in the superlative degree, when comparison is

implied ; as, " Gold is the most precious of the metals.*' But when
comparison is not implied, the superlative is either without an

article, or has a or an preceding it ; as, " A most excellent man."

681. T/ie is sometimes put tn<en«tvtf/^ before adjectives and ad-

verbs in the comparative degree ; as, " The higher the mountain the

colder its top "— '* J^he faster he goes, the sooner he stops." Thus
used it performs the office of an adverb.

682. An adjective placed after its noun as an epithet, commonly
has the article the before it ; as, " Alexander the Great ''—" Char-
les the Jiifth."

This may be considered as inverted for "The Great Alexander."
" The filth Charles

;

" or, by ellipsis, for " Alexander, the great

[conqueror],'' '' Charles, the fifth [emperor of that name]."

683. A or an is sometimes put before the adjectives /«;(r, hun-
dred^ thousand, followed by a plural noun; as, "^ /ew men"

—

" A hundred acres "—" A thousand miles." In such cases, the

adjective and noun may be considered as a compound term express-

ing one aggregate, and having the construction of a collective noun.

Or the adjective may be regarded as a collective noun, and the

noun following governed by of, understood ; as, *< A few [of] men "
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—" A hundred [of] acres," Ac. This Is evidently the construction

of larger numbers ; thus, we never say, *' A million dollars," but
*' A million of dollars."

684. When two or more adjectives belong to ihe same noun, the

article of the noun is put with the first adjective, but not with the

rest ; as, " A red and white rose," that is, one rose, partly red and
partly vhite. But—

686. When two or more adjectives belong each to a different

object of the same name, the article of the noun is put with each
adjective ; as, " A red and white rose,"='* A red rose and a white
rose,!' that is, two roses, one red and the other white.

686. So, also, when two or more epithets follow a noun, if both
designate the same person, the article precedes the first only. If

they designate difTetent persons, the article must precede each;
thus, "•Johnson, the bookseller and stationer," means one man
who is both a bottkseller and a stationer ; but, "Johnson the book-

seller, and the stationer," means two men, one a bookseller named
Johnson, and the other a atationer, not named.

687. When two nouns after a word implying comparison, refer

to tho same person or thing, the last mu«f teant the article ; as, " He
is a better soldier than statesman." But when they ntfer to tw»
different persons, the last mutt have the article ; as, " He is a bet-

ter soldier than a statesman [would be]."

688. The article a before the adjective feto and litile^ renders

the meaning positive ; as, ''A few men can do that "—" He de-

serves a little credit." But without the article the meaning is

negative ; as,
'* Fevf men can do that " — "He deserves little

credit."

689. The artiale is generally omitted before proper names, ah-

itraet nouns, and names of virtues, vices, arts, sciences, &c., when
not restricted, and such other nouns as are of themselves so mani-
festly definite as not to require it; as, "Christmas is in December^'
—'^^ Logic and mathematics are important studies"—" 2Vm<A is

mighty." Still certain proper names, and names used in a certain

way, have the article prefixed ; as, " The Mps "—•• The Rhine "—
" The Jlzores"—'' The immortal Washington"—'* He was o John-
son, of the family of the Johnsons in England."

. )

POSITION OF THE ARTICLE.

^ 690. The article is commonly placed before its noun ; as, " A
man"—" The man."

691. If the noun is qualified by an adjective before it, the article

precedes the adjective ; as, *' A good man."

692. But the article follows the adjectives, all, such, ynany, what^
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both; and all adjectives preceded by too, so, as, or how; as, **Ml
the men "—" Such a man "—" Many a man "—" What a man "

—

•* Both the men"—" Too great a man"—" So great a naua"—"u3i

great a man "—" How great a man."

698. When the adjective follows the noiin, not as the epithet,

the article remains before the noun, and the adjective is without

it; as, " A man destitute of principle should not be trusted."

694. The use of the article is so varied, that the best general

rule is to study what the sense requires, both as to its proper use

and position.

22. Gi
article

the pni

qunlifit

placed

tion is
I

the arti

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ON THE LmiTINO ADJECTIVES—A, AN, TOX.

1. Before what nouns is the article a or an placed t 2. Before

what nouns is the article the placed t 8. How is a common noun
in the lingular, without an article or limiting word, usually taken!

4. Give an example. How is the article used in each of the fol-

lowing sentences ? 5. " The oak produces acornn."—" The oak

was struck by lightning."—*' The horse is a noble animal."—" The

horne ran away." 6. When pevernl nouns are connected in tbe

Same construction, how is the article commonly used ? 7. Give

examples. 8. When several nouns in the same construction are

dipjuiiciively connected, how is the article used ? 9 Give nn ex-

ample. 10. What principles apply to the use of the article in

the following sentences ? " The rii^hteous is ir.ore excellent than

bis neighbour."—"Gold is the most precious of the meta's."—** Ji

most'excellent man." 11. What is said of the use of the ai tide

in such sentences as :
" The higher the mountain, the colder its

top"—" TAe faster he goes, the sooner he stops?" 12. Whatia
said of the followin<; use of the article: "Alexander the Great."

—"Charles tht Fifth," &o.? 18. What is said of the following

use of the article? "-4! few men."—**«4 hundred acres."—".^ t/iou-

sand noiles." 14. What is the rule fur the use of the article

when two or more adjectives belon? to the same noun ? 16. Give

an example. 16. What is the rule for the use of the article when
two or more adjectives belong each to a different object of the

same name? 17. Illustrate by an example. 18. What is tbe

rule for the use of the article in each of the following expres-

sions: "Johnson the bookseller and stationer.''—"Johnson the

bookseller and the stationer?" 19. What diffeience of meaning

does the use of the article make in each of tbe following expres-

sions :
'' He is a better soldier than statesman."—" He is a better

soldier than a statesman ? " 20. What principle respecting the

u.<«u of the article do you deduce from this difference of meaning!
21. What rule respecting the article arises from the difference in

meaning of <* A few men can do it," and '*Few men can do it!
"^

In th,
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22. GiTe another similar example. 23. Bnfore what nouns is the

artiole unimlly omitted? 24. Give examples. 26. What is generally

the position of the article in relation to its noun t 26. If a noun is

qualifi<'d by an adjective, in what inatanccs is the artiole not

placed before the adjective? Give examples. 27. What direc-

tion is given as the best general rule for the use and position of

the article ?

46Tn EXERCISE.

THE LIMITING ADJtCTIVK—A, AN, T 'K.

In the following sentences, with ppocial reference to the Article,

say which are corrt'ct and which are incorrect. State distinctly

the principle violated in the false Syntax, and correct it. Give
the construction of every word to which any of the rema*rks ap-
plies. Do the written exercise, as directed under Rule Ist

1. The life of a modern soldier is ill represented by
heroic fiction. 2. A few men of his age enjoy so good
health. 3. We should ever pay attention to the grace-

ful and becoming. 4. The age of chivalry is gone.

5. Are not my days few ? 6. The memory of the just

is blessed ; but the name of the wicked shall rot.

7. A crowd at the door was so great that we could not
enter. 8. A little respect should be paid to those who
deserve none. 9. Best men are often those who say

least. 10. Eeason was given to man to control his

passions. 11. It is always necessary to pay a little at-

tention to business. 12. James is a man of the most
brilliant talents. 13. A man was made to mourn.
14. He is not so good a poet as historian. 15. Herod
the Great was distinguished for his cruelty. 16. The
horse is a noble animal. 17. A man may be a better

soldier than a logician. 18. Pliny the younger was noted
for gentleness and benignity. 19. A lion is generous, a.

cat is treacherous, a dog is faithful. 20. Thomson the

watchmaker and the jeweller made one of the party.

21. The father of "William Cowper, poet, was chaplain

to George II. 22. War has means of destruction

more dreadful than cannon or sword. 23. The first

and the second book are difficult. 24. Neither the

man nor boy was to blame. 25. A hot and cold spring

u
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were found in the same neighbourhood. 26. A man
may be a mechanic, or a farmer, or a lawyer, and be
useful and respected ; but an idler or a spendthrift can
never be either. 27. A red and white flag was the

only one displayed from the tower. 28. A beautiful

stream flows between the old and new mansion.

CONSTRUCTION OF PARTICIPLES.

695. Rule X.—The participle, when not

joined with the auxiliary verbs *'have^* or
*^ to be,** and taken as a verb, has the con-

struction of a verbal noun or verbal adjec-
tive : as

—

** He, loving h\6 work, performed it
'

—

*^ Esteeming themselves

wise, they became fools"—"After defeating his nrmy, ho took

possepsiou of the king"—" Writing letters is my oocupation in

the morning."

In the first two of the abore examples, the participles are verbal

adjectives. In th« other two they are verbal nouns.

Il will be seen by these examples, that while the verb formally

aaerts or declares the fact^ the participle asaumea it. We are

thu9, with the greatest advantage, enabled to condense what we
have to say, by abridging the dependent clauses. The explanatory

remarks on the infinitive apply equally to the participle,

696. In a substantive phrase, a noun following the imperfect or

perfect participle (as well as the infinitive) of a copulative verb,

is in the predicate-nominative ; as, " His being an expert danc«r "—
" The crime of being a young manj*

SPECIAL RULES.
. 697. !•—When a participle is used as a verbal noun, a

noun before it is put in the possessive case ; as, " Much
depends on thepupiVs composing frequently '*— ** John't

having done so is evident."

698. In many oases, the nominative or the objective before the

imperfect participle when used as an adjective, will expresss nearly

the same idea ; thus, " Much will depend on thepupifs composiDg,
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and—" Much will depend on the pupil compo8in?/' mean subslauti*

ally the same thing. Still, the cunstruction is difTerent; In the iirat,

tho dependence is on the cotnpoiing ; in the second, it is on the

pupil: and though in thefle cxirnples the sense is nearly the

same, yet there are often examples in which the seme is en*

tirely (fifTtTcnt: thus, "What do you think of my horse's ruiiui/ig

to-day ? " implies ho has run, and a8k><, " How do you think he ran !"

But " What do y(»u think of my home running to day ? " implies ho
has not run, and aeks, " Dc you think he should run 1

"

699. 2.—When the verbal noun expresses somo-

Ihing, of which the noun following denotes the dobb,

it should have the article and preposition ; as, " It was

said in the hearing of the witness." But when it ox-

presses something of which the noun following does not,

denote the doer, but the object, both should be omitted

as, "The court spent some time in //cflrnwy the witness."

700. 3.—The perfect participle, and not the past

tense, should be used after the auxiliaries have and

BE; as, "I have tm^/c/i" (not wrote)—**The letter is

written " (not tvrote)»

701. So also, the perfect participle should not be used for the

past tense ; as, " He ran'' not run—" I saw," not seen— '• I did,"

not done.

702. In many verbs whose present passive expresses, not the

present continuance of the tjuct, but of the result of the act in a
finished state, the imperfect participle has a passive as well
as an active sense ; and is used with the auxiliary verb to be, to

express the present passive progressively; as, "The house is

building." When, in such verbs, the participle in ing has not a
passive sense—Nor where the use of it in a passive sense would be
ambiguous, the proper form of the passive should be used.

703. The participle is sometimes used absolutely, having no de-

pendence on any other word ; as, " Properly speaking, there is no
such thing as chance."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

THE TARTIOIPLE.

1 . What is the general rule for the construotion of the partici-

I
;»^.
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plet 2. IHuitrate the rule by ezaraplei. 3. Whnt is the f^reat

advantage lu the litrgua^e uriHiii^ liom the uae of the parliciple?

4. IlliiHtratu tliifl by uxutnplcB. 6. What «X|)luiiiiloiy ri'in; kit on
the iuHuitive apply fquully to the p kt ticiple r 6. In tlie fulluwinj^

phrafes, " His btinj< an expert daucer,"— *' Tin; crime of b«'iiig a

younff mnn," wlnt is the cuiiatruuiion of the words " datirer " and
** man t

" 7. What ih the lule fur the case of the word pnpiVt in

the Reutencp, "Much depends on \.\\e pH}nV% composing frequent*

ly f " 8. Can the Bume meaning always be expressed by the uom-
inntive or ohjeclivo before the imperfect participle, used aa a

qualifying wonl?'' 9. Illustrate by an example. 10. "When
bould the imperfect participle, used as a verbal noun, have the ar-

ticle before it, and the preposition after it ; and when should it

have neither?" 11. Illustrate by an example. 12. What prin-

ciple is violated in the cxpressioDS—" I have wrote," " I seeu,"
'* 1 done," Ac. f In what verbs has the imperfect participle a

passive as well as an active sense? 14. Illustrate by examples.

16. Under what ciicnmstnnoes should the proper form of the pas*

sive be used? 16. Illustrate by an exan)ple. 17. What is the

construction of the particip'o in the following sentence,
—"Properly

speaking there is no such thing as chance ?
"

46tu exercise.

THK FABTICIFLE.

In the following, brv which are/ correct and which incorrect

;

state distinctly the principle violated in the false syntax, and cor>

rect it. Give the construction of all the participles and repeat the

rule applicable to each. Do the written exercise as directed under

Rule Ist.

1. We could not be sure of its being bim. 2. While
tbe necessary movement was being made. 3. Man re-

belling against his Maker, brought him into ruin. 4.

Goods are now being sold off at first cost. 5. Joseph
having been sold by his brethren, was overruled for good.

6. Wheat is being sold at a fair price. 7. A man being

poor does not make him miserable. 8. And still be

Deing done and never done. 9. What do you think of

ny horse running to-day ? 10. While these things

were being transacted in England. 11. Did he run

well ? 12. The court was then being held. 13. What
think you of my horse's running to-day ? Will it be

safe ? 14, The spot where this new and strange tragedy

woi
the

the*

she

dut
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was being ftctcd. 15. By the obtftini'ng wisdom you
will command roflj)cct. 10. The Froiich language is

Spoke in every part of Europe. 17. This waa equal to the

rejecting of the proposal. 18. Some fell by the woy Bido

nnd was trode down. 19. Learning of anything well

requires great application. 20. 1 seen the man who
done it. 21. Meekness is manifested in Buffering of ills

patiently—in the suflering ills patiently—in the sufler-

ing of ills patiently—in tlie patient sullering ills—in

patient suflering of ills. 22. Some one has took my
pen. 23. In the hearing of the will read, and in the

examining of sundry papers much time was spent. 24.

The tree nas fell, 25. I have drank enough. 20. lie

has broke his cup.

Written Exeroisk.—Place the number attached to each note or

remark under the rul'e, in the margin of your paper, and write im-

mediately opposite each number, a sentence violating the principle

represented by the numbers, and under it a correct example.

i-'>

w

t*..'

THE PRONOUN".

AGREEMENT WITU THE ANTECEDENT.

704. Rule XI.—Pronouns must agree

with the nouns for which they stand, in gen-

der, person, and number ; as, " A.11 that a

man hath, will he give for his life."—** A
tree is known by its fruit."

THE PERSONAL PRONOUN.

SPECIAL RULES.

705. 1.—When a pronoun refers to two or more
words taken together, it becomes plural, and, if

they are of different persons, prefers the first person to

the second, and the second tc the third ; as, " I£e and
she did their duty," **John and i/ou and I will do our

duty:"

'SI

Vrl'

1

if
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70G. 2.—AVlen a pronoun refers to two or more
words ill the singular taken separately, or to one
of them exclusively, it must be singular ; as, "A clock

or a watch moves merely as it is moved."

707. 3.—But if either of the words referred to

is plural, the proaoun must be plural also; as,

" Neither he nor i?:ei/ trouble themselves." Distribu-

tives are always of the third person singular.

708. When eingular nouns of different genders nre taken separ-

ately, they ciiu not be represented by a pronoun, for want of a

singular pronoun, common gender, except by a clumsy repetition

of pronouns of the corresponding genders ; thus, "If any tnan or

woman sliall violate his or Jier pledge, he or she shall pay a fine."

The use of the plural pionoun in such cases, though sometimes
used, ia improper; as, "If any man or woman shall violate their

pledge, (fee.

V09. Pronouns referring to singular nouns or other wordc, of

the common gender, taken in a general sense, are commonly mas-
culine ; as, " A parent should luve his child."—" Every peFsou

has /t 1.9 fauii,3."—"No one should commend himself." The want
of a singular personal pronoun, common geader, is felt also in this

construction.

710. A pronoun referring to a collective noua in the singular,

expressing many as one whole, should be in the neuter singular;

but when the noun expresses many as individuals, the pronoun
abould be plural ; as, •' The army proceeded on its march."—" The
comH were divided in their opinion."

711. A singular noun after the phrase, ''many a," may take a
pronoun in the plural, but never in the same clause , as

—

"In Hawick twinkled many a light

Behind him soon they set in night."— W. Scott.

712. Pronouns representing nouns personified, take the gender
of the noun as a person; as,

** Night sable goddess, from her ebon
throne." But pi onouus representing nouns taken metaphorically,

agree with them in their literal sense ; as, •' Pitt was the pillar

which in its strength upheld the state."

'TIS. It is improper in the progress of a sentence to denote the

same person by pronouns of different numbers or forms ; as, ** I

labored long to make thee happy, and now you reward me by in-

gratitude." It should be •• to make yot* happy," or, " thou re-

wardest."

pho
prii

sen

me
are

20.
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POSITION OF PRONOUNS.

714. When words of different persons come together, the usual

order of arraogemeot, in English, is to place the second person

before the third, and the first person last ; as, " You and he and /
are sent for."—This matter concerns you or him or me."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

PERSONAL PRONOWN.

I. What is the rule for the agreement of the pronoun with the

noun for which it stands ? 2. When the pronoun refers to two or

more words taken together, what rule determines its number^
8. If the pronoun refers to two or more antecedents of different

fiersons taken together, what rule determines its person ? 4. II*

ustrate by an example. 5. What number mu3t the pronoun be in

when it refers to two or more words taken separately ? 6. If

either of the words should be plural, what, number should the

pronoun be ? 7. What inconvenience nvises from tbo want of a
singular pronoun, common gender ? 8. Illustrate this by an ex-

ample. 9. Write a sentence involving such a construction, in as

many different ways as possible, and decide wh'ch is the best, and
why ? 10. Id the sentence,—A parent should love hh child ; what
principle sanctions /ii«? 11, What principle sanctions the form
of the pronouns in the sentences,—"The army proceeded on its

march,"—*• The court were divided in their opinion ?
" 12. What

principle limits the use of a plural pronoun referring to the phrase
'* Many a.^" 13. Illustrate by an example. 14. What gender
do pronouns representing a noun personified take 1 15, Give an
example. 16. How do pronouns standing for nouns taken meta-
phorically agree with them? 17. Give an example. 18. What
principle condemns the change in the form of the pronoun ih the
sentence : I laboured long to make thee happy, and you reward
me wiih ingratitude? 19. When pronouns of different persons
are connected together, what is the usual order of arrangement?
20. Give an example.

47th exercise,
personal pronouns.

In the following, say which are correct and which are incorrect.

State distinctly the principle violated in the false Syntax, and cor-

rect it. Give the construction of all the words to which the rule

or any remark applies, and repeat the principle. Do the written

exercise as directed under Rule Ist.

1. A person's success ia life depends on liis exer*

ft
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tiona. If he shall aim at nothing, he shall certainly

achieve nothing. 2. I and my father were invited.

3. The court, in its wisdom, decided otherwise. 4. A
man* 8 recollections of the past regulate their anticipa-

tions of the future. 5. An invitation was sent to me
and George. 6. Society is not always answerable for

the conduct of their members. 7. Each of us had
more than we wanted. 8. Care for yourself, if you
would have others to care for you. 9. If any boy or

girl should neglect her duty, they shall forfeit their

place. 10. Every one of you should attend to his own
business. 11. If thou forget thy friend, can you ex--

pect that your friend will remember thee ? 12. No
lady or gentleman would do a thing so unworthy of

them. 13. Both cold and heat have its extremes.

J4f. One man may do a kindness to another, though he
is his enemy. 15. One should not think too highly of

himself. 16. You and I must be diligent in our

studies. 17. John gave his friend a present which his

friend highly valued. 18. A parent's care for her

children is not always highly valued. J 9. One or

other must relinquish his claim. 20. The committee
were divided in their opinions. 21. Let each esteem
others better than herself. 22. Neither wealth nor
honor confers happiness on their votaries. 23. The
earth 'is my mother; I will recline on her bosom.
24. Poverty and wealth have" each its own temptations.

25. That freedom, in its fearless flight, may here an-
nounce its glorious reign. 26. As time advances, it

leaves behind him the traces of its flight.

"Written Exercise.—Place the nnmber attached to each note

or remark intler the rule in the margin of your paper, and write,

immediately opposite each number, a sentence violating the prin-

ciple represented by the number, and under it a correct example.

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN.
SPECIAL RULES.

115. Who is applied to persons, or to things personified ; as,

** The man who "—*• The/oa? who had never seen a lion."
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716. Which is applied to thingt and inferior animals,—Bome-

times to children,—to collective douds in the singular iinpl^^inp-

unity,—and to persons in asking questions.

717. Which applies to a noun denoting a person, when the

character, or the name merely as a teord, is referred to ; as, '• He is

a good toriter, which is all he professes to be."—"That was the

work of Herod, which is but another nanae for cruelty."

718. Thatf as a relative; ia preferable to who or which—
1. After adjectives in the superlative degree—after the worda

very, same, and all—often, after no, some, and any—and
generally in restrictive clauses.

2. When the antecedent includes both persons and things ; as,

" The man and the horse that we saw."

8. After the interrogative who, and often after the personal pro-

nouns ; as, *' Who that knew him could ihiuk so T' " /
that speak in rigbteuusness."

4. When the propriety of who or which is doubtful ; as, " The
little child that was placed in the midst."

719. The relatives who or which and iliat should not be mixed
in a series of relative clauses having the same antecedent. 'Ibus

it is improper to say, "The mati that met us and whom we saw."
It should be, " who met us, or "that we saw."

720. The relative refers sometimes to the idea expressed by an
adjective, sometimL-s to the infinitive. But this cunstruciiuu ia

rare.

721. The relative in the objective case is often omitted: as,

"Here is the 'book I promised you." The relative in the uomiua-
tive case ia hardly ever omitted except in poetry ; as

—

" In this, 'tis God—directs, in that, 'tis nian."

722. What should not be used for the conjunction that. Thus,
" I ciinnot believe but what it is so," shouLi be, " but Ih it it is so.''

Also the demonstrative that t-hould nut be used for li>e relative

what ; as, " We apeak that we do know," better, *'what we do
know."

POSITION OV THE RELATIVE.

728. To prevent ambiguity, the relative should be placed aa

near its antecedent as possible, so that there can be no uuoer-

tainty as to what word it refers.

724. In most instances, the sense will be a sufficient guide in

this matter; thus, "They removed their wives and children in

wagons covered with the skins ot auiuials, which formed their sim*

pie habitations.'' Here the sense only can dftermiue to which of

I

I
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the three words, toagons, «A;tn«, or animals, the relative which re-

fers. But

—

725. When the antecedent cannot be deternained by the sense,

it should be detei.nined by the positio.i of the relative, which, as a

general rule, should belong to the nearest antecedent. Thus

—

** We walked from the house to the ham \ .„. . , . „ 1 1^„„ ^.»«j.^j.f
« We walked to the barn from the A^use T**'^^

^^^ ^*° ^'^^^^^^

Here the relative which^ as determined by its position, refers, in

the first sentence, to barn^ and in the second, to house.

726. So also when the antecedents denote the same object, the

one being in the subject, and the other in the predicate, the rela*

tite takes the person of the one next it ; as, " I am the man who
commands you —not '

' command you." If the relative refer to /,

the words should be arranged, " Iwho command you am the man."
Hence—

727 A relative clause which modifies the subject should not be
placed in the predicate ; thus, " He should not keep a horse that

can not ride," should be, " He that cannot ride, should not keep a
horse."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

BELATIVK PROHOUN.

1. To what is who applied! 2. To what is vAtcA applied I 3.

What principle sanctions the following use of which,—'* He is a
good writer, toAtcA is all he professes to be." I 4. tinder what
circumstances should that be preferred to who or which f, 6. Give
an example of each. 6. What principle condemns the following

usage,—"The man that met us, aod whom we saw."? 8. Oive

an example of a relative referring to an adjective or to an infini-

tive. 9. What is said of thid construolion ? 10. In what position

is the relative frequently i initted, and in what position is it sel-

dom omitted ? 11. Give examples. 12. What principle condemns
the use of what and that in the expressions,—'' I cannot believe but

tohat it is so"—'' We speak that we do know." 12. lu what posi-

tion should the relative be placed in relation to its antecedent t

18. Show by an example the importance of this rule. 14. in the

sentence,—" I am the man who commands you,"—what principle re-

quires the verb to be commands and not command. 16. What
principle is violated by the position of the relative in the sentence,
*' He should not keep a horse that can not ride, nor boots that can

not walk!" '*
. ,,
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48th EXEROISE.

the relative feonouk.

In the following Bentonces, eay which are correct and which in*

correct. State distiaotly the principle violated in the false nyntax,

and correct it. Give the construction of the worde to which the rule

is applicable, and repeat the rule. Do the writtea ezerciae as di'

rected under Rule 1st.

1, Those who seek wisdom will certainly find her.

2. Those who spend their time in idleness must not ex-

pect the sympathy of the diligent. 3. The Tiger is a
beast of prey who destroys without pity. 4. Oh Thou
that art, and who wast, and that art to come ! 5. The
court who gives currency to such manners should be
exemplary. 6. He needs ho spectacles that can not
see, nor boots that cannot walk. 7. Whoever came
were made welcome. 8 . Tour friend is one of the com-
mittee that was appointed yesterday. 9. The king dis-

missed his minister without inquiry, who had never
before committed so unjust an action. 10. Everything
whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them. 11. The family with whom I lived

has left the city. 12. I can not believe but what you
have been sick. 13. O Thou hast preserved us, and
wilt still preserve us ! 14. It is the best situation

which can be got. 15. No man who respects himself

would do so mean an action. 16. This is the same
horse which we saw yesterday. 17. I who speak unto
you am he.

Written Exercise.—Place the number attached to each note

or remark under the rule in the margin of your pnper, and write

immediately opposite each number, a Hentence violating the princi*

pie represented by the number, and under it a correct sentence.

SYNTAX OF THE VERB.

728. Rule XII.—A verb agrees with its

subject in number and person ; as "I ready
" Thou readest;' " He reads,'' " We read,

&c.
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SPECIAL RULES.

729. Ist.—A singular noun used in a plural sense,

has a verb in the plural ; as, Ten sail are in sight."

730. 2nd.—Two or more substantives, singular, taken
together, have a verb in the plural ; as, " James and
John are here."

731. A sin^alar Dominative and an objective connected by with,

sometimes have a plural verb ; as. " The ship with the crew were
lost." This construction is incorrect, and should nof; be imitated.

A mere adjunct of a suljstantive does not change its number or

construction. Either, then, the verb should be singular, "The
ship with the crew wax lost," or, if the second substautive is con-

sidered as belonging to the subject, it should be connected by and;
as, "The ship and the crew were lost." Bat,

'782. When substantives connected by and, denote one person or

thing, the verb if* KJngular; as, " Why i» dust and atthes proud t"—"The saint, thefather, and the hiirihand, prays."—Burns.

783. Singular nouns, preceded by each, every, no, though con-

nected by and, have the verb in the singular; as, "Each book and
each paper was '.irangHd."— '' Every paper and every book was
arranged."—"No book&ud no paper was arran<:t'd."

'?34. When a verb, having several nominntives connected by
and, is placed after the first, it agrees with that, and is uuderstood

to the rest ; as,

" Forth in the pleasing spring,

Thy beauty- walks, thy tenderness, and love^—Thomson.

785. When the 8ub?tantires connected are of different persons,

the verb in the plural prefers the first to the second, and the second

to the third. Tttis can be perceived only in the pronoun.

736 3rd.—Two or more substantives singular, taken
separately, or one to the exclusion, of the rest, have a
yerb in the singular ; as,

" James or John attends "— *' Neither James nor John attends^*-"

" John and not [but not] James attends "—" John as well as James

attends"—"Not John but Junes attends.^*

737. Singular nouns connected by nor, sometimes have a plural

verb. In that case, the verb ilt-nies equally of all, and nor is

equivalent to and, connecting the v<ii'b», and a negative which is

transferred to, and modifies the verb; »s, *' Neither Moses, nor Mi-

nos, nor Solon, nor Lycurgus. wne eloquent men.''

—

Acton.—" Mo-
ses, and Minos, and Solon, and Lycurgus, were not eloquent men,"
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or, " tvere none of tbenn eloquent." This construotion has not been
generaliy noti'^ed, but it often occurs in the best writers.

7.S8. But when two or more substantives, tnk.>n separately, are

of different numbers, the verb a<;ree8 with the one next it, and the

plural Bubjeot is usually placed next the verb; as, *' Neither the
captain nor the pallors were saved ;

" rarely, " Neither the sailors

nor the captain wa» saved."

739. 4th.—Wh6n substantives, taken separately, are

of different persons, the verb agrees with the one next
it; as, "James or I am in the wrong"—"Either you
or he is mistaken"— *' I or thou art to blame."

740. Though sentences are often formed according fo this rule,

yet they are generally harsh and inelegant. It is generally better

to put the verb with the first substantive, and repeat it with the
second; or to express the same idea by arranging the sentence
differently ; a", "James is In the wrong or I am" or, "One of us is

in the wrong"—" Either you ar« mistaken or he is"—"Tarn to

blame or thou art.^^ This remark is sometimes applicable also,

when the substantives are of the same person, but different in nuin-

ber, and requiring each a different form of the verb ; as. " Either

the captain or the sailors were to blame;" otherwise, "Either the

captain was to blame, or the sailors were.''*

741.—5. A collective noun, expressing many, as one

WHOLE, has a verb in the singular j as, " The company

was large.'*

742.—2. But when a collective noun expresses many,

as individuals, the verb must be plural ; as, " My peo-

ple do not consider."

743. It is sometimes difficult to determine whether a collective

noun expresses unity or plurality. It is now considered generally

best to use the plural, where the singular is not manifestly required.

744. A nominative after " many a " has a verb in the singular

;

as, " Full many a flower is born," <fec.

745. When verbs are not connected in the same construction,

each verb should have its own nominative. The following sentence

is wrong in this respect ;
'' The whole is produced as an illusion

of the first class, and hopes it will be found worthy of patronage ;"

it should be, either " He produces the whole as an illusion," &c.,

*' and hopes" &e. ; or, " The whole is produced," &c., " and he
hopes, &o., or, " and it is hoped," &c.

h-'%\
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

THB TERB.

1. What is the rule for the person and number of the verb ?

2. When ttie subject is a singular noun used in a plural sense,

what is the rule for the agreement of the verb! 8. Give an ex-

ample. 4. What is the rule for the agreement of the verb when
the subject is two or more substantives singular, taken together.

0. What is said of the construction of the verb in the sentence,

—

" The ship with the crew were lostf" 6. What remark applies to

the construction of the verb in the sentence,—" Why is dust and
ashes proud?" 7. What remark applies to the construction of

the verb in the sentence,—" Each book and each paper was
arranged?" 8. What remark applies to the oonetrnction of the

verb in the following sentence ?
—

" Forth in the pleasing spring,

thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love." 9. When two or

mor*^ nominatives taken together are of different persons, what
should the person of the verb be? 10. Give an example. 11.

When the subject is two or more substantives fJngular, taken separ-

ately, what should the aumber of the verb be? 12. Give an
example. 13. What is said of the construction of the verb in the

following sentence ?
—" Neither Moses, nor Minos, nor Solon nor

Lycurgua, were eloquent men." 11. What is the rule for the

agreement of the verb, when the subject is composed of two or

more substantives of different numbers, taken separately? 15.

Give an example. 16. When the subject consists of two or more
substantives of different persons taken separately, what is the rule

for the agreement of the verb? 17. Give an example. 18. What
remark is made respecting the propriety of strictly adhering to

this, and the preceding rule ?• 19. Illustrate by an example the con-

struction which is considered better. 20. When the cubject is a
collective noun expressing many as one whole, what is the rule

for the agreement of the verb? 21. Give an example. 22. When
the subject is a collective noun expressing many as individuals,

what is the rule for the agreement of the verb ? 28. Give an
example. 24. When it is doubtful whether the collective noun
expresses unity or plurality, should the verb be singular or plural?
26. Give an example. 26. The nominative after " many a," takes a
verb in what number? 27. What principle condemns the con-
struction of the following sentence,—"The whole is produced as

an illusion of the first class, and hopes it will be found worthy of

patronage."
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49TII KXEROISE.

THR VERB.

In the following, say which are correct and which arc incorrect.

State distinctly the principle or Rule violated in the false Syntax,

and correct it. Give the construction of all the words, to which
the rule or any note applies, and repeat the principle applicahle to

each word. Do the written exercise as directed under liule Ist.

1. Our friend brought two loads to market, and it

was sold at a good price. 2. Never was any nation so

infatuated. 3. A man's being rich, or his being poor,

do not aflfect his character for integrity. 4. Tiie horse

was sent forward to engage the enemy. 5. The letter

from which the extract was taken, and came by mail, is

lost. 6. The people often rejoices in Unit which will

prove their ruin. 7. Neither precept nor discipline are

so forcible as example. 8. Much does human pride

and folly require correction. 9. Many a broken ship

has come to land. 10. Thou, or he, or John, is the

author of that letter. 11. Each day, and hour, and
moment, is to be diligently improved. 12. There are

sometimes two or three of us. 13. Many a one have
tried to be rich but in vain. 14. Neither James nor I
has had a letter this week. 15. Every leaf, and every

twig, and every drop of water, teem with life. 16.

"Was you there. 17. Either he or I are willing to

go. 18. That able scholar and critic have died.

19. A ju(Jicious arrangement of studies facilitates im-
provement. 20. The council was not unanimous.
21. "Whether the subjects or the king is responsi-

ble, makes no difference. 22. To profess regard and to

act differently marks a base mind. 23. So much of
ability and merit are seldom found. 24. The audience
were much pleased. 25. Neither the scholars nor
the teacher were present. 26. Time and tide waits

for no man. 27. A variety of pleasing objects charms
the eye. 28. The public is respectfully informed.

29. He, and not they, is mistaken. 30. Out of the
same mouth proceed blessing and cursing. 31. Fifty

pounds of wheat produces forty pounds of flour.
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32. A great number ofwomen was present. 83. Books,

not pleasure, occupies bis mind. 34. Patience and
diligence, like faitb, removes mountains 35. Ho dare

not act otherwise. 30. The noble army of martyrs

praiseth thee, O God ! 37. His time, as well as his

money and bealth, were lost in the undertaking. 38.

One pair was spoiled ; five pair were in good coitdition.

39. The days of man is as grass. 40. To do good or

to get good is equally neglected by the foolish. 41. I

love reading. 42. She need not trouble herself. 43.

Two dozen is as many as you can take. 44. The foot,

in the mean time, were preparing for an attack. 45.

Our welfare and security consists in unity.

"Written Exercise.—Place the number attached to each note

or remark under the rule in the margin of your paper, and write

immediately opposite each number, a sentence violating the prin-

ciple represented by the number, and under it a correct sentence.

THE ADVERB.

746. Rule XIII. — Adverbs modify
VERBS, ADJECTiVESj and other adverbs;
as, " John speaks distinctlyy he is remark-
ably diligent, and reads very correctly,

*141. A few adverbs sometimes modify nount or pronouns; as,

" I^oi only the men, but the women also^ were present."—" I, even

/, do bring a flood."

•748. Sometimes an adverb modifies a preposition, sometimes an
adjunct, and sometimes a clause of a sentence ; as, " He sailed

nearly round the globe"

—

*^ Just below the ear"—" Verily I say
unto you."—" Unfortunately for the lovers of antiquity, no re-

mains of Grecian paintings have been preserved."

SPECIAL RULES.

749. 1st.—Adverbs should not be used as adjec-

tives, nor adjectives as adverbs

.

1f50. Such phrases ns the following are, however, common with

good writers : " The above rule '* —" the then ministry ;
"—" For
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v#ry ftj»e ;•'—'• the hither side; **— •• thioe ofteh infirmitien," and
the like. Adverbs bo used shuuld.of oourie be reckoDud adjeo*

tiyes aud parsed as such.

'JSl. Some adverbs take the snme form as the adjectives f. cm
which they are derived ; as, /a«/, long, &c. Many adverbs have
the adjective form, and aUu an iidverbial form. The fwllowinf^,

for instHnce : clean, high, hard, loud, lale, right, sore, toft, thick^

wide, evil or ill, ready, clear, just. The adjective and adverbial

forms of most of these must be used witii disci iiiiination, having in

some cases a different meaning, or being differently applied.

762. The poetic use of adjectives for advei bs is explained on
the principle that the poets delight in antique forms,—forms some*
times obsolete in prose.

768. The adverbs hence, thence, vihenee, meaning/rom thi$ place,

from that place, from which place, properly should not Imve/rom
before them, because it is implied, liut the practice of the best

vrriters has so sanctioned its use, that the omission of it would now
sometimes appear stiff and affected.

764. After verbs of motion, the adverbs, hither, thither, whitJier*

are now used only in solemn style. In ordinary discourse, here,

there, and where, are used instead of them ; as, " We came here"—
" They walked there "—" Where did he go f

"

756. Where should not be used for in which, except the refer-

ence is to place. 1 bus, '* They framed a protestation, where [better

in which"] they repeated their former claims."

766. The adverbs now, then, wheu, where, are sometimes used
by good writers as nouna, in such phrases as, till now, till then, since

when, to where, Ac. This, however, is rare in prose, and should

not be imitated. In poetry it is more common

767. Of this character are the expression'^ at once, far from
hence, &c., but these are now established idioms, and in parsing

are regarded as one word.

758. There, properly an adverb of place, is c ten used as an in-

troductory expletive , as, " 77iere came to the beach."

759. 2nd.—Two negatives in the same clause are

equivalent to an affirmative, and should not be used, un-

less affirmation is intended ; as, " I can not drink no

[any"] more,** or, ** I can drink no more.'*

760. But a repetition of the negation by independent negative

words or phrases, or by transferring the word neither to the end
of the clause, usually strengthens the negation ; as, " There is none
righteous, no, not one."

—"He will never consent, not he, not I

neither.*'

i
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761. One negative is sometimes oonneoted with auothor implied

in tho ncgfttive prcflxoH, </««, nn, im, in, il, ir, <tc. ; as, ** You are

not unncqiiinted with liis incriiS," Hint is, "You are ncquninted,"

(bo. Ill litis way n plc.isin^ variety of expression is sometitnes

produced. lUit tlie word only with the negntivo, preserves the

negation ; as, " He was not only illiberal, but even covetous."

762. The adverbs nay, no, yea, yen, at/, are u<«ed indopendontly;

ns, " Will he «(> ? "—
' A^o."—" Is he ut homo? "—" Veti:' These

words, are each of them a substitute for a whole Hentence. Amen
(an affirmative v(Mb, equivalent to '^ Ih it jo," or, "May it be

so,") is also used independently.

708. No before a noun is an adjective ; as, " No many Before

an adjective or adverb in the comparative degree, it is an adverb;

as, "No taller.''—"No sooner.'^ In all other cases the proper ne-

gative h not ; ns," He will no^como"—"Whether ho cornea or

not."

rOSITION.

764. 3rd.—Adverbs are for tho most part placed

before adjectives, after a verb in the simple form, and
after the first auxiliary in the compound form ; as, ** He
is very attentive, behaves ivell^ and is much esteemed."

766. Ihib rule applies generally to adverbial phrases, as well as

to adverbs.

766. This is to be considered only as a general rule, to which
there are many exceptions. Indeed, no rule for the position of the

pdverb can be given, \yhich is not liable to exceptions. That order

is the best which conveys the meaning with most precision. In

order to this, the adverb is sometimes placed before the verb, or

at some distance after it.

767. Never, often, altoaya, nometimet^ generally precede the

verb.

768. Tho improper positicn of the adverb only often occasions

ambiguity. This will generally be avoided, when it refers to a

Bentencc or clause, by placing it at the beginning of that sentence

or clause ; when it refers to a predleiitc, by placing it before the

predicated term ; and when it refers to a subject, h^ placing it

after its name or description ; as, "Only acknowledge thine iniquity."—*' The thoughts of his heart are only evil."—" Take nothing for

your journey but a staff on/y." These observations will generally

be applicable to the words merely, »olely, chiejly, first, at least, and
perhaps to a few others.

769. In prose, to, the sign of the infinitive, or rather a part of

it, should never be separated by placing an adverb immediately
after it. Thus, " They are accustomed to carefully study their lea-
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MDi," ihould be " to tludy ear^/uUy,^^ or " cartfully to ttudy," kc.

770. The adTerb enough i* oommonly plaQed after the adjeotire

which it modifles ; aa, '* A large enough house "—" A house large

enough for all."

771. Bver and never are iiometimes improperly oonfounded;

thus, " Seldom or ever," should be " Seldom or neverJ' or " Seldom
if ever." Ever eo, referring to quantity or degree, means in what-

soever degree. Uenoe, *' Charming never eo wisely," should be
" ever to wisely." So, ** JFw«i to much," " ever to wise," dto.

772. As adverbs are indeoliaable, mistakes are liable to be made
chiefly in their position, or in using as adverbs, words that are not

such, or in using adverbs where other words are required.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

ADVERB.

1. What is the rule for the construction of the adverb? 2. "What
is said of adverbn modifyini; nouns and pronouns ? 8. Give nu ex*

ample. 4. What is said of an adverb sometimes modifying? a

preposition, an adjunct, or a clause of a i^nteiicu ? 6. Give
examples. 6. What is tlie rule with reference to using adverbs for

adjectives, and adjectives for adverbs ? 7. Give examples. 8.

Give instances of usjige contrary to this rule. 9. Give examples of

adverbs which tHko the same form as the adjectives from which
they are derived. 10. Repeat the adverbs enumerated which have
the adjective form as well as the adverbial. 11. Show by exam-
ples that the adjective and adverbial forma should be used with
discrimination. 12. On what principle is the poetic use of adjec-

tives for adverbs explained? 13. What is said of using the
preposition frdm, before

—

hence, thence, whence? 14. What is

said of the adverbs hither, thither, whither ? T5. What principle

condemns the use of •' where " in the following sentence ?
—" They

framed a protestation where they repeated their former claims.

16. What IS said of not^, then, when, where, used as nouns, in such
phraees as, "till noWf^ " till then?'' 17. What is said of such
expressions as, " at once," "far from hence,'^ Act 18. What is

said of " there," an used in the sentence, " There came to the
beaoh,*' Ac. I 1 9. What is said of two negatives in the same clause ?

20. Illustrate by an example. 21. What principle is the sentence,
" There is none righteous, no not one,^' introduced to illustrate ?

22. How are two negatives sometimes used with advantage ? 28.

Give an example. 24. What is said of the adverbs raj/, yea, yet,

ay^ and the word amen^ 25. What is said of no and notf 26.

What general rule is given for the position of the adverb ? 27.
Give examples. 28. What is the remark introduced to modify the
authority of this rule ? 29. What is the usual position of never.

I
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often, altoatfn, gometimex, in relation to (he verb ? 80. What cau-

tion and directioriB are given respecting the position of the adverb
*^oulyf SI. Illustrate by examples. 32. What principle is the

following stintence introduced tf) illustrate ? " They are accustomed

to carefully stu'ly 'Leir ledHoiis. " 33. What is said of the use of

ever and never ? 34. Illustrate this remark by examples. 35. Of
what kind are the errors in using adverbs most likely to be f

34th exercise.
ADVEBB.

In the following, say which are correct and which are incorrect

;

state distinctly the principle violated in the false syntax. Give
the construction of the words to which the rule or any remark ap-

plies and repeat the principle. Do the written exercise as directed

under Rule Ist.

1 .
" Drink deep or taste not the Pierian Spring."

2. He departed thence into a desert place. 3. Where
art thou gone ? 4. He drew up a petition in which he
represented hia own merit. 5. I can not do more. 6.

We should not be overcome totally by present events.

7. Theism can be opposed only to polytheism. 8.

Opon your hand widely. 9. The then emperor was
noted for hia cruelty. 10. I will send thee hence to

the Gentiles. 11. And he said unto me, " Come up
here." 12. ile went to London last year, since when,
I have not seen him. 13. He will never be no taller.

14. We should always prefer our duty to our pleasure.

15. Having not known or having not considered the

measures proposed, he failed of success. 16. By great-

ness, I do not only mean the bulk of any single object,

but the distinctness of a whole view. 17. To make
this sentence perspicuous, it will be necessary to entirely

remodel it. 18. He was befriended by the then reign-

ing duke. 19. From hence ! away ! 20. Correct your
heart and all will go rightly. 21 . This happened many
days afterward. 22. Not only he found her employed,
but pleased and tranquil also. 23. In promoting the

public good, we discharge only our duty. 24. She
walks graceful. 25. Where I am, there ye can not

come. 26 . I have received no information on the sub-
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ject, neither from him nor from his friend- 27 . In the

proper disposition of adverbs, the ear carefully requires

to be consulted as well as the sense . 28 . He only read

the book, but not the letter . 29 . He spoke eloquently.

30. Be so kind as ^o tell me whether he will do it or

no. 31 . They seemed to be dressed nearly alike 32.

He chiefly spoke of virtue, not of vice. 32. Our friends

arrived safely. 34. His expressions sounded harsh.

35. And soft unlo himself he said. 30. They returned

lately in the evening. 37. He spoke quite loudly.

38. He aimed too highly . 39. He came hither. 40.

His manners are not inelegant. 41. Whether it is so

or no. 42. A large enough house.

Written Exkrcise.— Place the number attached to each note or

remark in the margin of your paper, and wrile immediately op-

posite a sentence violiiting the priiciple represented by the num*
Ders, and under it a correct eeuience.

'i

I A

$\
• "1

TOE PREPOSITION.

773. EuLE XIV.—A Preposition ex-

presses the relation between some noun or

pronoun depending upon it, and some other

word in tlie sentence ; as, He travelled b^

the cars Jram Hamilton to Montreal.

'7*74 Under this rule the li.bilily to error arises chiefly from the

use of inappropriate pi eijositions.

775. In determining what preposition

would be most appropriate in any given

case, an -acquaintance with the meaning of

words and with the practice of good writers

is the only safe guide. The following illus-

tration and examples of good usage will

serve to direct the attention of the pupil to

this important subject.

r It

f.M
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Into, from outside to inside. In, inside only.

—

At, indefinitely

in or about. In enclosure, eurroundings. Between or betwixt,

two only. Among, three or more. 5y, the agent, and with, the

means or manner. A taste of what is enjoyed, a taste for what
we wish to enjoy. Disappointed of what is not obtained, disap-

pointed in what fails to answer our expectations after it is

obtained. Die of disease by an instrument. Compare with, for

ascertaining merit,

—

to, for illustration. Attended by persons,

with consequences. Agree with a person, to something proposed,

and upon some settlement of affairs. Change for by substitution,

aud to or into by alteration. Concur with a person, in a measure,

and to an effect. A thing consists of what it is composed of, and
consists in what it is comprised in. Conversant with men, and in

things. What corresponds with, is consistent with,—and what
corresponds to, answers to. Defend and protect yourself against,

and others /ro}». Disagree with a person, a« to what is proposed.

Usually, expert or skilled in, before an ordinary noun,—and at,

when immeidiately before a participle noun. We are famil'pT

t027A things, and they are familiar /o us. Indulge u'i/A occas'c •

ally, and indulge in habitually. We introduce a person to an-

other, and a person or thing into a place. Intrude upon a person

or thing, and into something enclosed. We usually look /or what
is sought, and after what is entrusted to us. Prevail with, on or

upon, by persuasion,—and over or against all opposition. Recon-
cile one friend to another, and apparent inconsistencies with one
another. Reduce under implies subjugation, and reduce to im-
plies simply a thing of state. To h ive regard for, and to pay
regard to. To unite to means to join to, and frequently as an
appendage,

—

to unite with means to combine with, and generally

as a colleague or an equal. To vest authority in a person, and to

invest a person with authority.

Abhorrence of; abhorrent to, from; access to; accord with;
accuse of; adapted to; adequate to; agreeable to; aspire to;

brag of; capacity for ; comply with] confide in; conformable to,

with ; congenial to, with ; consonant with ; contiguous to ; cured

of; deficient in; dependent on; independent o/"; derogate from;
derogatory /o ; uestined to; differ /rom, seldom tozVA ; difficulty

in; diminish from; diminution of; discourage from', discou*

ragement to; disgusted at, with; disparagement to; dissent

from; distinct from; eager in, for, after; embark in, for;
enamored of, with; enter, entrance on, upon, into; exception

from, to, against; exclude from; exclusive of; extracted from;
followed by; fond of; fondness /or; foreign to, from; founded
on, upon, sometimes in; iree from; glad of, sometimes at; guard
against; hanker a//er; inaccessible to; incentive /o; incorp<»rate

into, t0tM, sometimes in} indulgent to; influence over^ with, on;
initiate into, sometimes in; inrcad into; intermediate between;

J >, ri

Jame,
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intervene between; inured to; invested with, in; involved in;
join with, to; lame of; land at; level with; long for, after ;

made o/; marry <o,* intermarry with ; c Adhwith; martyr /or;
militate against; mingle with ; miBtrustful of; neceBsary to,f$r;
need of; neglectful of; object to, against; occasion for; offend

against; offensive to; omitted /rom ; overwhelmed wi<A, 6y; pe-
culiar to; penetrate into; pertinent to; pleasant to; pleased
with ; preferable to; preference to,for, over, above; prejudice against;

prejudicialto; preserve /rom ; productive of; profit by; profit-

able to ; provide with, for^ against ; pursuant to ; pursuance of;
refrain from ; relation to ; release from ; relieve q/, from ; rely

on, upon; replete with; re8emblan::e to, between; in or with re-

spect^o; in or with regard to; rise above; rid of; similar to ;

strip of; subtract /rom ; swerve from; sympathize with; sym-
pathy/or, wi</t; uaiaou with ; weary o/"; worthy o/".

n

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

PREPOSITION.

1. Distinguish between the meaning of in and into. 2. Define
at and in, and exemplify their eoriect use. 3. Distinguish be-
tween the proper use of between or betwixt, and among. 4. Dis-

tinguish between the use of by and with, and give an example.
5. When would a taste of, and when would a taste for, be proper?
6. Illustrate by an example. 7. When would of and when would
in be required after the word disappointed? 8. Give an example.
9. Name the preposition proper to be used after each of the

following words, giving the reason and illustrating each by an ex-

ample : Die, compare, attended, agree, change, concur, consists,

conversant, corresponds, defend and protect, disagree, expert or

skilled, familiar, indulge, introduce, intrude, look, prevail, recon-

'ill ;, reduce, have regard and pay regard, to unite, combine, to

os*^ authority, to invest a person. 10. Name the prepositions

pr uer to be used after the following words, and illustrate by ex-

ajiples : Abhorrence, abhorrent, access, accord, accuse, adapted,

agreeable, aspire, brag, capacity, comply, confide, conformable,

congenial, consonant, contiguous, cured, deficient, dependent, in-

dependent, derogate, derogatory, destined, differ, difficulty,

diminish, diminution, discourage, discouragement, disgusted, dis-

paragement, dissent, distinction, eager, embark, enamored, enter

and entrance, exception, exclude, exolusive, extracted, followed,

fond, fondness, foreign, founded, iree, glad, guard, hanker, inac-

cessible, incentive, incorporate, indulgent, influence, initiate, in-

road, intermediate, intervene, inured, invested, involved, join,

Jame, land, level, long, made, marry, intermarry, meddle, martyr,

•I
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militate, mingle, mistrustful, necessary, need, neglectful, object,

occasioni offend, offensive, omitted, overwhelmed, peculiar, pene-
trate, pertinent, pleasant, pleased, preferable, preference, pre-

judice, prejudicial, preserve, productive, profit, profitable, pro-

vide, pursuant, pursuance, refrain, relation, release, relieve, rely,

replete, resemblance, rise, rid, similar, strip, subtract, swerve,
sympathize, sympathy, unison, weary, worthy.

61st exercise.

PREPOSITIONS.

lo the following, correct what in wrong in the use of Prepo-
aitions, and give the reasons for the change.

He was eager in recommendiDg him to his fellow-

citizens.-:-! find great difficulty of writing.—Every
change is not a change to the better.—Changed to a

worse shape it can not be.—It is important, in times

of trial, to have a friend to whom you can confide.

—

Tou may rely on the truth of what he says.—Many
have profited from good advice, but have rot always

been grateful of it.—I have no occasion in his services.

—Favors are not always bestowed on the most deserv-

ing.—This is very different to that.—Virtue and vice

differ widely with each other .—Come into the house

.

—"We rode in a carriage with four horses.—The boy

fell into a deep pit.—Such conduct cannot be recon-

ciled to with profession.—Go, and be reconciled with

thy brother.—A man had four sons, and he divided his

property between them.—I am now engaged in that

work.—He insists on it that he is right.

P--

CONSTRUCTION OF CONJUNCTIONS.

776.

—

Rule XV.—Conjunctions connect

words, phrases, or clauses.

1^1. Relative pronouns and conjunctive adverbs are also em-
ployed to connect clauses.

778. Co-ordinate sentences are connected by conjunctions of the

various classes represented by and, or, but, hmce. (See oon-

uectives of Compound Sentences, pp. 154, ir5 '

78(

form,

ihoug
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78J
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779. Dependent clauses are connected with their principal

clauses by such conjunctions, or other connectives, as may pro-

perly indicate the relation intended. (See connectives of noun,
adjective, and adverbial sentences, pp. 149, 160, 152.)

' 780. The conjunction that serves to introduce a sentence ; asi

" That you should have thought so is not strange."

781. Disjunctive co>ordination is of two sorts, real and nomi-
nal ; for example,—" A King or a Queen always rules in England "

Here King and Queen being different names for different persons,

the disjunction ia real. In all real disjunction the inference is,

that if one of two (or more) individuals (or classes) do not
perform a certain action the other does.

782. " A Sovereign or Supreme Governor always rules in Eng-
land." Here the disjunction is nomina.}, Sovereign and Supreme
Governor being different names for the same person. In all nom-
inal disjunction, the inference is, that if an agent (or agents) do
not perform a certain action under one name, he does or they do
it under another.

783. J^ is sometimes employed for whether ; as, He doubts if

two and two make four. This usage should be avoided.

784. The conjunction is often omitted.

785. The adjective all is sometimes used with neatness in poetry
to supply the place of a copulative conjunction; as. All heatt
they live, all head, all eye, all ear, all intellect, all sense."

—

Para*
dise Xoat. •

^86. When two or more verbs in the tenses, formed by auxiliaries,

or in the progressive or emphatic form, or in the passive voice, are
connected, the auxiliary expressed with the first, may be understood
to the rest ; as, " He can neither read nor wrt^e."—" Diligence
thould be commended and rewarded." Still, however, the repetition

of the auxiliary is often more emphatic ; as, " They shall come,
and they thall declare his truth."

787. Verbs of the same mood, tense or form, connected as a
compound predicate, have the nominative expressed with the first,

and understood to the rest ; as, " Caesar earner saw and conquered."
But—

788. When verbs connected are not in the same mood, tense or

form, and especially if contrast or opposition expressed by butt

though, yet, is intended, the nominative is frequently repeated; as,
" He came, but he would not stay."

789. This, however, is to be regarded only as a general direction,

in accordance with, perhaps, the majority of cases, but to which, as

a rule, there are many exceptions. The object aimed at is to se-

cure euphony and perspicuity ; and whea these are preserved with-
<>ut repeating the nominative, it maybe omitted; as, '* The two

4'
II-'
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charges had been^ and still are^ united in one person."

—

^orth
British Review,

790. After expressions implying doubt, fear, or denial, the con*

junction that is properly used—not leet, but, but that ; as, *' I do
not doubt that he t> honest."—" I am afraid that he will die."

—

Also, what should never be used for that. Thus, " He will not

believe but what 1 am to blame," should be, *' but that I am to

blame."

791. Certain words in the antecedent member of a

sentence, require corresponding connectives in the sub-

sequent one ; thus

—

1. In clauses or words simply connected

—

Both requires and; as, " Both he and I came."

Either or ; as, ** Either he or I will come."

Neither nor ; as, " Neither he nor I came."

Whether or ; as, " Whether he or I came.''

Though yet ; as, " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in

him.

Not only——but aho; as, ^'Not only he but also his brother

goes."

2. In clauses connected so as to imply comparison

—

The comparative degree requires than ; as, " He is taller than
I am."

Other requires than ; as, " It is no other than he."

Ehe
As

So

So

Such

Such

' than ; as, " What else do you expect than this.'

•as (expressing equality) ; as, " He is a» tall da I

am.

«o (expressing equality); as, " As thy day is, so

shall thy strength be."

—— a« (with a negative expressing inequality) ; as,

" He is not so learned as his brotner.*'

that (expressing consequence); as, ** He is so weak
that he can not walk."

08 (expressing similarity) ; as, "Ha or such as
he."—-<Aat(with a finite verb, to express a consequence);

asj "The difference is such, that all will per-

ceive it."

192; And, or, nor, do not require the corresponding antecedent,
and though does not always require yet. By poetic license or and
nor are sometimes nsed as antecedents, insteaa of either neither.
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*793. In sentences implying comparison, there Is commonly an
ellipsis in the second member, after than and as ; " My punishment
is greater than {that is whicJi\ I can bear."—"My punishment is

as great as [that is which'] I can bear." And sometimes in sen-

tenoes not implying comparison, after thounhoxni if ; as, " Though
\it is] coarse, it is good."—" Pie is liind, if \he is] sincere.

'ZQ't. A relative after than is put in the objective case ; as, " Sa-
tan, than whom none higher sat." This anomaly may be regarded
as a case of simple enallage

.

795. When a subsequent clause or part of a seDtence

is common to two different, but connected antecedent

clauses, it must be equally applicable to both; as, " That

work always has been, and always will be admired.^^

** He is as tall, though not so handsome, as his brother,*^

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

CONJDNOTION.

1. What different classes of conjunctions connect ooordinately ?

2. What different classes of words connect subordinately ? 8. Dis-

junctive coordination is of what two kinds ? 4. Illustrate by an
example. 5 . In all real disjunctions, what is the inference % 6.

In all nomtnaZ disjunction what is the inference? 7. What use of

the conjunction t/is said to be objectionable? 8. Give an exam-
ple. 9. Show by examples that the connection is often omitted.

10. What word is sometimes used in poetry to supply the place of
the copulative conjunction. 11. What principle is illustrated in

the following sentence—13. " He can neither read nor write." 18.

What principle is illustrated in the following sentence—" Caesar

came, saw, and conquered." 14. What principle is illustrated in

the following sentences—" He came, but he would not stay"—"The
two charges had been, and still are, united in one person." 16.

After expressions implying doubt, fear, or denial, what conjunction

should be used ? 16, Illustrate by an example. 11. What is the

corresponding conjunction to each of the following : whether, though^

not only, other—else, as—as, so—so, such—such. 18. Which of

these do not always require the corresponding antecedent term ?

19. After what conjunction is there frequently an ellipsis ? 20.

Give examples. 21. What principle is illustrated by the follow-

ing sentence—" Satan, than whom none higher sat ? " 22. What
principle is illustrated in the following sentences—" That work
always has been, and always will be admired?"—" He is as tall,

though not so handsome, as his brother."

fl'
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62nd exercise.

THE CONJUNOTION.

Ill thefollowiug exercise, point out the connectives; say whether
the couoection is cu-ordinate or subordinate, nnd of which class.

Give the construction of the words to which tho rule or any note

applies, and repeat principle. Correct all errors.

1 . Anger glances into the breast of a wise man ; but

it will rest only in the bosom of fools. 2. You and I

are great friends. 3. He reads and is writing well. 4.

He should have written, or sbould have sent, or should

have come himself. 5. He might have been happy, and
now is convinced of it. 6. I do not deny but he has

merit. 7. It is so clear as I need not explain it. 8.

The one is equally deserving as the other. 9. They
had no sooner risen, but they applied themselves to their

studies . 10. He is bolder than his companion, but not
80 wise. 11. If he understands the subject and attends

to it, he can scarcely fail of snccess. 12. This is a small

matter between you and I. 13. Does he not read and
write well ? 14. He could command his temper though
he would not . 15. They were afraid that you would
be offended. 16. As thy days are, so shall thy strength

be. 17. These savage people seem to have no other

element than war. 18. Sincerity is as valuable and
even more so than knowledge. 19. Be more anxious

about acquiring knowledge than showing it . 20. My
father and he are very intimate. 21. Did he not tell

thee his fault, and intreat thee to forgive him . 22

.

We were apprehensive lest some a^scident had happened
him. 23. He must go himself (;r send his servant.

24. This is none other but the gate of Paradise . 25.

Will it be urged that these books are as old or even
older than tradition. 26. He is taller than me ; but I

am older than him . 27. Earth hath her solitudes, and
80 hath life. 28. We can not doubt but that he is well.

29. He is not as eminent and as much esteemed as he
thinks himself to be. 30. He takes neither care nor
interest in the matter. 31. I cannot see 1)ut what he
is well.

I'i'
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

796. EuLE XVI.—The form peculiar

to the Subjunctive mood is used only when
both contingency and futurity are implied

;

as, ** If he continue to study he will im-
prove.'*

797. When contingency or doubt only, and not futurity, is im-
plied, the indicative form is used ; as, "if he has money he keeps
It.

798. Contingency or doubt is usually expressed by the connec*
tives, fY, though^ unle»», except, whether, &c ; but whether futurity

is implied or not, must be gathered from the context. In general,

when the sense is the same, with shall, will, or should prefixed to

the verb, as without it, the peculiar form of subjunctive may be
used ; otherwise, not. Thus, in the preceding example, '* If he
continue," and, ** If he shall continue," mean the same thing.

799. The subjunctive mood is used to express a wish or desire

;

as, I wish I were wise !

"

800. A supposition or wish, implying a present denial of the

thing supposed or desired, is expiessed by the past subjunctive;

as, " If my kingdom w^re of this world, then would my servants

fight," implying, " It is not of this world."—" 0, that thou wert

as my brother 1 " implying, " Thou art not."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

RUBJUNCTIYB MOOD.

1. What is the rule for using th^ peculiar form of the subjunc-

tive? 2. Give an example. 8. When contingency only is im-
plied, what form of the subjunctive is used ? 4. Oive an example.
6. How is contingency or doubt usually expressed t 6. How will

you know whether futurity is miplied or not t 7. Give an example
of the subjunctive used to express a wish or desire. 8. What is

the principle illustrated by the following sentence: ''If my king-

dom were of this world, then would my servants fight."

63bd exercise,
subjunctive mood.

In the following, say which are correct and which incorrect;

state distinctly the principle violated iu the false syntax, and cor-

rect it
;
give the construction of all the words to which the rule

applies ; and repeat the rule.

-4 H
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1. We must go to-morrow unless it raiu. 2. There
will be enough to do next week if the weather is good

.

3. Though the sky is clear, it is cold. 4. He will

maintain his cause, though he loses his estate. 5. We
way get letters, if the mail arrives in time. G. If

John is come, why did you not tell mel 7 . Ask John
if ho know .when the legislature meets. 8. If he
knows anything, he surely knows, that unless he get

better he cannot be removed. 9. If thou be the Son
of God, command that these stones be made bread.

10. Take care that the horse does not run away.
11. See that thou dost it not. 12. Kiss the Son, lest

he is angry. 13. Eeprove not a scorner, lest he hates

thee. 14. If he is but in health, it will be the cause

of great thankfulness. 15. O, that he were wise!

16. I wisb I was at home. 17. If I were not Alex-

ander, I would be Diogenes . 18 . If it was not so, I

would have told you . 19 . If he were a year older, I

would send him to school . 20 . If he was au impontor
he must have been detected. 21. If I were he, I
would accept the offer. 22. Was I he, I would accept

the offer.

CONNECTION OF TENSES.

801. Rule XVII.—In expressing the diff-

erent relations of time, care must be taken'

to employ those tenses which express cor-

rectly the sense intended ; as, " I have known
him these many years ;

"—not, I know him
these many years

;
" nor, " I knew him

these many years."

802. Rema&k.—The particular tense necessary to be used must
depend upon the sense, and no rules can be given that will apply
to all cases. But it may be proper to observe, that

—

803. Ad observatioQ which is always true must be expressed in
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the prtierU tenne ; as. "The Btolcs believed thnt'all crimes are

equal.'

"

804. The present -perfect, and not the prepent tense, should be

used in conDection with words denoting nn extent of timecoDtlnued

to the present; thus, " They continue with m 3 now three dnys,

should be, have crntinued," &c.

806. The preient perfect ienee ought never to be used in conneo-

tioD with words which expre<=8 time, that has no connection with

the preeent ; thus, "I have formerly mentioned his nttnchnient to

stuoy," should be, "I formerly mentioned," <&c.

806. To express an event simply as past, without relation to any
other point of time than the present, or as taking place at a certain

past time mentioned, the patt tente is used ; as, " God created the

world."—'* In the beginning God created the world."

807. When we wish to represent an event aapaat at or before a

certain past time referred to, the verb must be put in the past per-

fect tense. Thus, when we say, " The vessel had arrived at nine

o'clock," we mean, at nine o'clock the arriving of the vessel was
past, Jiut when we sav, *• The vessel arrived &t nine o'clock," wo
mean, the arriving of the vessel was then present.

808. It is always efisential to the use of this tense that the event

be FAST at the time referred to. It is proper to notice here, also,

that in pointing out the time of a past event, two points or periods

of time are often mentioned—the one for the purpose of ascertain-

ing the other. Thus, " He arrived an hour before sunset." Here
the past'perfect is not used, though the arriving is represented as

past before a past time mentioned, viz., sunset, because sunset is

not the time referred to, but is mentioned in order to describe that

time ; and at the time described, the event, arriving, was not past,

but present. If in this example we omit the word " hour," and
merely say " before sunset," the construction will be the same.
This will show that it is correct to say, " Before I went to Franco
I' visited England," because the visiting of England is represented

ns present, and not past at the lime indicated by the word before.

But if the event mentioned is represented as past at the time

indicated by the word before, or if the sentence is so arranged that

only one point of past time is indicated at which the event referred

to is past, the past-perfect must be used ; as, " They had arrived

before we sailed.'*—" They arrived after we had sailed."—" / had
vieited England when we returned to America."

809. The present and the past of the auxiliaries, sJiall, will, may
can, should never be associated in the same sentence ; and care

must be taken that the subsequent verb be expressed in the same
tense with the antecedent verb ; thus, " I may or can do it now, if

I choose "—" I might or could do it now, if I chose "—'* I shall or

will do it, when I can "—" I may do it, if I can "—" I once could

ri
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do it, but I v)oitld not "— '* I would liavo done it tlicii, hut I could

not "— '* I fnention it to him, that ho mat/ stop if lie chooKe"—" I

mentioned it to him, that he might stop if he efwse "—
" I have men-

tioned it to him, thnt h<i may stop"—" I had mcntloiUMl it to him,

that he might stop "—'• I had riieQliuned it to l»im tl)ftt ho might
have ntopped had no chonen.

810. In dependent olai acs, the past perfect indicative or poten-

tial is used tu expresH an event antecedent to, but never, conteni*

porary with, or subsequent to, that expressed by a verb in the

pa.>4t teuse in the leadini;; clause. Thus, we can say, " I bclievod he
Dad done it," but not, " I hoped he had done it

;

" because belief may
refer to what is past, but hope always refers to something future.

811. Whenthouldia used instead of ought, to express present

duty, it maybe followed by the present or present-perfect; as,

** You ihould study, that you may become learned."

The indicative present is frequently used after the words whcn^

tillj bejore, as toon at, after, to express the relative time of a
future action; as, " When he com««,he will be welcome." When
placed before the pretent-perfect indicative, these words denote the

coropletioD of a future action or event; as, " He will never be
better /t// he hat felt the pangs of poverty."

812. A verb in the infinitive mood must be in the pretent e,

when it expresses what is contemporary in point of time, w; J

governing verb, or subsequent to it ; ns, "He appeared to be a man
of letters."—" The apostles were determined to preach the gospel."

Hence, verbs denoting hope, detire, intention^ or command, must be
followed by the pretent injinitive, and not by the perfect.

813. But the perfect infinitive must be used to express what is

antecedent to the time of the governing verb; as, <* Romulua is

•aid to have founded Rome."

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

OOMNEOTION OF TENSES.

1. What care must be taken in expressing the different relations

of timet 2. Illustrate by examples. 8. What must determine
the particular teuse [troper to be used in any case 't 4. By what
tense must a general truth bo expressed ? 5. Give examples.

6. In connection with words denoting an extent of time ooutinned

to the present, what tense should be used ? 7. Give an example.

8. What principle is violated in the sentence,

—

'* I have formerly

mentioned his attachment to study." 9. When should the past

tense be used ? 10. When should the past perfect be used? 11.

Illustrate by an example. 12. What is essential in the relation of

time, to make the use of the past perfect tense proper ? 18. What
principle is the sentence,—" We arrived an hour before sunset,"
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iDtroduced to illustrate? 14. What principle are the following

enteDces introduced to illustrate ?
—

" I can do it now, if I chooM.—" I shall do it, when I can."— *' I onco could do it, hot I would
not."—" J had mentioned it to him that he might hav0 ttopped had
h€ ehoten.'^ 16. In accordance with what principle it, '* I believed

he had done it,"—correct, and, " I hoped he had done it,"—in-

correct t 16. What principle is the following venteuce introduced
to illustrate ?

—" You ihould study, that you may become learned V*

17. What principles are the following sentences introduced to il-

lustrate t— '* When he comes he will be welcome.*'—" He will

never be better till he ha$ fell the pangs of poverty." 18. What
principle are the following sentences introduced to illustrate?—
" He apneared to be a man of letterf<."—" The Apostles were de-

termineu to preach the Oospel." 19. By what tense of the in-

finitive must verbs denoting fwpe, detirey intention, command, be*
followed? 20. Why? 21. What must the perfect iofiuitive be
used to eipress ? 22. Illustrate by examples.

54th exercise.
oonnkotion of tkn8es.

In the following, say which are correct and which incorrect y

state distinctly the principle violated iu the false syntax, and
coirect it; give the construction of the words to which the rule or
any remark applies, and repeat the rule.

1 . The doctor said that fever always produces thirst

.

2. I knew 1 he family more than twenty years. 3. lie

has lately lost an only son . 4 . After Columbus made
liis preparations, he set out on his voyage of discovery.

,5 . I should be obliged to him if he would gratify me in

that particular. 6. We had hoped that Lord Nugent
would have been able to collect much new and interest-

ing information. 7. He should study diligently, that he
may become learned. 8. We shall welcome him when
he arrives. 9. From the little conversation I had with

him, he appeared to be a man of learning. 10. Kirstall

abbey, now in ruins, appears to have been an extensive

building. II. The philosopher said that heat always

expanded metals. 12. I am now at school six months.
13. He has been formerly very disorderly. J 4. When
we had finished our lessons we went out to play. 15.

Ye will not come to me, that ye may have life. 16.

Columbus hoped that he would render the natives tri-

butary to the crown of Spain. 17. We should respect

P
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those persons, because they continued long attached to

us. 18. As soon as he shall return we will recommence
our studies. 19. Our friends intended to have met us.

20. Lycurgus, the Spartan law-giver, is said to be born

in the nine hundred and twenty-sixth year before Christ.

21. He said that was immutable. 22. My brother was
sick four weeks, and is no better. 23. 1 once or twice

told the story to our friend before he went away. 24.

He has" done it yesterday. 25. Some one has long ago

told the same story. 26. He that had been dead sat up
and began to speak. 27« Be wise and good that you
might be happy. 28. We expected that they would
have come. 29. A prisoner is not accounted guilty till

he be convicted. 30. He was afraid he would have died.

31. He tells lies long enough. 32 When he had ar-

rived at the place, we delivered the letters which we pre-

viously procured. 33. He was told his danger, that he

might shun it. 34. They have continued with m^ now
three days. 35. It was a strange thing to me, for I had
never seen such a thing before. 36. When I came, he

was gone.

INTERJECTIONS.

814. Rule XVIII.—Interjections have
no grammatical connection with other words
in a sentence.

815. After interjection?, pronouns of the first person are com-

monly in the objective case ; those of the eecond in the nomina-

tive ; as, " Ah me ! "— *' thou !

"

816. In neither of those, however, doefl the case depend on the

interjection. The objective is commonly thought to be governed
by a word understood; thus, "Ah [p%] me P*—"Ah [what will

become of me

!

" The nominative form is commonly the indepen*

dent by address.

ELLIPSIS.

817. As a general rule, the fewer the

words are, by which we express our ideas,
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the better, provided the meaning is clearly

brought out. This may often be done
without using all the words necessary to

the full grammatical form of a sentence,

and hence, as the tendency always is to

abbreviate speech, such words *as can be
spared, according to the usage of the lan-

guage, are properly omitted.

818. 1.—An ellipsis, or omission of words,

is admissible when they can be supplied by the mind

with such certainty and readiness as not to obscure the

sense . Accordingly

—

819. When the different clauses of a Compound Sentence have
either the same subject, or the same predicate, or the same object,

or the same extensions, the element which is common to each cO'
ordinate part is not necessarily repeated. For example

—

, EXTENDED FORM.
** Wheat grows well in this land,

and barley grows well in this

land."'

" The hurricane tore down trees,

and the hurricane overturned
houses."

** He is a wise man, he is a good " He is a wise, good, and pair! •

man, he is a patriotic man." otic man."
"God sends rain on the evil, and "God sends rain on the evil and

God sends rain on the good." on the good."

"He is an honest, learned, and well-bred man."

820. A variety of contractions may be combined in one sentence.

821. The verb to he, with its subject, in dependent clauses, is

often omitted after the connectives, if, though, yet, when, &c. ; as,

"Study, if [it is] neglected, becomes irksome."—"Though [he

was] poor, he was honest."

822. In poetry, verba which express address or answer, are often

omitted; as, "To him the prince [replied]" Also, when the

words connected readily indicate what the verb must be, if ex-

pressed; as, "III hence to London"—"I'll in"—*^Auat/, old

man!"—/S/iaA;«.—<* Up, up, Glenarkiu !"— TT. Scott.

823. Adverb.—When an adverb modifies more words thao one,

ABRIDGED FORM.
" Wheat and barley

in this laud."

grow well

' The hurricane tore down trees

and overturned houses."

t m
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it is placed only with th^" last ; as, " He spoke and acted grace-

fully."

824. Conjunction.—When several words and clauses come to-

gether in the same construction, the conjunction is sometimes
omitted entirely, sometimes between each pair, and sometimes
before all except the last ; as, " He caused the blind to see, the

lame to walk, toe deat to hear, the lepers to be cleansed."—" We
ran hither and thither, seeking novelty and change—sympathy
and pastime—communion and love."—" Youth is the season of

joy, of blise, of strength, and of pride."

826. Imtbrjeotion.—The interjections are never omitted, but, in

the expresaion of sudden emotion, all but the most important
words are commonly omitted ; as, " Well done t " for, •' That is

Well done !'' Also, after interjections, there is often an ellipsis of

the obvious word ; as, " for a lodge," Ac, that is, " how Hong
for a lodge," &c.—" A horse 1 a horse I my kingdom for a horse !

"

that is, " Bring me a horse. / would give my kiugdum for a

horse."

826. 2.—An ellipsia is not allowable, when ifc

would obscure the sentence, weaken its force, or be

attended with an impropriety ; as, *' We speak that we
do know,'* for that which, &c.

827. In general, no word should be omitted by ellipsis, that is

necessary to the usual construction or harmony of a sentence, or to

render the meaning peispicuous.

828. Articles, pronouns, and prepositions, should always be

repeated when the words with which they stand conuected are

used emphatically. Under such circurnstuiice-, even nouns, adjec-

tives, and verbs, must often be repeated ; as, " Not only the year,

but the day and the hour were appo'.nted."

829. It is generally improper, except in poetry, to omit the an-

tecedent to a relative; aud it is always improper to omit a rela-

tive, when it is in the nominative.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
ELLIPSIS.

1. Under the head of Ellipsis, what is the general principle

laid down f 2. What is the first rule given on the subject of

ellipsis? 3. To what geueral principle may most instances of

ellipsis be reduced? 4. Illustrate by example. 5. "Study, if

neglected, becomes irksome,"—what principle of ellipsis does this

sentence illustrate? 6. What omissions are very common iu

poetry ? 7. Illustrate by an example. 8. What principle does

th> following sentence illustrate f 9. " He spoke and acted grace-
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fully." 10. Under whnt circumstances is the connective either

wholly or partinlly omitted ? 11. Give examples. 12. After in-

terjections what omissions are common? 18. Qive example;). 14.

When is an ellipsis not allowable, according to the second rule? 15.

What words, as a (general principle, should not be omitted ? 16.

Under what circumstances is it said that articles, pronouns, prepo-
sitions, and even nouns, adjectives and verbs, should not bo emit-
ted? 17. Illustrate by examples. 18. What is said of the omis-
sion of the antecedent to a relative, and of tho relative itself? 19.

Illustrate by examples.

55Te EXERCISE.
ON ELLIPSIS.

In the following sentences, omit such words as are not necessary
to the sense, and refer the omission to its proper principle :

—

1 . Cicero waa an eloquent man, an able man, a gener-

ous man, and be waa a truly patriotic man. 2. 1 venerate

him, I respect him, I love him, on account of his virtues.

3. Genuine virtue supposes our benevolence to be
strengthened and to be confirmed by principle. 4. We
often commend imprudently, as well as censure impru-
dently. 5. He is temperate, he is disinterested, he is

benevolent. 6. He regards the truth, but thou dost

not regard it. 7. Who best can suffer best can do. 8.

A beautiful garden and trees were sold. 9. His honor,

interest, religion, were all embarkc d in this undertak-

ing. 10. Many days and even weeks passed away un-
improved. 11. His conduct is not scandalous, and that

is the best can be said of it. 12. That is a property most
men have, or at least may attain. 13. This property-

has or will be sold. 14. You suppose him younger
than I. 15. He may be said to have spared the life of

a citizen, and consequently entitled to the reward 14.

A noble spirit disdaineth the malice of fortune ; his

greatness of soul is not to be cast down.

PROMISCUOUS EXERCISES.
ON THE FOREGOING EULBS AND PB1NCIPLE8.

la the following sentences some are correct and some are incor-

rect. Say which are correct and which are incorrect. State dis-

tinctly the principle violated in the incorrect sentences and correct

"\
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them. Give the construction of all incorrect words and of such
others as may bo called for.

66th exercise.

Too great a variety of studies perplex and weaken
the judgment.—I called to see you, but you were not

at home.—The crown of virtue is peace and honor.

—

In the human species, the influence of instinct and
habit is generally assisted by the suggestions of reason

.

—They were both unfortunate, but neither of them
were to blame.—We arrived safe at our joumey*s end.
— That is a matter of no consequence between you and
I.—They that seek knowledge will find it.—Our wel-

fare and security consist in unity.—The love of virtue,

and devotion to pleasure, is opposed to each other .
—

All the world are spectators of your conduct.—No-
. thing is more lovely than virtue.—He is taller than
me, but I am stronger than him.—Neither riches or

beauty furnish solid peace and contentment.—The
abuse of mercies ripen us for judgments.—A man's
manners frequently influence his fortune.—Much de-

pends on this rule's being observed.—Such will ever

be the effect of youth associating with vicious com-
panions.—It has been fully shown that neither of

them are correct.—Three months' notice are required

to be given previous to a pupil's leaving of the school

.

—He employed another friend of his father to assert

his claim—[whose claim ?]—It is remarkable his con-

tinual endeavours to serve us.—Whatever antiquities

he could procure, he purchased at any price.—I am
not so well as when you were here.—This mode of ex-

pression has been formerly in use

.

57th exercise.

He stated long ago that he had attended to the

matter —Twice three are six.—As two are to four, so

are six to twelve.—Five is the half of ten.—One man
and one boy are sufficient.—Two are better than one

.

—Two are an even number—three are not.—Two are

twice one.—Five men are too many for such a piece
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of work — three are too few.—Molasses is thicker

than water.—The measles are spreading through the

country.—The news by the last arrival is better than

was expected,—We hoped to have heard from you before

this.—Do you not think he writes well ?—James is as

tall if not taller than I am.—He puts down the mighty
and exalteth the humble.—Piety towards God, as well

as sobriety and virtue, is necessary to happiness.—Take
care who you admit into your friendship.—If I was him,

I would take more care for the future.-—We were in

Havre when the revolution broke out at France.—That
is the man and the horse which we met before.—George
was the most enterprising young man whom I ever saw.

—All that were present were pleased with the entertain-

ment.—*This excellent person was fully resigned either

to live or to die.—To enjoy health and to live in peace,

are great blessings.—Which dictionary do you prefer,

Webster or Walker ?

58th exercise.

Though this event be strange, it certainly did-happen.

—If he but consider the subject, he will no doubt
change his opinion.— Ignorance is the mother of fear,

as well as of admiration.—Among every class of people,

self-interest prevails.—Many ridiculous customs have
been brought into use during the last hundred years.

—

Is there no person who yoli can send on that business ?

—That is a property most men have, or at least may
attain.—The pyramids of Egypt have stood more than
three thousand years.—When the nation complain, the

rulers should listen to their voice.—Who say the people

that I am?—They that honor me, I will honor.—He
only got the money for a few days .—He was evidently

mistaken in his calculations.—No man is fit for free con-

versation, for the enquiry of truth, if he be exceedingly

reserved ; if he be haughty and proud of his knowledge ;

if he be positive and dogmatical in his opinions ; if he
be one who always affects to outshine all the company ;

if he be fretful and peevish ; if he affect wit, and is full

Mi
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of puns, or quirks or quibbles.—A good end does not

warrant using of bad means.—Humility neither seeks the

last place or the last word.—Either wealth or power may
ruin its possessor.—Avoid lightness and frivolity ; they

are allied to folly.—Do you know to whom you are talk-

ing?—O that the winter was gone !—We can fully con-

fide in none but the truly good.—He was accused of

acting unfairly, or at least in a manner ill adapted to

conciliating regard.

59th exercise.

There is more business done in New York than in any
city of the United States.—If there were better manage-
ment, there would be greater security.—Every year,

every day, and every hour, brings its changes.—Whom
say ye that I am ?—Many a youth has ruined liis pros-

pects for life by one imprudent step.—No power was
ever yet entrusted to man without liability to abuse.

—

A conceited fool is more abominable than other fools.—

A

constant display of graces are fatiguing to a sober mind.
—Expectation and reality make up the sum total of life.

—Music, the love of it, and the practice of it, seems to

pervade all creation.—The intellectual and the moral
censor both have the same ends in view.— I was engaged
formerly in that business, but I never shall be again

concerned in it.—We frequently do those things which
we afterwards repent of.—Shall you attain success with-

out that preparation, and escape dangers without that

precaution which is required of others ?—That picture

of your mother is a very exact resemblance of her.
—

^The

winter has not been as severe as we expected it to have

been.—In reference to that transaction, he deserved

punishment as much or more than his companions.
—

^

Every one of those pleasures that are pursued to excess

convert themselves into poison.—Thou Lord, who hast

permitted affliction to come upon us, shalt deliver us

from it in due time.—The sea appeared to be more than

usually agitated—By these attainments is the master

honored and the scholar encouraged.—The temple con-

sisted of one great and several smaller edifices.



ENGLISH COMPOSITION,
>' COMTAININtt A BRIEF EXPOSITION OP ITS

GENEE,AL PRINCIPLES,
ACCOMPANIED WITH PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES,

DESIGNED TO BE TAKEN UP IN CONNECTION WITH PART III.

Composition is the art of arranging our
thoughts and expressing them in appropri-

ate language. It is of two kinds, Prose and
Poetry.

Prose compositions are those in which the thoughts are ex*

pressed in the natural order, in common and ordinary language.

Poetic compositions are thoBe in which the thoughts and senti-

ments are expressed in measured verse, in loftier and more inverted

style, by words and figures selected and arranged so as to please

the ear, and captivate the fancy.

In both of these, speech or discourse is either direct or indirect.

Direct discourse is that in which a writer or speaker delivers

his own sentiments.

Indirect or oblique discourse is that in which a person relates,

in his own language, what another speaker or writer said.

In the^r«^, when the speaker refers to himself, he uses i\iQ first

person / or we. When he refers to the person or persons addressed,

he uses the second person thou, you, &.q.

In the second or indirect discourse, whether the cpeaker is re*

ported to be referring to himself, or to those whom he addresses,

the third person is used in either case; as, he, she, they, ^c. An
example will best illustrate the distinction. Thus

:

DIREOT DISCOURSE.

Then Paul stood in the midst of Mars hill and said :
" Ye men of

Athens, I perceive that in all things ye are too superstitious ; for

as I passed by and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with

^1^
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this inscription :
' To tiik Unknown Gon.' "Whom, therefore, yc

igoorantly worship, him declare I unto you."

INDIRECT DISCOUnSE.

The same, reported in indirect or oblique discourse, would run
thus:

Then Paul, standing on Mars hill, told the men of Athens, he

perceived that in all thin«;8 they were too superstitious ; for as he

passed by and beheld their devotioni, he found an altar with this

inscription: "To the Unknown God." Whom, therefore, they

jgnorantly worshipped, him declared he unto them.

When the reporter, the speaker reported, and the person or

persons addressed, are different in gender or number, there is no
danger of ambiguity. But when in these respects they are the

same, ambiguity is unavoidable, from the same pronoun being
used in the progress of the discourse, to designate different per-

sons. Hence, to prevent mistakes, it is often necessary to insert

the name or designation of the person meant by the pronoun. An
example will best illustrate this also :

—

" Then the son went to his father and said to hida, [direct^ * I

have sinned against heaven and in thy sight."

*' Then the son went to his father and said to him \indirect'\

that he (the son) had sinned against Heaven and in his (his

father's) sight."

It will at once be perceived, that, without the words enclosed in

brackets, for explanation, it would be impossible to tell whether
by the word Aa, the father or the Bon was intended ; so also with
respect to the word his. Hence, when by the indirect discourse,

ambiguity is unavoidable, it is generally better to have recourse

to the direct form, and quote the writer's or speaker^s own words.

The principal kinds oi prose composition are—-narratives, betters,

memoirs, history^ biography, essays, philosophy^ sermons, novels,

speeches, and orations.

The principal kinds of poetical composition are—the epigram,

the epitaph, the sonnet, pastoral poetry, didactic poetry, satires,

descriptive poetry, elegy, lyric poetry, dramatic poetry, and epic

poetry.

THE USE OF GRAMMAR IN COMPOSITION.
To speak and write with propriety, in every species of com-

position, is an attainment of no small importance: and to lead

to this attainment is the business of grammar. The grammar of a

language is a just compilatien of rules and directions, agre-ably

to which, that language is spoken or written. These rules, how-
ever, are not the invention of the grammarian, nor dependent on

his authority for their validity. As it is the business of the
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philosopher, not to make a law of Nature, not to dictate how her
operationn shoul d be performed, but, by close observation, to

ascertain what those laws are, and to state them for the informa-
tion of others ; so the busiocas of the i^ramraarian is, not to make
the laws of language, for language ia before grammar, but to

obeerve and note those princi pies, and forms and modes of speech,

by which men are accustomed to express their sentiments, and to

arrange the result of his observation into a system of rules for

the guidance and aseistanoe'of others. It is obvious, then, that

the ultimate principle or tett to which the rules laid down by the
grammarian must conform, is the best usage.

Hence, when the inquiry is whether a particular word or form
of speech is right, is good Engliih, the only question to be decided
is, " Is it according to the good usage F" On this subject, however,
it has been made a question, " What is good usage ? " The
following sentiments, abridged from Dr. Crombie's work on English
Etymology and Syntax, seem to be just, and comprehensive of this

wliole subject.

THE LAW OF LANGUAGE.

The USAGE which gives law to language, in order to establish

its authority, or to entitle its suffrage to our assent, must be in the

first place reputable, by which is meant, not the usage of the

court, nor great men, nor merely scientific men ; but of those

whose works are esteemed by the pu6/tc, and who may therefore be
denominated reputable authors.

In the second place this usage must be national. It must not

be confined to this or that province or district. " Those," to use

Campbell's apposite similitude, "who deviate from the beaten

road may be incomparably more numerous than those who travel

in it
; yet, in whatever number of by-paths the former may be

divided, there may not be found in any one of these tracts so many
OS travel in the king's highway."

Thirdly, this usage must be present. It is difficult to fix with
any precision what usage may in all cases be deemed present. It

is perhaps in this respect different with different compositions. Ia
general, words and forms of speech which have been long disused,

should not be employed. And so, on the contrary, the usage of
the present day ia not implicitly to be adopted. Mankind are

fond of novelty, and there is a fashion in language as there is in

dress. Whim, vanity, and affectation, delight in creating new
words, and using new forms of phraseology. Now, to adopt every
new-fangled upstart at its birth, would argue, not taste, nor judg-

ment, but childish fondness for singularity and novelty. But
should any of these maintain its ground, and receive the sanction

of reputable usage, it must in that case be received.

.14
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The usage, tlicn, which givea hiw to language, and which is

generally denominated good usai^o, muHt bo re^mtable, national,

and pre$etit. It happens, however, that "good usage" is not

always uniform in her decisions, and (hat in unquestionable
authorities are found far diiTcrent modcn of expression. In such
cascH, the following canons, proposed by Dr. Campbell, will bo of

service \n enabling to decide to wiiich phraseology tlio preferonoo

ought to be given. They aro given nearly in the words of the

author :

—

Canon 1.—When usage is divided as to any particular wt)rds

or phrases, and when ono of the expressions is susceptible of a

different meaning, while the olher admits of only ove signification,^

the expression which is strictly univocal should be preferred.

Canon 2.—In doubtful ciises, analogy should be regarded.

Canon 3.—When expressions are in other respects equal, that

should be preferred which is mott agreeable to the ear.

Canon 4.—When none of the preceding rules apply, regard

should be had to iymplicity.

But though no expression or mode of speech can bo justified

which is not sanctioned by usage, yet the converse does not follow,

that every phraseology sanctioned by usage should \>e retained.

In many such cases, custom mxy properly be checked by oritioismf

whose province it is, not only to remonstrate against the introduc-

tion of any word or phraseology which may be either unnecessary

or contrary to analogy, but also to exclude whatever is reprehen-

sible, though in general use. It is by this, her prerogative, that

languages are gradually refined and improved. In exercising this

authority, she cannot pretend to degrade, instantly, any phrase-

ology which she may deem objectionable ; but she may, by
repeated remonstrances, gradually effect its dismission. Her de-

cisions in such cases may be properly regulated by the following

rules, laid down by the same author :

—

RuLK 1.— A.11 words and phrases, particularly harsh and not

absolutely necessary, should be dismissed.

RuLK 2.—When the etymology plainly points to a different

signification from what the word bears, propriety and symplicity

require its dismission.

RuLB 8.—When words become obsolete, or are never used but
in particular phrases, they should be repudiated, as they give the

style an air of vulgarity and of cant, when this general disuse,

renders them obscure.
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RuLK 4.— All wonis aud phrases which, analyzed gram*
niatically, iuclude a Boleciem, shuuld bo dismissed.

RuLK 6.—All expressions which, according to the established

rules of languages, either have no meaning, or inyolve a contradic-

tion, or, according to the fair construction of the words, convey a
meaning different from the intention uf the speaker, should be
dismissed.

HINTS FOR CORRECT AND ELEGANT WRITING.

Correct and elegant writing depends partly upon the choice of

wordfl, and partly upon the form and structure of sentences.

In ovder to write any language with grammatical purity, three
things are required :

—

1. That the words be all of that language. The violation of

this rule is called a barbarittn.

2. That they be construed and arranged according to the rules

of syntax in that language. A violation of this rule is called a

solecism.

8. That they be employed in that sense which U8a;3:e has annexed
to them. A violation of this rule is called impropriety.

A barbarism is an offence against lexicography. The solecism

is an offence against the rules of syntax ; and the impropriety is

an offence against lexicography, by mistaking the meaning of

words and phrases,

I. In so far as respects sing^le words, the chief things to be
observed are purity, propriety, and precision,

puEixy.

Purity consists in the rejection of such words and phrases as

are not strictly English, nor in accordance with the practice of

good writers or speakers.

1. Avoid foreign words and modes of expression ; as,

*' Fraicheur"—^^ politesse"-'^' Me repents him of his folly."

2. Avoid obsolete and unauthorized words ; as, albeit, aforetime^

inspeetator, judgmatical,

PROPRIBTY.

Propriety consists in the use of such words as are best adapted
to express our meaning.

1. Avoid low and provincial expredsions ; as, " To get into a
scrape."
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2. lo writiog proso, reject words that are merely poetical ; at.
" Thi« morn."— •• The cefeBtial orbi."

3. Aroid torhnical tcrnifl, uiilusi you write to those who per-
fectly UDderstaod them.

4. Do out use the Hame word too frequently, or in different

seDsefl ; as, Tlio king communioated his ir)teiition to the miuiiter,

vho disclosed it to tlte secretary, who made it known to the pub-
lic."
—"ilis own reason might have suggested better reaiont."

6. Supply words that are wantinpf, and necessary to complete
the sense. Thus, ioHtcad of " This action increased his former ser-

ices." say, " This action increased the merit of his former ser-

vices."

6. Avoid equivocal or ambigious expressions, as, " His mmtorij
shall be lost on the earth."

7. Avoid uniutelligihle and inconsistent expressions; as, "I
have an opaque idea of what you mean."

FRECISION.

Prcc'sion rejects superfluous words.

1. Avoid tatttology ; as, " His /ai^/i/ttM««« and fidelity are un-

equalled."

2. Observe the exact meaning of words aooounted synonymous.
Thus, instead of " Though his actions and intentions were good,

be lost his character" say, " He lost his repui^^ion"

II. With respecii to sentences, elearneaa, unity^ strength, and a

proper application of the figures of 'peech, are necessary.

CLEARNlUiS.

Olearness demands a proper arrangement of words.

1. Adverbs, relative pronouns, and explanatory phrases, must
be placed as near as possible to the words which they affect and
in such a situation as the sense requires.

2. In prose, a poetic collocation must be avoided.

8. Pronouns must be so used as clearly to indicate the word for

which they stand.

UNITT.

Unity retains cue predominant object through a sentence, or a

series of clauses.

1. Separate into distinct sentences such clauses as have no im-
mediate connection.

2. The principal words must, throughout a sentence, be the

most prominent, and the leading nominative should, if possible, be

the Bubject of every clause.
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n. Avoid the introduotion of pnrentlieses, except when a Ilvelj

remark may bo tliruwu in, without tuo long luipendiug the seuse

of what goes before.

STRENOTH.

strength givea to every word, and every member, its due
importance.

1. Avoid tautology, and reject all Buperfluous words and mem-
bers. In the following sentence, the word printed in italics should
be omitted :

" Being conscious of his own integrity, he disdained
submission."

2. Place the most importatit word« in (he situation in which
they will make the strongest iuipressiun

.

8. A weaker assertion should not follow a stronger; and, when
the sentence cousists of two members, the longer should be the

concluding one.

4. When two things are compared or contrasted with each other,

where either resemblance or opposition is to be expressed, some
resemblance in the language should be preserved.

6. A sentence should not be concluded with a preposition, or

any inconsiderable word or phrase, unless it is emphatic.

FIGURES or BFXEOH.

1. Figurative language must be used sparingly, and never, except

when it serves to iUustrate or enforce what is said.

2. Figures of speech, when used, should be such as appear
natural, not remote or foreign from the subject, and not pursued
too far.

8. Literal and figurative language ought never to be blended
together.

4* When figurative language is U3ed, the same figure should be
preserved tliroughout, and differeut figures never jumbled together.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 09 COMPOSITION.

1. What is composition I 2. Explain the difference between
prose and poetic composition. 8. Distinguish between direct and
indirect discourse. 4. Illustrate by an example of each . 6. In

indirect discourse, from what cause is there liability to ambiguity ?

6. What are the principal kinds of prose composition f 7. Select

a specimen of each, to be submitted, or read in the class. 8. What
are the principal kinds of poetical composition f 9. Select a speci-

men of each, to be submitted, or read in the class. 10. What is

the chief object to be kept in view in the study of English Gram*

Ml
s
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mart 11. Of what does the grammar of a language coDsist ?

12. Od what authority do the rules and principles laid down in

grammar rest? 13. What, then, is the ultimate authority by
which the correctness of these rules must be tested ? 14. What,
then, is the precise meaning of the enquiry,—" Is any particular

word or form of speech right?" 15. What three characteristics

must the UHage, which gives law to language, possess ? 1 6. What
18 meant by saying, the usage must be reputable ? 17. To what
is reputable use opposed \ 13. What is meant by saying the usage

must be national? 19. To what is national use opposed? 20.

What is meant by saying the usage must be pretent? 21. To
yfhvii \6 prenent UM opposed? 22. Is good usage always uniform

in her decisions ? 23. When writers of authority differ, and good
usage is divided, how are we to decide which shall have the pre-

ference? 24. How many canons are given to aid in deciding

in such cases? 26. Repeat the ^r«< canon, and illustrate its ap*

plication by an example ? ? 3. Repeat the second canon, and illus-

trate its application by an example, 27. Repeat the third canon,

and illustrate its application by an example. 28. Repeat the

fourth cai^on, and illustrate its application by an example. 29.

Does it follow that every expression sanctioned by good usage

should be retuined ? 30. What, tli^n, is the province of criticism ?

31. How many rules are laid down to regulate criticism? 32.

Repeat them, and give an illustration of the application of each.

33. In order to write or speak a language ^\i\\ grammatical purity
what three things are required ? 34. What is the violation of the

first cailed ? 85. Give an example. 86 What is a violation oi

the second called ? 37. Give au example. 38. What is a viola-

tion of the third called ? 39. Give an example. 40. Against
what is each, respectively, an offence? 41. The correct and ele-

gant use of language depends upon what ? 42. So hr as respects

single words, what are the three chief things to be observed ? 43.

In vhat does purity consist ? 44. What two classes of words does
pur* ty require to be avoided? 45. Give examples. 46. In what
does propriety consist ? 47. What six things does propriety re-

quire to be avoided ? 48. Give an example of each. 49. What is

required by precision ? 60. What does precision require to be
avoided and to be observed? 61. Give an illustration of each,

62. With respect to sentences, what four things are mentioned
as necessary I 63. What is demanded by clearness? 54. What
three things are specified as essential to clearness? 55. What is

required by unity? 56. What three things are specified as requi-

Bita to secure unity? 57. What is demanded by «/r«7i^fA ^ 58.

What five directions are given to aid in securing this quality in

pentences? 69. What four directions are given with reference to

the use of figures ?
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ON THE COMPOSITION OF SENTENCES.

SIMPLE SENTENCES.

All thoughts are expressed by means of sentences.

The forming of sentences is therefore the first step in

composition. The simple sentence is the basis of com-
position, and the foundation of all other sentences. It is

called simple, because it is the expression of a single

thought, and contains only one subject and one pre-

dicate.

All other sentences are merely combinations of simple

sentences. They must, therefore, contain two or more
subjects and two or more predicates.

The subject is that of which something is affirmed

;

the predicate is that which is affirmed of the subject.

Subject.

1. Birds

2. Some birds

3. Some birds of prey
4. Some birds of prey, having

Becured their prey

EXAMPLES.

Predicate.

fly.

fly swiftly,

fly very swiftly.

fly very swiftly with it to their

nests.

In the first example we have the simplest form of the

subject and predicate ; in the other three we have ex-

panded forms. (See example, page 135.)

When the predicate contains a transitive verb, it must
be completed by its object.

Subject.

1. My cousin

2. My earnest cousin always prepares

EXAMPLE.

Predicate.

prepares

Object.

his lessons,

his most diflicult les-

sons.

3. My earnest cousin, ) always prepares tho- ) his most diffioult

William ) roughly on Saturday j Greek lessons

.

IsT EXERCISE.
COMPOSITION OF SIMPLE SENTENCES.

1. Simple Subject.

Complete the sentences by supplying simple subjects.

I 'k.

;•
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Flows from the mountain. Are covered with scales. Re-
volves round the sun. Moans through the trees. Fought
bravely. Is conducive to health. Is attended with diflSculty.

Was the father of Ale^nder the Great. Live by Carnage.

Constitute the Canadian Parliament. Would here be out of

place. Are the comforts of home. Agreed in our opinion.

Is the soul of friendship.

The teacher can extend these exercises, should it be thought

necessary.

2nd EXERCISE.

JExpanded Subjects.

Complete the seutences in the last exercise, by sup-

plying expanded subjects.

Srd exercise.

Simple Predicate.

Complete the sentences by supplying appropriate

simple predicates.

The grateful mind. The sun. The dew. Quarrelsome
persons. Some species. An unruly tongue. A dark-
cloud. Most men. Each year. Nothing in nature. The
veteran warrior. Some ants. The Nile. The soil of

Canada. The City of Toronto. The river St. Lawrence.
Toronto University. The confederation of the Provinces.
The Grand Trunk Railway. The Victoria bridge. The for-

tress at Quebec. The city of Montreal. The maple tree.

The British soldier. Patriotism.

4th exercise.

Expanded Predicate.

Complete the sentences in the last exercise by sup-

plying appropriate expanded predicates.

5th exercise.

Compose four simple sentences on each of the follow-

ing words.
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Maple sugar is made from the sap of the maple tree.

Maple sugar is made in the spring. A large propor-

tion of the maple sugar is made by Indians. When
the snow is deep the labour of making maple sugar is

greatly increased.

Night, day, animals, air, dog, horse, bird, fish, river,

school, teaoiier, grammar, geography, plants, gold, wis-

dom, silence, boys, ship, wind, earthquake, beggar,

artist.

COMPOUND SENTENCES.
6th exercise.

Copulative Co-ordination.

Complete the following compound sentences, by sup-

plying copulative senteij.ces.

Plants live and. Gold is hard and. The robbers were
captured and. In spring the trees put forth their buds.

He is of a different opinion, however. The captain was aware
of it, moreover. Indians are said to be treacherous, they are

also. Did the king not consent to that; did he not likewise*-—

The time was lost at well as. The bill was reported to the

houBe—furthermore f We have generally several cold days in

succession, then—. I was influenced both by the wishes of his

friends and—. JSapoleon as well as Hanibal— . Intemperance
not only brings poverty, it ale—

.

I

V-

U
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Ith EXERCISE.

Pisjunctive Co-ordination..

Complete the following compound sentences by sup-

plying disjunctive sentences.

Neither time nor money —. The money must be paid, else —

.

The objects around us are either —. Never procrastinate, else —

.

The company for four days, neither advanced —. Circumstances
were favourable, otherwise —. He was neither attentive to his

own interests, — . Either retrace your steps, —. You must
either attend to your duties more diligently, —. Such persona

t

111! IS.
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aeldom or never — . Either carelessness has caused the mistake,

"Write ten compound sentences, using different dis-

junctive connectives if possible

.

8th exercise.

Adversative Coordination.

Complete the following compound sentences by sup-

plying adversative sentences.

He is indolent, nevertheless — . We are now in comfortable

circumstances — . I can trust to what you promise, but — . Cir-

cumstances look discouraging; however — . Things look pro-

mising, yet — . Such conduct is not merely praiseworthy —

.

He looked at her sorrowfully, but — . The vine still clings to the

mouldering wall, but —. The landlord has his rights ; on the

other hand — . He is a good man, though — . War is attended

with desolating effects, yet —. The life of the idle seems to be
one of enjoyment, nevertheless —

.

Write ten compound sentences, using different ad-

versative connectives if possible

.

9th exercise.

Complete the following compound sentences by sup-

plying illative sentences.

I have been most attentive to business ; therefore — . I cannot
remain long, for —. I hope the day will be fine, for —. You
ftdmit the principle, accordingly—. The facts more than counter-

balance what has been advanced on the other side, consequently
•—. iN'othing is more uncertain than life — . I knew well that

these were not his sentiments —

.

"Write ten compound sentences, using different illa-

tive connectives if possible.

COMPLEX SENTENCES.

When the simple sentences that are combined con>

sist of one or more principal sentences with subordi-

nate clauses, each principal sentence, with its subordi-

nates, forms a complex sentence.

1. When the subordinate sentence forms the subject
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or object of the verb in the principal sentence, or sna-

tains to the principal sentence any of the relations of a

noun, it is called & noun sentence; as, I see that you
are in a hurry.

2. "When the subordinate is used to qualify a noun
in the principal sentence, it is called an adjective sen-

tence ; as, This is the person whom we met.

3. When the subordinate sentence performs the

office of an adverb by modifying the verb or some
secondary attribute in the principal sentence, it is

called an adverbial sentence j as, ** I will call when I
return.**

10th exercise.

Noun Sentences.

Complete the following complex sentences by sup-

plying noun sentences or principal sentences, as may
be required.

I hear that —. — is unjust. — That the earth is round. —
is uncertain. How you managed it —. You did not inform me
—. — that he was engaged all the evening. My desire is —

.

Newton proved that —. When letters first came into use —. It

is probable — . They told me — . The general opinion is. —
—what you have stated. We cherish the hope—. I was anxious—

.

Why the purchase was not completed — . The cause of anxiety

was —

.

"Write ten complex sentences having noun subordi-

nates.

llTH EXERCISE.

Adjective Sentence.

Complete the following complex sentences by sup-

plying adjective sentences or principal sentences, as may
be required.

The gentlemen — approved of the proposal. The architect

condemned the work —. The banner — is to be presented to-

day. I called at a shop — . The place — is some distance off!.

Rain fertilizes those fields —. — which affords so many re-

f

l? . f i

I 'nl^
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sources in solitude bad no charms for him. — that stretches

along Lake Ontario. The choice of a spot — did not cause much
delay. There are many circumstances —

.

Write ten complex sentences having adjective sub-

ordinates.

12th exercise.

Complex Sentences.

Complete the following complex sentences by supplying

adverbial sentences, or principal sentences, as may be re-

quired .

Where'er we tread— . Thou shalt honour thy father and moth-

er that

—

. When I was made aware of the fact— . The order you
become— . Study so— . The building is much larger than—

.

When the sun rises— . As we sow—. Thef longer you continue—

.

—as could be expected. —because things are so unsettled. —
if I can get there in time. —although business is dull. Labour
that—

.

Write ten complex sentences having adverbial subor-

dinates, using different connectives of time, place, man-

ner, cause.

13th exercise.

Combining Sentences,

Combine the simple sentences in each of the following

paragraphs into compound and complex sentences, as

may be necessary to produce a correctly composed and
continuous narrative.

The hyena is a fierce animal. The hyena is a solitary animal.

The hyena is found chiefly in the desolate parts of the Tori'id Zone.

The oak upbraided the willow. The willow was weak. The
willow was wavering. The willow gave way to every blast.

Soon after it blew a hurricane. The willow yielded. The willow
gave way. The oak stubbornly resisted. The oak was torn up
by the roots.

The Strait of Gibraltar leads into the Mediterranean. The
Mediterranean is a series of inland seas. These seas wash the

shores of Rome. These seas wash the shores of Carthage. These
Beas wash the shores of Syria, These seas wash the shores of

Egypt.
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Ootya was king of Thrace. Cotya got a preaent of earthen

Teasels. The earthen vessels were exquisitely wrought. The
earthen vessels were extremely brittle. Cotya broke them into

pieces. Cotjs did not wish to have occasion of anger against his

servants.

Octavius, Lepidua, and Antonius, attained supreme power at

Borne. They proscribed Piancus, Plancus had once been con-

sul. Piancus therefore fled for his life. His slaves were seized.

They were put to the torture. They refused to discover him.

New torments were prepared. Piancus would no longer save him-
self at the expnse of so faithful servants. Piancus came from
his hiding place. He submitted to the swords of the messengers.

The messengers sought his life. This was a noble example of

mutual affection between a master and his slaves. It procured a
pardon for Piancus. All the world exclaimed, that Piancus only

was worthy of so good servants. All the world exclaimed that

they only were worthy of so good a master.

A bear was pained by the sting of a bee. The bear ran quite

mad into the bee-garden. The bear overturned all the hives. This

outrage brought upon him an army of bees. The bear was almost
Biung to death. The bear then reflected. To pass over one injury

would have been prudent. By rash passion he had provoked a
thousand injuries.

Alphonso was king of Sicily. Alphonso was king of Naples.

Alphonso was remarkable for kindness to his subjects. Alphonso
was remarkable fur condescension to bis subjects. At one time
Alphonso was travelling privately through Campania. Alphonso
came up to a muleteer. The muleteer's beast had stuck in the

mud. The muleteer could not draw it out with all his strength.

The poor man had implored the aid of every passenger in vain.

He now sought assistance from the king. He did not know who
the king was. Alphonso instantly dismounted form his horse.

Alphonso helped the man. Alphonso soon freed the mule. Al<
phonso soon brought it upon safe ground. The muleteer learned
that it was the king. The muleteer fell on his knees. The mule-
teer asked his pardon. Alphonso removed his fears. Alphonso
told him that he had given no offence. This goodness of the king
reconciled many to him. Many had formerly opposed him.

14th exercise.

Resolving Compound into Simple Sentences.

4. Resolve the following narratives into simple sen*

tences ; and punctuate properly.

1. Sir James Thornhill a disguised painter was employed in

" '1

"I

'w I

'
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dccoratinj? tho interior of tho dome of St. Paul's Cntliedral one
day wishing to observe the effect of a certain part of his work ho
moved backwards from it along the scaffolding until he had
reached tho very edge another step would have dashed him to

pieces on the pavement below his servant at this moment ob*

served his danger and in an instant threw a pot of ])niut at the

picture Sir James immediately rushed forward to chastise the

man for his apparently unjustifiable conduct but when the reason

was cxphained he could not give him sufficient thanks or suf-

ficiently admire bie ready ingenuity had the servant called out

to apprise him of his danger be would probably have lost his foot-

ing and been killed.

2. One fine morning in summer two bees set out in quest of

honey the one wise and temperate the other careless and extrav-

agant they soon ar.ived at a garden enriched with aromatic herbs

fragrant flowers and delicious fruits and they regaled themselves
on these various dainties the one loaded his thighs with provisions

for the hive against winter the other revelled in sweets without

regard to anything but his present gratification at length they came
to a phial that hung beneath the bough of a peach tree filled with

honey and exposed to their taste in a most alluring manner the

thoughtless epicure in spite of his friend's remonstrances plunged
headlong into the vessel resolving to indulge himself his com-
panion on the other hand sipped a little with caution but being

suspicious of danger flew off to fruits and flowers where by the

moderation of his meals, he improved hia relish for the true en*

joyment of them in the evening however he called upon his friend

to inquire whether he would return to the hive but he found him
surfeited in sweets which he was as unable to leave as to enjoy

clogged in hia wings enfeebled in his limbs and his whole frame
totally enervated he was just able to bid his friend adieu and to

lament with his latest breath that though a taste of pleasure may
<}uicken the relish of life an unrestrained indulgence leads to in-

evitable destruction.

PUNCTUATION.

Punctuation is the art of dividing written composi-

tions by means of points. The rules to a certain extent

are arbitrary, some writers employing more points than

others. A great number should be avoided as tending

to obscure the sense.

The points in common use are :

—

Comma ( , ) Semicolon ( ; ) Colon ( : ) Period ( . )

The following marks are also used in writing :—Note
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of Interrogation (?) Note of Exclamation ( ! ) Curves

( ) Inverted Commas ( " ") Apostrophe (*) Hy-
phen ( -

) Paragraph.

COMMA.

In compound and complex sentences, the co-ordinate

and subordinate sentences are generally separated by
commas. In simple sentences, the comma generally

marks off:—(1) Nouns in apposition, when accompanied
hj adjuncts. (2) Some adverbs, parenthetical, adver-

bial and prepositional phrases. (3) Words of the same
part of speech following each other without a conjunction

singly or in pairs. (4) Participial phrases. (5) Words
contracted or in opposition. (6) Words denoting the

persons or objects in a direct address. (7) The place of

a word or of words understood. (8) Some introductory

conjunctions.

(9) A direct quotation is indicated by using inverted

commas before and after it.

EXAMPLES.

(1) Homer, the greatest poet of antiquity, is said to

have been blind. (2) It soon became evident, however,

that. My duty, said he, is to instruct you. My own
opinion, at least, favours the proposal. The king, in

the mean time, learns the disasters of his army. (3)

She is a discreet, be«evolent, and pious woman. Truth
is fair and artless, simple and sincere, uniform and con-

sistent. (4) Labour, diving deep into the earth, brings

up the hidden metals. (5) She was poor, but contented.

(6) Remember, my son.—My lords, these enormities cry

for vengeance. (7) To err is human ; to forgive, divine.

(8) That is not, however, what I mean. (9) " Sir,"

says the dervise, " give me leave to ask your majesty a
question or two.

»»

»>

16th exercise.

COMMA.

In the following compound and complex sentences, mark off the

n t"^

i J I?
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co-ordiDftte and HubordiDate RCDlences, by commas where they arc
required ; supply all other comraas omitted.

Aurelian was invested with the consulrihip by Valerian who
ityled him the deliverer of lilyricum. When the wise men came
out of the east to Jerusalem thoy asked for the new-born kin^ of

Judea. It was so cold in the year 1880 that Lake Constance was
frozen. Civilization which brings man out of a savage state con*

siets in multiplying the number of occupations. When the little

chickens come out^of the egg, they are aule to run. Whto Herod
heard of tlio new king of Judea he was frightened. A dervise

was journeying alone in a de-ert when two merchants Rud(h;nly

met him. Many of tlie talents we now possess and of which wo
are too apt to be proud will cease entirely with the present Htate.

They were the sweetest notes I ever heard and I instantly let

down the glass to hear them more distinctly. On a spring evening

on whichever side I turn my eyes myriads of happy oeings crowd
upon my view. The amusement of letters which alfords so many
resources in solitude, was incapable of lixirif; the attention of

Diocletian. The choice of a spot which united all that could cou-

tribute either to health or to luxury did not require the partiality

of a native. There is sweet music hero that softer falls than petals

from blown roses on the grass. 1 1 p smooth plats of fruitful

ground where thou mayest warble eat and dwell. How much less

in them that dwell in houses of clay whose foundation is in the

dust. There are many injuries which almost every man feels

though he does not complain. When Columbus had finished

speaking the sovereigns sank upon their knees. While he wad
talking thus the place the old man's shape both troubled me.
When you are tempted to resent an injury reflect with yourselves

Has God no account against you f After the most violent shock

had ceased the clouds of dust began to disperse. When the spray
bad fallen agnin the glittering domes had vanished. Elder-berries

are ripe at this season and an excellent domestic wine is made
from them. I hope we shall have another govxi day to-morrow
for the clouds are red in the west. Hazelnuts grow profusely in

some parts of this country but they are in much greater demand
than our produce will supply. . Walnut-trees arfi fine ornaments

to farms and they are of great utility also. Just give me liberty

to speak and I will come to an explanation with you. He looked

at her sorrowfully but without manifesting either vexation or

surprise. The clergy were much displeased at the fashion and
one clergyman is suid to have preached a sermon against it.

Much silver was coined in Henry the First's time but little gold

and no copper was used. The castles were very large but there

was little room for comfort. He was a bad man therefore he

was not respected by his subjects. The dying king begged to be

attended by his confessor but she denied him even this comfort.
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Through fnith we understand that the .vorld was made by the
word of God bo that tilings which are seen are not iiiudfl of things
that do appear. War is atteoded with deHolating effec'a, for it is

confessedly the scourge of our angry passions. The life of the
queen bee seems to be all enjuymeut yet it is oidy an idle life.

16tu exercise.

COMMi.

Insert commas where required in the following sim-

ple sentences, and correct those that are wrong.

The God of our faith, dwells in light ioaccesfiible. The frequent
study of the great volume of nature is sufficiently wortn the

attention of man. That men are afflicted with sorrow and misery
is frequently the consequence of their own actionn. King, John
of France was taken prisoner in battle. Charles V. King of

Spain and Emperor of Germany died in a convent. Socrates the

Greek philosopher, never gave way to anger. The Roman em-
peror Severus died at York. The soil of Campania being full

of sulphur the water contracts a disagreeable taste. Virtue
strengthens in adversity moderates in prosperity supports in

sickness and comforts in the hour of death. The study of astron*

omy expands, and elevates the mind. The less we are able to

comprehend the works of nature the more eagerly should we seiie

every opportunity of inquiring into them. He is i go^ man,
who readily forgives an injury. If the world were to see our real

motives we should be ashamed of some of our best actions When
I stand upon the summit of some lofty cliff and see the star of day
rise slowly out of the ocean I feel a mingled sensation of sublimity

aud adoration. Mountains then we find are essential to the due
preservation of the earth. With respect to man no doubt there

are many new things which take place in the earth. In the first

place let us represent to ourselves the immense space, in ^hich
the heavenly bodies are placed. In short the wisdom, and good*
ne^s of God are conspicuous in all parts of the creation. Avoid
as much as possible the company of the wicked. " Habit " says

the proverb *' is a second nature." The soul can understand, will,

imagine, see, bear, love, and discourse. A roan that is temperate
generous valiant faithful and honest may at the same time have
wit humour mirth aud good-breeding. The characteristics oi*

chivalry, were valour humanity courtesy justice and honour.

Power riches aud prosperity are sometimes conferred on the worst
of men. The wis< , and the foolish the virtuous, and the evil the

learned, and the ignorant the temperate, and the profligate must
often be blended together. Absalom's beauty Jonathan's love

"i

P
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David's Talour aud Solomon*! wiiidom though faintly amiable ia

the creature are found in unspunkable perfection in the Creator.
Manoers aud cuBtoms virtues aud viccH knowleilge and ignorance
priuoipU'S and habit* are with little variation trauHmitt<>d from
one generation to another. Mv non give me thy heart. Observe
I beseech you men of Athens Low difTerent your conduct appears,
from the practices of your ancestors. Humans countrymen and
lovers ! Hear me for my cause. Oo then yo defenders of your
country accompanied with every auspicious omen. Stop O mighty
atrenm in thy course I Go to the ant thou slui^gard. Poverty is

apt to betray a man into envy ; riches into arrogance. The vine-

yards of France, may be called our gardens; the Spice Islands

our hotbeds ; the Persians our silk weavers ; and the Chinese our

potters. Meekness controls our angry passions ; caudour our
severe judgments. The poet says that auger is a short madness.
Ovid says that it is a sort of pleasure to weep. Swift observes
that uo wise man, ever wished himself younger. It Ih written by
Solomon that the wise shall inherit glory. It is remarked by
Pope that fools have an itching to deride. It is an ancient saying

that history is philosophy, teaching by example. Hnnnibal acted

upun the maxim that the Romans could be conquered only at

Home. Vanity of vanities saith the preacher all is vanity. The
Emperor exclaimed to those around him : My frieuds I have loat

a day I The preacher first broke silence with the fidlowing

quotation: Socrates died like a philosopher ; Jesus Christ like a
God. Descending from his throne and ascendiug the scaflfold he
said : Lrte incomparable pair. The monutain before thee said he

is the Hill of Scieuce.

THE SEMICOLON.
Co-ordinate sentences are often separated by a semi-

colon. (1) When the statements are not necessarily

connected. (2) Antithetical or adversative clauses. (3)
When the connective is omitted. (4) When one clause

is added to another to explain or illustrate its meaning.

EXAMPLES.

(1) A friend cannot be known in prosperity ; and an

enemy cannot be hidden in adversity. (2) Learning is

preferable to riches ; but virtue is preferable to both.

(3) Let the busy and the active withdraw themselves for

a time from the agitation of the world ; let them mark
the desolation of summer ; let them listen to the winds

of winter, that begin to murmur above their heads. (4)
Blessed are the meek ; for they shall inherit the earth.
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17th exercise.
SEMICOLON.

Mark the semicolons and other points required ia

the following sentences :

—

The Duich have a unying that thefts never enrich, alms never
impoveriih, prayem hiiuler no work. The moat remarkable pre-

oious itoneM are the diamond which is colourless and transparent,

the sapphire blue, the topnz yellow, the amethyst purple, and thtt

garnet n deep re<l. The first nations who paid attention to archi-

tecture wero thti Bnbyloiiians who built the Temple of Belua and
the hanging p irdena, the Assyrians who fillea Nineveh with
splendid bui'Mitigs, the Phooiiicinns whose cities were adorned
with magnificent structures, and the Israelites whose temple was
considered wonderful. His manner was humble, but hia spirit

was haughty. When the righteous are in authority the pc^l6
rejoice, but when the wicked beareth rule the people mourn. The
duty of a soldier is to obey his general ; not to direct him. Your
enemies may be formidable by their numbers and their power,
but Ue who is with you is mightier than they. We have takea
ap arms not to betray our country but to defend it. The dog
wolf and bear are sometimes known to live on vegetables or
farinaceous food but the lion the tiger the leopard and other

animals of this class devour nothing but flesh. Blessed are they
that mourn for they shall be comforted. The pride of wealth is

contemptible the pride of learning is pitiable the pride of dignity

is ridiculous the pride of bigotry is insupportable. Mary was
impatient of contradiction, because she had oeen acoustomea from
her infancy to be treated as a queen.

THE COLON.

The colon is not often used, the semicolon or period

being used in its place, (i) It is used before a direct

quotation. (2) When a sentence complete in sense and
construction is followed by a remark or illustration,

without using a connective. (3) Before the concluding

clause of that elaborate kind of sentence called a
period.

18th exercise,
the colon.

Mark the colons and other points required in the fol-

lowing sentences :

—

Choose what is most fit, eastern will make it most agreeabU.

I
if '
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I do not repine at my condition, it is the decree of Heaven.
Guard ^ith vigilance against the habit of procrastination, nothing
is more injurious to success in life. The origin of a virtuous and
happy life is derived from early years whoever would reap happi-
ness in old age must plant virtue in youth. To reason with him
was vain i.e was infatuated. The feebleness of the body and the

weakness of the mind iae dimness of the eye and the failure of

the ^imbs the restless night and the day that can no longer be
enjoyed ; these are some of the frailties and afflictions of old age
as described by the sacied Preacher. Since man is on his very
entrance into the world the most helpless of all creatures since be
is for a series of years entirely dependent on the support and pro*

tectioD ol others, and since he must at last be laid down in the

dust from which he was taken, how vain and absurd does it

appear that such a being should indulge in worldly pride I In my
youth I saw the sepulchre of Cyrus, which bore this inscription ; I

am Cyrus, he who subdued the Persian empire.

THE PEEIOD

.

The period iiidicates when a sentence is ended

.

is also used after abbreviations; as, D.D.,Bey.
It

19th exercise.

PEEIOD.

Mark off the sentences, and supply the points required

in the following passage :

—

Death is the king of terrors religion breathes a spirit of gentle-

ness and affability a man can not live pleasantly unless he lives

wisely and honestly honor glory and immortality are promised to

virtue the happiness allotted to man in his present state is indeed

faint and low compared with his immortal prospects it is miserable

we think to be deprived of the light of the sun to be shut out

from life and conversation and to be laid in the cold grave a prey

to corruption and the reptiles of the earth the happiness of the

dead however most assuredly is affected by none of these circum-

stances nor is it the thought of these things which can disturb the

profound serenity of tLeir repose.

The student obtained the degree of AM Jerusalem was de-

stroyed by Titus ad 10 at the death of Charles IV of France his

nearest heirs were his sister Isabella mother of Edward III and
his cousin-german Philip of V^alois then shall the kingdom of

Heaven be likened unto ten virgins Matt xxv 1.
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INTERROGATION, EXCLAMATION. DASH, AND PA-
RENTHESIS.

The iNTEERoaATioN point in used after a sentencs

that asks a question.

Example.—" When will you return?

"

The Exclamation point is used after an exclamatory
sentence.

Example.—*' What an unhappy circumstance!"

(1.) The Dash is used to mark an abrupt break in a
sentence. (2.) Sometimes to mark the repetition of
the same construction.

Example, (1.) **His children—^but here my heart

began to bleed." (2.) ** He was so young—so intelli-

gent—so brave so everything that we are apt to like in

youth."

CuEYEs OE Brackets are used when a phrase or

clause is introduced into a sentence, for explanation,

without entering into its construction. Two Dashes
are sometimes used instead of Brackets.

Example.

—

" The appointment of my friend (if he
will permit me to call him so) gave me pleasure."

The Aposteophe marks the place of an omitted

letter ; as, o'er, sum'd.

The Htphsn joins the part of a newly formed, or un-

usual compound word ; as, gun-cotton, wooden-limbed.

The Paeageaph is indicated by an indented line. It

is used to divide, into distinct parts, a discourse, the

sentences of which are closely connected in narrative,

sentiment, &c.

20th exercise.

Interrogation^ Exclamation, Bash, and Parenthesis.

Mark these points where required.

Approach man and try what thy wisdom and thy power can

execute. Canat thou make one tree to blossom or one leaf to ger-

minate. Canst thou call from the eartli the srralleBt blade of grass

I

'"

i
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or order the tulip to rise in all its splendour. Contemplate these

flowers. Examine them -with attention;

How delighltul is the face of nature when the morning light

first dawns upon a country embosomed in snow. The thick mist

which obscured the earlli and conetaled every object from oar view
at once vanishes! How beautiful to see the hills the forests aud
the groves all sparkling in white What a delightful combination

these objects present Observe the brilliancy of those hedges.

Here lies the great false marble where. Our fathers each man
was a god. And we shall we die in our chains. If thou beest he
but oh how fallen.

And thou the billows' queen even thy proud form
On our glad sight no more perchance may swell.

He gained from Heaven 'twas all he wished a friend The dis-

tance of the nearest of these fixed stars or suns for suns they are

proved to be is at least twenty billion miles What are our views
of all worldly things and the same sppearanc^s they would always
iiave if the same thoughts were always preuoniinaut when a sharp

or tedious sickness has set death before our eyes and the last hour
Mems to be approaching.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

OK rUNCTUATION.

What are the principal mark? used in punctuation f What is

ttie rule for the use of tne comma in co-ordinate and subordinate
lentenceB f Select a sentence for ''ustratiou. In simple sentences
what parts are general]j separated by the comma ? Select a sen-

tence to illustrate each. Wiiat co-ordinate sentences are generally
•eparated by semicolons I Select a sentence to illustrate oach
«Me. Under what circumstances is the colon used i Select sen-
iences for illustration. For what purpose is the peiiod used ?

What use is made of the Interrogation and Exclamation points ?

What use is made of tbe Dadn, Brackets, Apostrophe, and Hy-
yhen I

2l8T EXEROISE,
GBNEBAL KXERCIBK IN PUNCTUATION.

Supply all points omitted in the following narrative,

and separate into paragraphs.

In that season of the year when the serenity of the sky the vari-
ous fruits which cover the groucd the discoloured foliage of the
trees and all the sweet but fading graces of inspiring autumn open
the mind to benevolence and dispose it to coutemplation I was
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wandering in a beautiful and romnntic couDtry till cuiioeity began
to give wny to weariness sitting down on the frairnient of a rock
overgrown with moss the rustling of the fallen leaves the dashing

of waters and the hum of the distant city soothed my mind into

tranquillity and as I was indulging in the agreeable reveries which
the objects around me naturally inspired I was insensibly over-

come by sleep I immediately fancied myself in a vast extended
plain in the middle of which arose a mountain whose height sur-

passed any of my previous conceptions it was covered with a mul-
titude of people chiefly youth many of whom pressed forward with
the liveliest expressions of ardour in their countenance though the

way was in many places steep and difficult I observed that tho^e

who had just begun to climb the hill thought themselves not fax*

from the top but as they proceeded new hills were continually ris-

ing to their view till the mountain at length appeared to lose itself

in the clouds as I was gazing on these things with astonishment
my good genius suddenly appeared the mountain before thee said

he is the Hill of Science on the top is the temple of Truth whose
head is above the clouds aid a veil of pure light covers her face

observe the progress of her votaries be silent and attentive I saw
that the only regular approach to the mountain was by a gate

called the Gate ol Languages it was kept by a woman of a pensive

and thoughtful appearance whose lips were continually moving as

if she repeated something to herself her name was Memory on
entericg this first enclosure I was stunned with a confused murmur
of jarrivig voices and dissonant sounds which increased upon me
to such a degree that I was utterly confounded and could compare
the noise to nothing but the confusion of tongues at Babel after

oontemplating these things I turned my eyes towards the top of
the mountain where the air was always pure and exhilarating

where the path was shaded with laurels and other evergreens and
the efifulgence which beamed from the face of the goddess seemed
to shed a glory round her votaries happy said I are those who are

permitted to ascend the mountain while I was pronouncing this

exclamation with uncommon ardour I saw standing beside me a
form of diviner features and a more benign radiance happier said

she are those whom Virtue conducts to the mansions of Content

what said I does virtue then reside in the vale I aM found said

she in the vale and I illuminate the mountain I cheer the cottager

at his toil and inspire the sage at his meditation I mingle in the

crowd of cities and bless the hermit in his cell I have a temple in

every heart that owns my influence and to him that wishes for me
I am already present Science may raise you to eminence but I

alone can ^uide to felicity while the goddess wus thus speaking I

stretched out my arms towards her with a vehemence which broke

my slumbtrs the chill dews were falling around me and the shades

of evening btr&tched over the landscape I hastened homeward and
resigned the night to silence and meditation.
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DICTATION.
22nd exercise.

I. Write to dictation the following narrative, insert-

ing the points and capital letters, and forming the

paragraphs.

Edward III, after the battle of Creasy, laid siege to Calaip. He
had fortified his camp in eo impregnable a manner, that all the

eflforU of France proved ineffectual to raise the siege or throw suc-

cors into the city. The cititeus, under Count Vienne, their gallant

goveruoi', made an admirable defence. France had now put the

sickle into her second harvest, sinc« Edward, with his victorious

army sat down before the town. The eyes of all Europe were
intent on the issue. At length, famine did more for Edward than

arms. After suflFering the most dreadful calamities, they resolved

to attempt the enemy's camp. They boldly e<allied forth; the

English joined battU ; and, after a long and desperat* engagement,

Count Vienne was taken priioner, and the citizens who survived

the slaughter retired within their gates.

The command now devolving upon Eu-«tace St. Pierre, a man of

mean birth, but of exalted virtue, he offered to «apitulate with

Edward, provided he permitted them to depart with life and liberty.

Edward, to avoid the imputation of cruelty, consented to spare

the inhabitants, provided they delivered up to him six of their

principal citizens with halters abeut their necks, as victims of

atonement for that spirit of rebellion with which they had inflamed

the people. When his messenger Sir Walter Mauiy delivered the

terms, consternation and pale dismay w«re impressed on every
countenance. To a long and dead silence, deep sighs and groans

succeeded, till Eustace St. Pierre, ascending an eminence, thus ad-

dresued the assembly: "My friends, we are brought to great

straits this day. Is there any expedient left whereby we may
avoid the guilt and infamy of delivering up those who have suf-

fered every misery with you, or the desolation and horror of a

sacked city? There is, my friends; there is one expedient left!

Is there any here to whom virtue is dearer than life ? Let him
offer himself an obIaiiv'>a for the safety of his people. He shall

not fail of a blessed approbation from that Power who offered up
his only Son for the f alvf-tion of mankind."

He spoke ; but a aiUTersal silence ensued. Each man looked

around for the example of that virtue and magnanimity which all

wished to approve in themselves, though they wanted tba resolution.

At length St. Pierre resumed :
" I doubt not that there are many

here more ijcalous of this martyrdom than I can be; though

the station to which I am raised by the captivity of Lord Vienne

invests me with the right to be the first in giving up r- j Ilk- '!<t'f
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your sakes. I give it freely ; I give it clieerfuUy. Who comes
next ? " Your rod," exclaimed a youth not yet come to maturity.
" Ah ! my child !

" cried St. Pierre ;
'• I am then twice sacrificed.

But no ; thy yenrs are few, but full, my Bon. The victim of vir-

tue has reached the utmost purpose and gpal of mortality 1 Who
next, my friends? This Is the hour of heroes." " Your kinsman,"
cried John de Aire. '* Your kinsman," cried James Wissant
" Your kinsman," cried Peter Wissant. " Ah ! '' exclaimed Sir

Walter Mauny, bursting into tears, '* why was not I a citizen of

Calais ? " The sixth victim was still wanting, but was quickly
supplied by lot from numbers who were now emulous of so ennobl-
ing au example. The keys of the city were then delivered to Sir

Walter. He took the six prisoners into his custody ; then ordered
the gates to be opened, and gave charge to his attendants to con-

duct the remaining citizens with their families through the camp of

the English. Before they departed, however, they desired permis-
sion to take the last adieu of their deliverers. What a parting I

What a scene ! They crowded about St Pierre and his fellow-

prisoners. They embraced; they clung around; they fell prostrate

before them ; they groaned ; they wept aloud ; and tlie joint

clamour of their mourning passed the gates of the city, and was
heard throughout the English camp.

23ttD EXERCISE.

SENTENCES TO ILLUSTRATE THE BULKS FOR PUNCTUATION.

1. Write six sentences in each of which a comma is required.

2. Write six sentences in each of which two commas are re^

quired.

3. Write six sentences in each of which three commas are re-

quired.

4. Write six sentences in each of which four commas are re-

quired.

6. Write six sentences in each of which a semicolon is required.

6. Write six sentences in each of which two semicolons are re-

quired.

7. AVrite six sentences in each of which a colon is required.

8. Write six sentences in each of which a point of intet rogation

is required.

9. Write six sentences in each of which a point of exclamation

is required.

10. Write from memory the Lord's Prayer, inserting the points."

'i
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THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE.

GENERAL ODBERVATIONa

Prom KearVs Comprehensive Orammar.

In speaking or writing, we should avoid rednndancy, deficiency,

tautology, ambiguity, obscurity, affectation, pedantry, vulgarity,

silineis, falseness, absurdity, nonsense, self-contradiction, and any
phraseology that is not the best the language nfFords.

Jn general, the fewer the words we use to express our moaning,
the better. Many of the most esteemed and durable paragraphs
in our literature, are such as tell much in very few words. It is

easy to multiply worils ; but it is dieagreeable to be obliged to

read through a large volume, to get what might have been told us

as well in a small pamphlet.
To the abundant or excessive use of words, we commonly apply

the terms verbosity, pleonasm, redundancy, and tautology, Ver'

bosity implies the use of circuitous expresBions, or it is the telling

of things in a round-about way : it is opposed to sentetitiousntss

or conciseness. " They who first settiea in the country, made
choice of the most desirable lands ; better, " The first settlers took

the best lands." Phonasr is the ufl' of some word or expression

that is not essential, but stiii adds to the vigor of the sentence
;

as, " I saw it with my own eyes
;

" " Busk ye, busk ye, my bonny,
bonny bride ; " "One of the few, the immi rtal names, that were
not born to die." Redundancy is a needless repetition of words,
or a needless fullness of expression ; as, " We both of us went on
the same day, and, besides, moreover, we both of us returned back
on the same day ; " corrected, " Both of us went and returned the

same day." Tautology is the telling of the same thing, or nearly
the same thing, again and again, in other ways. ' The dawn is

overcast, the rooming lowers, and heavily in clouds brings on the
day."—-4(/c?tst>n, as quoted and criticised by Johnson. "Let ob-
servation, with extensive view, survey mankind from China to

Peru."

—

Johnson himself. As much as to say, " Let 06 s*rua<ion,

with extensive observation^ observe mankind from China to Peru.

Law and lawyers abound in tautology and redundancy, and some*
times in needless technical terms.

It is generally much easier to find other ways of telling the

same thing, than to add more new thoughts to what is already
said ; hence it very often happens, that persons, in order to fill up
the time or paper, add new words and expressions without adding
new ideas : they string together synonymous terms and expres-

sions, just as if they meant to repeat what they have learned
in some dictionary. It is said that Daniel Webster resolved—"Never to use a word that does not add some new idea,

or modify some idea already expressed." Those worda may in

general be omitted, which are readily inferred, by the hearer or
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reader, from the words that are given ; and thoac thoughts may be
left unexpressed, which are readily inferred from the tlioiights

that are expressed. The chief faults to be guarded against in

seeking for brevity of expression, are obscnritj/ and deficiency ;

which frequently arise from the use of very general and compre-
hensive terms, and from the omission of words. The allowable
or elegant omission of words is termed ellipHts, Dialogue, and
discourse uttered under the influence of great excitement, are most
frequently elliptical.

Coleridge, to give his notion of a perfect style, once said that

he had lately read, of Southey's prose, several pages so well
written that nothing in them presented itself to his mind except
the authoi's meaning,— that no word, no mode of expression, and
no jar in the train of thought, diverted or drew his attention. A
pel feet style, then, is bo transparent a medium for the thought as

to become itself invisible,—-a train of words presenting the mean-
ing so well and impressively that it passes by itself unobserved.

It has been truly said, " Nature's chief masterpiece is writing,

well." A person's skill in style depends chiefly on his knowledge
judgment, and taste, and his practice in composition. His dis-

course should be, throughout, one entire, consistent, oongruouB,

and perfect picture of all that is pertinent to the subject, his aim,
and the reader's capacity; presenting neither too much nor too

little. Nothing important should be left out, and nothing useless

should be allowed to come in In short, the piece should be such
that no word, phrase, clause, sentence, or paragiaph, can be
omitted, inserted, transposed, or changed, without injuring the

excellence of the whole. The natural orcer of things should be
observed, or such an order as will make the greatest impresbion.

If thoughtful of what we are saying, we would hardly say, " He
dressed and washed himself;" " He tumbled, head over heels, into

the river ;" " He will kill, steal, cheat, and lie, for gold." Things
that have no connection, should not be jumbled t(>gether ; as, " I

am well, and hope ^<»u have got my last letter." We should not
be so flighty as lo say something on one topic, then pass to another
topic, then come again to the first topic; nor should we, in a sub-

sequent part of the discourse, tell, Jis it we had not U)ld, what we
have alieady told; nor make any statement inconsistent with

some other statemtnt at some distance before it.

The transition from one topic to another should be natural and
easy. Not so many different subjects should be introduced into

one sentence as wdl make it confused. The most important part*

should be placed where they will make the strongest impression.

Modifying parts should be so placed or distiibuted as to encumber
the discnur.-e as litile as pos^sible, and to show clearly and readily

what I hey are intended to modify. The longer and mure impor-

tant parts of a sentence should generally follow the shorter and

*l
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less important pnrts. To conclude a Bentenco with an insignifi-

cant w(rd or phrase, in always inelegant.

When a serial etracture has been adopted, it is generally dis-

agreeable to discontinue or to change if, before the entire enumer-
ation is made. Parts contrastcMl or emphatically distinguished,

should generally be expressed with fuhiess. •' It is not by indo-

lence, but by diligence, that you will succeed. " Spring borrowed
a new charm from its undulating grounds, its luxuriant woodlands,
its pportive streams, its vocal birds, and its blushing flowers."

Parts connected by correlative words, and parts implying contrast

or comparison, must generally be expressed as nearly alike as

possible. Observe the elegance of arrangement and expression in

the following sentence: " Homer hurries us with a commanding
impetuosity; Virgil leads us with an attractive majisty: Homer
scatters with a generous profusion ; Virgil bestows with a careful

magnificence."

—

Pope. •

Short sentences and long ones should be properly intermixed.

Many short sentences, in succession, are apt to have a disagreeable

hitching or jerking effect; and long-winded sentences also dis-

please, by becoming tiresome or tedious. Most of the best modern
writers rather prefer short sentences and simple structure, to long

and complicated sentences. Long and involved sentences should
generally be avoided, by expressing the same meaning in two or

more shorter sentences. A. long parenthesis within a sentence is

generally better expressed by taking it out, and putting it after or

before the other part, as a distinct sentence. It is sometimes
better to recast a disagreeable sentence altogether; or to dismiss

it, and to express the meaning in some other way. Mr. Bancroft
says, in his History, " Private interest, directed to the culture of

a valuable staple, was more productive than the patronage of
England ; and tobacco enriched Virginia." Here the tobacco

clause is hitched on very abruptly and awkwardly; just as if the

author did not know what to do with it. Perhaps Macaulay
would have said; "Private interest, directed to the culture of a
valuable staple, was more productive than the patronage of Eng-
land. The Virginians turned their attention to tobacco ; and
tobacco enriched them/"

In selecting words, or modes of expression, the question is not

whether they are perfectly adapted to express the meaning, but
whether they are the best the language affords for the meaning

;

if they are, then they are proper. The preference should, in

general, be given to those words and expressions which are most
popular, or understood by the greatest number of people ; and
whose fundamental meaning, when they are analyzed, or traced

to their etymology, accords best with the sense in which we mean
to use them.

Our little words of one or two syllables, and our pithy idioms,

are generally the best. A great master of language says :
" Sa»-
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•n words cannot bo used tno freqiieully. They abri<lije and con-

dense and Bniaok of life and experience, and form the nei vo and
sinew of the best writings of the duy ; while the Latin ii the fat.

The Saxon puts small and convenient handles to things, handles
that are easy to grapp; while your ponderous Johnsonian phrase-

ology extends and exaggerates, and never peels the chaff from ihe

wheat." Dr. Johnson said, " The Rehearsal ban not life enough to

keep it sweet;'' but as if immetliateiy recollecting himself, he ad-
ded, *' It possesses not sufficient vitality to preserve it from putre-
faction." He defiMes net-viork so that no lady can fail to have a

clearer idea of it than she ever had before :
'• Any thing reticulat-

ed or decussated, with interstices at equal distances between the

intersections."

We should never use foreign words, expressions or idiomB, when
we have native ones that will express the meaning as well. Such
a use of language is nonsensical, affected, and pedantic. " Is Lizzie

on the carpet adhuc ? Are things still in itatu quo ? I lihall put

out in a few days, and go quo animua fert

;

—you know where. —
From a Letter. " Tr6s humble serviteur. Et comment aa porte.

Mademoiselle? Why you look divinely. But, mon enfant, they

have dressed you out most diabolically. Why, what a coiflfure must
you have I and, oh mon Dieu I a total absence of rouge. But per-

haps you are out."

—

Foote : Englithman returnedfrom Paris.

The following paragraph is composed in the French idiom : I no
sooner found myself here than I visited my new apartments, which

are composed of five pieces ; the small room, which gives upon the

garden, is practised through the great ono, and there is no other

issue. As I was exceeded with fatigue, I no sooner made my toi-

lette than I Itt myself fall upon a bed of repose, where sleep came
to eurprise me,"

It is not always easy to determine what la genuine English idiom.

Our language, being formed from seveial others, has idioms from
them all. To what extent foreign idioms may be allowed in our

poetry, it is not easy to determine. I incline to think, that in the

whole of our poetry— English, Welsh, Scotch, Iiish, and American
—may be found all the naturally intelligible idioms from all the

foreign languages that our writers ever studied.

It is possible to make discourse out of words merely ; that is,

without naving vivid ideas of things themselves. Words are often

strung together grammatically, and with just enough sense or pro-

priety to avoid absurdity. Such emptiness of expression may be

termed nonsense. It comes from dull minds, or from indolent or

vacant states of the mind. Thus it happened that a certain Spanish

poet could not tell what his own sonnet meant, and thus have been
produced hundreds of unmeaning paragraphs in our literature.

Hence we can not be too careful, or use too great efforts, in getting

at clear and distinct ideas. Indeed, vivid statuesque ideas are the
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erentest charm, or that "which, above nil things dfte, enchninB the

hearer or reader. Truth—truth worth learning and rcmcmboriDg,
is the first quality ; and the next is beauty.

A common species of nonsense and pedantry is the grandilo-

auent use of learned latiguage, when the speaker or writer has no-

thing to say, or does not himself comprehend, or only iu a shadowy
way, what he pretends to exi)luin or prove to others.

Ex.—" The thinkable, even when compelled by aDaly^is to make
the nearest approach that is possible to a negation of intelligibility,

thui implies phenomena objectified by thought, and conceived to

exist in space and time." (" If thou hant any tidings," says Falstaff

to Pistol, *• prithee, deliver them like a roan of this world.")

Language of this kind is mostly found in spiritual or transcen*

dental writers and speakers; especially divines and metaphysi-
cians. In fact, we are all liable to use language thus, whenever
we attempt to draw forth into light what iu beyond the reach o£
the limited faculties of the soul.

Another species of pedantry or affectation is the excessive or

needless use of technical language. '* Lay in your oars, my lads
;

step the short mast—close-reef llie storm-lug, and beach the galley

under canvas."

—

Frofn a Novel. None but a seaman knows what
is meant here. Most people are too indolent to search out the

meanings of the words they do not understand, nor is it always
convenient to do so. In writing a scientific treatise, or in address-

ing scientific persons, technical language may sometimes be neces-
sary or most appropriate.

Another species of pedantry, or rather, of affectation, is the ridi-

culous aping, in fine or pompous language, of those people who are
deemed worthy of imitation.

Ex.— '• Administer your proposition
;
you will have my ooncur-

rence, sir, in any thing that does not derogate from the regulations-

of conduct ; for it would be most preposterous iu one of my char-

acter to deviate from the strictest attention. Nor would there. Sir

Gregory, did circumstances concur as you insinuate, be so absolute a
certitude, that I, who have rejected so many matchee, should in-

stantly succumb. And had not Penelope Trifle framed irrefrag-

able resolutions, she need not so long have retained her family
name."

—

Foote, ridiculing an old prude.

Much akin to the foregoing fault is silliness, which should also

be carefully avoided.

A popular book on physic, thus de-cribes the process of eat.

ing:—
" Prehension, or the taking of food into the mouth, is performed

mainly by the hand, assisted by the lips and cheeks, as well as the

anterior teeth and the tongue. The contact of the solid food with.
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the Interior of the mouth, xcites the net of mastication, performed
by alternfttingcontraction> uf the mupolee which pull (ho lower jaw
upward, downward, backward, forward and laterally, by aoting on
the \>ono in which tljey ar" impluntod,'

To defer '';e ranin subject in order to dofioo the meaning? of

words, bordiTB frequently upon Billinesu; and »<> does most of the

unbecomingly florid oi- rtj^urative lanj^uai^e. Theaci two faults may
be termed the tnphornoric style^ ns hoing naturally and centrally

found lu the half j^roon and Imlf ripe age of college sopnomore*.
Similar! aillioess of expresnion is an< her fault, which T have
often noticed, and which riometiuies atfoot-i whole communities aa

well as individuals. It is the hackiic)cil use of some particular

word, phrase, or sentenoo.

S )me ppople are always ?««««'w7 ; some, rtckonlnq ; some, ca/cu-

laiing ; and some, 'fposinrj ; sumo liud evt-ry thin«» twe^t ; 8ome,y^>«^

rate; govern, mighty good ; »om6, miphnj bad ; and <^' hers have all

things always in the F'lperlative degree ; some alwaya respond with

a ''That's «o," '' JJid you ever!" " Yen r " Well, to be aiire '" or
" Thai's a fact.'^ Certain politicians are never known to .ike a
speech withoijt having ''our great andglorious Union*' in it. Some
speeches are flooded with " my fellow cilizcr.s'* With some, what-

ever pleases, is ''nice ;" or '\jine!' or 'Jlrst-rate.'* Poetsoften ex-

hibit this fault in their use of rhyuius. In fact, the fault fieemi to

be a natural infirmity of the human mind, whenever it. becomes
morbid or indolent, or when it comes to a stand in the growth of its

knowledge. We are often annoyed by remembered seraps buzzing
io the head like gadflies, especially if th.^y find there something of

a Pegasus.

Low, vulgar, or provincial expressions sho d be avoided. Such
are,
—" To get into a scrape" " To play the 'possum^ *' To acknow

ledge the corn'* " To cut shiuet," " To bark up the xi;r< ;u tree,"

" to get the hang 0'," " To have a fair shake at," *' To curry fa-

vour" and many others, which we decline to quote for fear the

learner should catch them. Some of these low yet current expres-

sions are so well founded and so energetic that they should rather

be regarded as gold in bullion, that has not yet received the stamp.

A departure from grammatical .'iccuracy, or from elegance, is

sometimes allowed, in orde- to represent more faithfully the lan-

guage or character of another. "Child. Once, when I sat upon
her lap, I felt a beating at her side; and she told me 'twas her

heart that beat, and bade me feel for mine, and they both beat

alike, only mine beat the quickest. And I feel my heart beating

yet—but hers I cannot feel
! " Had the author here said " m,ore

quickly," he would have shown at once, not the pathetic prattle of

^be child over its dead mother, but his own counterfeiting, and
thus spoiled the dramatic eflFect. Hence, too, Cowper makes Mrs.
C4ilpin say: "So you must ride on horseback after we." To this

head may also be referred the imitations of brines and dialeets.
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AU ancouth, harsh, antiquated, obsolete, unauthorized, or new-
fangled terms, should generally be avoided, unless they are meant
to be imitative, or are peculiarly appropriate and expressive.

Ignorant people often pervert words, or confound words that

resemble in sound, or imagine that words belong to tho language
that are not in it, or not authorised ; as, critter for creature ; dit-

graeioue for ungracioue ; prehapa for perhaps ; contagious for eon-

tiguoua. " He was much effected by the operation." " They got

a hc^ua eorpua. A certain man " meant to ran a revenue up to

his house, build a pizarro in front, a portorico behind, a eon-

aervatcry on top, and treat his friends in the most hoapital manher."

The same word w the same mode of expression should not be
so often us«d as to indicate poverty of language ; nor in so many
diflPerent senses as to render the meaning doubtful, or disappoint

disagreeably the expectation of the reader.

When there are several synonymous words or expressions, great

care should be taken to select the most appropriate one. " An
idle boy is unwilling to be employed ;" say rather, " A lazy boy,

<bc. Idle means not doing, or not effecting much ; lazy means un-

willing to do. " The proud pile is of great magnitude, and aoara

grandly up with its numerous towers nnd splendid terraces."

—

Travela in Europe. I believe soara is applied only to what leaves

its support ; therefore it cannot be applied to an edifice : say,
" riaeir If our language had no word nearer to the meaning than
aoara, then aoara would be proper. In order to discriminate

words, it may be useful to the student to keep in mind the three

following observations:

—

1. Learn the principles of language, or of synonymy, and en-

deavour to apply them judiciously. For example: Some words
are more comprehensive or less specific than others. Every river

is a stream, but not every atream is a river. Some words are

active, and others are passive. Force affects, atrenyth sustains

;

fickle men waver^ prioea Jluctuate ; reaaonable men exercise reason,

national men have reason. Some words are positive, and others

are negative. AJault is somethiing positively bad, a defect is a

mere want of eomething needed. Some words differ in degree

;

M, damp, moiat, wet; delicacy, dainty. Some words relate more
directly to nature ; others, to art. Oentlenesa may be the gift of

nature, but tameneas is the result of art Some words are rather

spiritual or heavenly; other?, worldly or material: aoul,mind;
spirit, vigor; delightful, delicious. Some words rather have re-

ference to something inward ; and others, to something outward

;

OS, dignity, decorum. Some words are the names of things them-
selves ; others are but the names of the signs of things ; as, idea,

word.

2. Consider what distinctions the differences in things require

;
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look through your knowledge, look into the world nround you

—

into other men's knowlege and practice, and into the relations of

things, and discriminate accordingly. For example: Gtniua is

rather inward, creatire, and angelic; talent, outward, practical,

and worldly. Oeniut disdains and defies imitation ; talent is often

the result of imitatiun in respect to every thing that may contri-

bute to the desired excellence. Genius has quick and strong sym-
paUiies, and ia sometimes given to revery and vision; talent is

cool and wise, seldom loosing sight of ''common sense." Genius
is bom for a pariicular pursuit, in which it surpasses; talent is

iversatile, and may make a respectable figure at almost any thing.

"To genius are due about all the achievements that distinguish en*

lightened from savage life; talent has merely preserved, polished,

employed, and enjoyed the productions of genius, but created

nothing. Men of talent are but time-servers : they usually carry
on the world, and get the best of it while they are in it; but their

glory generally ends at the grave. Men of genius sometimes starve

for want of bread ; though they are generally appreciated and
honored by posterity.

Discriminate words as you find them used in sentences written

by good authors. If I say, " When the disciples saw the Saviour
arisen on the morning of the resurrection, i\iy gazed ufton him
with astonishment and rapture;" "I have often seen impudent
fellows station themselves at the doors of churches, and stare at

the women ;" you can easily tfee the difference between gcuu and
stare.

Every word has a peculiar set of associations belonging to it;

and in the proper discrimination of words with reference to their

secondary ideas, lie chiefly the precision and e'legance of language.

We should rather choose the words and expressions already in

common use, and employ them in their ordinary signification, than
coin new words or expressions, or use old ones in a peculiar sense;

for, if we were at liberty in these respeets, soon every man's
writings would need a glossary. Ex.—" We mav recognize this

construction by the name of the accusative and infinitive contract-

ed objective accessory."

—

Mulligan.

Another fault is ambiguitg, which arises chiefly from the several

different meanings which some words have, from the position of

words, and from the omission of words. *' He is mad.** *' The
governor had several fast friends in the Territory."

—

Burners
Northwest Territory. What sort of friends does he mean ? " firm
friends," I suppose. " The rising tomb a lofty column bore.'

Which bore the other t " While the sun was gen£ly sinking

below the horizon io the west, with much beauty, the bright moon
rose serenely above it in the east."

Rhymes, poetical words, and poetic structure, should be avoided

in prose:

—

if!
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Ex.—" He pulled out his purse to reimburse the unfortunate

man.'* " The morn wus cloudy and darksome, but the eve was
serenely beautiful."

The gallant warrior starts from soft repose, from golden visiorls

::ind voluptuous ease; where, in the dulcet pipiug time of peace,

he sought sweet solace after all his toils. No more in beauty's

siren lap reclined, be weaves fair garlands for his lady's brows

;

no inore entwines with flowers his shining sword, nor through the
livelong lazy summei's day chants forth his love-sick soul in ma-
drigals. To manhood roused, he spurns the amorous flute ; doffs

from his brawny back the robes of peace, and clothes his pampered ^
limbs in panoply of steel. ' O'er his dark brow where late the

myrtle waved, where wanton roses breathed enervate love, he
rean the beaming casque and nodding plume

;
grasps the bright

shield and shakes the ponderous lance ; or mounts, with eager
pride, hii fiery steed, and burns for deeds of glorious chivalry."<^-

Irving : Knieherboektr. Possibly the foregoing was meant in ridi-

cule of the turgid or bombastic style. The golden-mouthed author,

however, not unfrequently transgresses, by passing into poetic

grounds.

A person's style, according as it is influenced by taste and ima-
gination, may be dry^ plain, neat, elegant, florid^ or turaid. Th«
most common faulty style is that which may be described as being
Bti£F, cramped, labored, heavy, and tiresome ; its opposite is the

easy, flowing, graceful, sprightly, end interesting stjjrle. One of
the greatest beauties of style, one too little regarded, is symplicitj
or naturalaess ; that eas;^, unaffected, earnest, and highfy impres-

i^ve language which indicates a total ignorance, or rather, inno-

cence, of all the trickery of art It seems to consist of the pure
promptings of nature ; though, in most instances, it is not so much
a natural gift as it is the perfection ft/ art.

24th exercise.

Supply appropriate words in the following elliptical

passages.

About the middle of the eighteenth , when Englishmen
abroad were, from their rareness, objects of greater

than now, one, while the tour of Europe at

Turin. out to see the , he happened to meet a

of infantry from parade. As he at the pass-

ing troops, a young oflioer, evidently desirous to make a
before the stranger, his footing in one of the

water-courses by the city is intersected, and in trying to

himself, his hat. The populace laughed, and
at the Englishman, expecting him to too. On

^he t he not only his composure, but promptly
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to tbe ppot where the hnd rolled, aud it

up, presented it with an of unaffected kindneBS to its con-

fused . The received it with a of sur-

prise and gratitude, and to rejoin his company. There
was a of applause, and the passed on. Though
the of u moment, it every heart: it was an
of that genuine politeness which from kind and gentle

feeh'ngs. On the being dismissed, tbe captain, who wa> a
young of rank, the circumstance in terma
to his colonel. The colonel immediately it to the general

in ; and when the returned to his ^otel, he
an aid-d'e-camp waiting to hie to dinner at head-
quarters. In the evening he was to court, at that

tne most brilliant in Europe, and was with particular

. During his subsequent at , he was invited

to th9 of all persons of ; and at his he
received letters of to the different states of

Thus a private of moderate , by a act

of was enabled to

with more real distinction and advantage

from the mere of birth and fortune.

through a foreign

can be derived

yi

I

•'

:i

25tb exercise.
*

Sapplj appropriate words in the following elliptical

passalges :

—

I. THB BLIND BKGOAB AKD THK DOO.

When % poor old is obliged to by begging, he
•ometimes a dog to him about. He holdi the

by a string, and to its sense and fidelity for

hein^ in the path and not into deep or

preeipioes, where his would be in danger. la the of

Rome there once a blind who was by a
dog. It was a dog of sagacity, and very kind, and
also just in all its with its master. The old man went
twice a week eertain streets, at partieulsr

houses, he expected to alms. The dog
all the proper streets through his master was to be >

and also door in those streets where it was that

anything would be . While the old man was at

the door, and asking for , the dog down to rest ; but as

soon as the alms had been either given or , the animal

, and to the next house where its master

applied. When a halfpenny was from a win-r

dow, tbe beggar, blind, could not for it; but the

a
mi
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dog neyer to search it out ; be' always up the eoin ia

hit , and it into the blind man's . Sometimes
bread was thrown from , and it might be that

tb« poor animal, being probaly ill at home, would be
inolined to the moritel to himself. But hungry
he might be, be never the least bit of food, it was
given to by his . conduct in a human being,

from the right motives, would be highly

26th exercise,

kimq john ov vranox.

byJohn, King of France, taken ia

Edward the Black Prince, and to England. After
thdre in captivity four , he was to return to

his own , that he might to prevail upon
his subjects to to a peace proposed by the of ifng-

land. The of the English king, which, among other

, stipulated for four millions of gold crowns as a
for the French monarch, were not favourably in France,

and peace was not into effect. When King John
that nis would not pay the money for his liberty,

he did not, as would have done, to stay in France.

He immediately to return to , and
hit person once more into the of King Edward.

Some of his councillors him against this , but he
was not by their councils. " If faith and loyality," said

be, *' were from the rest of the world, they ought still

to enshrined in the of kings." He accordmgly
to England—became again a —and soon

after in London.

2*7^ EXERCISE.

THK ABMADA.

Hie i-rmada from the Tagus, 20th May 1681, but on
Cape Finisterre, was delayed by a , which

much damage. The fleet had, , to put back to

Comnna. Having been , it arain set , and on the 19th

July it was seen the English Channel in the

of a crescent. The English admiral the great size of

the enemy's , resolved to mainly upon the more manage-
able of his own smaller and more trim vessels, and to

become the pA^ty, instead of merely on the

defensive. The result his calculation ; the English ships,

to the rudder, took of every shift of the
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wind, blew capriciously at the time, and six days'

hard fighting, so the unwieldy Spanish , that

it was with great they contriTed to talse . in the
port of Calais (27th July). Meantime the Spanish armj. *inder

Parma, was to form a junction with the It was
necessary to this. On the night of the 29th, which

tempestous, eight fire-ships oy the English were
coming down on the vessels at anchor in the of Calais. A

seiied the Spaniards, the were cut, and the
put out to sea : when at sea a storm wliich

them along the coast from Ostend to Calais. The rigilant Eag-
lish , meanwhile, them vigorously in every
quarter, serious . Crippled and , the

Spaniards now to return home with the
remains of the Armada by the north of Scotland and Ireland, the

English fleet still In their wake. The of Philip's

attempt was the of thirty ^ ships of war and 10,000 men.
That was a day for Elizabeth on which she her

victorious at Tilbury Fort. She welcomed her
sailors and army, who the air with , while the

of the hostile fleet was struggling baclc to , which
of the ships ever reached.

':|

H

ORNAMENTS OF STYLE.

Figures of Speech are uncommon Forms
of Expression, serving either to ornament
the styley or to place the thought in a clearer

light.

They consist of two classes •.—Figuru of Arrangement and
Trope* (Greek trepoy I turn.) But it ia to the latter that the

term Figurative language is generally applied.

Ohief Figures of Arrangement. Chief Tropes.

1. Exclamation. '

1. Simile.

2. Interrogation. 2. Metaphor.
3. Inversion. 3. Allegory.

4. Pleonasm. 4. Personification.

6. Antithesis. 5. Hyperbole.

6. Climax. 6. Apostrophe.
7. Metonymy.
8. Synecdoche.
9. Irony.

.i«

Mm

• tfi'--

i'ii
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FIGURES OF ARRANGEMENT.

1. Exclamation gives life to style by expressing a fact in the

form of a cry of wonder ; as, Hovo tall she has grown ! What a
dazzling light!

2. Interrogation gives life and emphasis to style by expressing

a fact or an opinion in the form of a question ; as, Can there be

the least doubt of his guilt ?

3. Inversion places words in an unusual order for the sake of

emphasis ; as, War at that time there was none.

4. Pleonasm makes language emphatic by using words that

are unnecessary to the simple meaning ; as, I saw him with these

very eyes.

5. Antithesis (Greok, a placing against) consists in bringing
thoughts that are opposed into strong contrast ; as, A living

death. Not that 1 loved CoesarJets, but that I loved Home more.

6. Cl*max (Greek, a slant or ladder) places words in such
a manner as '^o express thoughts that rise, each above the last,

in an ascending scale of force ; as, The cannibal savage-—tortur-
ing—murdering—devouring—drinking the blood of his mangled
victims.

TROPES OR FIGURES OF THOUGHT.

1. Simile is the cixpressibn in full of a reaemblance between
two thin^'A

I
as, Tbtn, like a wild eat mad with wounds^ sprang

right at Astur's face.

Note.—The simile is known by its sign, which is generally
like or at ; but the sign is sometimes involved in the meaning of
another ; as. Swift in his decay reteipbled a giant tree withered
in its topmoit boughs.

2. Metaphor—a. bolder figure—expresses a resemblance, with-
out using any sign of comparison ; as, Palmerston was long a
pillar of the throne.

3. Allegory is a metaphor expanded to considerable length.

The PUgrim^e Progress is our finest allegory : the metaphor on
which it is founded is—The life of « Ghristian is a periloui
journey.

Note.—In the Allegory one half of the comparison is expressed

;

the original object of thought being implied.

4. Personification speaks of lifeless things as if they were
.persons. There are three degrees of the figure :

—

1. Ascribing queUitiee; as, A crttel disease.

2. Ascribing aetione ; as, The sea taw it and/fdl
Z* Ascribing speech and hearing ; as, Ye crags andpeak* !
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6. Hvperboh exaggerates for tlie sake of emphasis ; as, Xerxes'

army drank the riven, as they marched through Greece. The
waves struck the dripping $tcw8.

6. Apostrophe addresses a person, absent or dead, as if present,

as, Departed spirits of the mighty dead

!

Note.—Personification in the third degree is a form of Apos-
trophe.

7. Metonymy exchanges one name for another, which expresses-

a kindred idea. It puts :

—

1. The cause for the effect ; as, The foaming pra/)« of eastern
France ; I am reading Shak»pere.

2. The effect for the cause ; as, Orey hairs for old age.

3. The sign for the thing signified; as, The Cro#« will yet
conquer the whole world—1.0., the Gospel of Christ, He
mustered more bayonets than sabres—1.0., more infantry

than cavalry.

4. The container for the thing contained ; as. He drank the

brimming eup. Streets and squares broke into weeping.

The House sat for six hours.

8. Synecdoche expresses a whole by naming a part, or vice

versd ; as. Ten sail of the line. All Europe watched his rise.

Belgium's capital had gathered then her beauty and her chtvalry,

9. Irony expresses a meaning more emphatically by using

words denoting exactly its reverse; as. He is a perfect Solomon
(meaning he is very foolish.) All this resulted from the tender

eare and fostering protection of the Government (to express evila-

producftd by misrule.)

•!

ik

'k-!

DISTINCTION OF FIGUEES.
28th exercise,

fiqubeb of abaangsment.

Writo from the following paragraph the two exam-
ples of Interrogation ; the two of Exclamation ; of
Hyperbaton or Transposition ; of Pleonasm ; of Anti-
thesis ; and the example of Climax.

Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth. The
prodigal robs his heir ; the raiser robs himself. Who shall sep-
arate us from the love of God t It is highly crimiLal to bind a
Roman citizen ; to scourge him is euoruious guilt ; to kill him is

almost parricide ; but by what name shall I de-'iguate the cruci-

fying of him I Then shook the hills, with thunder riven. Shall
a man be more pure than his Miiker f He heareih it with his ears,

and understaudeth it with his heart. How majestic are the starry

iwp
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heavens ! The wise man considers what he waota ; and the fool

what he abounds in. I saw it with these eyes. O the depth of

the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of Qod!

29Tn EXERCISE.
FIQURSS OF THOUanx OB TROPIP.

Write from the foliowiDg paragraph the two exam-
ples of Siu'.ile ; tho two of Metaphor ; of Allegory ; of

Metonomy ; of Synecdoche ; of Hyperbole ; of Person-

ification ; of Apostrophe ; of Irony.

The sword has laid wasti^ many a fertile tract of country.

Moist, bright, and green, the landscape laughs around. Love
swells like (he Solway, but ebbs like its tide. Saul hath slain his

thousands, and Dayid his ten thousands. I am the true vine.

Thou art sounding on, thou mighty sea, for ever and the same !

Mine eyes run down rivers of water. Thou that destroyest the

temple, and buildest it up in three days, save thyself. The gro?es

poured forth their music. Jonathan \ thou wast slain in thine

ni^h places 1 No useless coffin enclosed his breast. The rooun-

tams and the hills shall break forth oefote you into singing, and
all the trees of the field shall clap their handa The clouds were
tinged with gold. The cotton manufacture employs a great

number of handst The righteous shall flourish as the palm tree.

No doubt but ye are the people, and wisdom shall die with you.

And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the trees : therefore

every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn dowa and
east into the fire.

»Oth exercise.
VIGUaES OF AaEAMOKMENT.

"Write from Scripture three examples of Interroga-

tion ; three of Exclamation ; of Transposition ; of Ple-

onasm ; of Antithesis ; of Climax.

8lBT EXERCISE.
FIGtJBKS or TnOUQHT OR TROPES.

Write from Scripture, or select from any source three

examples of Simile ; three of Metaphor ; of Allegory ;

of Metonomy ; of Synecdoche ; of Hyperbole ; of Per-

sonification ; of Apostrophe ; of Irony.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES ON FIGURES.
S2ND EXERCISE.

Write a figurative expression for each of the follow-

ing words.

Sun.

Moon.
Stars.

Example: Youth—the mornlDg of life.

Thunder.
Lightning.

Clouds.

Sea.

Night.

Sliy.

Sleep.

Death.
Qrave.

33rd EXERCISE.

Write sentences with a metaphorical application of
each of the following words.

BXAMFLI.

Path—The paths of glory lead but to the grave.

Fruit.

Pain.

Pillar.

Dark.
Deep^
Strodg.

Climb.
Build.

Burn.

QuickoeiB.

Sweetneis.

Ooolneti.

84th EXERCISE.

1. Write the first twelve 2Similes in the first book of

Milton.

2. Write the first twelve examples of Personification

in Thomson's Season of Summer.

86th EXERCISE.

Distinguish the Figures in any passages of Poetry

that may be selected, thus :

SXAMPLK.

Sun of the sleepless ! melaneholy star 1
'

Whose tearful beam shines tremulously far
;

That show'st the darkness thou canst not dispel

;

How like thou art to joy remembered well

!

So memory gleams, the light of other days,

That shines, but warms not with its powerless rays

:

A night beam Sorrow watches to behold,

Distinct, but distant; clear, but oh I how cold I

FIOUEKS.

The first four lines—apostrophe. " Sun "—metaphor. " Mel*
ancbolj star "--personification. "Tearful beam"—parsort)fiea<

tioB. "How like thou art to joy remembered well! *—iinU«.

4
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" So memory glcami, the light of other days, that shiueB, bub
warms nut with its powerless rays"—compaiisoD. "Gleams"—
metaphor. "The lij^ht of other days"—metaphor. ''Shines"—
metaphor. "Shines, but warms not"—antithesis. "Hays"

—

metaphor. ** Night beam "—metaphor. '• Sorrow "—person'fi*

cation. "Distinct, but distant ; clear, but oh I how cold!''—
antithi'sis.

36th exercise.

Convert the following figurative expressions into

plain language

:

Example—He bore away the palm.
Changed—He obtained the prize

.

How beautiful is night 1 The clouds of adversity soon pass
away. Who is like unto thee, O God, in Heaven above, or in the

earth beneath ? He was one of the brightest luminaries of the

age. Vaio is the tree of knowledge without fruit. The waves
rose to Heaven. She shed e, flood of tears. The Emperor Oali-

gula assumed the purple on the death of Tiberius. Have you read

Pope? Nature in spring is covered with a robe of light ^reen.

Night spreads her sable mantle over the earth. The vessel ploughs
tbo deep. Alfred was a shining light in the midst of darkness.

The Gross will at last triumph over the OrcFcent

37th exercise,
simple nabbative.

Write a short account of the following objects, de>
scribing their construction, materials, form, and use.

A Scythe. I A Cart. I A Carriage. I A Railroad.

A Plough.
I
A Penknife.

| A Balloon. | A Watch.

Write a short account of the following operations.

Sowing.
I

Hay*making. I Brewing. I Book binding.

Ploughing.
I
Thrashing. | Baking. | Engraving.

Write a short account of the process of making the
following substances.

Butter.

Cheese.

Soap.

Glass.

Ink.

Gae.

Earthenware.
Glue.

88th exercise.
pa&aphbaeb op poetical passages into pb03b nabbativk.

Paraphrase selected poetical passages into prose nar-

ratiye.
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ON ILLUSTRATIONS.
89TII EXERCISE.

IMBLIMR.

"Write a short illustpation of the following emblems
"Winter— 01(1 age.

River—Human life.

Sleep—Death.

Flower—Miin.

Light—Knowledge.
Evening—Autumn.

40th EXERCISE.

Wrrf a short illustration of the following Scripture

emblems

:

1. The Righteous shall flourish as the Palm Tree. 2. The
Harvest is the End nf the World. 3. The Kingdom of Heaven
is like unto a grain of Mustard Seed. 4. I (Christ) am the light

of the World. 6. Ye (Christians) are the Salt of the Earth. 6.

Wlckod men are like the trouhled Sea.

r

< (

f^

41sT EXERCISE.

Write a short illustiation of the following proyerbs :

1. Better late than never. 2. Look before you leap. S. A friend

ID Dted is a friend indeed. 4. A rolling stone gathers no moss.

6. Many a slip between the oup and the lip. 6. Empty vessels

make the most noise. 7. No rose without a thorn. 8. Strike

^hile tho iron is hot. 9. Prevention Is better than cure. 10.

A small spark makes a great fire. 1 1. Where there is a will tliere

is a way. 12. The burnt child dreads tb^ fire.

42ifD EXERCISE.

Write a short illustration of the following precepts :

1. Let not the sun go down upon your wrath. 1. Honor yourself^

and you will be honored. 8. Do as you would be done by. 4.

Avoid extremes. 6. Deliberate slowly, exeonte promptly. 6.

Never put off till to-morrow what oan be done to-day. *I, B« just

before yon are generous.

4SaD EXERCISE.

Write A short illustration cf the analogies between
the following subjects :

I

<m
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1. A Plant and an Animal. 2. A Bird and a Fisb, 8. A seed

and un Egg. 4. A Bee-hWe and a Social Community.

44tb exercise.

Write a short illustration of the distinctions between

the following subjects

:

1. ReaBon rnd Instinct 2. A Pantandanammal. 8. Courage
and Rashness. 4. Pride and Vanity. 6. Selfishness and Self-love.

46iH EXERCISE.

Write a short illustration of the contrast between
the following subjects

:

1. Pcaoe and War. 2. Civilization and Barbarism. 3. Industry

and Idleness. 4. Selfishness and Benevolence. 6. Knowledge and
Ignorance.

DESCRIPTIVE EXERCISES.
46th EXERCISE.

Write a short description of the followinf 'cenes :

1. The Offering of Isaac. 2. Nature in Autumn. <. Passage of

the Red Sea. 4. A Moonlight Scene. 5. The Destruction of the

First Born of Egypt. 6. A Canadian winter.

47th EXERCISE.

Write a short outline or description of the subject

of each of the following poems

:

1. Pope's " Temple of Fame." 2. Goldsmith's " Deserted Vil-

lage." 8. Scott's "Lady of the Lake." Shakespeare" play of

the " Tempest." 6. Milton's " Comus." 6. Thomson's " Autumn."

EPISTOLARY EXERCISES.
48th EXERCISE.

Write the following letters :

1 . Write to a friend at a distance. 2. To a friend who is going

abroad. 8. Write to a friend, giving an account of a summer
excursion. 4. Write to a business house, -with a view of opening^

a correspondence. 6. The reply to the last. 6. A letter contain-

ing an order for goods. 7. Announcing that certain goods ordered

have been shipped. 8. Reply to the last. 9. From a tradesman
to another, for money. 10. Application to a merchant, soliciting
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a Biiaation as elerk. 11. A letter of introduotion. 12. A letter of
eongratulatioQ.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.
49th exercise. /

'Write a short account of the lives of the foliowiog
eminent characters*

1. John Milton. 2. Martin Luther. 3. Christopher Columbui.
4. Sir Isaac Newton. 6. John Howard. 6. Oliver Goldsmith.

7. Benjamin Franklin. 8. Queen Elizabeth. 9. Lord Palmerston.

10. Richard Cobden. 11. Prince Albert.

HISTORICAL SKETCHES.
bOTH EXERCISE.

Write a short account of the following subjects con-

nected with English history

:

1. The Wars of the Roses. 2. The Norman Conquest. 8. The
Spanish Armada. 4. Civil Wars in th0 reign of Charles I.

6l8T EXERCISE.

Write a short account of the following subjects, con-
nected with Roman and G-recian history :

1. Hannibal's Campaign in Italy. 2. The Jugurthine War. 8;

The Reign of Augustus OsBsar. 4. Battle of Marathon. 6. Leoni-
da& at the Pass of Thermopylas. 6. The Thirty Tyrants. 1, Retreat
of the Ten Thousand.

IMAGINATIVE EXERCISES.
62nd EXERCISE.

Write an imaginary speech for each of the following

occasions

:

'

1. Pupils on Parting with a Teacher. 2. A Graduate on hvr-
ing College, 8. Harold at the Battle of Hastings. 4. Bruce at

Bannockbum. 5. To a Missionary on his Departure to labor

among the Heathen. 6. To Students on the Value of Time.

SUBJECTS FOR REASONING.
58ko EXERCISE.

Write a short statement of the arguments in support
of the following conclusions, &c.

:

^k

. 1.

r
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1. The Earth is round. 2. The Ohristian Sabbath a Divine Intti-

ttttion. 3. Our Duty and Interest are inseparable. 4. Falsehood
and Deception incompatible with true greatness of character. 6.

It is as much the Duty and Interest of every country to provide
and endow lustitutions for the superior Education of Girls, as for

the superior Education of Boys. 6. The British Constitution se*

cures to each individual under it, the greatest amount of liberty

compatible with the rights and interests of the whole community.

THEMES.
A theme is an exercise in which the suhject is treated

according to a set of Heads methodically arranged. In
this respect it differs from an essay, wherein the writer

is at lioerty to follow his own inclination as to the

arrangement of his ideas.

Some systematic arrangement must be observed, but the nature
•jT the Theme should determine what method in any particular

case would be most euitable. The following methods are given
ai examples

:

iArbt mkthoo.

1. Definition. 3. Origin and Oause. 3. Antiquity er Novelty.
4. Univenality or Locality. 6. E£fect. 6. Contrast. 7. Oonclusion.

lOONB MXTHOD.

1. IntroduetioD. 2. Definition. 8. Nature. 4. Operation and
Iffefta. 6. Examples. 6. AppUoation.

11

u
If

M

M

MISCELLANEOUS
1. On Attention,

Anger,
Biography,
Charity,

Oompaaaion,
ConBcience,

7. '* Carelesaness,

8. « CarioBitv,

9. " Cheerfulness,

Contentment,
11. " Diligence,

12. " Duplicity,

Early Rising,

Envy,
Friendship,

Fear,

Forgivenets,

Government,

a.

3.

4.

0.

t.

10.

IS.

14.

16.

16.

17.

18.

u

u
a

u

<i

u

SUBJECTS" FOB THEltES.
' 19. " Oreatness, true

20. " Geniuf,

21. " Habit,
. 22. Knowledge it pibwer,

28. Progress of Error,

24. ProgreM of Truth,

26. Government of the Tongue,
26. '* of the Temper,
27. " of the Affections,.

. 28. Love of Country,
29. The Power of Association,

80. The Immortality of .the Son^

81. The Uses of Knowledge,
82. Power of Conscienoe,

88. The Power of Habit,
84. Life is Short,

86. Miseries of Idleness,

86. Never too old to Learn.
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LIST OF BOOKS TO BE CONSULTED BY STUDENTS.

For the guidance of those who wish to follow up the
study of the English Language, the following list of

Text Books is appended .*

Latham's Hand Book of the English Language.
Fowler's English Gramn^ar (Revised and Enlarged).
Trench's Study of Words.
Whateley's English S^nonjmes.
Alford's Queen's English.

Trench's English Past and Present.

Jamieson's Grammar of Rhetoric, <&c.

"Whateley's Rhetoric.

Graik's History of English Language and Literature.

GoUier's English Literature.

Eame's Elements of Criticism.

Alison on Taste.

Whateley'a Lessooa in Reasoning.

Whateley's Logic.

Thomson's Outlines of the Lavs of Thought.
Haz Muller's Lectures on Science of Language.
Yandenhoff'f Ari of Elooution.

^iii

I

PROSODY,
Althougli prosody belongs rather to that

higher department of the study of language
wmch may be called Criticism, than to Pure
Grammar, some account of the Laws and
Nature of Verse is now given.

This branch of study is called Proiody (Gre^k proij to, od€f a
song,) and deals chiefly with aecentj metres and vernfieatum.

Verse diflfers from Prose chiefly

—

1. In possessing metre.

2. In its more elevated etyle, which arises from .—(L) tke
use of lees common toords; (2.) a lett usual order ; (8.) and the
abundance of Figures of Speech.

Metre or Measure is the regular suC"

cession of accented syllables.

\W%

i
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The metre of English Verse is therefore determined hj the

falling of the Accent.

Accent (Latin ad^ to ; canoj I sing,) means a certain force of
the voice giren to some syllables and not to others.

The regular falling of the Accent divides a line of Verse into
certain portions called feet

Note.—Feet are so called from the measured falling of the roice
resembling the fall of the/«e^ in marching.

The principal feet are :—

DISSYLLABIC.

1. Iambus, (Greek iaptOy I attack ; from its being used
first in satire^) ^-^ — or s. 1. ; as, repine.

2. Trochee, (Greek trechOf I run ; because trodhaic metre
suited dancingy) — ^^ or 1. s. j as, breaking.

3. Spondee, (Greek spondej a drink-offering ; at which
solemn melodies were sung,) or 1. L ; as, grien Uavea,

TRISYLLABIC.

1. Anapaest, (Greek ana^ back, and j9aio, I strike ; being
a dactyl struck hacky or reversed,) >-' -^ — or s. s. 1, ; as, on
on trie.

2. Dactyl, (Greek dactulos, a finger ; one long joint, and
two short,) — ^-^ >-' or 1. s. s. ; as, beaHrti-ful.

3. Amphibrach, (Greek amphiy on both sides, hrachugy
Bhfxi ; along syllable between two short ones,) >^ — s^i^ or
s. 1. B. ; as, do-mis-tic.

Note'—To these may be added the Pyrrhic *-* v-^ and the 2Vt-
braeh ^-^ *-^ -w ; but these may always be taken as forming parts
of some of the six given above.

CHIEF KINDS OP METRE.

A row of feet is called a Verse or Idne.

Note.—The word verse is otherwise, but less correctly, used to

mean a certain arrangement of lines.

Tteo lines rhyming together make a couplet. Three lines

rhyming together make a triplet. A stanza is a group of rhy-
ming lines, generally ranging in number from four to nine.
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Rhyme is the agreement in eound of accented sjllables at the
end, or sometimes in the middle, of poetic lines ; thus,

Gloom rhymes with bloom.

Glory " " elory.

Note.—The needful points in a perfect rhyme are

:

1. That the vowel-sound be the same in both.
2. That the letters after the vowel be the same.
3. That the letters be/ore the vowel be dijfferent.

Verse without Rhyme is called Blank Verte.

1. The principal English metre is Iambic Pentameter ; t.f., a
line consisting of fivefeet^ of the kind called Iamhu4.

Is thi's
I
the re'

|

gion, thi's
|
the soil,

|
the cli'me ?

This metre, otherwise called our Heroic Measure^ was first

used in English verse by the £ irl of Surrey, who was beheaded
in 1647 ; and has been adopted by Shakspere, Milton, Gowper,
Wordsworth, Tennyson—in fact, by nearly all our great poets.

Dryden and Pope wrote the Heroic Measure chiefly in rhyming
couplets.

2. The Spenserian Stanza consists of eight Iambic Pentameters,
followed by an Alexandrine, or Iambic Hexameter ; as,

A lovely ladie rode him faire beside,

Upon a lowly asse more white than snow

;

Yet she much whiter ; but the same did hide

Under a vele that wimpled was full low

;

And over all a black stole she did throw

;

As one that inly mourned, so was she sad.

And heavie sate upon her palfrey slow
;

Seemed in heart some hidden care she had

;

And by her in a line a milke-white lambe she lad.

Spbmsbr.

Thomson in the Castle of Indolence, and Byron in Childe

Harold's Pilgrimage are chief among the more modern writers of
he Spenserian stanza.

3. The Iambic Tetrameter {four feet,) in eopplets was Scott's

faTOurite metre :-»

Woe wo'rth
|
the cha'se ! | woe wo'rth | the da'y !

That cost thy life, my gallant grey !

—

Scott.

7his measure is often used in alternate rhymes :

—

A moment, while the trumplets blow.
He sees his brood about thy knee

;

The next, like fire, he meets the foe,

And strikes him dead for thine and thee.

Tennyson. •
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Or thus (a couplet between two rhyming linea) :—
I hold it true whatever befal

:

I feel it when I sorrow most.
'Tis better to have loved and lost,

Than nevbr to have loved at all.

Tennyson.

4. Common Metre consists of Iambic Tetrameters and Iambic
Trimeters, arranged in alternate rhjmes :

—

Let old
I

Timo' | theus yield | the pri'ze,
|

Or bo'th
I
divi'de

|
the cro'wn :

|

He raised a mortal to the skies
;

She drew an angel down.

—

Drydbn.

This metre, which is also call<^d Service Metre, owing to its

use in the English metrical version of the Psalms, is often

writlen thus, in two long lines :

—

Night sunk upon the dusky beach, and on the purple sea

;

Such night in England ne'er had been, nor ne'er again shall be.

Maoaulat.

5. The use of the Anapaest, instead of the lambuH, produces a
beaatiful undulating music, much used in Lyric poetry.

For the mo'on | never be'ams,
|
without brin'g

|
ing me

dre'ams,
|

Of the beau'
|
tiful An'n

|
abel Le'e :

|

And the sta'rs
|
never ri'se,

|
but I fe'el | the bright

ey'es,
I

Of the beau tiful Ann
|
abel Lee. |

—Poe.

6. The Daetylie Hexameter^ the Heroic Measure of Greek and
Latin, does not suit the genius of the English language. Long'
fellow's Evangtline affords perhaps the most favourable example
of its use in English :

—

This IS the | forest prim | eval The | murmuring
|

pines and the |
hemlocks,

Bearded with I moss and with
|
garments

|
green, indis |

-

tinct in the {twilight^

Stand, like | Druids of |
eld, with

|
voices | sad and

pro
I
photic.
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THE STRUCTURE OF WORDS.
The following seotion on the structure of words is taken from

Moreirs Grammar.

1. ROOTS AND DBRIVATIVKS.

We propose under this heading to show
the sources from which the words in the

English language are derived, and to follow

the processes by which they are formed.

1. A simple word of whose origin we can give no further account

is termed a root. English, roots consist of such words as father^

ton, 2ove, ttrong, eome, go, tree^ and most other moBoajllubles which
convey a simple notion or idea.

2. A simple word or root sometimes undergoes an alteration of

form, either by changing the vowel sound, or by modifying the con-

onant. Thus, ttrong becomes atrength ; thake becomes thoch
\

glass becomes glaze, &c. These we term primary derivatives or

stems.

8. From the primary derivatives, or stems of the language, other

words are formed by adding prefixes and afSxes. Thus, strength

becomes strengthen ; shock becomes shocking
;
glaze becomes

glazier. These we term secondary derivatives.

4. Two or more words are sometimesjoined together to expreeg

o;?9 complete idea ; as, windmill, coppersmith^ handicraftsman, <be.

These we term compound words.

2. SOUROB OF ENGLISH WORDS.

iiN'i'.

The principal basis of the English lan-

guage is the Anglo-Saxon element. Of

38,000 words it is reckoned that about 28,-

000 spring from this source. Nearly all

the simple roots and primary derivatives are

of Saxon origin, and a large proportion of

the secondary derivatives and compound

words also.

' ",1

<',

ii

it.
(
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As the Saxons combined more or less wilh the original Oeltio

population of this country, thej naturally adopted a certain num*
ber of Oeltio roots into their language. These roots haTe become,
however, so assimilated to the Saxon form and pronunciation,

that it is now difficult to recognise them as coming from a foreign

source. In addition to the names of mountains, riyern, and locafi-

trsi, which are to a larger extent Celtic, we may adduce Uie fol>

lowing as instances of Oeltie words which have been assimilated to

the Anglo-Saxon dialect, and thus come down into the modem
English :—

Bran. Bump. Smoeth.
Brat, Tarry. Dun.
Bill. Dainty. Glen.

Cabin. Darn. Crag.
Cobble. Pail. Lad.
Quay. Pitcher. Lass.

2. The conquest of England by the Normans introduced the Nor-
maii'French into this country. As the Norman-French was one of

the languages which had sprung out of the prevalence of the Latin
idiom (Roman languages), its introduction prepared the way for

^rafUug a large number of originally Latin words upon our primi-
tive English stoolc. Many came indirectly througn the French,
and retain to this day the marks of the French origin ; but as

Latin was the learned 1mguage of Europe all through^ and even
beyond the Middle Ages, a still greater number of words were
gradually introuuced directly frem the Latin by English writers

who flourished from the reviral of letters down to the time of Mil-

ton. From this time the language may be considered as havhig
become virtually formed.

Latin rooU have, in scarcely any instance, been brought over in

their simple form into the English language, b«t only in the form
of secondary derivatives. Thus we never say to por^, or to mit;

but we say export, import, porttr, deportment ; and remit, omit,

€ommit, commiseion, &o.

3. As science and philosophy were first cultivated in Europe
among the Greeks, end all other people have studied them more
or less under Greek masters, the terms and phrases of the Greek
language became naturally iotroduoed into the scientific language
of Europe. Hence most technical terms in mathematics, physics,

medicine, botany, as well as art and philosophy, have been bor-

rowed from Greek sources. These technical terms, with a few
other words which have gradually come into more common use,

form the present Greek element in the English language.

4. A few words in addition have found their way into our lan-

guage- from the Italian, the Spanish, and even the Hebrew and
Arabic, but these have rarely Rucceeded in becoming thorongly

oataraUied as a part of our modem English.
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1

8. raKrizu.

466. Most of the secondary derivatives in

our language are formed by putting a syl*

lable either before or after the root. A syl-

lable put before the root is termed a prefix, a
syllable put after the root is called an affix.

As the prefixes play a yery importaot part in the struoture of
words, it will be useful here to give a list of them, classified ac-

cording to the language from which they are derived.

SAXON PRsrixis.

u4, signifying in or on ; as, abed, ashore.

f«, forming transitive verbs out of instrausitive, ) as, bespeak,

or adding intensity to the meaning, f besmear

FoTt signifying the contrary ; as, forbid, forbear.

Fw^ before ; as, foretell, foreb«de.

Mid^ middle ; as, midway, midshipman.

jj/ts, failure ; as, mishap, mistalte.

J^, not ; as, never, nor.

OvWy above ; as, overlay, overdone.

Ouf, ...... excelling ; as, outdo, outrun.

Un^ not ; as undo, unskilled.

To, ...... this; as, to-day, to night.

With, against or away ; as, witlistand, with>
hold.

l/ndfr, beneath ; as, underlay.

Upi upwards ; as, upheave, upstart.

LATIN PREFIXES.

A, ah, abs, signifying from ; as, avert, abstract.

Ad, {or, of, ag, al, an^

ap, ar, as, at)^ to ; as, adhere, attract.

Ante, {anti) signifying before ; as, nntedate, anticipate.

Bent,
^

well ; as. benefit.

Bi, bU,
'

two, twice ; as, biped.

Circitm, round ; as, circumvent.
Co, coHf com, col, with ; as, cooperate, connect
Contra, against ; as, contradict.

D«, down ; as, descend.

Di^t dif apart ; as dislodge, diverge..

JS, ex^ef, out ; as, elect, export.

Equi, equally ; as, equidistant
Extra, beyond ; as, extraordinary.

*

Jn, (with verb), in or into ; as, induct
In, (do. adjective) not : as, inelegant.

10

i
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Jntir^ between ; as interlude.

JntrOf withiD . aa introduce.
|

Hon, not ; as, noodescript.

Ob, {of, op, oe) againit, or, in the way of ; as,

obatruot, ooeur.
Pir, ..... through ; ai, perspire.
Pott, after ; as, postpone.

Pra,pr*f before ; as, preordain.
Prater, beside, past ; as, pretermit.
Pro, forth ; as, project.

Ht, back ; as, remit.

JUtro, backwards ; as, retrospection.

84, apart ; as, separate.
Su5,{au/, tue, sur), under ; as, subject.

Subter, Hnderneatb ; as, subterfuge.
Suptr, over ; as, superfluous.

Tram, across ; as, transport.

Ultra, beyond ; as, ultramontane.

OBSEK PRBriXEB.

A or an (a, av)^ not ; as, anarchy

.

Amphi {an<pi)j both ; as, amphibious.
Ana (ava), up ; as, anatomy. ^

Anti (avri), against; as, antichristian

.

Apo Cairo), from ; as, apostle.

Areh(apxoi)i first or ohief/ as, archangel.

Auto (avTos)^ self ; as, autocrat.

Cata (Kara), down ; as, catastrophe.

Dia {JBia)y through ; as, diameter.
JEn (cv), in ; as, enharmonic.
Spi (eiri)» upon ; as, epitaph.

Ex{t^t out of ; as, exodus.

Mu (cv), well ; as, euphony.
Hemi (^/ii), half; as, hemisphere.
Mttiro (4Tepos)y different ; as, heterogebeous.

Syp«r (^<rcf))) orer ; as, hypercritical.

Hypo (Jbxo), under ; as, hypothesis.

M9ta (/icra), change ; as, metamorphose

.

Para (irotpa), beside ; as, paradox.
Peri (ircpt), around ; as, perimeter.

Syn^ syl, tym{<rw)i with ; as, sympathy, syllogism.

The affixes will be explaiied in treating of the structure of eaeh
kidiyidual part of speech.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES ON THE
STRUCTURE OF WORDS.

What words are termed roots f Give examples of roots. What
words lure termed primary derivatives ? Qive examples ol pii-
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mary derivatives. What words arc termed xecondary derivative* ?

Give examples of secondary derivatives. What words are called

compound words? Give examples of compound words. What is

the principal basis of the Englit^h lanfj^un^e/ Of the thirty eight
thousand words in common URe in the English language, how many
are derived from this source? Whnt classes of words are princi-

pally of Saxon origin ? Give exanr.pleH. Give examples of words
having Oeltic roots assimilated to the Anglo-Saxon. From what
other sources are the words derived ? Explain the introduction

of Norman>French words. Give examples of Norman French
words. Account fur the prtsence of Latin words in the language.
Give examples of words of Latin origin. In what form, generally,

have Latin words been brought into the language ? Give exam-
ples to illustrate this. How are the words introduced from the
Gree)c generally employed ? Give the reason for this. Give ^x-

aroples to illustrate it. From what other sources have a few
words been introduced? How are the secondary derivatires

generally formed ? Give examples. How mp»ny Saxon prefixes

are there ? Repeat them. Give the signification of eaoh of the
Saxon prefixes, accompanied with an example to illustrate it How
many Latin prefixes are there ? Repeat tnem. Give the signifi*

cation of each of the Latin prefixes, accompanied with an example
to illustrate it. How man^ Greek prefixes are there ? Repeat
them. Give the significaMon of each, accompanied with an ex-

ample to illustrate it.

EXERCISE ON THE PREFIXES.
1. Point out the prefixes in the following words, and give their

exact meaning ; and state from what language they are derived.

Forewarn, incursion, paradox, oblation, reproye, ex-

tract, introduce, automaton, eclipse, disintegrate, illicit,

misuse, abstract, accede, amphibious, withstand, cir-

cumlocution, episcopacy, retrieve, protrude, retrograde,

epitaph, midway, election, oppose, anarchy, archetype,

euphony, hemisphere, outdo, retain, supersede, subse-

quent, anabaptist, heterogeneous, biped, subterfuge, co-

incidence, ascend, insatiable.

4. STRUCTURE OF THE NOUN.

466. English nouns are either,—1. Ori-

ginal Roots; 2. Primary Derivatives or

Stems ; 3.. Secondary Derivatives or Bran-
ches ; or, 4. Compound words.

1

'I

I

I
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1' The original uovn rcott of the Eogliih language conaitt of

liie namea of all the oommoD objeota of uature and humaa life

around ua ; auch aa, 8un^ moon, ttar, ««a, ttoni, rock, Mil, fathtr,
tnether, sitter, brother, hope^fear, lovif tharM^ eye, ear, hand^ arm,
foot, lip, row, theep, dog, cat, d'e.

These worda, and otbera of the lanie kind, have deaceuded to

ua through our Saxon forefathers from a period lying beyond all

reach of historical research, having undergone only partial changea
in spelling and prouunoiation, without at all losing tbe<r fundanaen-
tal character.

2. English nouns which come under the title o( primary deriva

tivee, are also, with few exceptions, of Saxon origin. They are

formed as follows:—*

(1.) By modifying the vowel of the root; aa, Blets, blitt ; feed,

food; bind, bond; knit, knot, net; eit^seat; eing, $ong\ strike,

stroke, <bc.

(2.) By modifying the final consonant of the root, or adding
another consonant ; as, Stick, atiich ; dig, ditch ; htal, health

;

drive, drift; smite, smith ; believe, belief ; prove, proof,

(8.) By modifying both vowel and consonant; as, live, life ; lose,

loss; choose, choice ; weave, weft ; thieve, theft , kt.

8. English nouns which come under the ^\i\e of secondary der<va'

tives, aru formed by a considcruble variety of affixes.

A . Saxon derivatives are formed by the following affixes :—

(1.) Signifying agent or doer.

er,

ar,

ard or aW,

ster,

ess (fern.)

Hng,

kin, .

ockf

let or etf

as, sing, singer. 1

as, lie, liar.
]

as drink, drunkard
; }

brng, braggart,

as, pun, punster,

as, seam, seamstress.

(2.) J^rming Diminutives.

1

Derived from verbs.

as, dear, darling,

as, lamb, lambkin,

as, hill, hillock,

as, stream, streamlet;

flower, floweret.

I.

Derived from nouns.

(8.) Denoting abstract ideas, such as State, Condition, Action, &<i.

ship, as friend, friendship.

hood or lieadf

dom,
^ry,

as, man, manhood,
ns, king, kingdom,
as, slave, slavery.

Derived from noons.
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age,

tit,

neut

/#,

at. till, tillnge. ")

M, laugh, laughter. V Derlfed from verbs.

aa wed, wedlook. j

as, white, whit«neM. I
I^'^.^'' ^''^'^ •*^'««-

S tlvei.

(4.) Dtnoting Inttrument

as, gird, girdle.

as, shofe, shovel. V Derived from verbs.

as, hock, hatchet.

B. Latin aud French derivatives are formed by the following

affixes :

—

(1.) Signifying an agrnt or a ptmon generally.

tor, 9or,

trix,

eer,

atUr,
•cult, it,

as, auditor, sponsor. From Latin nouns In tor and tor.

as, executrix. From Latin nouns in trix.

as, auctioneer. \
^•'°!"

^'T^^
"*^"'« ^^^^'^^ "'

'

I
atrg, And t«r, «ur.

M, legatee. From French nouns ending in i.

(2.) Forming Diminutivtt,

as, poetaster. From Italian nouni in attro.

as, animalcule. ( From Latin nouns in eulut, -a

as, particle. ( 'um ; m^ ani$^alculum,partienla

(S.) Signifying abttraet idtaa.

—* —^- .. .«.»: »<>»<.« 5 ^">in I*tin words in antia; or
ence,ance, as, penitence. ^ ^^^.^. „,^«,„7^<,.a.

.. :«.»;<.« 5 ^"^o* ^**'> words in itia; m,
ice, ag, justice.

| .^^^.^.^

.•on,<,-ois*.-o»is.actlon,p«s8ion|
^'^^i^,^^^""

''^'^' *° *"' "'

From Latin words in mtntum;
tatornamentum.

From Latin words in er,

through the French ; as, ardor,

ardeur.

From Latin words in tat ; as

dignUat,

From Latin Words in tttdo; as,

mtUtitudo,

Manj nouns of the aboye description are formed direcUj from

mtntt
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virBs, bj simply changing the accent, e.
ff.,

To affix^ an affix ; lo
expcrtf an export, <to.

0. Greek deriyatives are formed by the following affixes :—

•

(1.) Signifying agent or pertifn.

an, a, musician. From Qreek words in kos {ko»).

««f, as, sophist. irrris {i»ti»).

tie, as, Israelite (patronymic). iTfjr {ith).

(2.) Forming Diminutivei.

itk, ap, asterisk. From Greek offTtpiffKos.

(8.) BIGNirTlNG ABSTRACT IDEAS.

as, epitomn, anarchy. From Greek nouns in i; (e.

)

as, deism, . ^ ^^^ ^^"^"^ °®"^* " '''f'" ^'^
istn. am

iCf ies, as, arithmetic.

tie.

ifffM {i$mo$, or isma.)

From Greek adjectives in ikos,

a, -0.V (A;o«, -a, -on.)

as, panorama. From Greek nouns in fia (ma.)

as, hypothesis. From Greek nouns in o-is («is.)

4. Compound nouns of Saxon origin exist largely in the present

English language, and are not unfrequently coined as necessity re-

quires ; e.g., housemaidf railroad, helmtman, steamboat, eaet-iron.^

ac.

Compound words, derived from Latin and Greek, are boirowed
in their compound form from those languages. New ones ar&
coined only for itcientifio purposes.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF
THE NOUN.

Into what classes do you divide the words used as nouns, ac-

cording to their structure t Of the names of what, do the original

noun roots consist? Give examples. Of what origin are the
ouns in the class of primary derivatives, and how are they
formed ? Give examples of words formed in each of the three

ways. How are the nouns in the class of secondary derivatives

formed f Give the affixes employed in forming Saxon derifatives

that signify an agent er doer. Give an example to illustrate each.

From what class of words are these derived ?

Give those employed in forming diminutives. Illustrate each
by an example. From what are these derived I Give the affixes

employed in forming Saxon derivatives that denote abstract ideas,

such as state, condition, action, <fee. Illustrate the signification of

each by an example. Which of those are applied to words de-

rived from nouns 1 Which, to those derived from verbs f Which,
to those derived from adjectives? Give affixes employed in

forming Saxon derivatives denoting Instrument. Illustrate each
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by an •umple. Oire the affizet employed !d formiDg Latio and
French derivatiyef that eignify an agent or person generallj.

nioitrate the lignifioation ofeach by an example, stating whether
it is derived from the Latin or French. Giye the affixes employed
in formiLg diminntiyea derived from the Latin or French, Ac.
Illustrate the signification of each by an example, stating frons

which it is deriyed. Give the affixes employed in forming Latin
and Freneh derivatiyes signifying abtiract idetu. Illustrate the
signification of each by an example, stating from which it is deri-

yed. Oiye examples of nouns ot this kind formed directly from
verbs by changing the accent. Give the affixes employed in form-
ing Greek derivatives signifying aq agent or person. Illustrate

the signification of each by an example.. Give those forming di'

minutives. Illustrate the signification of each by an example.
Give those forming abstract ideas. Illustrate the signification of

each by an example. What is said of compound nouns of Saxon
origin i Give examples. What is said of compound words deri-

yea from the Latin and Greek t

EXERCISE ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE NOUN.
1. Write out a list of tea noun root*, ten primary derivatives,

ten tecondary derivatives, and ten compound words.

2. Write primary derivatives from the following roots, and ex-

plain what change has taken place.

—

Bless, bite, deal, sing, prove,

breathe, love, choose, live, bathe, wave, strive, speak^ n««, d:e.

8. Point out the affixes in the following Saxon derivatives, and
state the meaning of each.

—

Liar, darling, hillock, kingdom, horse-

manship, slavery, laughter, hatchet, shovel, girdle, d:c.

4. Point out the affixes in the following Latin and Greek deri-

vatives, and state the meaning of each.

—

Particle, animalcula, ex-

ecutrix, aversion, penitence, Jebusite, dignity, eondimeni, fissure^

export, academician, royalist, globule, region, independence.

6. State from what language the following affixes are derived,

and what they each imply : -ard, -ess, -kin, -sor, -tor, -trix, -eer,

^ist, 'ieng, -let, -lock, -tude, -ence, -ary, -sure, -el, -ness, -hood, ifo.

6. Write out ten nouns signifying an agent : ten diminutives

;

ten denoting abstract ideas ; ten signifying instrument; and state

from what language each is derived.

1. Classify the following words according to their structure, and
put each class in a separate list.

—

End, stream, snuff, goodness,

character, ideal, sun, strife, year, foremost, fear, child, proud, cloth,

nig/it, heaven, people, tyrant;

6. STRUCTURE OF THE ADJECTIVE.

467. English Adjectiyes, like English

i

I

li

I
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Nouns, are cither,—1. Original Boots; 2

Primary Derivatives ; 3. Secondary Deriva-

tives; or 4, Compound Words.
1. Haoy Adjectives derived from the Saxon are roott^ iDtsmuch

&8 no Bimpler form of the word can now be assigned from which
they have originally sprung; Such are, good^ bad, long, ihortf high,

ihittt thick, w/tite, black, dee.

2. Eoglibh adjectives, which come under the title of primary
dtrivativet, are also of Saxon origin.

They are formed like the noun-stems, from verbs and nouns, or

other acljeclives, in the following ways :

—

(1.) By modifying the vowel ; as, jfill,full ; wring, wrong, pridt,

proud; ttring, strong.

(2.) Bv modifying or adding a consonant; as, loath*, loth; four,
frntrih.

(3.) By modifyiu^ both vowel and consonant; as, vit, u>it€;J(vf,

Jifth.

3. English adjectives which come under the title of ttcondary

dirivatives, are formed by a considerable variety ef 3^x<8 :—

A. Saxon derivatives aite formed by the following:

—

«d, asialeft handed,
as, wooden.

em, a9, southern. )

erlt/, as, southerly. )

fold, as, fourfold.

fid, as, truthful.

iih, as, whitish, boyish.

le*t, as, houB«le88.

like, as, lifelike. )

ly, as, lovely.
J

some, as, winsome
ward, as, windward,

y, as, mighty.

Participle form of adjective.

Meaning material.

{ . . . direction (used with the

1 points of the compass.)
repetition.

. full of.

. rather (diminutive) and
sometimes likeness. .

without,

resemblance or fitness.

. possession ofsome quality

. direction to a plate.

The adjectival form of a noun.

Meaning not.•un (prefix) as, ungodly.

B. Latin derivatives are formed by the following :—

^; -» * 1 S From Latin adjectives in alis

;

^'' as, equal.
«s, «jtia/i«.

^_ . ( From Latin adjectives in anus

;

an, as, human.
| aB,humanJ.

t .^t 1 . '4, ( From Latin adjectives in an»,
ant, ent. as, elegant, eminent.

| ^^ , ^^ ^,^^^^^,
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CODIOD-

ant),

marine.

*, (preced-"]

*^ **y * > as,
ion-

j
'

as, horrific.

il, ilt.

olent,

0»€, 0U8.

iFrom Latin adjectives in nun

(preceded by a consonant)

;

as, marinut.

j From Latin adjectives in /ieui;

I as, horrifietu.

From Latin adjectives in f«r
and fwu»: as, putiftr or

p€»tif«ru».

From Latin adjectives in bilit ;

»s, vitibilis.

I

From Latin adjectives in idu$

;

as, timidut.

From Latin adjectives in ilU

;

aa^ftrtilit.

From Latin adjectives in olem

;

as, violent.

From Latin adjectives in otut

;

asi, verboiut eopiotut.

From Latin adjectives in pleM ;

as, triplex.

From Latin adjectives in toritu,

toriut; m^ tnigratoriiu.

From Latin adjectives in Hvum ;

as, eaptivw.
' From Latin adjectives in u\u

;

as, arduut.

From Lfttin adjectives in quue

;

as, obliqvus,

G. Greek derivatives are formed simply by-
te, as, hieroglyphic. ( From Greek adjectives in ikos :

iealf M, arithmetical. ( as, apiOfntriKos.

4. Compound adjectives exist to a large extent in the English
language, particularly in the purticipial form; as, left-handed,

right-minded, blue-eyed, &o,

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF
THE ADJECTIVE.

Into how many classes »re English adjectives divided according

to their strncture ? Give examples of ^axon adjectives which are
original roots. From what source do the adjectives that are pri'

mary derivatives come ! From what are they formed t How are

they formed t Give examples of adjectives formed in each war.
How are adjectiyes of the class of secondary derivatives formed?
Give the affixes employed in forming the Saxon secondary deriva*

tives. Illustrate the signification of each by an example. Give
the afiixes employed in forming the Latin secondary deriyatives.

ferous, as, carboniferous.

ible, able, as, visible.

as, timid.

as, fertile.

as, violent.

as, yerbose, copious.

as, triple, double.

tori/f iory, as, migratory.

tive as, captive.

iK)us, as, arduous.

que (French) as, oblique.

^;!l

h
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Illustrate each by an example, stating from yfhai Latia adiectire

it is derived. How are the Greek adjectives of the class of

secondary derivatives formed! Illustrate each by an example.
What is said of compound atdjectives ?

EXERCISE ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE ADJECTIVE.

1. Write or give a list of ten original roots.

2. Write primary derivatives from the following words

:

Stfingt die, heal, heat, trow, wring, pride, save.

Point out the affixes and give their meaning in the following

secondary derivatives :

—

Jhtit^f mountaifume, verbose, fruitful, homeward, carboniferous,

intelligent, imaginative, friendly, hopeless, handsome, tsitty, south-

ern, sevenfold, edible, eatable, earthen, blackish, ifc.

4. Write out a list of twenty Saxon derivatives, and twenty
Latin derivatives, and state what the affix of each implies.

6. STRUCTURE OF THE PRONOUN.

468. Pronouns are either.—1. Original

Eoots; 2. Derivatives; or, 3, Compoun(i
Words.

All of them are of Saxon origin, except *^one,'"

1. The pronouns which may be regarded as original roots in the

English language, are, I, me, wf, us, thou, ye, you, he, she, it, they,

who, self.

Obskrvation.—Of the above, he, she, it, and they, were not ori-

ginally personal pronouns, but demonstrative adjectives (like the

Latin Ate and tile) ; but they are, nevertheless, original roots,

which have come to be vsed pronominally.

2. The following pronominal forms are derivatives :

—

Thee,

Him,

Her,

Them,
My,
Thy,

Our,
Your,
Their,

Mine,

Objective form from Mom.
Originally a dative from the masc. he and neut.

hit of the Saxon he, heo, hit, (he, she, it) ; now
an objective masc.

Originally a feminine dative and possessive form
from the Saxon heo.

Originally a dative form from the Saxon that.

Possessive form from me.

thou,

we.

you.

. . they.

. • my, '
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Thinty Fofise&siye form from thy. '

Hert, . . . , her.

Hi; . . . . hii.

Ours, . . . . our.

yowrt, . . your.

Thein, . . . . their.

It», . . .. it (moderD).
Whom, Objective forri] from loAo ; originallj datife.

Whatj Neuter form from who.

On«, DeriTed from the French on, -which is an abhre-
yiatioQ of homme.

One^i, PoBsesuye form of one.

Which, A compound form originallj from who and like

(in the Scottish diialect tchilk).

3. The compound/ pronouns are those formed by the union of the

words self and own, with various of the personal and possessive

pronouns ; as, myself, my own, themeelves, one*$'8elf, <bo.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OP
THE PRONOUN.

Into how manj classes are pronouns divided according to their

derivation and structure t Of what origin are they /* Which are

the pronouns which belong to the class of original roots ? Which
of the pronominal forms are derivatives, and from what is each
form derived ? What is said of the compound pronouns ?

1. STRUCTURE OF THE VERB.

469. English verbs are either,—1. Ori-

ginal Roots; 2 .Primary Derivatives; or,

3. Secondary Derivatives.

Oompound Verbs can hardly be said to exist in the Eoglish Ian-

guage.

1. All the English verbs of the old form of conjugation are of

Saxon origin, and all of them form original roott of the English

language.

A considerable number of other verbs which are now conjugated

accooding to the modern form, vrere once conjugated according to

the ancient; as, elimb, laugh, quake &e. These have also to foe

regarded as original roots of the language.

2. English verbs which come under the title of primary deriva-

tive*^ are, with very few exceptions, from the original nouoa and
yerbs in the following ways :

—

(1.) By modifying the vowel; as, lie, lay; ait, $et ; Jly, /ee

;

fall fell, Ac.
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Thii olaas is all of Saxon origiD.

(2.) By modifjiog th« last oooaontnt. either as to form or pro-

nunciation ; as, advicef advitt; bath, bathe; greau^ greate ; u*e,

use.

Ohservatiom.—(a) Tbis class of verbs is formed from nouns,

and they are, in somefew case*, of Latin origin.

(6) The e at the end of bathe, breathe, tbc, is added only to mo-
dify the sound of tho preceding consonant.

(3) By modifying both vowel and consonant ; as, drink, drench

:

glae*^ glaze ; hound, hunt ; wring, wrench^ ifc.

(4) By prefixing « or t ; as, dun, ^un ; melt, emelt ; whirl, twirl;

3. English verbs which come under the title of secondary deriva-

tivett are formed by a considerable variety of affixes.

A. Saxon derivatives are formed by the following:

—

as, heighten, weaken ; signifying to make.en,

tr, as, climb, clamber

;

ish, as, burn, burnish

;

le^ as, nip, nibble

;

iff as, soil, Sully

;

Jtemark.—Many nouns and adjectives have been turned into

rerbe without any change whatever ; as.

Dry,
Cool,

Rain,

Salt,

An increasing tendency (which ought to be resisted) to use the

eame word for different parts of speech, is perceptible in the pre-
sent day. Many such verbs have now become accepted ; as, to

crop a farm ; to advocate a cause ; to ship goods, <bc. But such
licenses should be very sparingly admitted.

B. Latin derivatives are formed—

frequentative force.
(various),

frequentative force.

to make.

To dry.

To cool.

To rain.

To salt

(1.) From the root of the verb ; as,
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(2.) From the supine of the verb ; ai,

Act,
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8. STRUCTURE OF THE ADVERB.

470. English Adverbs are either—1. Ori-

ginal Roots ; 2. Primary Derivatives ; 3.

Secondary Deriratives ; or, 4. Compound
Words.

1. The original adverbs of the English language consist of a few
monosyllables derived from the Saxon ; such as, now, then, then,
here, oft, well, ill, not, to, thin.

Oh».— Then, there, thus, and here, have now been traced pretty
clearly to genitive, accusative, and dative forms of the Saxon de*
moostrative pronouns.

2. Primary derivatives are formed

—

(1.) From numerals ; as,

Onee, twice, thrice ; from one, two, three. These were originally

the ordinary genitive forms of the numerals.

(2.) From nouns ; as,

Keeds, Genitive of need*

Whilom Dative of while.

So also we say

—
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8. English ndverhfl which conic under tho title of secondjry d«-

rivativei, are formed in the following ways :

—

(1.) By the affixes—

ly, as, wisely, cuDningly.

This may be termed the general form of the adverb, when de-

rired regularly from tlie correapondiag adjective.

ti>arj or warcfs; as backward /rom back. ( Signifying

sidewards
toayi or wUe \ as always,

likewise,

om back. (

" side,
"i

direction.

all.

like.

The terminations wife and ward are only used with Saxon deri<

fttires ; ly is a universal advwhialJorm for all derivatives.

(2.) By the prefixes

—

a ; as, ashore, abroad, adrift, aground.

he ; as, behind, betime.

These two prefixes are the remains of the prepositions on and
by.

4. There are a great number of compound?adverbs in the English

language, formed by combining together various other parts of

speech ; as, forthwith, peradventure, pell-mell, see-taw, $ometime$t

somewhere, thereabout, straightway^ yesterday^ to-morrow, hence-

forward, headlonfff dec.

We may add also those derived from compound adjectives ; as,

left-handedly, good-naturedly, ill-manneredly, <bc.

I'

9. STRUCTURE OF THE PREPOSITION.

471. Prepositions may be divided, in rela-

tion to their structure, into three kinds—1.

Simple Original Prepositions; 2. Deriva-

tives ; 3. Verbal Prepositions.

1. The simple original prepositions of the English language are

the following:

—

At^ by, for, from, in, on, of till, to, through, up,

toith.

Remark.—As prepositions are relational words, and always ap«

pear late/ in the development of a language than words conveying
n^ions, it is probable that none of them are, strictly speaking,

original roots, but that they have been formed out of nouns and
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Tcrbt. Tuii formation, howerer, ii lo remote, thftt tbej mftj b«
oontidered practicftll/ ai simple and original forms.

2. 0! tUrivtd prepositions, many are formed from verbs, ad-
jeotiyes, and other parts of speech, by the use of tbo prefixes—

a; as, amid, tibout, along^ among, athwarif around, agmntt,
bt; as, beiide, bt/ore, bilow, 6cn«a<A, between^ beyond.

Others are formed by combining two simple prepositions to*

gether ; as, info, unto, upon^ witAtn, without, throughout.

8. Verbal prepositions are simply the imperatiye and parti-

cipial forms of verbs used prepositionally ; e.g., Conetming, dur-
ing, regarding, respecting, touching, eave and except.

All the prepositions of the first and second class are of Saxon
origin ; those of the third, of Latin.

. 10. STRUCTURE OF THE CONJUNCTION.

472. English Conjunctions may be class-

ed under three heads—1. Simple ; 2. Deri-

vative ; 3. Compound.
1. The eimple conjunctioiiB of the English language are,

—

Andf
or, but, if, as.

2. The derived conjunctions are such as

—

Nor, neither, either^

than, though, whether, even, for, that, since, seeing, except.

8. Cotnpound conjunctions are such as are made up of two or

more other words; as, llowbeit, in as far as, nevertheless, moreover,

wherefore, whereas, although, <tc.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF
THE ADVERB, PREPOSITION AND CONJUUOTION.

How are English adverbs divided according to their origin and
structure?—Of what do the original adverbs consist!—Repeat
eight or ten examples of them ?—What is said of then, there, these ?

How are the primary derivatives formed I—Give examples of pri-

mary, derivatives formed in each way t—What is the origin and
use of this class of adverbs ?—How are adverbs belonging to the

class of secondary derivatives formed?—Give examples of adverbs
of this class formed in eaeh way ?—Give examples of compound
adjectives t
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PliKPOSITION.

How may prepositions be divided according to thtir or'},'in and
structure ?—Which are the flimple oriijinjil prepositions ?—What
ii their probable remote origin i—Uow are derived prepositions

formed?—Give examples.— VVhat are verbal prepositions I—Give
examples.

CONJUNCTION.

How may oonjuoctions be divided according to their strncture t

—Name the simple conjuoctions.—Name the derived coojuoctioni

—Name the compound conjunctions.

EXERCISE ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE ADVERB
PREPOSITION AND CONJUNCTION.

1. Give a list of original adverbs, and of primary deiivatirea

showing from what the latter aro derived.

2. Id the following, point out the affixes and prefixes, and de-

termine the meaning of each:

—

Altoatft, shortly, daily, likmoi$t,

abroadf betimtt, heavenward^ forward, adri/i, be/ore.

8. Give a list of twenty compound adverbs.

4. State which of the following prepositions are original, whioh
derived, and which yerbal i^At, by, aroundj aboutt on, of, eoneem,
in^, till, through^ agaimt, below, beyond, touching, during, up
wtthf except.

5. State which of the following conjunctions are original, ithie

derived, and whioh compound :

—

And, either, or, neither, but, tha»
through, nevertheless, if, whether, even, since, although, moreover,
suing.

I

These exercises should be followed b^ lessons on the Latin and
Greek roots in the language, till exercises, such as the following

can be readily done :—Give the Saxon noun and adjective roots,

and illustrate each by giving words derived from them—Give the

Latin noun roots, and words derived from each.—>Give the Latin
erb roots, and words derived from each.—Give the Latin adjec-

tive roots, and words derived from each.—Give the Greek noun
roots, and words derived from each.—Give the Greek verb roots,

and words derived from each.—Give the Greek adjective roots,

and words derived from each, Ac.

11
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I. SAXON ROOTS.

Obttrvation.—A groat number of English worJa are derired

from precisely corresponding Saxon words. Where the doriratioa

is obvious, (as, smith, brother, tooth, &c., from- smith, brothor,

toth, kc.,) the Saxon words are not given in the vocabulary. The
roots printed below are those which give origin to a number of
English words, the derivation of which is more disguised.

Saxom Nouns.

yEcer, m field ; (Ger. Aker,)
acie, God's-acre.

Bana, death ; bane, baneful, hen-
bane.

Bot, tatUfaction ; to boot, boot-

less.

Cyn, race ; kin, kindred, kind.

Deor, animal; (Ger. Their,) deer,

Durham.
Doel, part; (Ger. Theil,) dole,

deal, to deal.

Dun, a hill ; downs ; most pro-

per names ending in d(m,

Ea, eas, water; island, many
names of places in ey. Ouu.

Feond, enemy; (Gqt. Feind,)
fiend, fiendish.

FagaljMrd; (Ger. Vogel,) fowl,

fowler, fowling-piece.

Geard, enchiure : yard, g.'jrden.

Gorst,/«r«« ; gorse, gooseberry.

Ham, dwelling; home (Ger.
Hein,) hamlet; names of

places ending in ham.
Holm, islaad; Holms, Azholm,

&c.
Hund,tfo^; ((kr. Hand,) hound,

Hunt.
Hythe, port; Hythe, Rother-

hythe.

Ing, meadow ; the Ings, names
of places in itig .

Leaf, field; Lea, names of places

in ley.

Maga, Ktomach ; )Gcr. Magen,)
maw.

Mere, lake; (Ger. Mere,) Mere,

names of places in mere.

Noesse, promotitory ; Naze,name9
of places in neti.

Rice, kingdom; (Ger. Reich,)

bishopric.

Sped, tuceeti ; speed, Godspeed.
Stede, itation ; names of places

in st')ad.

Stoc. \ place; names of places
Stow^ > in ttock and $tow.

Suiui, ttrait; sound, Bomarsund.
Thoip, village; (Ger. Dorf,)

names of places in thorp.

Tid, time; (Ger. Zeit,) tide,

Shrovetide, (Hme and tide.)

Wald, wood ; (Ger. Wald,) weald
wold, Walt-ham.

Weard, guard; ward, warden.
Wic, dwelling; Wick, and names

of places ending in same.
Wirt, root ; (Ger. Wurzel,) wort.

Wise, manner; (Ger. Weise,) in

nowise, leastways.

Wylen,»/oi;c; villain.
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Saxon Vibds.

Beordan, to ordir ; (Qer. beitcn,)

bid, beadle.

iJeorgan. to protect ; (Ocr. Bor-

gen,) burgh, borough.

Uidan, to wait ; bide, abide,

abode.

Bloosan, lu blow ; (Oer. blaaer.,)

blast, bluster, blossom.

BructtD, to use ; broker, to brook.

Biian, to cultivate
;
(Ger. bauen.)

boor, neighbour.

Bugan, to bow; (Ger. Bicgen,)

boMf, bough, bay, elbow.

Ceapian, to buy; (Ger. kau-
fon,) cheap, chapman, chaffer,

OheapsidOj Chipping.

Cearcian, to creak ; cank, chatter

chirp. (Old Eng. chirk.)

Olypian, to call ; old Eng yclept.

Gunnian, to search ; to con, cun-
ning, (Ger. kennen.)

Cwellan, to tlayj quell, kill.

Deman,<o^Wge; deem, doom.
DT&g&Qfto draw; drag, draught,

(Ger. tragen.)

Drigan, to dry; drought, drug,

(Ger. trocken.)

Faran, to go; fare, farewell,

ferry, thorottghfare.

Fengan, to catch ; (Ger. fangen)
finger, fang.

Frean, to love; (Ger. Freien,)

friend.

Frician, to jump; frdak, frog.

FuUian, to corrupt ; foul, filth.

Galan, to sing ; nightingale.

Gangen, to go ; gang, gangway,
(Ger. gehen.)

Glewan, to shine ; glow, gleam,
(Ger. gluhen.)

Grafan, to dig; (Ger. graben,)
grave, engrave, groove.

Gripon, to squeeze ; (Ger. grifen)

gripe, grip.

Hebban, to lift; (Ger. heben,)

heave.

Macien, to make ; (Ger. macen,)
mako, mackle.

Mengiin, to mix ; (Ger. mengen)
mingle, among.

Metiian, to feed ; meat, mess.
Moonan, to think ; ((ier. meinan)

mean, mind.
Plihtan, to expose to danger

;

plight.

Rii'pan, to bind ; wrap, reap,

rope.

Reccnu, to care ; to reck, reck-

less.

Sceadan, to divide ; scot, scatter.

shed, watershed.
Sceiran, to cut; shear, shears,

share, sheer, ploughshare,sear,
score.

Slehan, to kill ; (Qer. schlagen,)

slay, slaughter, steight, sly,

(clever in stroke

)

Snic.an, to creep ; sneak, snake..

Steorfan, to die; starve, (Ger.

sterben.)

Stigan, to ascend ; (Ger. steigen)

stair, stage, story, stirrup.

Tellan, to count ; (Ger. zahlcn)

tell, tale,

Teogan, to draw ; tug.

Thmk&n, to seem ; methinks, (it*

seems to me.)
Thringan, to press ; (Ger. dria-

gen,) throng.

Wanian, to fail; wane, wan.
Wealden, to govern; wield,

bretwalda, (Ger, Gewalt.)

Wenan, to think ; ween.

Wenden, to go; wend, went,
wander, (Ger. Wenden.)

Witan, to know ; wit, wot, wise,

(Ger. wissen.)

Wrecan, to revenge; wreak.
Writham, to twist; wreathe,

writhe, wrath, wroth, wry.
Wunian, to dwell; (Ger.wohmen)

wont.

I
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Saxon Adjectives.

jWr, before ; ere, early, erst. Halig, holy ; (Ger helig,) Hgli-

Jiald, brave ; bold, ethelbold. doun.
Eald,oW; elder, alderman, Aid- Rein, c/«an; (Ger. rein,) rinse.

gate. Rude, red; ruddy, Ruthin,

God, good ; gospel, godsend. Soth, trut ; sooth, soothsayer.

llal, sound ; whole, wholesome,
hale.

II. Latin Roots—Nouns.
-*)des, a building ; edifice,

^vum, an age ; coeval.

Ager, afield; agriculture.

Anima, life ; animal.

Animus, mind ; magnanimous.
Annus, year ; annual.
Aqua, watsr ; aquatic.

Anna, weapon* ; armour.
Articulus, a little joint ; article.

Auris, the ear ; aurist.

Aurum, goW; auriferous.

Auster, south Kind ; Australia.

Avis, a bird ; aviary, augur.
Barba, beard ; barber.

Bellum, war ; rebel, bellicose.

Brachium, the arm ; bracelet.

Calculus, a little atone; calculate.

Calor, heai ; caloric.

Oanis, a dog ; canine.

Caput, the head ; captain.

Carbo, coal ; carbonic.

Carmen, song; charming.
Caro, flesh ; carnal.

Catena, chain ; concatenate.
Causa, cause ; excuse.
Centrum, middle ; centripetal.

Centum, a hundred ; century.

Charta, paj9er ; card.

Civis, a citizen ; civil.

Coelum, A^av^n ; celestial.

Cor, heart; cordial.

Corpus, body ; corporeal.

Crux, cross; crucify.

Culpa, fault ; culpable.

Cura, care; curious,

.^utis, skin ; cuticle.

Dens, tooth; dentist.

Deus, God; deity.

Dexter, the right hand; dexter-

ous.

Dies, a day ; diurnal.

Digitus, a finger ; digit,

Domus, a house ; domicile.

Equus, a horse ; equestrian.

Exemplum, instance ; example.
Fabula, a fable; fabulous.

Facies, the face; efface.

Fama, report; famous.
Femlna, woman ; female.

Fcrrum, iron; farrier.

Filius, a son ; filial.

Finis, end ; final.

Fiamma, Flame ; inflame.

Flos, flower ; flourish.

Folium, leaf; foliage.

Forma, form; formation.

Frater, brother ; fraternal.

Frons, forehead s frontispiece.

Fumus, smoke; fumigate.

Fundui, foundation ; profound.
Gens, nation ; gentile.

Globus, a sphere ; globular.

Gradus, a step ; grade.

Gratia, favour; ingratiate.

Grex, oj^ocfc; congregate.
Haeres, heir ; hereditary.

Homo, man ; human.
Hora, hour ; horary.

Hortus, garden; horticulture.

Hospcs, a guest ; hospitable.

Ignis, fire ; ignite.

Insula, island ; insvlar.

Iter, journey ; itinerate.

Jugum, yoke ; subjugate.

Jus, right ; justice.

Juvenis, a youth ; juvenile

.
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Labor, labour ; laborious.

Lac, milk ; lactation.

Lapis, stone ; lapidary.

Laus, prai$e ; laudatory.

Liber, bark, book ; library.

Libra, balance ; equilibrium.

Limen, threshold; preliminary.

Linea, line ; delineate.

Lingua, tongue ; linguist.

Litera, letter ; literal.

Locus, place ; locate.

Luna, the moon ; lunatic.

Lux, li^ht; lucUer.

LuzuB, luxury ; luxuriate. •

Macula, a spot ; immaculate.
Magister, a master ; magistrate.

Mamma, the breast ; mammalia.
Manus, the hand ; manual.
Mare, the sea ; marine.

Mara, the god of war ; martial.

Mater, mother ; maternal.

Materies, matter ; material.

Mel, honey ; mellifluous.

Mens, mind ; mentaL
Miles, a soldier ; militarj.

Minse, threats ; menaces.'

Modus, manner ; mood.
Mola, mill; meal.

Moles, muss ; demolitsh.

Mens, mountain ; promontory.
Mors, death; immortal.
Mos, manner ; morals.
Minus, gift ; munificent.

Negotium, business ; negotiate.

Nihil, nothing} annihilate.

Nomen, a name ; nominal.
Nox, night ; nocturnal.
Numerns, number; numeration.
Oculns, the eye ; oculist.

Os, oris, motUh ; oral.

Os, ossis, bone ; ossify.

Oram, egg ; oval.

Pactus, a treaty ; compact.
Palma, a palm ; palmary.
Pars, a part ; partial.

Pater, a father ; paternal.

Pax, i>eac«; pacify.

Pectus, breast ; expectorate.

Pes, foot ; biped.

Pilus (capillua), hair ; pile, capil-

lary.

Pisci8,^«A, piscatory.

Planta, plant ; plantation.

Plumbum, lead ; plumber.
Poena, punishment ; penal.

Fondua, weight ; pound.
Populus, people ; popular.
Prseda, 6oo/y ; preduceous.
Pretium, price ; precious.

Puer, boy ; puerile.

Quies, rest ; quiet.

Radius, spoke of wheel ; ray.

Radix, root ; radical.

Rivus, stream ; river.

Robur, strength ; robust.

Rota, wheel ; rotary.

Rus, cmmtry ; rustic.

Sal, salt ; saline.

Salus, safety ; salvation.

Sanguis, blood; sanguine.
Sapor, savour ; insipid.

Seculum, the age ; secular.

Semen, seed; seminary.
Signum, «^ ; signify.

Sol, sun ; solar.

Somnus, sleep ; somnambulist.

Sors, lot ; assort.

Spatium, space ; expatiate.

Tabula, table ; tabulate.

Tempns, time; temporary.

Terminus, boundary ; extermi-

nate.

Terra, the earth; terrestrial.

Testis, witness; attest.

JJmhTa, shadow ; umbrageous.

Unda, a wave ; inundate.

Urbs, city ; urbanity.

Vacca, cow ; vaccinate.

Vapor, steam ; evaporate.

Vas, a vessel ; vascalar.

Velum, veil ; revelation.

Vena, vein; venous.

-Verbum, word ; verb.

Vestis, garment ; invest.

Via, way ; obvious.

Vindex, avenger; vindicate.
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Vinum, wine ; vintage.

Vir, a man; virile.

Virtus, valour: virtue.

Vita, life ; vitality.

Vitium,/«u//; vice.

Yoluipt&s, pleasure ; voluptuous.
Votum, vow ; votary.

Vulgus, common people ; vulgar.

Vulnus, wound ; vulnerable.

Latin Verbs.

- j^stimare, vaZue; estimate.

Ago (actus) act ; transact.

Amo, love ; amatory.
Aperio, open ; aperture.

Appello, call ; appellation.

Apto,^/; aptitude.

Audio, hear ; audible.

Augeo, increase; augment.
Cado (casum)/aW; accident.

Gaedo (ctesum) tut ; incision.

Oano, sing ; chant.

Capio (captum) take ; reception.

Oedo (cessum) go ; accede.

^ Oerno (cretum) perceive ; dis-

cern.

Olamo, call out ; exclaim.

Glaudo (clausum)sAu^; include.

Colo (cultus) till; cultivate.

Credo, believt; credit.

Creo, create ; creation.

Cresco, to grow ; increase.

Criminor, jtM^ge, accuse; discri-

minate.

Cumbo, lie ; succumb.
Ourro(c»rsum), run; occur.

Dice (dictum), say ; predict.

Boceo (doctus), teach ; doctor.

Doleo, grieve ; condole.

Bono, give; donation.
Bormio, sleep; dormouse.
Dttco, lead; conduct.
Smo (emptus), buy ; redeem.
Eo (itum), go ; exit.

Bxperior (expertus), <ry; exper-
iment.

Facio (factus), do ; effect.

Fallo, deceive; fallacious.

Fero (latus), bear ; confer, trans-

late.

Ferveo, boU ; fervent.

Fido, trust ; confide.

Fingo (fictus), /»fom« ; fictien.

Flecto (flexus), bend ; flexible.

Fluo,^ow; fluid.

Frango(fractus), break; fracture.

Frico, rub ; friction.

Frigeo, / am cold ; frigid.

Fugio, Jlee ; fugitive,

Fundo (fusus), pour; diffuse.

/jero (gestus), bear ; belligerent.

Gradior(greiBns), step; congress.

Habeo, have : habit.

UsRteOf stick ; tiiherc.

Ignoro, not to knov} ; ignorant.

Imperio, command ; imperious.

Jaceo, lie; adjacent.

Jacio, cast ; eject.

Judico, judge ; adjudicate.

Jungo, join; conjunction.

Jmto, swear ; jury.

Labor (lapsus), slide ; relapse.

Laedo (laesum), «<riA:e /colllBion.

Lego, send ; delegate.

Lego (lectum), choose ; elect.

Levo, raise ; lever.

Libero, to free; liberate. .

Liceo, to be allowed; license.

Ligo, to bind; obligation.

Linquo, leave ; relinquish.

Loquor, speak ; eloquent.

Ludo, play ; prelude.

Luo, wash ; dilute.

Mando, commit to ; commend.
Maneo, remain ; mansion.
Medeor, heal ; remedy.
Memini, remember ; memory.
Mercor, buy ; merchant.
Mergo (mersum), plunge ; im-

merse.

Mineo, to project ; eminent.

Misceo (mixus), mix: miscella-

neoui.
Mitto, smd ; remit.

Moneo, advise; monitor.
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Mordeo, bile; remorse.

Moveo (motus), move ; motion.

Nascor (natus), to be born; in-

nate.

Necto, bind ; connect.

Nego, deny ; negation.

Noceo, hurt ; noxious.

Nosco (notus), know ; denote.

Nuncio, make known ; announce.
Opto, wish ; optative.

Orno, adorn; ornament.
Pando, to stretch ; expand.
Pareo, appear ; apparent.
Paro, prepare ; repair.

Pascor (pastum), feed ; repast.

Patior, suffer ; patient.

Pello (pulsus), drive ; ropel.

Pendeo, hang ; depend.
Peto, seek ; petition.

Placeo, please ; placid.

Flaco, appease ; placate.

Plaudo, clap ; applaud.
Plecto, twine; complex.
Plico, fold ; complicated.
Ploro, tnipZore; deplore.

Pono (positus), place ; deposit.

Porto, carry ; import.

Precor, pray ; imprecate.

Prehendo, lay hold of ; appre-
hend.

"^(•OMO (pressus), press ; impresi.
Irrbv, prove; probation,
P'jiXi^ prick; pungent.
PuiT

.
cleanse; purgatory.

Putc, ihink ; repute.

Qusro, seek ; query.

Queror, complain; querulous.
Rapio (raptus), seize ; rapacious.
Kego, rule ; regent.

Bideo, lat^h ; deride.

Rigeo, to be stiff; rigid.

Rumpo (ruptus), break ; rupture.
Salio (saltum), leap ; assail.

Scando, climb ; ascend.
Scribo (scriptus), urrite ; trans-

scribe.

Seco, cut; sect.

Sedeo, «<<; subside.

Sentio./jv.; sentiment.

Sequor, follow ; persecute.

Serrio, serve ; Berrile.

Servo, keep ; preservation.

Sisto, stop ; persist

Soleo, to be accustomed; insolent.

Solvo, loose; resolve.

Sono, sound ; consonant.
Specio (apectus), see : inspect.

Spiro, breathe ; i'jspire.

Statuo, appoint ; constitute

.

Stetno (stratus), scatter; pros-
trate.

Sto, stand; station.

Stringo (strictus), draw tight;

strict.

Sumo (sumptus), take ; assume.
Tango (tactus), touch ; intact.

Temno, despise ; contemn.
Tendo, stretch ; attend.

Teneo, hold; tenaceous.
Terreo, frighten ; terrify.

Texo, weave ; textile.

Timeo,/car; timid.

Tingo, dye; tincture.

Tolero, bear; tolerate.

Tollo, raise; extol.

Torreo, roast ; torrid.

Torqueo (tortus), wrest ; extort.

Traho (tractus), draw ; attract.

Tribuo, bestow ; attribute.

Trudo, thrust ; intrude.

Tumeo, swell ; tumour.
Utor (usus), use ; useful.

Vado, go ; evade.

Valeo, prevail ; valid.

Veho, carry; vehicle.

Venio (ventus), come ; advent.

Verto, ^wrn; convert.

Video (visum), see; provide.

Vineo (victus), conquer ; invin-

cible.

Yivojive; vivify.

Voco, call; invoke.

Volo.^y; volatile.

Volvo, roW; involve.

Voro, devour ; voracious.
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Latin Adjectivkb.

Acer, sharp ; acid.

^quuB, equal ; equator.

Albus, white ; albino.

Alter, another ; alternate.

Altus, high ; exalt.

Antiquus, old ; antique.

Asper, rough ; asperity.

Bonus, good ; bounty.

Brevis, thort ; brief.

Cautus, wary ; cautious.

Gavus, hollow ; cavern.

Oerius, sure ; certify.

Goctas, cooked; concoct.

DensuB, thick; dense.

DignuB, worthy ; dignify.

Dulcifl, tweet ; dulcet.

DuruB, Aard; endure.

ExtemuB, outward; external.

Exterior, outer ; exterior.

ExtremuB, outermost ; extreme.

FaciliB, easy ; facile.

Felix, happy ; felicity.

Firmus, strong ; firm.

Fortia, «^rong'; fortify.

Grandis, great ; aggrandise.

Gravis, heavy ; gravity.

Inferior, lower ; inferior.

Infernus, low ; infernal.

Internus, inner ; internal.

LatuB, broad ; oblate.

Lentus, «/ot^ ; relent.

Longus, long ; longitude.

Mains, evil; malefactor.

Maturus, ripe ; mature.
Medius, middle ; mediator.
Minor, less ; diminlch.

Obscurus, dark ; obscure.

Omnis, all ; omnipotent.
Planus, level ; plain.

Plenu8,/tt//; plenty.

Plus, more ; plural.

Posterus, last ; posterity.

Primus, ^rsf; primary.
Privus, secret ; private.

Purus, ;jttre; purify.

Qualis, of what Icind ; quality.

Quantus, how much ; quantity.
Quot, how many ; quotient
Rarus, Mm; rare.

Sacer, sacred ; sacrament
Sanctus, holy ; sanctify.

Sanus, sound ; insane.

Senex, old ; senile.

Similis, like ; similar.

Solus, alone; solitude.

Surdus, deaf; absurd.
Tenuis, thin ; attenuate.

Tres, three ; triennial.

Vanus, vain ; vaunt.

Yetus, old ; veteran.

III. Gbbbk Roots— Nouns.

Aer (arip), the air ; aeriel.

AgogoB {ay(>)ytii)^leader ; dema-
gogue.

Agon {ayoiv), contest; antagonist.

Ang^los {a.yyf\os\ messenger;
angel.

Anthos (avBoi), flower ; polyan-

thus.

Anthropos {avdp(i}iros\ man ; phi-

lanthrophy.

Arctos (opicToy), hear ; arctic.

Arithmos [apiOfios), number; ar-

ithmetic.

ABtron(ourTpoi/) star; astronomy.
Biblion (iS(/3A(oi/), 600A: ; bible.

Bios {fiios), life ; biography.
Cholt (xof^v), bile ; melancholy.
Chronos (xpoyos) time; chro-

nology.

Cosmos {Kofffxos), world; cos-
mogony.

Oratos (Kparos), rule ; democrat.
Daimon (Sat/uoi/), spirit ; demon.
Demos (^viJ^os), people; democrat.
Doxa {So^a), opinion ; orthodox.
Dogma (5o7/ia), opinion ; dog-

matic.

Dunamis (Suva/its) strength; dyn-
amics.

Ethos (c0o$), manner; ethics.
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Gamos (yafios), marriage; poly- }fQS09{ini<ros), island ; Polynesia.

gamy. Nomoa (i/o/tos), law ; astronomy.
Ge (77;), the earth ; geography. Oikos {oikos\ house ; oeconomy.
Genos (76>'os), A;tnd; heterogen- Onoma(o»'0)ua),7ui»ie; synonyme.

eous. Oplithalmos {o<pQix\ixos)^ eye; oph-
Glossa {y\w(T<ra\ tongne ; glos- thalmia.

sary. Organon (opyauov), instrument

;

Gonia (ytovia), corner; diagonal. organic.

QTa.mm& (ypafifia), letter ; gram- Ovnia {opvis), bird ; ornithology.

mar. Pais (irajs), child ; pacdagogue.

Haima(oi/ia),6/oo</; hemorrhage. Pathos {vados), feeling ; pathol-

Hairesis (aiof(ris\ choosing : her- Offv.

esy,

Helios
^

Hemera

Hairesis (a/peory), choosing ; her- wg^.
''°"" Petra (ir^po), rock ; petrify.

Hippos (imros), horse ; hippo- Phusis {<p

elios {f]\ios), sun; perihelion. Phone (^vtj), voice ; phonetics.

emera {Tiij,epa),day ; ephemeral. Phos ((/)ws), light ; phosphorus.
ippos (imros), horse; hippo- Phusis (^utr's), wa/wre ; physics.

drome. Pneuma {irvfvfio), wind; pneu-
Hodos (dSos), way ; period. matics.
Hudor (u5(J,p), water; hydrosta- Polcmos (7roA€)wos),war; polemic.

tics. Polls (iroAts) city ; politics.

Ichthus {ix'Svs)f a fish; ichthy- Potamos(iroTa/ios), ni;er; hippo-

ology. potamus.

fk

ter. Stasis (ottoo-js), standing ; apos"'

Logos {\oyos) reason ; geology. tasy.

Lusis (Auo-ts), ZooM'ngr ; analysis. Strophe ((rrpoj^Tj), turning; ap-

Martyr {fiaprvp\ witness ; mar- ostrophiB.

tyr. Taphos (ratios), tomb ; epitaph.

Mathema (fiadfua), scieme; ma- Techne (r€X)^)> aft: technical.

thematics. Theos (0€os), God; theology.

Metron {fifrpoy), measure ; sym- Thesis (fleo-ts), placing ; paren-
metry. thesis.

Meter (fi-nrrtp) mother ; metro- Topos (roiros),place; topography.
polls. Tupos (ruTToy), ftamp : type.

Muthos (/it;eos),7ny/A; mythology. Zoon {(juov), animal : zoology.

Naus [yavs\ ship i nautical.

Ghbee Yirbs.

Archo (apxu), to command; mon- Gignosco (yiyvuiTKw), ^know ;

arch. prognostic.
Ballo (/8a\Aw), to throw; sym- Grapho (ypa^w), write ;'* auto-

bol. graph.
Galupto (koAwittw), cover; Ap- Miseo (/ui<re«) hate; misanthro-

ocalypse. phist.

12
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Optoma! (oirro/ioi), see ; optics. Psallo («|/o\Ao), aing : psalm.
Orao {opao)^ see ; panorama. Skopeo {(TKowew), nee : telescope.

Phantazo {<f>avTa(o), appear; Stello {arrtWw), send; apostle.

phantom. Tasso {ra<r<Tu), arrange ,- syntax.
Phaino (</>ai)'(u), show, phenom- Tbeaomai (deao/iat), «e« ; theatre.

enou. Temno (re/ii/w), cut ; atom.
Poieo (TTotew), make ; poetry. Trepo (rpeirw), turn .- tropics.

/ Greek AoJiiiCTivES.

Autos (ouToy), ielf; autobiogra- Neero3(v«Kpos),rffaJ; necropolis.

phy. Neos (veos), new; neology.

Calos (koXos), beautiful; call- Olif^oa (o\iyos), few ; oligarchy.

graphy. w OrihaiopOos), right ; orthodox.
Gumnos {yvuvos), naked; gym- OxjB (o^vs), tharp ; oxygen.

nasties. Fhilot (<l>i\os)f friendly : philan-

Heteros {irepos), anot her ; heter- thropist.

ogeneous. Polus (iro\uy), ma-f^y ; polygon.
Hieros [Upos)^ sacred; hierarchy. Protos {irporo^),firit ; prototype,

Isos (tcoy), iqual ; isosceles. Thermos (dfpfxos), warm : ther-

Monos {fiovos)f alone; monoton- mometer.
ous.

The following are a few specimens of the French words, which
have been the medium of introducing the original Latin roots in

English.

Cheval (Lat. caballus), Iiorse; fealty.

chevalier, chivalry, cavalry. Mcrveillle (Lat.Mirabile) toonder

;

Oharte (Lat. carta) pa/>«r ; chart, marvel, marvellous.

charter, cartoon, cartouch. Parler, to apeak; parley, Parlia-

Oampagne (Lat. campus), ^eld; ment.
camp, campaign, champaign. Souverain (Lat. superus), aover-

Chanter (Lat. cano), sing; chant, eign ; sovereignty.

enchant, enchanting. Yue (Lat. video), see ; view.

F6odalit6 (Lat. fidelitas), feudal;

ERRATA.
The exercise, page 48, shoidd be numbered 6 not 5. -

In 547, page 154— for relation—read relations; and for casual

read causal.

The exercise on same case page 181,- should be numbered 98th

not 2l8t.

The exercise on the syntax of the adverb, page 226, should be
numbered 60th not 34th.
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